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Message from the Workshop Chairs
Over the last years, research in text and speech processing for less-resourced languages has taken
momentum. Initiatives and events have flourished, as well as hackathons, toolkits, special interest groups,
and journals’ special issues. The topic of less-resourced languages has ceased to be niche and has gained
space in major conferences such as LREC, ACL, and Interspeech.
The multiplication of research interest makes it even more necessary for the community that revolves
around less-resourced languages to find opportunities for aggregation and discussion. It is also very
important that these occasions leave space for communities and representatives of under-resourced and
endangered languages, in order to ensure that the research and development of technological solutions
are in line with the needs and demands of those communities, with a view to open and inclusive research
with strong social impact.
The 1st Annual Meeting of the ELRA/ISCA Special Interest Group on Under-Resourced Languages
(SIGUL 2022) spans the research interest areas of less-resourced, under-resourced, endangered, minority
and minoritized languages. SIGUL 2022 carries on the tradition of the CCURL-SLTU (Collaboration
and Computing for Under-Resourced Languages – Spoken Language Technologies for Under-resourced
languages) Workshop Series, which has been organized since 2008 and, as LREC Workshops, since
2014. As usual, SIGUL provides a forum for the presentation of cutting edge research in text and
speech processing for under-resourced languages to both academic and industry researchers. In addition,
it offers a venue where researchers in different disciplines and from varied backgrounds can fruitfully
explore new areas of intellectual and practical development while honouring their common interest in
sustaining less-resourced languages.
In order to promote synergies and to increase cross-fertilization between neighbouring disciplines, this
year’s workshop holds a joint session together with the 18th Workshop on Multiword Expressions (MWE
2022) and hosts a shared task on unsupervised Machine Translation techniques for the benefit of underresourced languages, organized by the MT4All project (CEF 2019-EU-IA-0031).
This year, we have the pleasure to welcome 19 oral and 8 poster presentations, addressing a vast array of
topics in NLP, Speech, Data and General issues. Accepted papers display a huge variety of languages,
covering 76 different languages from Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas. This workshop, together
with at least five other LREC2022 workshops in neighbouring topics and the main conference track on
less-resourced and endangered languages, clearly show how the topic of language resources and speech
and natural language processing for less-resourced language is now a mature and well-established field.
The SIGUL 2022 workshop is organised and sponsored by the SIGUL organization, which serves as the
Special Interest Group in under-resourced languages for both ELRA and ISCA associations. It is also
endorsed by SIGEL, the ACL special interest group on endangered languages. In addition, this year’s
event has received a sponsorship grant from Google Inc.
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Abstract
Documenting languages helps to prevent the extinction of endangered dialects – many of which are otherwise expected to disappear by the end of the century. When documenting oral languages, unsupervised word segmentation (UWS) from speech is
a useful, yet challenging, task. It consists in producing time-stamps for slicing utterances into smaller segments corresponding
to words, being performed from phonetic transcriptions, or in the absence of these, from the output of unsupervised speech
discretization models. These discretization models are trained using raw speech only, producing discrete speech units that can
be applied for downstream (text-based) tasks. In this paper we compare five of these models: three Bayesian and two neural
approaches, with regards to the exploitability of the produced units for UWS. For the UWS task, we experiment with two
models, using as our target language the Mboshi (Bantu C25), an unwritten language from Congo-Brazzaville. Additionally,
we report results for Finnish, Hungarian, Romanian and Russian in equally low-resource settings, using only 4 hours of speech.
Our results suggest that neural models for speech discretization are difficult to exploit in our setting, and that it might be
necessary to adapt them to limit sequence length. We obtain our best UWS results by using Bayesian models that produce high
quality, yet compressed, discrete representations of the input speech signal.
Keywords: unsupervised word segmentation, speech discretization, acoustic unit discovery, low-resource settings

1.

Introduction

supervision. We build on the work presented in Godard et al. (2018): they proposed a cascaded model for
UWS that first generates a discrete sequence from the
speech signal using the model from Ondel et al. (2016),
and then segments the discrete sequence into words using a Bayesian (Goldwater, 2007) or a neural (Boito
et al., 2017) approach. Since then, much progress has
been made in automatic speech discretization: efficient
Bayesian models for acoustic unit discovery (AUD)
emerged (Ondel et al., 2019; Yusuf et al., 2021), and
self-supervised models based on neural networks – typically made of an auto-encoder structure with a discretization layer – were also introduced (van den Oord
et al., 2017; Baevski et al., 2020a; Chorowski et al.,
2019).
Therefore, in this work we revise and extend Godard et
al. (2018) by empirically investigating the exploitability of five recent approaches for speech discretization
for the UWS task in a rather low-resource scenario, using approximately 4 hours of speech (roughly 5k sentences). More precisely, we train three Bayesian speech
discretization models (HMM (Ondel et al., 2016),
SHMM (Ondel et al., 2019) and H-SHMM (Yusuf et
al., 2021)), and two neural models (VQ-VAE (van den
Oord et al., 2017) and vq-wav2vec (Baevski et al.,
2020a)). We extract discrete speech units from them
using only 4 hours of speech, and we perform UWS
from the sequences produced. Our pipeline targets the
Mboshi language (Bantu C25), an unwritten language

Popular models for speech processing still rely on the
availability of considerable amounts of speech data and
their transcriptions, which reduces model applicability to a limited subset of languages considered highresource. This excludes a considerable number of lowresource languages, including many from oral tradition. Besides, learning supervised representations from
speech differs from the unsupervised way infants learn
language, hinting that it should be possible to develop
more data-efficient speech processing models.
Recent efforts for zero-resource processing (Glass,
2012; Jansen et al., 2013; Versteegh et al., 2016; Dunbar et al., 2017; Dunbar et al., 2019; Dunbar et al.,
2020) focus on building speech systems using limited
amounts of data (hence zero resource), and without
textual or linguistic resources, for increasingly challenging tasks such as acoustic or lexical unit discovery. Such zero resource approaches also stimulated interest for computational language documentation (Besacier et al., 2006; Duong et al., 2016; Godard et al.,
2018; Bird, 2021) and computational language acquisition (Dupoux, 2018).
In this paper we address the challenging task of unsupervised word segmentation (UWS) from speech.
This task consists of outputting time-stamps delimiting
stretches of speech, associated with class labels corresponding to word hypotheses, without access to any
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from Congo-Brazzaville. Additionally, we perform experiments in equal data settings for Finnish, Hungarian, Romanian and Russian. This allows us to assess
the language-related impact in our UWS pipeline.
Our experiments show that neural models for speech
discretization are difficult to exploit for UWS, as they
output very long sequences. In contrast to that, the
Bayesian speech discretization approaches from Ondel
et al. (2019) and Yusuf et al. (2021) are robust and generalizable, producing high quality, yet compressed, discrete speech sequences from the input utterances in all
languages. We obtain our best results by using these sequences for training the neural UWS model from Boito
et al. (2017).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
related work, and Section 3 details the speech discretization models we experiment with. Section 4
presents our experimental setup, and Section 5 our experiments. Section 6 concludes our work.

2.

needed in downstream tasks such as automatic speech
recognition and speech translation. In this work we
experiment with the vq-wav2vec model, a predecessor of the popular wav2vec 2.0 (Baevski et al., 2020b).
We however, do not extend our investigation to the latter, or to models such as HuBERT (Hsu et al., 2021).
This is because, while these models do produce a certain discretization of the speech (for wav2vec 2.0 via
quantization module, for HuBERT via clustering of
MFCC features), we judge this discretization to be insufficiently exploitable for downstream text-based approaches due to their excessive length.1 We do, however, find promising the integration of self-supervised
speech features into Bayesian AUD models as in Ondel et al. (2022).

3.

Unsupervised Speech Discretization
Models

Speech discretization consists in labeling the speech
signal into discrete speech units, which can correspond
or not to the language phonetic inventory. This problem can be formulated as the learning of a set of U discrete units with embeddings H = {η 1 , . . . , η U } from
a sequence of untranscribed acoustic features X =
[x1 , . . . , xN ], as well as the assignment of frame to unit
z = [z1 , . . . , zN ]. Depending on the approach, neural (Section 3.1) or Bayesian (Section 3.2), the assumptions and the inference regarding these three quantities
will differ.

Related Work

The work presented here revises the UWS model from
speech in low-resource settings presented in Godard et
al. (2018). Boito et al. (2019) complemented that work
by tackling different neural models for bilingual UWS,
but they did not address the discretization portion of the
pipeline, working directly from manual phonetic transcriptions. In Kamper and van Niekerk (2021), the authors propose constraining the VQ-VAE model in order
to generate a more exploitable output representation for
direct application to the UWS task in English. Different
from that, in this work we focus on providing an empirical comparison of recent discretization approaches,
extending Godard et al. (2018) and providing results in
low-resource settings, and in five different languages.
This work falls into the category of computational language documentation approaches. Recent works in
this field include the use of aligned translation for improving transcription quality (Anastasopoulos and Chiang, 2018), and for obtaining bilingually grounded
UWS (Duong et al., 2016; Boito et al., 2017). We
find pipelines for obtaining manual (Foley et al., 2018)
and automatic (Michaud et al., 2018) transcriptions,
and for aligning transcription and audio (Strunk et al.,
2014). Other examples are methods for low-resource
segmentation (Lignos and Yang, 2010; Goldwater et
al., 2009), and for lexical unit discovery without textual
resources (Bartels et al., 2016). Finally, direct speechto-speech (Tjandra et al., 2019) and speech-to-text (Besacier et al., 2006; Bérard et al., 2016) architectures
could be an option for the lack of transcription, but it
remains to be seen how exploitable these architectures
can be in low-resource settings.
Lastly, we highlight that recent models based on selfsupervised learning (Schneider et al., 2019; Baevski et
al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Baevski
et al., 2020b; Hsu et al., 2021) provide an interesting
novel option for reducing the amount of labeled data

3.1.

Neural (VQ-based) models

VQ-VAE. It comprises an encoder, a decoder, and
a set of unit-specific embeddings H. The encoder
is a neural network that transforms the data into a
continuous latent representation V = (v1 , . . . , vN ).
Each frame is then assigned to the closest embedding
in the Euclidean sense (Equation 1). The decoder
transforms the sequence of quantized vectors into
parameters of the conditional log-likelihood of the
data p(xn |z), and the network is trained to maximize this likelihood. Since the quantization step
is not differentiable, the encoder is trained with a
straight through estimator (Bengio et al., 2013). In
addition, a pair of ℓ2 losses are used to minimize
the quantization error, and the overall objective function that is maximized is presented in Equation 2,
where sg[·] is the stop-gradient operator. We define the likelihood p(xn |zn ) = N (xn ; µ(η zn ), I).
Under this assumption, the log-likelihood reduces
to the mean-squared error ||xn − µ(η zn )||22 .
zn = arg min ||vn − η u ||2 .
u

1

(1)

For instance, wav2vec 2.0 trains on a joint diversity loss
for inciting the use of its discrete units. Their large codebook
of G = 8; V = 8 results in an upper-bound of 88 units.

2

residual scale of 0.2, and warm-up of 10k. For vocabulary we set G = 2 and experimented with having both
V = 4, resulting in 16 units (VQ-W2V-V16), and V =
6, resulting in 36 units (VQ-W2V-V36). Larger vocabularies resulted in excessively long sequences which
could not be used for UWS.4 We also experimented
reducing the representation by using byte pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016), hypothesizing that
phones were being modeled by a combination of different units. In this setting, BPE serves as a method
for identifying and clustering these patterns. Surprisingly, we found that using BPE resulted in a decrease
in UWS performance. This hints that this model might
not be very consistent during its labeling process.

N
1 X
L=
ln p(xn |zn ) − k1 || sg[η zn ] − vn ||22
N n=1

− k2 ||η zn − sg[vn ]||22 ,
(2)

vq-wav2vec. This model is composed of an encoder (f : X →
− Z), a quantizer (q : Z →
− Ẑ) and
an aggregator (g : Ẑ →
− C). The encoder is a CNN
which maps the raw speech input X into the dense feature representation Z. From this representation, the
quantizer produces discrete labels Ẑ from a fixed-size
codebook e ∈ RV ×d with V representations of size
d. Since replacing an encoder feature vector zi by a
single entry in the codebook makes the method prone
to model collapse, the authors independently quantize
partitions of each feature vector by creating multiple
groups G, arranging the feature vector into a matrix
z′ ∈ RG×(d/G) . Considering each row as an integer
index, the full feature vector is represented by the indices i ∈ [V ]G , with V being the possible number of
variables for a given group, and each element ij corresponding to a fixed codebook vector (j ∈ |G|). For
each of the G groups, the quantization is performed
by using Gumbel-Softmax (Jang et al., 2017) or online k-means clustering. Finally, the aggregator combines multiple quantized feature vector time-steps into
a new representation ci for each time step i. The model
is trained to distinguish a sample k steps in the future
ẑi+k from distractor samples z̃ drawn from a distribution pn . This is done by minimizing the contrastive
loss for steps k = {1, . . . , K} as in Equation 3, where
T is the sequence length, σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)),
σ(ẑ⊺i+k hk (ci )) is the probability of ẑi+k being the true
sample, and hk (ci ) is the step-specific affine transformation hk (ci ) = Wk ci + bk . Finally, this loss is accuPK
mulated over all k steps L = k=1 Lk .
Lk =

T
−k
X
i=1

3.2.

For generative models, each acoustic unit embedding
η i represents the parameters of a probability distribution p(xn |η zn , zn ) with latent variables z. Discovering
the units amounts to estimating the posterior distribution over the embeddings H and the assignment variables z given by:
p(z, H|X) ∝ p(X|z, H)p(z|H)

U
Y

p(η u ).

(4)

u=1

From this, we describe three different approaches.
HMM. In this model each unit is a 3-state left-toright HMM with parameters η i . Altogether, the set
of units forms a large HMM analog to a “phone-loop”
recognition model. This model, described in Ondel et
al. (2016), serves as the backbone for the two subsequent models.
SHMM. The prior p(η) in Equation 4 is the probability that a sound, represented by an HMM with parameters η, is an acoustic unit. For the former model, it
is defined as a combination of exponential family distributions forming a prior conjugate to the likelihood.
While mathematically convenient, this prior does not
incorporate any knowledge about phones, i.e. it considers all possible sounds as potential acoustic units. In
Ondel et al. (2019), they propose to remedy this shortcoming by defining the parameters of each unit u as
in Equation 5, where eu is a low-dimensional unit embedding, W and b are the parameters of the phonetic
subspace, and the function f (·) ensures that the resulting vector η u dwells in the HMM parameter space. The
subspace, defined by W and b, is estimated from several labeled source languages. The prior p(η) is defined
over the low-dimensional embeddings p(e) rather than
η directly, therefore constraining the search of units
in the relevant region of the parameter space. This
model is denoted as the Subspace HMM (SHMM).

log σ(ẑ⊺i+k hk (ci ))


+ λEz̃∼pn [log σ(−z̃⊺ hk (ci ))]

Bayesian Generative Models

(3)

Training. For VQ-VAE, the encoder has 4 Bi-LSTM
layers each with output dimension 128 followed by a
16-dimensional feed-forward decoder with one hidden
layer. The number of discovered units (quantization
centroids) is set to 50. This setting is unusually low
but it helps to reduce the length of the output sequence.
We set k1 = 2 and k2 = 4 (Equation 2), and train2 with
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial learning
rate of 2 × 10−3 which is halved whenever the loss
stagnates for two training epochs.
For vq-wav2vec, we use the small model from
(Baevski et al., 2020a),3 but with only 64 channels,
2

Implementation available at: https://github.
com/BUTSpeechFIT/vq-aud
3
Implementation
available
at:
https://
github.com/pytorch/fairseq/tree/master/
examples/wav2vec

η u = f (W · eu + b)

(5)

4
For instance, the dpseg original implementation only
processes sequences shorter than 350 tokens.

3

H-SHMM. While the SHMM significantly improves
results over the HMM, it also suffers from an unrealistic assumption: it assumes that the phonetic subspace
is the same for all languages. Yusuf et al. (2021) relax
this assumption by proposing to adapt the subspace for
each target language while learning the acoustic units.
Formally, for a given language λ, the subspace and the
acoustic units’ parameters are constructed as in Equation 6-8, where the matrices M0 , . . . , MK and vectors m0 , . . . , mK represent some “template” phonetic
subspace linearly combined by a language embedding
λ ⊤
αλ = [α1λ , α2λ , . . . , αK
] . The matrices Mi and the
vectors mi are estimated from labeled languages –
from multilingual transcribed speech dataset for instance. The acoustic units’ low-dimensional embeddings {ei } and the language embedding α are learned
on the target (unlabeled) speech data. We refer to this
model as the Hierarchical SHMM (H-SHMM).
W = M0 +

K
X

αkλ Mk

MaSS

RAW
+SIL
RAW

(6)

k=1

bλ = m0 +

K
X

αkλ mk

(7)
(8)

Inference. For the three generative models, the posterior distribution is intractable and cannot be estimated. Instead, one seeks an approximate posterior
q({η i }, z) = q({η i })q(z) that maximizes the variational lower-bound L[q]. Concerning the estimation
of q(z), the expectation step is identical for all models and is achieved with a modified forward-backward
algorithm described in Ondel et al. (2016). Estimation
of q(η), the maximization step, is model-specific and
is described in Ondel et al. (2016) for the HMM, in
Ondel et al. (2019) for SHMM models, and in Yusuf et
al. (2021) for the H-SHMM model. Finally, the output
of each system is obtained from a modified Viterbi algorithm that uses the expectation of the log-likelihoods
with respect to q({η i }), instead of point estimates.

30,556
42,715
70,226
69,755
84,613
67,176
94,527

Avg #Tokens
per Sentence
6.0
8.3
13.2
13.1
15.9
12.6
17.8

# Units
Avg #Units
per sequence
Max Length
# Units
Avg #units
per sequence
Max Length
# Units
Avg #units
per sequence
Max Length
# Units
Avg #units
per sequence
Max Length

HMM
77 (+9)

SHMM
76 (+8)

H-SHMM
49 (-19)

27.5 (+8.7)

24.0 (+5.2)

21.7 (+2.9)

68 (+17)
75 (+7)

69 (+18)
75 (+7)

63 (+12)
47 (-21)

20.9 (+2.1)

19.9 (+1.1)

19.4 (+0.6)

69 (+18)
VQ-VAE
50 (-18)

62 (+11)
VQ-W2V-16
16 (-52)

60 (+9)
VQ-W2V-36
36 (-32)

65.2 (+46.4)

81.7 (+62.9)

111.0 (+92.2)

217 (+166)
50 (-18)

289 (+238)
16 (-52)

361 (+310)
36 (-32)

43.4 (+24.6)

52.6 (+33.8)

76.2 (+57.4)

143 (+92)

229 (+178)

271 (+220)

models. A final speech segmentation is then inferred
using the units’ time-stamps and evaluated by using
the Zero-Resource Challenge 2017 evaluation suite,
track 2 (Dunbar et al., 2017)5 . We now detail the UWS
models used in this work, which are trained with the
same parameters from Godard et al. (2018). We also
detail the datasets and the post-processing for the discrete speech discrete units.
Bayesian UWS approach (monolingual). Nonparametric Bayesian models (Goldwater, 2007; Johnson and Goldwater, 2009) are statistical approaches for
UWS and morphological analysis, known to be robust
in low-resource settings (Godard et al., 2016). In these
models, words are generated by a unigram or bigram
model over an infinite inventory, through the use of a
Dirichlet process. In this work, we use the unigram
model from dpseg (Goldwater et al., 2009)6 , which
was shown to be superior to the bigram model in lowresource settings (Godard, 2019).

Training. The models are trained with 4 Gaussians
per HMM state and using 100 for the Dirichlet process’ truncation parameter. SHMM and H-SHMM use
an embedding size of 100, and H-SHMM models have
a 6-dimensional language embedding. For the methods
that use subspaces estimation (SHMM and H-SHMM),
this estimation uses the following languages: French,
German, Spanish, Polish from the Globalphone corpus (Schultz et al., 2013), as well as Amharic (Abate et
al., 2005), Swahili (Gelas et al., 2012) and Wolof (Gauthier et al., 2016) from the ALFFA project (Besacier et
al., 2015). We use 2-3 hours subsets of each, for a total
of roughly 19 hours.

4.

6,633
5,162
12,088
12,993
6,795
10,624
7,226

Avg Token
Length
4.2
4.4
6.0
5.9
4.5
6.2
4.1

Table 2: Statistics for the discrete speech units produced for the Mboshi, with the difference between the
produced and reference representation between parentheses. RAW is the original output from speech discretization models, +SIL is the result after silence postprocessing. Other languages follow the same trend.

k=1

η λ,u = f (Wλ · eλ,u + bλ )

MB*
FR
FI*
HU*
RO*
RU*
FR

#Tokens

Table 1: Statistics for the datasets, computed over the
text (FR), or over the phonetic representation (*).

+SIL

λ

MB-FR

#Types

Neural UWS approach (bilingual). We follow the
bilingual pipeline from Godard et al. (2018). The discrete speech units and their sentence-level translations
are fed to an attention-based neural machine transla-

Experimental Setup

5

Resources are available at http://zerospeech.
com/2017
6
Implementation available at http://homepages.
inf.ed.ac.uk/sgwater/resources.html

From the discrete speech units produced by the presented speech discretization models, we produce segmentation in the symbolic domain by using two UWS
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

HMM
SHMM
H-SHMM
VQ-VAE
VQ-W2V-V16
VQ-W2V-V36
True Phones

dpseg
RAW
+SIL
32.4
59.9
43.7
61.4
45.3
61.4
39.0
52.7
37.4
52.2
48.0
77.1

neural
RAW
+SIL
35.1
61.2
41.4
64.7
44.8
63.9
32.1
60.1
32.0
50.6
49.8
74.5

Table 3: UWS Boundary F-scores for the MB-FR
dataset.
Figure 1: Heatmaps for the soft-alignment probability
matrices generated by the neural UWS models (bilingual) trained on different discrete speech units, for the
same French-Mboshi sentence. The darker the square,
the higher the pair probability. The rows present the
automatically generated units from the different discretization models, informed in the bottom.

account. This approach is justified because a silence
detector is an inexpensive resource to obtain. For instance, popular software such as Praat (Boersma, 2006)
are able to handle this task in any language. Figure 2
exemplifies the discrete speech units discovered by the
models before applying this post-processing.

5.
tion system that produces soft-alignment probability
matrices between source and target sequences. For
each sentence pair, its matrix is used for clustering together (segmenting) neighboring phones whose alignment distribution peaks at the same source word. Examples of these matrices are provided in Figure 1. We
refer to this model as neural.
Datasets. We use the Mboshi-French parallel corpus (MB-FR) (Godard et al., 2018), which is a 5,130
sentence corpus from the language documentation process of Mboshi (Bantu C25), an oral language spoken in Congo-Brazzaville. We also report results using an extract from the MaSS corpus (Boito et al.,
2020), a multilingual speech-to-speech and speech-totext dataset. We use the down-sampling from Boito et
al. (2020), which results in 5,324 aligned sentences.
We exclude French and Spanish, as these languages
are present in the subspace prior from SHMM and HSHMM models, and we exclude English as it was used
as to tune the hyperparameters of the subspace models
and the VQ-VAE. We also exclude Basque, as the sequences produced were too long for UWS training. The
final set of languages is: Finnish (FI), Hungarian (HU),
Romanian (RO) and Russian (RU). In all cases, the
French (FR) translations are used as supervision for
the neural UWS approach. Statistics are presented in
Table 1.

Experiments

We first present our results for the MB-FR dataset, the
language which corresponds to the true low-resource
scenario that we are interested in. Table 3 presents
UWS Boundary F-scores for UWS models (dpseg and
neural) trained using different discrete speech units
for the MB-FR dataset. We include results for both
the direct output (RAW) and the post-processed version (+SIL). The RAW VQ-W2V-V36 is not included
as its output sequences were excessively large for training our UWS models (Table 2).
We observe that in all cases, post-processing the discrete speech units with the silence information (+SIL)
creates easier representations for the UWS task. We
believe this is due to the considerable reduction in average length of the sequences (Table 2). For Bayesian
models, we also observe a reduction in the number of
units, meaning that some units were modelling silence
windows, even though these models already produce an
independent token for silence, which we remove before
UWS training.
Looking at the results for UWS models trained using
the output of VQ-based models (rows 4-6), we see that
the best segmentation result is achieved using the one
with the smallest average sequence length (VQ-VAE).
In general, we believe that all VQ-based models underperform due to the excessively long sequences produced, which are challenging for UWS. Figure 2 illustrates this difference in representation length, by presenting the discrete speech units produced by Bayesian
and neural models for a given utterance: the latter produce considerably more units.
Overall, we find that UWS models trained using the
discrete speech units from Bayesian models produce
better segmentation, with models trained with SHMM
and H-SHMM presenting the best results. In Yusuf et
al. (2021) both systems showed competitive results
for the AUD task. A noticeable difference between
these two models is the compression level: H-SHMM

Discrete Speech Units Post-processing. We experiment with reducing the representation by removing
units predicted in silence windows. For this, we use the
gold references’ silence annotations. Removing these
allow us to focus the investigation on the quality of the
units generated in relevant portions of the speech. We
see in Table 2 that removing windows that we know
correspond to silence considerably reduces the number of units generated by all models. Before UWS
evaluation, the silence windows are reintroduced to ensure that their segmentation boundaries are taken into
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languages from the MaSS dataset. We observed that
due to the considerably larger average length of the
sentences (Table 1), the VQ-based models produced
sequences which we were unable to directly apply to
UWS training. This again highlights that these models
need some constraining, or post-processing, in order
to be directly exploitable for UWS. Focusing on the
Bayesian models, which performed the best for generating exploitable discrete speech units for UWS in
low-resource settings, Table 4 present UWS results.
We omit results for RAW, as we observe the same
trend from Table 3. Looking at the results for the four
languages, we again observe competitive results for
SHMM and H-SHMM models, illustrating that these
approaches generalize well to different languages.
Comparing the UWS results present in Table 3 (Mboshi) and Table 4 (languages from MaSS),
we notice overall lower results for the languages from
the MaSS dataset (best result: 59.6) compared to
Mboshi (best result: 64.7). We believe this is due to
the MaSS data coming from read text, in which the
utterances correspond to verses that are consistently
longer than sentences (Table 1). This results in a more
challenging setting for UWS and explains the lower results. Lastly, our results over five languages show that
the neural UWS model produces better segmentation
results from discrete speech units than dpseg, which in
turn performs the best with the true phones (topline).
This confirms the trend observed by (Godard et al.,
2018). The neural UWS models have the advantage
of their word-level aligned translations for grounding
the segmentation process, which might be attenuating
the difficulty of the task in this noisier scenario,
with longer sequences and more units. Moreover, a
benefit of these models is the potentially exploitable
bilingual alignment discovered during training. Boito
et al. (2019) used these alignments for filtering the
generated vocabulary, increasing type retrieval.

(a) HMM

(b) SHMM

(c) H-SHMM

(d) VQ-VAE

(e) VQ-W2V-V16

(f) VQ-W2V-V36

Figure 2: Speech discrete units produced by the five
models for the same Mboshi sentence. Black lines denote the true boundaries, while dashed white lines denote the discovered units boundaries. For each example, discrete speech units (top) and reference (bottom).

HMM
SHMM
H-SHMM
True Phones

FI
45.6
49.0
50.5
87.1

dpseg
HU
RO
49.9
53.5
52.3
53.5
52.9
58.0
83.3
88.0

RU
47.1
50.5
52.9
85.9

FI
53.4
56.0
56.1
68.4

neural
HU
RO
51.2
56.6
53.9
57.7
53.3
59.6
63.4
75.7

6. Conclusion
RU
54.9
57.7
56.0
68.4

In this paper we compared five methods for speech
discretization, two neural models (VQ-VAE, VQWAV2VEC), and three Bayesian approaches (HMM,
SHMM, H-SHMM), with respect to their performance
serving as direct input to the task of unsupervised word
segmentation (UWS) in low-resource settings. Our motivation for such a study lies in the need of processing oral and low-resource languages, for which obtaining transcriptions is a known bottleneck (Brinckmann,
2009).
In our UWS setting, and using five different languages
(Finnish, Hungarian, Mboshi, Romanian and Russian),
we find that VQ-based methods are not a good fit for
our pipeline, as they output very long and inconsistent
sequences, which are difficult to treat. This was also
recently observed in Kamper and van Niekerk (2021).
In contrast to that, the Bayesian SHMM and H-SHMM
models perform the best, as they produced concise yet

Table 4: UWS Boundary F-scores for the MaSS dataset
using Bayesian models (+SIL only). Best UWS results from speech discrete units (bold) and from true
phones (underlined) are highlighted.

uses 27 fewer units than SHMM. Regarding type retrieval, the models scored 12.1% (SHMM), 10.7% (HSHMM), and 31% (topline). We also find that SHMM
models produced more types and fewer tokens, reaching a higher Type-Token Ratio (0.63) compared to HSHMM (0.55).
Focusing on the generalization of the presented speech
discretization models, we trained our models using four
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highly exploitable representations from just few hours
of speech. We believe this difference in performance
is due to HMM-based models explicitly performing
acoustic unit discovery. This means the discretization produced by them aims not only to summarize
the speech signal, but to closely match the language’s
phonology. Moreover, the subspace estimation performed by both SHMM and H-SHMM, might also play
a significant role. This is because these models are able
to learn from an additional 19 hours of data in different languages. The other models (HMM and VQ-based
models) do not have access to any form of pretraining
or prior.
Finally, comparing the neural and Bayesian UWS approaches, we notice that the neural model is competitive in the noisier setting, reaching better UWS boundary scores working with the output of speech discretization models. The Bayesian model is however better at
segmenting true phones (topline scenario). Concluding, this work updates Godard et al. (2018) by using
more recent speech discretization models, and presenting better UWS results for Mboshi.
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Abstract
We have developed an open source web reader in Iceland for under-resourced languages. The web reader was developed
due to the need for a free and good quality web reader for languages which fall outside the scope of commercially available
web readers. It relies on a text-to-speech (TTS) pipeline accessed via a cloud service. The web reader was developed using
the Icelandic TTS voices Alfur and Dilja, but could be connected to any language which has a TTS pipeline. The design of
our web reader focuses on functionality, adaptability and user friendliness. Therefore, the web reader’s feature set heavily
overlaps with the minimal features necessary to provide a good web reading experience while still being extensible enough to
be adapted to work for other languages, high-resourced and under-resourced. The web reader works well on all the major web
browsers and has a Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 Level AA: Acceptable compliance, meaning that it works well
for the largest user groups, people in under-resourced languages with visual impairments and difficulty reading. The code for
our web reader is available and published with an Apache 2.0 license at https://github.com/cadia-lvl/WebRICE, which includes
a simple demo of the project.
Keywords: text-to-speech, web reader, accessibility, human-computer interaction

1.

Introduction

ple, the Estonian language is now viable in the digital age through a government initiative described by
(Meister and Vilo, 2008). With this inspiration and
knowledge, the Icelandic government has implemented
the five year language technology programme for Icelandic as described by (Nikulásdóttir et al., 2020), to
bring the Icelandic language and the digital age together. Nikulásdóttir et al. (2021) enumerates the language technology tools and datasets created by this initiative and hosted at CLARIN-IS. One of the core areas
of this initiative is text-to-speech.

The proposed open source web reader for underresourced languages is a language technology tool for
everyday users. Web readers are added to websites
to let visitors listen to the content of the webpage instead of reading it. They are analogous to audiobooks
made from ebooks. However, audiobooks are generally
manually recorded and edited, and are labour-intensive
to produce. Manually rendering text on websites into
speech at scale is generally not viable. Thus, web
readers use automatic text-to-speech (TTS) voices produced for the target language. In this way, web readers
are a scalable way to make a website more accessible.

1.1.

1.1.1. TTS technologies
The research and development for each part of a typical
TTS pipeline is considered in the Icelandic programme
mentioned by Nikulásdóttir et al. (2020). For example, collecting data as in (Sigurgeirsson et al., 2020)
and creating the free and open Talrómur and Talrómur 2 TTS datasets as mentioned by (Sigurgeirsson et
al., 2021) and (Gunnarsson, Þ. et. al., 2021). Model
training recipes have been developed for the datasets,
both for unit selection1 and neural network-based TTS
methods23 . TTS models from (Gunnarsson Þ. et. al.,
2022) have been trained and published. Important TTS
pre-processing steps like text normalization in (Sigurðardóttir et al., 2021) and grapheme to phoneme conversions as in (Nikulásdóttir, A. et. al., 2022) are also
considered. A TTS web service has been developed4 ,
which allows anyone to host their own TTS voices.

Language Technology Tools

Language technology (LT) tools such as web readers are scalable, which benefits under-resourced languages. It means with less effort and few resources,
a wide audience can still be reached, like how web
readers can allow a single TTS voice to be used on
any given number of websites. One of the main goals
of language technology development is to facilitate the
use of natural language in today’s digital age. A web
reader achieves this by allowing users to listen to a
given website in addition to reading it. More importantly, people visit websites in their under-resourced
language every day. These smaller language communities, like Icelandic, often lack resources. In some
cases, national governments can counteract this by implementing national language technology initiatives.
These initiatives are often crucial to bring an underresourced language into the digital age. For exam-

1

https://github.com/cadia-lvl/unit-selection-festival/
https://github.com/cadia-lvl/FastSpeech2
3
https://github.com/cadia-lvl/espnet
4
https://github.com/tiro-is/tiro-tts
2
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These serve as a template for providing a TTS web service in any under-resourced language. An instance of
that service has been made accessible5 as a result of the
project. This allows the development of TTS applications such as the main subject of this paper: the web
reader.

1.2.

guages, TTS language resources and tools must be
open, standardized, and accessible. Only then will the
needs of the under-resourced language community and
commercial interests be aligned. The same is true for
smaller under-resourced language companies, public
entities, and individuals who usually have limited resources. So they cannot include commercial web readers. Having these language resources open and freely
available also means that language technology research
is more likely to be done. The result should be more
websites with web readers. It is an important accessibility feature for websites to have a web reader, especially popular and required websites such as for the
government, schools, and the media. Without a web
reader, many under-served communities struggle to get
equal access to information and events. Therefore, an
open source web reader is crucial for under-resourced
languages because it gets text-to-speech technology
into the hands of language users immediately.

Other Web Readers

Under-resourced languages usually attract less commercial interest than better resourced ones. One of the
reasons can be the smaller size of the language community. For example, the Icelandic language has only
a few hundred thousand speakers which make up the
whole market for Icelandic LT solutions. That is a
tiny fraction of the millions or billions of speakers and
users, which heavily resourced languages like French
and English have.
This smaller commercial interest was noticeable when
researching existing web readers used in the world and
in Iceland. Our research delved into NaturalReader,
Read Aloud, and ReadSpeaker. NaturalReader6 seems
to only offer English as it does not mention multilingual support, only a variety of voices. Also, it is a
proprietary software solution. Read Aloud is offered
only as a web browser extension. It is not offered as
a web reader embedded into websites. It is a free inbrowser web reader which connects to various proprietary TTS cloud service providers. While the extension itself is free, listening to Icelandic neural voices
is only possible through paid services. Finally, ReadSpeaker7 does support Icelandic directly but it is also a
proprietary option. In addition to web readers, we also
looked into screen readers such as Ivona, ClaroRead,
and JAWS8 . Screen readers are installed directly onto
one’s operating system and can read most text on a
computer or mobile device. However, screen readers
are operating system dependent and are out of scope for
developing an open source web reader despite the overlap. The research results are twofold: first and foremost many web readers are commercial and second that
they offer limited or no support for Icelandic, nor other
under-resourced languages. The most widely adopted
web reader on Icelandic websites is ReadSpeaker, built
with heavy involvement from the Icelandic community
a decade ago. To provide users of under-resourced languages a nearly seamless experience when using our
web reader on websites, compared to proprietary readers, it would be best for our web reader to offer the
same core features.

1.3.

1.4.

Language support

To improve an under-resourced language’s chance of
being included in the commercial offerings of international companies’ technologies, it would appear that
the most feasible option would be to make the language
resources and other tools open and accessible enough
for them to be incorporated easily. One way is to use
the same standards of data and tools as used in these
companies. This is what we have done to make sure
our web reader and TTS web service support Icelandic.
Our aim in making the web reader was to reach the
largest possible internet audience in Iceland, meaning
be good for both users (listeners) from the under-served
communities and the general Icelandic population. Our
open source web reader’s development goal is to work
with any natural language, under-resourced and highlyresourced alike, and with any TTS cloud services available. In the Icelandic case, the most popular commercial TTS cloud service offering Icelandic during initial
development was Amazon Polly9 , due to it being the
only TTS web service available directly for producing
spoken Icelandic. But now Icelandic is also offered on
two other platforms, Google10 and Microsoft Azure11 .
Having a selection of voices is important for users and
companies to choose the voice that best reflects themselves. This is why the web reader is capable of connecting to TTS cloud services from different companies.
Now that the web reader infrastructure is provided, it
can be connected to TTS web services in any language.
Due to the default design of our web reader, it works
with Icelandic currently. But it can easily be changed to
use a TTS web service from any other under-resourced
language. Thus, machine learning engineers can focus

An Open Source Web Reader

As mentioned previously, under-resourced languages
attract less commercial interest. In order to get international companies to implement tools for these lan5

9
https://tts.tiro.is/
https://aws.amazon.com/polly/
10
https://www.naturalreaders.com/index.html
https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/
7
11
https://www.readspeaker.com/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive8
https://www.freedomscientific.com/products/software/jaws/ services/text-to-speech/
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solely on providing great TTS voices behind a standard
HTTP POST request.

1.5.

Overview

The following is a summary of our software design,
implementation, and tests. It consists of requirements
and features for both the web reader and integration requirements with TTS web services and websites. The
software development was categorized into required
and optional. In this paper, we will mainly be talking
about our required features.

2.

Figure 1: The play (including the ear), stop, speed, and
settings buttons with some text below. The pause button replaces the play button during playback.

Web reader
TTS web services, and the client store manager handles
all the user settings and preferences across multiple sessions.

When developing software, the first steps are to identify the core features, to understand how a web reader is
used and to understand what differentiates a good web
reader from a poor web reader. People rarely use bad
web readers. Our web reader was developed in consultation with the target user groups, which should translate to a good user experience. More information about
the target user groups is discussed later.
The web reader’s visual design focus is on a high quality suite of buttons as seen in Figure 1. The web reader
must be able to play, pause, resume, speed up, slow
down, stop and restart audio for the given text. The buttons must also be large and visible. There are several
constraints. Functionality must be intuitive; for example, the settings module must close if a user clicks away
from the settings module. The web reader must work
on even the longest texts. It needs to be mobile friendly,
as most users browse the web on mobile devices. As
the basic user interface needs to meet the "WCAG 2.0
Level AA: Acceptable compliance" accessibility standards, the keyboard interface is implemented in two
ways. First is the standard keyboard interface where
users or screen readers can tab through the buttons on
the web reader, like on any accessible website. Second are shortcut keys on each button directly. These
shortcut keys are pretty similar to the ones offered by
the most popular Icelandic web reader. If a user wants
to use the shortcut keys, they can read the instructions
on the web reader’s help menu. The web reader is also
customisable, like setting reading speed. Good documentation is essential. The final requirement is it must
connect to a TTS web service. To meet the need for
an open source web reader, we have built a web reader
whose primary focus is synthesizing text and playing
audio for any language. Our web reader meets all the
aforementioned requirements.
In short, our web reader consists of multiple modules.
There are the button modules: play/pause, stop, speed,
and settings. Other modules are highlighting, speech
manager, and client store manager. Highlighting handles all the highlighting features. Text can be highlighted while users listen to the generated speech, as
shown in Figure 2. Text highlighting is possible using time alignments (speech marks) to the generated
speech. The speech manager module interacts with the

Figure 2: A word being highlighted as the audio is
played. The English translation of the text is as follows:
With text highlighting users have an easier (highlighted
word) time reading and listening to content.

Then, we have several workflows. In the preliminary
workflow, the user first loads a website containing our
web reader. Then, the buttons are created within the
HTML tag with the web reader’s ID. Next, any saved
settings from a previous session are loaded from client
storage. Finally, the text is extracted from the website.
The main workflow starts when a user presses or selects
play. The web reader fetches the generated speech and
speech marks from the TTS web service. Then, we
check if the user has text highlighting enabled. If so,
then that is applied to the text displayed to the user.

3.

Integration

Our web reader has been developed with integration
heavily in mind. It has been turned into a webpack library, which can be embedded to websites with a single
pre-compiled JavaScript link. Customizing the look of
the web reader can be done outside of the web reader’s
code base, meaning developers can customize the color
palette of the web player easier. A business can customize our web reader to seamlessly integrate the web
reader into its own brand experience. This experience
is not readily offered by any other web readers we have
found on the internet.
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3.1.

TTS web services

cially in the Diljá voice. Thus, a second iteration of the
Álfur and Diljá voices was created using the ESPNet
toolkit’s17 implementation of FastSpeech 2 (Hayashi
et al., 2020) and trained on the same voice data as
before. Additionally, both a Parallel WaveGAN (Yamamoto et al., 2020) and a multi-band MelGAN (Yang
et al., 2021) model were trained18 on the entire Talrómur corpus (Sigurgeirsson et al., 2021). Whereas the
Parallel WaveGAN model provides slightly better synthesis quality, the multi-band MelGAN model can generate samples much faster. The TTS web service which
provides access to these models currently supports limited text normalization to improve the TTS output, e.g.
by expanding abbreviations which should be read letter
by letter rather than read as a word. The knowledge and
experience gained from (Nikulásdóttir and Guðnason,
2019) shaped the text normalization created by (Sigurðardóttir et al., 2021) and which is used in the web
service. Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion for outof-vocabulary words is done using a LSTM encoderdecoder sequence-to-sequence model19 . The web service is still in active development so expect the text
normalization and other speech features to continue to
improve.

Our design depends on having a separate TTS web service. The reasoning is two-fold. First, to allow our web
reader to connect to multiple TTS web services. Generally, users will not use web readers with long loading times and poor quality voices. This allows users
a greater choice in TTS voices, providers, and natural
languages. As TTS web services are provided as standard HTTP POST requests, it would be easy to switch
out the current TTS web service with TTS web services in other languages or from other providers. For
example, people from under-resourced languages can
connect it to their TTS cloud services and deploy the
web reader for their language. Second, this separates
the TTS development from the web reader development, allowing us to use both the best voices and the
best user interface. But in order to connect to a variety
of TTS web services, there must be a common minimum feature set that our web reader has to support:
good quality voices, low latency, and speech synthesis
markup language (SSML) support. Also, it should offer speech marks, which are time alignments between
text and generated speech used for highlighting text.
3.1.1. TTS models
Our web reader for under-resourced languages’ default
integration is with a TTS web service built from Tiro’s
open source code repository12 . The underlying TTS
web service provides four voices in total: Karl, Dóra,
Álfur and Diljá.
The data for the Álfur and Diljá voices come from Sigurgeirsson et al. (2021)’s Talrómur corpus. Two iterations of these voices have been developed. The first
iteration was created from the FastSpeech 2 implementation13 (Chien et al., 2021) as specified in (Ren et al.,
2021) and has been released to the public by (Gunnarsson Þ. et. al., 2022). These models are the first publicly
available open-source TTS models for Icelandic. An
accompanying MelGAN14 (Kumar et al., 2019) vocoder
trained on both all the voices from (Sigurgeirsson et
al., 2021) for Álfur and only on Diljá for Diljá is used
to synthesize the voices. Text normalization was very
naive and consisted only of removing all punctuation
marks and skipping all numbers. A Sequitur15 (Bisani
and Ney, 2008) grapheme-to-phoneme converter, developed by (Nikulásdóttir et al., 2018), was used for
phonetic transcription16 .
We observed significant issues with these initial models, both originating in the acoustic models and the
vocoder models as well as the lack of text preprocessing. Phones would often be mispronounced and noise
inserted where silence would be expected. Furthermore, significant vocoder artefacts are present, espe-

3.2.

Website Testing

To make sure our web reader works on various websites, we performed integration tests. During the initial
development, the web reader was tested on three websites: our web reader’s webpage, a local company’s
webpage and on our university’s webpage. The web
reader’s color palette was also customized to match the
websites’ own colors. Now, in the later development
stages, the web reader is being integrated into websites
which did not have a web reader. These websites touch
on many parts of society: including financial, government, and innovation organizations. Since the web
reader is available as open source software, the organizations are able to perform this later stage of testing
themselves.

4.

User Tests

For web readers, some of the biggest end-users are
under-served communities. Within Iceland, a large proportion of the dyslexic and visually impaired inhabitants often need to rely on spoken word for two reasons: to fully understand everything and to operate independently. However, web readers are not the best option for everyone. People who are blind or significantly
visually impaired need a screen reader paired with Símarómur20 , an Android TTS engine which offers the
same voices as our web reader: Álfur and Diljá. With
language technology, these overlapping groups can in-

12
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6.

dependently navigate the internet using screen or web
readers, whichever best fits their situation.
In addition to the integration tests, we conducted user
tests with The Iceland Dyslexia Association and the
Icelandic Association of the Visually Impaired. The
results revealed that these users primarily use smartphones with computers as a close second. Over 50%
of respondents use web readers at least monthly. So
they are recurring monthly users. Their strictest requirement is low latency voices; they have a lower tolerance than the general population for slow TTS due to
TTS being a primary means of communication. Meanwhile, their most desired optional feature is selecting
text and listening to it while following along with the
highlighted text. However, the users did clarify that this
is optional and not strictly necessary for an enjoyable
web reading experience. From the results of our user
tests, we are confident that users will like and use our
web reader when it becomes available on websites with
under-resourced languages like Icelandic.
We later extended the survey to people not in these
groups and the percentage of users who use web readers monthly is significantly different in the two groups:
over 50% of users in the original user tests versus under 25% of the general population. The general populace also favors browsing the internet on computers
over mobile devices. So, the survey results show that
web readers are disproportionately used by those with
visual impairments in some way.
The results of the user tests mostly confirmed our initial research before development. However there were
a few surprises. For example, that users would be satisfied by a simple interface. Users are also remarkably
opposed to a nearly but not quite good TTS voice. But
they are more forgiving when they know these voices
will continue to improve.
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Abstract
We propose a new approach for phoneme mapping in cross-lingual transfer learning for text-to-speech (TTS) in underresourced languages (URLs), using phonological features from the PHOIBLE database and a language-independent mapping
rule. This approach was validated through our experiment, in which we pre-trained acoustic models in Dutch, Finnish, French,
Japanese, and Spanish, and fine-tuned them with 30 minutes of Frisian training data. The experiment showed an improvement
in both naturalness and pronunciation accuracy in the synthesized Frisian speech when our mapping approach was used. Since
this improvement also depended on the source language, we then experimented on finding a good criterion for selecting source
languages. As an alternative to the traditionally used language family criterion, we tested a novel idea of using Angular
Similarity of Phoneme Frequencies (ASPF), which measures the similarity between the phoneme systems of two languages.
ASPF was empirically confirmed to be more effective than language family as a criterion for source language selection, and
also to affect the phoneme mapping’s effectiveness. Thus, a combination of our phoneme mapping approach and the ASPF
measure can be beneficially adopted by other studies involving multilingual or cross-lingual TTS for URLs.
Keywords: neural text-to-speech synthesis, under-resourced languages, cross-lingual transfer learning, phoneme mapping, language family

1.

Introduction

put (text or phoneme sequence) and the output (speech
features) in the URL, owing to the underlying similarities (e.g., patterns in pronunciation, semantic structures) among the language pair (Tan et al., 2021).
Cross-lingual transfer learning, however, comes with
its own challenges. Firstly, there is often a mismatch
between the input embeddings of the source and target
languages, due to differences in their sets of phonemes
or orthographic characters. To overcome this, Chen et
al. (2019) proposed a Phonetic Transformation Network, fitted with a preceding automatic speech recognition component, to automatically map input symbols
across languages based on their sounds. More recently,
Wells and Richmond (2021) experimented between using phonemes and phonological features as input and
made use of linguistic expertise (in the source and target languages) to map the embeddings. Notwithstanding these valuable findings, there is yet to be a solution
that: a) is simpler but still sufficiently effective, b) can
be easily replicated for other languages, and c) does not
require specific linguistic expertise in the languages involved. We posit that such qualities are greatly helpful
in cross-lingual transfer learning for URLs.
Secondly, numerous previous studies have shown that,
for the same target language, transfer learning from different source languages leads to different effects in output quality. This leads to another consideration: by
what criterion should the source language be chosen?
Traditionally, language family classification has been
widely used, with the implication that languages in the
same family have more similarities that help in trans-

Research in text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) has seen
rapid advancement recently. Since the 2010s, there has
been a paradigm shift to neural network-based speech
synthesis (neural TTS), which produces much higher
output quality in both naturalness and intelligibility
compared to previous paradigms such as concatenative synthesis and statistical parametric speech synthesis (Tan et al., 2021).
However, neural TTS requires a large amount of training data. In TTS, training data refers to recordings of
human speakers, preferably recorded with high quality (e.g., no or little background noise, good recording equipment, consistent speaking style and pronunciation), have reliable annotations (e.g., split into textaudio pairs with minimal or no discrepancies), and,
in regards to quantity: the more the better. For an
example, LJSpeech (Ito and Johnson, 2017), a public domain data set recorded by an American English female speaker that is widely used in neural TTS
studies, has a duration of nearly 24 hours. Such an
amount, though generally not hard to obtain for relatively highly-resourced languages, would likely be
problematic for under-resourced languages (URLs).
One solution to address this challenge for URLs is
to use cross-lingual transfer learning. This involves
pre-training the acoustic model in a different language
(called the “source language”) that has sufficient training data, before fine-tuning that acoustic model with
the limited training data of the URL (“target language”). This helps with the mapping between the in-
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fer learning (or more generally, in sharing knowledge
in a multilingual setting). However, an extensive study
by Gutkin and Sproat (2017) found no conclusive evidence for this. In addition, in a meta-analysis of studies involving multilingual and cross-lingual TTS for
URLs, Do et al. (2021) also concluded that language
family classification was not an effective criterion for
selecting source languages.
Accordingly, we aim to make the following contributions in this study:

in PA , calculated from A’s data set. To compare languages A and B, we calculated cosθ and then Sθ between P FA and P FB (with padding where necessary
to avoid size mismatch):1
SC (P FA , P FB ) := cosθ =

2 · arccos(cosθ )
π
Hereafter we use the name Angular Similarity of
Phoneme Frequencies (ASPF) for these Sθ values,
which represent the degrees of similarities between the
phoneme systems of the two languages from which
they are calculated (0 ≤ ASP F ≤ 1).
Sθ := 1 −

1) We experiment on using a set of universal phonological features as a guide to map phoneme embeddings across source and target languages. (2.1)
2) We investigate a new criterion for selecting source
languages: a measure of cross-lingual phoneme
distribution similarity, and compare it with the
conventional language family criterion. (2.3)

2.
2.1.

3.
3.1.

Phonological Inventory Data

Target Language Data Set

3.1.2. Frisian Data Set
Although there are Frisian audio corpora, they were designed for other purposes than TTS. The FAME project
(Yilmaz et al., 2016) corpus was designed to study
code-switching and the Boarnsterhim Corpus (Sloos et
al., 2018) was part of a longitudinal study. As such,
they are not ideal for TTS research. Therefore, we
created a small single-speaker corpus by using recordings and corresponding texts from a Frisian audiobook.
We split the recordings by silence periods and also
trimmed the preceding and trailing silences. Following
LJSpeech, we further split long excerpts (while still respecting clause boundaries) so that the longest duration
was 10 seconds. The corresponding texts had their sentences tokenized, abbreviations and numbers checked
and expanded, and were thoroughly inspected to ensure
good correspondence between text-audio pairs. From
this corpus, we used 30 minutes of recordings (316
utterances) for this study and show their duration histogram in Figure 1.

Language Classification Data

For language family classification, Ethnologue (Eberhard et al., 2021) is likely the most comprehensive
and commonly used reference. It has been used by,
e.g., Tan et al. (2019) as the reference for language
clustering in their multilingual experiments, and by Do
et al. (2021) as a potential factor in the effectiveness
of multilingual or cross-lingual TTS models. To enable
comparisons, we also use Ethnologue in this study.

2.3.

Data Sets and Preparation

3.1.1. Frisian
Frisian (“Frysk”) is the local language of the province
of Friesland (“Fryslân”), which is located in the north
of the Netherlands. The language has roughly 350,000
native speakers (Gorter, 2003), and has been recognized as the second official language of the Netherlands since 2013. Frisian is formally referred to as
West Frisian (to distinguish from North Frisian and
East Frisian), but in this study we simply call it Frisian.

Databases and Proposed Metric

PHOIBLE (Moran and McCloy, 2019) is a database of
phonological inventories of 2,186 distinct languages.
PHOIBLE uses a fixed set of 37 phonological features
to describe all the phonemes in its database and ensures
that each phoneme, represented by a unique IPA symbol, has a distinct set of binary attributes from these
features. In other words, each IPA symbol representing a phoneme has a unique set of 37 binary attributes
(corresponding to the phonological features) associated
with that phoneme’s pronunciation. This facilitates our
proposed method for cross-lingual phoneme mapping,
which is described in more detail in 4.2.2.

2.2.

P FA · P FB
kP FA kkP FB k

Angular Similarity of Phoneme
Frequencies (ASPF)

Cosine similarity (SC or cos(θ)) is traditionally used
in the field of natural language processing (NLP)
to measure similarities between text documents, e.g.,
by Huang et al. (2011). Recently, a study by Cer et
al. (2018) stated that the angular distance (Dθ , calculated from cos(θ)) performed better. Motivated by
this, we experimented with using angular similarity
(Sθ := 1 − Dθ ) between the vectors of phoneme frequencies of two languages to measure the similarity between their phoneme systems. For language A with
phoneme set PA , we defined a vector of phoneme frequencies P FA containing frequencies of all phonemes

3.2.

Source Language Data Sets

CSS10 (Park and Mulc, 2019) is a publicly available
single-speaker data set of 10 languages, consisting of
short audio clips cut from audiobooks in the LibriVox
project2 . We chose it for this study since its wide range
of languages enables the testing of the language family
1
This is the formula for when the vectors do not contain
negative values, which matches our case.
2
https://librivox.org
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Dutch: We used the e-Lex lexicon from the Instituut voor de Nederlandse Taal (INT, 2014), which uses
phoneme representations from the Corpus Gesproken
Nederlands (CGN) (Oostdijk, 2000) and was thus converted into IPA symbols following its manual. e-Lex
includes stress information, and the majority of the entries are already manually checked by the authors.
All the other source languages used lexicons from the
ipa-dict project (Doherty, 2019), which already uses
IPA symbols and thus no conversion was needed.
Finnish: The lexicon readily contains stress information, so we only needed to exclude the secondary
stresses.
French: As French does not have lexical stress, the
lexicon does not contain stress information. Therefore,
we determined the stressed phonemes using the rules
from Kelton et al. (2019)3 , with the phrase boundaries
predicted from punctuation marks and/or short breaks
in the audio. We acknowledge that this is a rudimentary
and oversimplifying approach, e.g., compared to that
in de Dominicis et al. (2000). Nevertheless, we posited
that this would suffice for the current study’s purposes.
Japanese: One major challenge was that Japanese
texts contain many homographs, which complicates the
selection of the right pronunciation from the lexicon.
CSS10 dealt with this by including romaji annotations
(romanized transcriptions) that were post-edited by a
native speaker. Although these still contain occasional
mistakes, we used them as reference to determine the
stressed phonemes. It should be noted that Japanese
is not a stress-oriented language (de Dominicis et al.,
2000) and instead has pitch (high-low) patterns. However, for the purposes in this study, we treated the vowels in high-pitched morae as stressed. Specifically, we
used MeCab (Kudo, 2006) to parse the Japanese orthographic texts, compared them with CSS10’s romaji annotations for the homographs, and obtained the stress
information from a dictionary by javdejong (2022).
Spanish: The lexicon already contains stress marks for
accented words. For the others, we followed the guide
by Collins (2022) to determine the stress position.
For out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words in all languages,
we used OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017) to train a
grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) model for each language
to predict the pronunciations and, to the extent possible,
manually inspected and corrected the obvious errors.

factor, and its audio format and structure are similar to
what we had for Frisian. From its 10 languages, considering a balance between language family variation and
available audio duration, we chose to experiment with
the following languages (in alphabetical order): Dutch,
Finnish, French, Japanese, and Spanish.
We manually inspected these languages’ subsets by listening to the audio files, skimming the paired texts, and
remedying (or removing) the mismatches. The most
common discrepancies included numbers that were not
spelled out in the texts, book and chapter names that
were read but not included in the texts, and differences
in the audio/text splitting boundaries. To conform to
the Frisian data set, we also excluded utterances longer
than 10 seconds. Ultimately, each target language had
approximately 9 hours of total duration, with similar
duration distributions. Figure 1 shows the duration histogram of the Spanish data set as an example.

Figure 1: Duration (s) histograms of data sets

3.3.

Data Sets Phonemization

We converted all data sets in this study using lexicons (pronunciation dictionaries). The Carnegie Mellon University Pronouncing Dictionary (CMU, 2014)
(CMUdict) is a public domain dictionary for American
English that is widely used in TTS research. We followed its conventions for phoneme annotations, with
the following exceptions: a) we used IPA symbols from
the PHOIBLE database instead of the modified ARPABET system in CMUdict, and b) we only included primary stress marks (i.e., secondary stress was treated as
unstressed). The latter was in order to accommodate
all the source languages involved, since not all of them
can be said to have secondary stresses.
We used PHOIBLE to define the phoneme sets of
all the languages. For languages that have more
than one listed phoneme inventories (i.e., from several
“doculects”), we used a union set from all of these, and
then removed all the phonemes that were not used (i.e.,
not present) in the corresponding lexicon.
Frisian: We used the lexicon included as part of the
FAME project, modifying it slightly to match the annotation method described above and supplementing it
with the corresponding stress information provided by
the Fryske Akademy.

4. Training and Evaluation
4.1.

Source Language Pre-Training

We chose the FastSpeech 2 architecture (Ren et al.,
2020), implemented by Chien et al. (2021) for the
acoustic model. Pitch and energy prediction was done
at the phoneme-level, following the authors’ recommendation. For the vocoder, we used the universal
generator of HiFi-GAN V1 (Kong et al., 2020) for all
3
Available at https://www.laits.utexas.edu/
fi/html/pho/03.html
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source and target language models without fine-tuning,
since the duration of the data sets (especially Frisian)
was not sufficient for effective fine-tuning.
We trained a separate acoustic model for each source
language. As done in the original FastSpeech 2 paper,
we used the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al.,
2017) to obtain phoneme-level alignments between the
annotations and the audio recordings. We then trained
each acoustic model for 100K parameter updates, with
a batch size of 16 and the Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2017) with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98, and  =
10−9 . To make sure they were trained successfully, for
each model, we synthesized the corresponding set of
20 test sentences used in the CSS10 paper (Park and
Mulc, 2019). The results had subjectively good quality
and can be found online4 .

4.2.

trained model. This resulted in a total of 10 fine-tuned
models. Each model was trained on the 30-minute
Frisian data set for another 100K parameter updates
with a batch size of 4 (to better accommodate the small
data size), with the other hyperparameters unchanged.

4.3.

4.3.2. Listening Experiment
We used PsyToolkit (Stoet, 2010; Stoet, 2017) for an
online listening experiment to obtain subjective evaluation, following the MUSHRA framework (Series,
2014). Each participant was randomly assigned a set
of 4 sentences, each with a reference audio sample
resynthesized from that sentence’s ground-truth melspectrogram. The participant was then asked to listen to
10 synthesized samples (from the 10 models described
in 4.2.3), together with a hidden resynthesized anchor,
before being asked to rate each sample on its naturalness and pronunciation accuracy on a 0-100 scale.
We collected answers from 50 participants that fully
completed their panels, but had to exclude participants
with lower self-rated Frisian proficiency. In the end,
we used answers from 46 participants for data analysis
(n = 2024). The audio samples are available online4 .

Target Language Fine-Tuning

To verify this study’s proposed approach to phoneme
mapping, we tested two scenarios for each source language: without and with phoneme mapping. We call
the corresponding models separate and mapped, respectively, and describe them below.
4.2.1. Without Phoneme Mapping (separate)
In this scenario, we directly fine-tuned the source
language model (described in 4.1) on the 30-minute
Frisian data set. In other words, for the phonemes that
are present in Frisian but not in the source language,
the model would have their parameters initialized from
scratch and “learn” from the Frisian data.
4.2.2. Phoneme Mapping (mapped)
In this scenario, for each phoneme not present in the
source language, instead of initializing from scratch,
we mapped it to the model parameters of its closest
phoneme, which was predicted with a simple rule. The
rule is expected to be universal (i.e., independent of
the language pairs) and is as follows: for each target
language phoneme that needed mapping, we looked
for source language phoneme candidates with the most
similar sets of PHOIBLE phonological features (represented as a vector of length 37). In case of ties, we compared the cosine similarities (2.3) of the phoneme distributions in the immediately preceding and succeeding
positions of the phoneme in question, i.e., the candidate
with the most similar adjacent phoneme distributions
would be selected. For certain diphthongs and long
vowels, no single target phoneme could be found. In
that case, the source phonemes were decomposed into
unitary vowels, which were subsequently mapped as if
they were individual phonemes. All the resulting mapping decisions are reported in Appendix 8.

5.
5.1.

Results and Discussion

Phoneme Mapping

The MUSHRA scores are reported in Figure 2. To
verify the effect of phoneme mapping, we conducted
paired Wilcoxon tests between the scores of the models with and without phoneme mapping (map and sep).
Table 1 reports the effects of phoneme mapping (differences in median scores between map and sep) and the
p-values of the corresponding paired Wilcoxon tests,
with statistically significant effects in bold.
Despite significantly increasing both naturalness and
pronunciation accuracy ratings in the Dutch and
Finnish models, phoneme mapping only increased accuracy ratings in the French model, and did not have
a significant effect in the Spanish and Japanese models. To investigate this in more detail, we used a linear
mixed effect model (Bates et al., 2014), with mapping
as the fixed effect, and participants and sentences as
random effects (to account for the by-participant and
by-sentence variation). For both naturalness and pronunciation accuracy, phoneme mapping did affect the

4.2.3. Model Fine-Tuning
Following the above descriptions, each of the 5 source
languages had two separate fine-tuning scenarios: separate and mapped, both starting from the same pre4

Evaluation

4.3.1. Test Sentences
We selected a total of 20 unseen test sentences, divided
into 5 small sets of 4 sentences each, so that each set: a)
contains all phonemes (regardless of frequency) from
the Frisian data set5 , b) has a set-wide phoneme distribution as close as possible to that of the Frisian data
set, and c) has an average duration of 5 seconds.

5

This is usually not enforced by other studies, but we believe this would test the phoneme mapping more effectively,
despite likely affecting the models’ subjective evaluation negatively.

https://phat-do.github.io/sigul22
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Figure 2: MUSHRA scores in Naturalness and Pronunciation Accuracy (central bars: median scores)

Source
language
nl (Dutch)
fi (Finnish)
fr (French)
es (Spanish)
ja (Japanese)

Naturalness
(Mmap − Msep )
11 (p <.001)
6.5 (p = .003)
-6 (p = .82)
1.5 (p = .17)
-2 (p = .56)

observed values, as the data set-level ASPF had only 5
values. It was still useful, however, in reaching a recommendation for source language selection criterion.

Accuracy
(Mmap − Msep )
13 (p <.001)
10 (p <.001)
2 (p = .02)
5 (p = .21)
-4 (p = .11)

5.2.3. Results
Linear mixed effect models were used to test the effects
of language family and sentence-level ASPF. When
tested as the only fixed effect, they both had statistically significant effects on the MUSHRA score. However, since they are collinear by nature (languages in
the same family are likely to have similar phoneme
characteristics), we wanted to find the true effect that
could explain the variation. Therefore, we used likelihood tests between these models and another model
with both of them as fixed effects. This showed that
language family indeed did not have a significant effect
on either naturalness (p = .56) or accuracy (p = .50),
while sentence-level ASPF significantly affected both
(p < .001), increasing them by 2.93 (± 0.36) and 3.66
(± 0.37), respectively, for every increase of 10 percentage point in ASPF.
Sentence-level ASPF, however, is not very useful for
generalization to other scenarios with other languages.
Thus, we also tested for the correlation between data
set-level ASPF (reported in Table 2) and the median
MUSHRA scores, using the “Spearman” method. This
showed that they were significantly correlated, with a
coefficient of 1 and p = .01, confirming the usefulness
of using data set-level ASPF as a criterion for choosing
source languages (the higher, the better).

Table 1: Effect of phoneme mapping

MUSHRA score (p = .004 and p < .001, respectively), increasing it by 2.42 (± 0.85) and 3.79 (±
0.88), respectively. This means phoneme mapping did
have an overall positive effect, but this effect also depended on the source language. This observation further motivated the analysis in the next stage.

5.2.

Source Language Selection Criterion

5.2.1. Language Family
Acknowledging the complexity of measuring in detail
the concept of language family distance, similar to Tan
et al. (2019), we counted only the first level in the
phylogenetic language classification tree (following the
terms in Gutkin and Sproat (2017)). Accordingly,
Frisian, Dutch, French, and Spanish were considered to
be in the same language family (Indo-European), while
Finnish (Uralic) and Japanese (Japonic) were not.
5.2.2. ASPF
Following 2.3, we calculated two versions of ASPF:
a data set-level ASPF that compares two languages’
whole data sets, and a sentence-level ASPF that involves the frequencies of only the phonemes present
in each sentence. We posited that the latter was more
accurate as a variable, and it also helped alleviate the
issue of modeling a continuous variable with very few

Source language

nl

fi

fr

es

ja

ASPF

0.73

0.47

0.38

0.35

0.33

Table 2: Data set-level ASPF (compared to Frisian)
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We propose a novel approach for phoneme mapping
in cross-lingual transfer learning, using phonological
features of the PHOIBLE database and a languageindependent mapping rule. We experimented with
Dutch, Finnish, French, Japanese, and Spanish as
source languages and Frisian as the target language.
Listening scores showed that our approach improved
both naturalness and pronunciation accuracy compared
to without mapping. This effect also depended on the
source language, motivating the investigation into a criterion to select source languages.
We then tested the idea of using Angular Similarity of
Phoneme Frequencies (ASPF) as a criterion for selecting source languages, and proved through our experiment that it was more effective than the traditional criterion of language family classification.
Future research is intended to expand into experimenting in the setting of a directly multilingual model, with
a wider range of languages, and in the scenario of having no available lexicons for the target language.
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Appendix
Table 3 reports all the mappings resulted from the rule
in 4.2.2, with vowels at the top and consonants at the
bottom. Frisian phonemes are on the left column (fy).
An empty cell means no mapping was needed, and a
cell with two vowels mean they were converted from
either a long vowel or a diphthong.
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Abstract
While the alignment of audio recordings and text (often termed “forced alignment”) is sometimes treated as a solved problem,
in practice the process of adapting an alignment system to a new, under-resourced language comes with significant challenges,
requiring experience and expertise that many outside of the speech community lack. This puts otherwise “solvable” problems,
like the alignment of Indigenous language audiobooks, out of reach for many real-world Indigenous language organizations.
In this paper, we describe ReadAlong Studio, a suite of tools for creating and visualizing aligned audiobooks, including
educational features like time-aligned highlighting, playing single words in isolation, and variable-speed playback. It is
intended to be accessible to creators without an extensive background in speech or NLP, by automating or making optional
many of the specialist steps in an alignment pipeline. It is well documented at a beginner-technologist level, has already been
adapted to 30 languages, and can work out-of-the-box on many more languages without adaptation.
Keywords: forced alignment, text-speech alignment, Indigenous languages

1.

Introduction

above typically requires: having access to (and installation permissions on) a UNIX workstation, understanding Unicode and handling potentially noisy usergenerated inputs, coping with out-of-vocabulary tokens
and code mixing, mapping phonetic near-neighbours
between languages, knowing speech-specific protocols
like ARPABET, setting reasonable values for beam
search, etc. While these may seem minor individually, there are many potential snags to navigate, and
together these skills add up to a relatively rare expertise. So while the data requirements of alignment are
potentially quite low, the corresponding bar for expertise is still set rather high.
The ReadAlongs collaboration seeks to lower this bar to
entry, so that more organizations can adapt text-speech
alignment technology to their languages. ReadAlong
Studio1 is a suite of software tools for UNIX, MacOS, and Windows that automates or makes optional
some specialist steps that stymie non-expert users. To
give just one example here, the system uses PanPhon
(Mortensen et al., 2016) to automate cross-linguistic
approximate phone matching that, otherwise, would
have required specialist intervention.
Some technological background is still recommended

Despite recent advances in speech and natural language
processing, many practical technologies remain out of
reach for languages with few digitized resources, such
as the vast majority of the roughly seventy Indigenous
languages spoken in Canada (Littell et al., 2018).
Text-speech alignment, the alignment of timestamps
in a speech recording with sentences, words, or subword elements in its transcription (Robert-Ribes and
Mukhtar, 1997; Moreno et al., 1998; Schiel, 1999;
Yuan and Liberman, 2008; Gorman et al., 2011;
McAuliffe et al., 2017), is a potential exception to this;
such systems can be bootstrapped with little-to-no preexisting data required. For example, a typical crosslinguistic alignment workflow in the Festival family of
speech tools (Black et al., 1998) is to transliterate the
input document into another language’s phoneme inventory (often English), and then use an off-the-shelf
aligner for that language to align the transliterated document to the recording. This allows the approximate
alignment of documents in a new language, even without any pre-existing training data in that language.
However, in practice, non-specialists often have trouble
adapting forced-alignment workflows to new languages
and speech varieties (MacKenzie and Turton, 2020).
Even accomplishing the zero-data workflow described

1
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https://github.com/ReadAlongs/Studio

Figure 1: A screenshot of a web component ReadAlong published for Atikamekw. Other ReadAlongs published for
Atikamekw can be found at https://atikamekw.atlas-ling.ca/lecture-audio/. Highlighting
guides the reader to the word currently being spoken in the recording, and the reader can play single words by
clicking on them.
(complete, fluent use of the tools requires some familiarity with the command line and XML), but a
speech/NLP background is not.
It should be emphasized that this system, and this paper, do not present a novel model of forced alignment
(we use a lightweight, off-the-shelf English acoustic
model); we do not feel that inadequate modeling is
where the main barrier lies. Rather, our approach is
about automating aspects of the larger workflow, and
this larger approach could mix and match with other
approaches to the modeling problem proper.

1.1.

ready have books and other literacy materials that have
been recorded by fluent speakers: often, as a printed
book with an accompanying CD. However, we have
heard from teachers and librarians that modern students
are not necessarily using them: what kid uses a CD
player these days?
Teachers need these resources to be converted into online content, which requires some level of time alignment to coordinate the different sections of the text and
audio. This can be (and usually is) done manually at
the page, paragraph, or sentence level, but alignment
to a finer granularity can provide richer added value,
like word-level highlighting and the ability to play single words by clicking them (Figure 1), or syllable-level
highlighting for a sing-along karaoke video (Figure 2).

Motivation

The world’s languages have vastly different amounts of
digitized resources available. Among Indigenous languages spoken in Canada, for example, there are a few
“medium-resourced” languages like Inuktitut, one of
the official languages of the Nunavut territory, with a
1.3 million-line parallel corpus with English (Joanis et
al., 2020). However, many have very limited digital
resources: word lists of a few thousand words, a few
hours of transcribed recordings, etc.
In light of these constraints, Littell et al. (2018) surveyed different language technologies in terms of the
feasibility of developing and deploying them for any
Indigenous languages spoken in Canada. Among these
technologies, text-speech alignment stood out as a lowhanging fruit, since it can feasibly be done with no
training data in the target language.
Meanwhile, the ability to align text and audio dovetailed with a real educational need. Many Indigenous
language organizations (schools, publishers, etc.) al-

Figure 2: A screenshot of a bouncing-ball sing-along
video in Kitigan Zibi Anishinàbemowin, made with
ReadAlong Studio by aligning syllables rather than
words.
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In particular, we were inspired by online readalong/sing-along activities for East Cree2 (Luchian and
Junker, 2004). However, fine-grained manual alignment of text is very time-consuming, and requires a
skilled annotator. Realizing that this process could be
automated was the genesis of the ReadAlongs collaboration.
Upon seeing initial prototypes, the response from Indigenous language teachers and organizations has been
highly enthusiastic. Teachers have mentioned to us
on several occasions that their languages are traditionally oral, and that they are trying to train speakers
and not just readers/writers, so they are always looking for ways to incorporate real speech into the curriculum. Another teacher noted that many language
technologies are geared more towards advanced learners in a university-like setting, as opposed to younger
students; read-along/sing-along activities are a rare language technology that even toddlers can use.

1.2.

• English or French words (loanwords, personal and
place names, etc.) occur fairly frequently. We
cannot assume the document is monolingual; the
software should be able to respect language annotations at any structural level (document, sentence, word), and have reasonable fallback behaviors when language tags are not used.
• Many documents for second-language learners are
bilingual (e.g., where each line is accompanied by
a translation), but with one of the languages not
spoken in the recording.
• Conversely, the recording often has intro/outro
speech that is untranscribed. In both this and the
previous case, there must be some “do not align”
annotation that the aligner respects, while still retaining the content in the final document.
This is not to say that existing libraries cannot be used
in this context; our early versions used the Montreal
Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017) internally, although we later happened to swap it out for a more
lightweight acoustic library (detailed in §2.4.6) for
speed of alignment and ease of installation. However,
these libraries cannot easily be used alone for this task,
since their plain-text focus means that the original document must somehow be re-associated with the outputs
or re-constructed.
Not all considerations related to the target languages introduce greater challenge. Most Indigenous languages,
having had a shorter tradition of writing, have orthographies that are relatively transparent and organized on a
phonemic basis. Grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) transduction in these languages is often straightforward, and
even rough ad-hoc G2P can suffice for many languages.

Special Considerations

Most speech/NLP libraries assume workflows where
the input is being extracted and transformed, and only
the transformed representations are of interest. Existing forced alignment libraries are typically conceptualized as a step in this kind of workflow, especially for
the preparation of training data for speech processing or
synthesis systems, or the isolation of speech segments
for phonetic analysis.
It is worth highlighting some of the unspoken assumptions inherent in conventional speech pipelines:
• Documents are plain text to begin with, or structured documents have had the relevant textual material extracted.
• Formatting, capitalization, and non-phonetic material like punctuation can often be discarded as
irrelevant to the downstream task.

2.

• If a document fails to align, we can ignore it, discard the results, and move on to the next document: we do not, after all, want to train our systems or make measurements using text/audio pairs
where the contents might not actually correspond.
On the other hand, for a read-along audiobook or other
digital publishing product, the document in question is
generally the whole point, and must be fully preserved:
• Documents have structure (pages or chapters,
paragraphs, sometimes lines), formatting, capitalization, and punctuation that must be retained in
the end product.

2.1.

Internal Formats

In light of the above considerations, ReadAlong Studio
(RAS) takes a philosophy of “non-destructive NLP”:
only adding information to a document, never transforming the document in a way where information is
lost or the transformation cannot be undone.
To achieve this, RAS assumes XML-structured text internally; each step proceeds by adding elements or attributes, but leaves the text and previously-added information alone. If a more technically-advanced user
has already added (say) tokenization or G2P, the system
will respect it rather than overwriting it. The pipeline
can be stopped at any step for advanced users to add
markup by hand or by script, and restarted taking into
account this markup.
RAS is usually intended for use with the ReadAlong
Web Component display interface, which has a particular XML format it expects, but the aligner itself does
not require this format; it could be used with a variety
of XML document formats.

• A document that fails to align cannot be ignored or
discarded; whatever is wrong with it has to be detected and fixed, whether by human or automated
means.
There are also special considerations that arise due to
the specific nature of our users’ documents:
2

ReadAlong Studio

https://eastcree.org
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2.2.

Text Standards: TEI

in a picture book or mark some audio span as “do-notalign” to exclude it from the alignment process.
An advanced user can skip this step and write the XML
by hand, or output it from another program, but most
users let the system generate the initial XML, and (if
they need more advanced features like word-level language tags or custom tokenization) modify the generated document before proceeding to subsequent steps.

The intermediate XML formats, as well as the final output intended for visualization by the ReadAlong Web
Component (§3.1), conform to the TEI P5 conventions
for the digital humanities (TEI Consortium, 2021).
However, while the aligner should at least be able to
align most TEI documents, the TEI standard is not so
much a format as a collection of practices for defining a new format, specific to the sort of document
one is dealing with. (That is, it is intended to allow
a certain amount of interoperability and predictability
whether one is working on Shakespeare folios or children’s books, without requiring the scholar to coerce
one sort of document into a format intended for the
other.) It is not the case that an arbitrary TEI document
will be able to be viewed in ReadAlong Web Component. We use a subset of the TEI conventions appropriate for the kinds of books our collaborators have needed
to align: often children’s books, but sometimes longerform narratives for adults as well.

2.3.

2.4.2. Tokenization
If the input is not already tokenized, the system will
attempt to tokenize the document at the word level.
For the purposes of RAS, “word” refers to the unit that
the user wishes to align: the unit that will be highlighted in the ReadAlong Web Component, that readers can click on to hear in isolation, etc. If users have
special needs with respect to this unit, they can provide
these units themselves; RAS considers any material between <w> tags to be “words”. For example, the singalong karaoke video in Figure 2 was made by wrapping
<w> tags around syllables rather than words.
In the absence of these tags in the input, RAS will
assume that word-level alignment is desired and attempt to find these units. This can be difficult given
that some languages use punctuation characters phonetically (e.g., comma represents a glottal stop in
SENĆOTEN, and colon represents vowel length in
Kanyen’kéha). When the character inventory of the
language is known by virtue of being included in our
Gi 2Pi library (Pine et al., 2022), this will be taken into
account, and words will not be split when the punctuation inside them can be parsed as a part of a known
character.
This step will also ignore any elements tagged with
an XML attribute do-not-align, and any elements
under that element. As mentioned in §1.2, books for
second-language learners often have line-by-line translations, but these are rarely spoken in the audio version;
do-not-align attributes allow their presence in the
text without the system attempting to align them.

Alignment Standards: EPUB3/SMIL

For alignment outputs, we follow the EPUB3 e-book
accessibility guidelines (Garrish et al., 2022), formerly
part of the DAISY Consortium guidelines for audiobooks for the visually impaired. Rather than maintaining separate standards for plain-text books and audioaligned accessible books, the EPUB3 standards keep
the text document intact and treat aligned audio as a
“media overlay” that publishers, manufacturers, and
software developers can choose to support.
In the EPUB3 media overlay standards, a SMIL file
(Bulterman et al., 2008) is used to express time-aligned
parallelism between document elements in different
kinds of media. In this case, it associates IDs within an
XML document with start and end timestamps in one
or more audio files. This association allows visualization software to (in one direction) drive the highlighting of text in time with accompanying media or (in the
other) play snippets of media in response to the reader
clicking/tapping text elements.
While the RAS library does not currently automate the
creation of EPUB e-books with accessibility overlays,
our compatibility with this standard means that it is
fairly straightforward to convert/compile our outputs
into an accessible EPUB and view it in software that
supports them (e.g. Apple iBooks).

2.4.

2.4.3. ID Assignment
RAS then adds a unique XML ID attribute to each word
unit. IDs are necessary because, when the document
has finally been aligned, the visualizer does not just
need to know that the word “the” was spoken between
timestamps 32.41s and 32.65s; it needs to know which
instance of “the” was said at that time, so it can highlight the appropriate one. In further steps (like constructing the pronunciation dictionary and finite state
grammar in §2.4.6), the “words” will actually be these
IDs rather than their orthographic forms.

The Alignment Pipeline

2.4.1. Initial Document Generation
Although RAS uses TEI XML internally, it does not
require the user to input the document in this format,
and most users do not. The user can simply provide a
plain-text document, and a minimal TEI document will
be created from it with an appropriate structure for further processing. Additional metadata can be provided
to, for example, associate images with particular pages

2.4.4. Cross-Linguistic G2P
The system then performs a cross-linguistic G2P step
between the target language’s orthography and the
phone vocabulary of the acoustic model, using the
Gi 2Pi library (Pine et al., 2022). In our case, the acoustic model is trained on English and thus has an English
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phone vocabulary, but other languages, or a multilingual model, could be used instead.
The transduction between orthographic form and
model vocabulary is achieved by the composition of
three transductions. First, the system performs an initial G2P from the orthographic form to the International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). If the language is already
supported in Gi 2Pi , this G2P is used. At the time of
writing, 30 language-specific mappings have been written: Anishinàbemowin (alq), Atikamekw (atj), Michif
(crg), Southern & Northern East Cree (crj), Plains
Cree (crk), Moose Cree (crm), Swampy Cree (csw),
Western Highland Chatino (ctp), Danish (dan), French
(fra), Gitksan (git), Scottish Gaelic (gla), Gwich’in
(gwi), Hän (haa), Inuinnaqtun (ikt), Inuktitut (iku),
Kaska (kkz), Kwak’wala (kwk), Raga (lml), Mi’kmaq
(mic), Kanyen’kéha (moh), Anishinaabemowin (oji),
Seneca (see), Tsuut’ina (srs), SENĆOTEN (str), Upper Tanana (tau), Southern Tutchone (tce), Northern
Tutchone (ttm), Tagish (tgx), and Tlingit (tli). English
is also supported via the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary
(Weide, 1998).
As mentioned in §1.2, there is no requirement that a
document be monolingual; the G2P subsystem respects
xml:lang attributes at any structural level. Also, if
G2P fails on a word—for example, if a sentence was
marked as being in the target language but it contained
an unmarked English loanword with characters not in
the target language—the system can fall back to a list
of alternative languages provided as an XML attribute
or a command-line parameter.
If no language attributes are present, the specified language is ISO 639-3 und (undetermined), or G2P happens to fail for the specified language and all fallback
languages, the system performs a very rough automatic
G2P, which we label und. First, the system runs the
word through the text-unidecode library3 , which
assigns each character an ASCII representation that (in
most cases) roughly corresponds to its name in the Unicode table. (For example, U+12A8 ETHIOPIC SYLLABLE KA receives the ASCII representation “ka”.)
These ASCII characters are then converted to rough
IPA equivalents representing cross-linguistically common usages of these characters.
While the “transcription” resulting from this would
probably be inadequate for, say, text-to-speech, and
would be entirely inappropriate for difficult cases like
Japanese, for many of our target languages this level
of rough G2P is adequate for alignment purposes. The
kinds of errors that this tends to introduce are often featural (e.g., incorrect voice, glottalization, or velar vs.
uvular), and would not necessarily result in different
alignment outputs anyway, after the more radical transformation in the following step.
Next, the resulting IPA characters are mapped to their
closest equivalents in English (or whatever language(s)

the acoustic model has been trained on). This is
performed automatically by PanPhon (Mortensen et
al., 2016), a phonological knowledge base containing feature-level information about any possible human
speech sound, and distance metrics between any two
speech sounds. During evaluation (§4), we compare
two of PanPhon’s distance metrics, a weighted feature edit distance and Hamming distance. It is also possible to specify a handwritten mapping, or to hand-edit
the automatically generated mapping; from the point of
view of the Gi 2Pi library this is just another mapping to
be composed with others. Finally, the resulting English
IPA phones are mapped to the ARPABET vocabulary
that the acoustic model expects.
2.4.5. Audio Preparation
Prior to alignment, we convert the audio file into 16-bit
signed PCM (if it is not already). Also, if any timespans
are marked as do-not-align in the user-provided
metadata file, these are replaced by silences. These silences are only used for the following step; they do not
affect the audio in the final read-along audiobook.
2.4.6. Alignment
For alignment, RAS uses the SoundSwallower 4 library, a refactored version of PocketSphinx (HugginsDaines et al., 2006) with minimal requirements for easy
installation across platforms.
It has been previously found that forced alignment at
the sentence level does not require phonetically precise
models, and in fact can be made more robust by the
use of universal models estimated over broad categories
of phonemes (Hoffmann and Pfister, 2013). Likewise,
the context-dependent phone models typically used
in large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition are
equally counterproductive for alignment even at the
phone level (Huggins-Daines and Rudnicky, 2006). We
thus hypothesize that to produce a word-level alignment sufficient for the ReadAlongs application, the
cross-linguistic G2P should be more than sufficient,
and even the automatic und fallback should produce
acceptable results in many cases.
In theory, forced alignment is quadratic in the length
of the input, since every HMM state must be evaluated against every input frame in order to allow any
possible alignment. This can, of course, be accelerated using beam search, at the risk of failure to align
when the forced phone sequence is too divergent from
the acoustic observations. However, there is another
option, when state- or phone-level alignments are not
needed, which is to treat alignment as a speech recognition task with a highly constrained grammar, accepting only the sequence of words in the input text. This
allows us to perform alignment many times faster than
real-time even on modest hardware, and dramatically
faster than full-fledged phone-level alignment such as
4
https://github.com/ReadAlongs/
SoundSwallower

3
https://github.com/kmike/
text-unidecode/
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done by the Montreal Forced Aligner. It is also possible to run the alignment code on the client side by
cross-compiling it to JavaScript.
SoundSwallower requires (other than the input audio), two documents: a dictionary file with ARPABET
pronunciations of each word (as created in §2.4.4) and
a finite-state grammar representing the grammar to be
recognized (in this case a trivial grammar, in which
each word in the document transitions only to the following word, with 1.0 probability). Both of these (as
noted in §2.4.3) use XML ID attributes as the word
identifiers, so that outputs can unambiguously be reassociated with particular elements in the document.

3.

file to their computer), and removes the need for a web
server, since this file is viewable in any browser without
the use of an HTTP server.

3.2.

Although the ReadAlong Web Component is the default visualizer assumed in our documentation, we target standard output formats (wav, XML, SMIL) that
could be visualized and used in other ways. For example, as mentioned in §2.3, the formats are close enough
to the EPUB3 accessibility specification that compilation into an accessible e-book is fairly straightforward.
For another collaboration, we took output files aligned
at the syllable level, rendered them frame-by-frame
into PNG images, and then rendered those into MP4
format to make karaoke videos (Figure 2). However,
video rendering is a fairly complex process, the details
of which are outside of the scope of this paper.

Output Formats and Visualization

While the primary intended use case for RAS is the
development of interactive read-along audiobooks that
can be embedded in any website (§3.1), RAS’s output files follow existing standards in publishing and the
digital humanities that can be visualized in other ways
(§3.2). It can also export to other text-audio alignment
formats for a variety of use cases (§3.3).

3.1.

Other Visualizations

3.3.

Formats for Other Downstream Uses

A common request from academic collaborators has
been support for ELAN (Brugman and Russel, 2004)
and Praat TextGrid (Boersma and van Heuven, 2001)
formats. RAS can produce output in these formats, so
that the aligner can be used within labs’ existing transcription and annotation workflows.
We also can export alignments directly to WebVTT and
SRT subtitle formats to provide automatic subtitling for
video content in a format compatible with YouTube.

Web Component

The primary intended downstream application for RAS
is a web component5 , written in Stencil6 , that highlights words as they are spoken. Web components can
be embedded in any web application for use in any
browser, allowing for maximum interoperability and
easy embedding in any project.
The structured XML output from RAS is interpreted
by the web component such that each page element in
the XML has a horizontal scrolling visual metaphor
in the web component; paragraph and sentence elements have a vertical scrolling visual metaphor. Each
word element becomes clickable and plays the audio
for that word, allowing the reader to listen back to specific words in the document.
Deploying a ReadAlong web component involves taking the exported XML text, SMIL and audio, importing
the library either with npm or by including the package
in the HTML file in which the ReadAlong exists.
While such deployment will work for users who already have a website that they can access and edit, it
requires an HTTP server to serve the assets and a developer comfortable with web hosting; it also requires
that users have a stable internet connection to view the
ReadAlong. To circumvent both of these problems,
we also allow RAS to export to a single-file format
we label “HTML”, which Base64 encodes all of the
fonts and assets required by the ReadAlong, and embeds them in a single HTML file that can then be used
to view and share the activity offline. This allows readers without an internet connection to view it (provided
they have some other means of transferring the HTML

4.

Evaluation

While this is not primarily intended as a modeling paper, we performed a small evaluation to show that RAS
does indeed produce reasonable outputs, and to illustrate the circumstances in which a handwritten G2P
might be necessary.

4.1.

Data

We manually annotated three recordings in
Kanyen’kéha (Mohawk), SENĆOTEN, and South
Qikiqtaaluk Inuktut in Praat, annotating boundaries
at the start and end of each word. The Kanyen’kéha
recording is 5m 7s long and has 249 words, the
SENĆOTEN recording is 5m 46s long and has 419
words, and the Inuktut recording is 5m 35s long and
has 282 words. Given the small size of this evaluation
set, care should be taken in interpreting the results, and
small differences are probably insignificant.
While both Kanyen’kéha and SENĆOTEN use orthographies based on the Roman alphabet, they use
the glyphs in very different ways, making an illustrative contrast. The Kanyen’kéha orthography
is similar to a phonemic transcription of the language, using letters in much the same way as the IPA
does, whereas the SENĆOTEN orthography is entirely
unique. For example, underlined W represents IPA
[xw ], and strikethrough T represents IPA [θ]. A pronunciation “guesser” like our und (see §2.4.4) would

5
https://github.com/ReadAlongs/
Web-Component
6
https://stenciljs.com/
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Language

Mapping type
Handmade

SENĆOTEN

Kanyen’kéha

Inuktut
(Syllabics)
Inuktut
(Romanized)

Und
Handmade
Und
Handmade
Und
Handmade
Und

Distance metric
Weighted
Hamming
Weighted
Hamming
Weighted
Hamming
Weighted
Hamming
Weighted
Hamming
Weighted
Hamming
Weighted
Hamming
Weighted
Hamming

Accuracy within tolerance (ms)
<10 <25 <50
<100
0.23 0.47 0.67
0.87
0.24 0.49 0.69
0.88
0.15 0.34 0.49
0.62
0.17 0.37 0.53
0.68
0.19 0.37 0.63
0.81
0.19 0.38 0.64
0.81
0.20 0.42 0.67
0.85
0.19 0.39 0.64
0.82
0.21 0.54 0.74
0.92
0.19 0.46 0.69
0.88
0.22 0.53 0.73
0.91
0.20 0.48 0.71
0.89
0.22 0.54 0.75
0.92
0.19 0.49 0.70
0.89
0.23 0.54 0.76
0.93
0.20 0.48 0.71
0.90

Span overlap
P
R
F1
0.90 0.84 0.87
0.91 0.86 0.88
0.57 0.66 0.61
0.61 0.69 0.65
0.94 0.90 0.92
0.96 0.90 0.93
0.97 0.93 0.95
0.97 0.91 0.94
0.98 0.94 0.96
0.98 0.92 0.95
0.98 0.94 0.96
0.98 0.94 0.96
0.98 0.94 0.96
0.98 0.92 0.95
0.98 0.95 0.97
0.98 0.94 0.96

Table 1: Evaluation of SENĆOTEN, Kanyen’kéha, and Inuktut forced alignments showing alignment accuracy of
word boundaries with varying amounts of tolerance, and an F1 measurement of span overlap. Results are shown for
alignments created from handmade Gi 2Pi mappings, and mappings from text-unidecode (‘Und’), measured against
hand-labelled alignments. The results of the best SENĆOTEN and Kanyen’kéha systems are in bold (statistical
significance is not implied), while the Inuktut results are too close to meaningfully label a best system.
racy at a variety of tolerance thresholds. For example,
an accuracy of 0.24 with a threshold of <10ms means
that 24% of word boundaries detected were within
10ms of the human-annotated boundaries.7
By itself, accuracy within a fixed threshold is not
clearly illustrative of whether RAS outputs are appropriate for their intended downstream task: guiding a reader through a text. This can be especially
misleading when comparing languages with different
word durations, or when comparing different speech
styles. SENĆOTEN typically has shorter words than
Kanyen’kéha or Inuktut (in these recordings, 370ms on
average compared to 769ms and 834ms, respectively);
a 100ms error in SENĆOTEN is more likely to highlight the wrong word entirely.
Therefore, we also report an F1 metric intended to capture what proportion of the time the highlighting is
correctly guiding the reader, as opposed to misleading
them.8 In this metric, recall (R) represents the proportion of timespans in the reference that correctly overlap
with their corresponding timespans in the system output. For example, if we were evaluating a one-word
document, with a word “hello” spoken from 2.6s to
3.0s, and the system output said that word occurred
from 2.8s to 3.1s, the recall would be 0.2s/0.4s = 0.50.
In the other direction, precision (P) represents the pro-

not be able to guess this usage from the typical crosslinguistic usage of W and T, so SENĆOTEN is a case
where we expect a human-written G2P mapping to outperform a guessed one.
Meanwhile, the Inuktut dataset evaluates how well
RAS handles a non-Roman orthography; the qaniujaaqpait orthography uses the Canadian Aboriginal
Syllabics abugida. This same text is also available in
the qaliujaaqpait (Romanized) orthography, letting us
observe the relative performance of G2P and und in
two different orthographies on the same recording.

4.2.

Evaluation Procedure

We test two conditions for the G2P mapping from orthographic forms to language-specific IPA phones:
• Handmade, a hand-written mapping provided in
the Gi 2Pi library.
• Und, the und fallback mapping based on the
text-unidecode library, described in §2.4.4.
We also test two possibilities for the PanPhon
edit distance metric, which determines which English
phonemes are considered nearest neighbours to the
target-language phonemes.
• Hamming, in which all articulatory features of
each phone are weighted equally.
• Weighted, in which some features are weighted
more highly than others, according to a phonologist’s judgment of their perceptual importance.

7
It should be noted that human annotations of segment
boundaries vary; Schiel et al. (2004) suggest that interannotator agreement for phoneme-level segmentation is typically around 85–95% given a tolerance of 20ms.
8
Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for inspiring this
line of inquiry.

We follow the evaluation procedure in McAuliffe et al.
(2017), in which system outputs are compared for accu-
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portion of timespans in the system output that overlap
with their corresponding timespans in the reference.
Because having the highlight linger on a word during
periods of silence is not misleading (indeed, it is helpful to keep the highlight on the screen even during silence), we do not penalize system timespans that extend into silences; instead, silences adjacent to the word
being evaluated are ignored when calculating the precision of its alignment.

4.3.

In early user tests, we noticed that users took a “divideand-conquer” approach when alignment failed: dividing both the audio and text into smaller files based on
obvious landmarks (like page/chapter breaks and obvious loanwords), aligning those segments separately,
and then reassembling the original document. This is
effective but tedious, especially when the landmark is
deep within an XML structure and splitting the document means introducing matching element tags; while
it may have been less labour than manual alignment, it
is very frustrating labour, especially when the result of
that labour still does not align!
We therefore introduced the idea of “anchors”. The
user can drop a custom <anchor/> element anywhere in the XML document, with a timestamp indicating where in the audio that anchor must be aligned,
and the software will perform the division, alignment,
and reassembly automatically. Anchors have made error recovery much easier; when an alignment fails or
is of poor quality, the user can progressively search for
landmarks and drop anchors until the alignment succeeds to their satisfaction.
This still, however, requires a basic knowledge of audio
software like Audacity or Praat (to find the timestamp)
and XML and text editing (to insert the anchor tag).
Our next major milestone in development is a simple
graphical user interface for this operation, where a user
can “drag” alignments between the waveform and the
text, attempt to align again, make further adjustments,
etc. This sort of human-in-the-loop forced-alignment
system, where a human and automated system negotiate the alignment of complex documents until the human is satisfied, will be a focus of future development
for ReadAlong Studio.

Results

Results are given in Table 1.9 We can see that, as expected, the handwritten G2P mapping for SENĆOTEN
substantially outperformed the automatic one. On the
other hand, a handwritten mapping did not outperform the automatic mapping for Kanyen’kéha; here,
the automatic mapping was slightly better for all tolerances. Small differences on a small dataset should not
be over-interpreted, but these results do illustrate that
it is probably not necessary, in languages with crosslinguistically typical orthographies like Kanyen’kéha,
to write a language-specific G2P mapping just for the
purpose of approximate forced alignment.
For Inuktut, G2P and und performed very similarly for
both orthographies, confirming that the und fallback
can work even for non-Roman characters.
Comparison between weighted and Hamming distances did not reveal a clear winner. For SENĆOTEN,
Hamming distance performed somewhat better (especially in the poorly-performing und condition), but in
Kanyen’kéha and Inuktut, the best systems used the
weighted distance. Again, however, we should not
over-interpret small differences on a small dataset.
For comparison, the Montreal Forced Aligner achieved
a top score of 0.97 in the 100ms tolerance condition, in
English, but this is after having been trained on approximately 1000 hours of English training data (McAuliffe
et al., 2017). Our aligner has not seen any targetlanguage data prior to evaluation.10

5.

6.

Conclusion

Given the vastly different scales of available resources
between languages, we are particularly interested in
the “language zero-shot” frontier: what tasks can be
achieved at a reasonable accuracy when a system has
seen no data from the target language before inference?
Text-speech alignment, at least for the relativelyforgiving purpose of helping beginner readers follow
along in audiobooks, is among these tasks. However,
given the complexity of the pipelines and the special
needs of Indigenous language audiobook alignment,
it is difficult for more novice users to adapt existing
forced alignment workflows to this end.
In this paper, we describe a robust text-speech alignment library that should work out-of-the-box on a variety of languages, and can be adapted via handwritten
mappings for languages with more atypical orthographies. This library is open-source, comes with extensive documentation and will, we hope, help more language organizations benefit from automatic text-speech
alignment.

Issues and Future Work

Our early users largely agree on a central problem with
the RAS workflow. When everything goes correctly
and the document aligns adequately, the system seems
“magical”, replacing hours of human labour with a process taking seconds. However, when the document
does not align properly, or at all, it is difficult for a
novice user to know where the problem occurred (e.g.,
is there untranscribed text in the audio, or unspoken
speech in the text?), and to fix this problem.
9

Due to fixing some bugs and addressing an issue in the
reference data, our SENĆOTEN and Kanyen’kéha results
here are slightly different from those reported in Pine et al.
(2022), but not in a way that affects system rankings.
10
For an additional comparison, we performed forwardbackward alignment using the Montreal Forced Aligner on
these documents alone, but the systems failed to converge or
produce useful alignments on such a small amount of data, so
we did not report these.
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Abstract

Sentiment Analysis (SA) employing code-mixed data from social media helps in getting insights to the data and decision
making for various applications. One such application is to analyze users’ emotions from comments of videos on YouTube.
Social media comments do not adhere to the grammatical norms of any language and they often comprise a mix of languages
and scripts. The lack of annotated code-mixed data for SA in a low-resource language like Tulu makes the SA a challenging
task. To address the lack of annotated code-mixed Tulu data for SA, a gold standard trlingual code-mixed Tulu annotated
corpus of 7,171 YouTube comments is created. Further, Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are employed as baseline models
to evaluate the developed dataset and the performance of the ML algorithms are found to be encouraging.
Keywords: Tulu, Code-mixed, Trilingual, Corpus creation, Sentiment Analysis

1.

Introduction

explored for SA tasks.

Internet-enabled users express their thoughts on any
topic through reviews, posts or comments on social media like YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, etc. Users knowing more than one language usually post their impressions about a topic in more than one language as there
are no restrictions on the use of the languages or the
grammar of any language (Scotton, 1982; Suryawanshi
et al., 2020). Mixing multiple languages at different
levels such as sentence, word, sub-word in the same
text is referred to as code-mixing (Chakravarthi et al.,
2019). Despite the fact that many languages have their
own scripts, social media users in some parts of the
world like India usually use non-native script to pen
their comments (Bali et al., 2014). Due to the ease of
entering the text in Latin and the usage of common English words, users usually enter the comments combining Latin and native scripts or only in Latin script.
The welcoming nature of online platforms encourages users from various social strata to express their
thoughts/feelings on any topic. These thoughts/feelings
can be extracted and used for many applications like
SA. SA has recently gained popularity as a business strategy that can benefit from the insights gained
from user opinions about a product or subject of interest. However, there hasn’t been much effort put
into analysing the sentiments of code-mixed content in
many low-resourced Indian languages (Priyadharshini
et al., 2021). These languages face more challenges for
SA tasks due to the lack of text processing tools and annotated corpora in those languages. Some Indian languages such as Tulu, Konkani and Kashmiri are rarely

Tulu belongs to the Dravidian language family, with
over three million speakers known as Tuluvas in Karnataka, India. The majority of Tuluvas are found in
Dakshina Kannada and Udupi, in the state of Karnataka
and some in Mumbai, Maharashtra and in Gulf countries. Tulu is also spoken by some people in Kasargod,
in the state of Kerala and it has its own script called
Tigalari. The earliest written evidence of Tulu dates
back to the 17th century AD, although now it exists only
as a spoken language and has lost its script over time
(Shetty, 2004). Despite the loss of script, Tulu is still
a widely spoken language in the Southern part of Karnataka and Kannada script is prominently used to write
Tulu. As Tulu is the regional language and Kannada
is the official language of Karnataka, Tuluvas usually
know both Tulu and Kannada languages fluently. In
addition to this, many Kannada words are used in Tulu
language. Further, English is predominantly known by
many Tulu speaking people, especially those who are
active on social media platforms. Tulu songs, videos,
movies, comedy programs, skits are popular on social
media. The comments posted by Tulu users for Tulu
programs on social media will usually be a code-mix
of Tulu, Kannada, and English. This has generated a
lot of trilingual code-mixed data which is rarely explored for research purposes. In view of the availability
of large volume of YouTube comments/posts in codemixed Tulu, this study gathered comments from various YouTube Tulu songs, movies, comedy programs,
skits, and serials to create a code-mixed Tulu dataset for
SA. Sample comments from the proposed code-mixed
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Table 1: Sample code-mixed Tulu comments in the corpus

Trees (DT), Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), Logistic Regression (LR), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), and
Random Forest (RF) using Term-Frequency-InverseDocument-Frequency (TF-IDF) of word n-grams in the
range n = (1, 3) as features. Further, they have implemented Deep Learning (DL) models, namely: 1D Convolutional Long Short Term Memory (1DConvLSTM)
and LSTM using the Keras embedding1 and Dynamic
Meta Embedding (DME) respectively. Further, the
authors also implemented a transformer based classifier with multilingual Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (mBERT) for SA of codemixed Tamil-English language. Among all the models
RF model obtained the highest macro F1-score of 0.65.
KanCMD, a Kannada code-mixed dataset was developed by Hande et al. (Hande et al., 2020) by scraping YouTube comments2 . The comments were segmented into sentences and each sentence was annotated
by 5 annotators at three levels. KanCMD consists of
7,671 comments released for multitask learning of Offensive Language Detection (OLD) and SA. Both the
tasks were adressed using traditional ML algorithms
(SVM, MNB, DT, LR, kNN and RF) and DL based
models (1DConvLSTM and LSTM). TF-IDF values,
Keras embedding and DME of words were used as features to train ML models, 1DconvLSTM model and
LSTM model respectively. Further, they also implemented a transformer based classifier with mBERT to
perform SA of KanCMD dataset. The LR model outperformed other models with macro F1-scores of 0.57
and 0.66 for SA and OLD respectively.
Reddy et al. (Appidi et al., 2020b) presented a

Tulu dataset along with the type of code-mixing are
shown in Table 1.
In view of the lack of annotated code-mixed Tulu
dataset for SA, this paper contributes by releasing the
gold-standard trilingual code-mixed Tulu dataset to
perform SA and presents the comprehensive results of
using traditional ML classification methods to set the
benchmark for the dataset. In most of the cases usually code-mixing includes two languages. However,
the proposed dataset has code-mixing of Tulu, Kannada
and English which makes it unique.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 throws light on SA in other Dravidian languages and
Section 3 describes the procedure of corpus creation
and annotation followed by the description of ML algorithms used to create baseline models in Section 4.
Experiments and results are presented in Section 5 followed by the conclusion in Section 6.

2.

Related Work

Due to the growth of social media, SA has become significantly important. Extensive research is being carried out on SA of monolingual corpora belonging to
high-resource languages such as English, French, and
Russian. However, only one work has been reported on
SA in Tulu language and very less number of SA works
are found for other Dravidian languages too. Some of
the recent works on Dravidian languages using codemixed text are described below:
Chakravarthi et al. (Chakravarthi et al., 2020b) have
created a Tamil-English code-mixed annotated corpus
for SA of YouTube comments. The corpus contains
15,744 code-mixed comments and each comment in
the dataset is annotated by a minimum of three annotators. They implemented traditional ML algorithms,
namely: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision

1

https://keras.io/api/layers/core_
layers/embedding/
2
https://github.com/philbot9/
youtube-comment-scraper-cli
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code-mixed Kannada-English corpus which is a collection of tweets extracted from Twitter on topics like
sports, trending, hashtags, politics, movies and events
for Parts-Of-Speech (POS) tagging. Conditional Random Fields (CRF), Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM),
and BiLSTM+CRF are implemented to tag POS for
code-mixed Kannada-English corpus. TF-IDF of character n-grams and word n-grams in the range n = (1,
3) followed by the count of common symbols, capitalization of words and numbers are used as features
to train their models. Among the three models, BiLSTM+CRF model achieved the best results with macro
F1-score of 0.81. Reddy et al. (Appidi et al., 2020a)
have adressed the problem of emotion prediction using
Kannada-English code-mixed tweets annotated with
emotions. The authors trained the SVM classifier using TF-IDF of character n-grams, word tri-grams, and
count of English negative words3 , punctuation, capitalization, and repetitive characters as features. They
used the Keras embedding to train LSTM model and
the LSTM model outperformed the SVM model with
an accuracy of 32%.
Kusampudi et al. (Kusampudi et al., 2021) presented
Twitter and Blog datasets for code-mixed TeluguEnglish text to perform SA. The authors implemented
traditional ML models (SVM, MNB, DT, LR, KNN
and RF), DL models (Convolutional Neural Network,
BiLSTM) and hybrid models (BiLSTM+CRF and BiLSTM+LSTM) to predict sentiments in code-mixed
Telugu-English text. TF-IDF of character n-grams and
word n-grams in the range n=(1,3) followed by hand
picked features, namely, count of special characters,
capital letters, and digits are used by the authors to train
ML models. BiLSTM+LSTM model exhibited a better
accuracy of 0.98 on Blog dataset and BiLSTM+CRF
model achieved an accuracy of 0.99 on Twitter dataset.
Malayalam-English code-mixed annotated dataset for
SA is created by Chakravarthi et al. (Chakravarthi
et al., 2020a) by scraping the YouTube comments using YouTube comment-scraper4 to extract the comments. These comments were annotated at three levels
by 11 annotators. Further, the authors used Krippendorff’s inter-annotator agreement to ensure the agreement between annotators. The annotated EnglishMalayalam dataset is used to implement traditional ML
(LR, SVM, DT, RF, MNB, and kNN) and DL-based
models (1DConvLSTM and LSTM) to perform SA.
Authors have used TF-IDF of word tri-grams, Keras
embeddings and DME as features to train ML, 1DConvLSTM, and LSTM models respectively. Further, they
also implemented a transformer based classifier with
mBERT and among all the models, mBERT outperformed with a F1-score of 0.75.
Kannadaguli (Kannadaguli, 2021) has created a TuluEnglish code-mixed dataset of 5,536 comments for SA

Information of Annotators
Gender
Highest Education

Medium of Schooling

# of Annotators

Male

2

Female

13

Graduate

0

Postgraduate

12

Research student

3

English

6

Native
Total

9
15

Table 2: Details of annotators
by scraping YouTube posts. During dataset construction, the author extracted only Tulu and Tulu-English
code-mixed comments written in Latin script. Krippendorff’s inter-annotator agreement was calculated to ensure the agreement between annotators. The annotated
Tulu-English dataset was used to implement ML models (NB,LR, DT, k-NN, RF, SVM, and Principal Component Analysis), DL models (BiLSTM and Contextualized Dynamic Meta Embeddings), and transformer
based classifier with BERT models. TF-IDF values and
Keras embeddings are used as features for ML and DL
models respectively. Among all the models, BiLSTM
model outperformed with considerable F1-scores for
all the classes.
From the literature, it is clear that the under-resourced
Dravidian languages, namely, Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam, and Telugu have been rarely explored for SA.
Further, to the best of our knowledge, there is only
one work on SA of code-mixed Tulu text (Kannadaguli,
2021).

3.

Corpus Creation and Annotation

The purpose of this work is to construct a code-mixed
Tulu dataset for SA. YouTube contains a lot of videos
on Tulu movies, movie trailers, skits, songs, and so
on, and also the comments posted by users for these
videos. These comments are used as corpus for the SA
task. The corpus construction work begins by scraping the YouTube comments for the videos in Tulu using
the YouTube-comment-scraper tool5 and the comments
collected are anonymized for the privacy of users. The
raw data obtained from the scraper is split into sentences consisting of a single comment amounting to
48,000 comments. The comments are written entirely
in English, Kannada, Tulu or in a combination of English, Tulu, and Kannada languages in Kannada/Latin
script or in a combination of Kannada and Latin scripts.
Hence, comments which are entirely in English language written in Latin or Kannada script are filtered
out retaining the rest. It may be noted that, after filtering, the comments consist of only code-mixed Tulu
content written in either Kannada and/or Latin script.
This data filtering is carried out manually as there are

3

http://sentiment.christopherpotts.
net/lingstruc.html
4
https://github.com/philbot9/

5
https://github.com/g1mishra/Youtube_
Comment_Scraper/
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no tools/libraries to identify text in Tulu language. The
comments consisting less than 3 words and longer than
15 words were removed as it is difficult to comprehend
the sentiments. Further, all the emojis were removed
as the majority of the comments contain only emojis
without any text. Additionally, duplicate sentences are
removed. This process resulted in 7,171 code-mixed
comments which are subjected to annotation for SA.

3.1.

Languages

Tulu

Number of Tokens

82,763

Vocabulary Size

24,006

Number of comments

7,171

Average number of
Tokens per comment

11

Table 3: Statistics of code-mixed Tulu corpus

Annotation Setup

Annotation scheme proposed by Mohammad et al.
(Mohammad, 2016) is adopted to annotate the codemixed Tulu data. Each comment is annotated by a minimum of 3 annotators according to the following guidelines provided to each annotator:
• Positive : The text provides an explicit or implicit
hint that the speaker is in a positive mood.
Ex: Masth edde ithend. Keep it up Bro.
English translation: It was very good. Keep it up
brother.

Classes

# of Comments

Positive

3,164

Mixed-Feelings

1,212

Neutral

1,201

Negative

670

Not Tulu

924

Table 4: Class-wise distribution of code-mixed Tulu
annotated corpus

• Negative : The comment contains explicit or implicit clues that suggest the speaker is in a negative
mood.
Ex: Ponnu edde ijjal.
English translation: The girl is not good.

as many comments from the corpus as they wish. Annotators were notified that the annotations they were
going to do will be recorded and they could opt-out at
any time during the annotation process. The annotation setup has two phases: (i) blind annotation where
each comment is annotated by two annotators and the
annotators were not allowed to discuss regarding the
annotations, and (ii) verification of comments and their
annotations by an annotator who did not participate in
the first phase. If both the annotators in the first phase
have tagged the same label for the comment then that
label is considered as the final label for that comment.
If there is any conflict in the labels assigned by the first
two annotators, the third annotator will annotate that
comment and that label will be considered as the label
of that comment.

• Mixed-Feelings :The text indicates both positive
and negative feelings experienced by the speaker.
Ex: Paniyere aavandina naataka
English translation: A drama that could not be explained.
• Neutral : There is no indication of the speaker’s
emotional state. For eg: asking for likes or subscriptions, questions about the release date and
conveying information etc. This state is considered as neutral state.
Ex: Yel ganteg sari battnd.
English translation: It became correct at 7 o’clock.

3.2.

Inter-annotator Agreement

During annotation, the annotator has to select only one
of the categories to which the comment belongs adhering to the guidelines supplied. Since multiple annotators were given the task of annotating the same
piece of data, a metric is required to compare the annotation qualities. This motivates the use of interannotator agreement which measures how well the annotations were carried out by many annotators on the
same dataset. It also indicates the degree of agreement
about a category among the annotators, but not whether
the annotations are accurate. In other words, high interannotator agreement implies that guidelines are clear
and interpretations are accurate.
Krippendorff’s alpha (α) - a popular inter-annotator
agreement algorithm is employed to measure the degree of agreement between annotators, despite its
computational complexity (Krippendorff, 2011). This
agreement is more relevant as it is not affected by miss-

• Not Tulu : These are the comments that do not
contain Tulu content written in Kannada or Latin
script. The entire comment may consist of English words written in Kannada script or Kannada
words written in Latin and/or Kannada script.
Ex: tulu artha agaala
English translation: Do not understand Tulu.
The annotation process involved 15 native Tulu speakers with diversity in gender, medium of education in
their schooling, and educational level, as volunteers.
Table 2 shows the information about annotators involved in this work. A demonstration was given to the
volunteers regarding the annotations and sample sheets
with 200 comments were sent to them. If the quality of
the sample annotation was good only then that annotator was selected for the annotation of the code-mixed
Tulu corpus. Each volunteer was allowed to annotate
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Classes

Train set

Test set

Positive

2,501

663

Mixed-Feelings

953

248

Neutral

984

228

Negative

548

122

Not Tulu

750

174

According to the instructions given to the annotators,
the comment which has explicit clues are utilized for
annotations. However, some examples have subtle sentiments which are different than the sentiments that can
be decided from the explicit clues. Hence, some comments have shown disagreement between the annotators.

3.4.

Corpus statistics are given in Table 3 and classwise distribution of the annotated corpus is shown in
Table 4. The comments are categorized into five
groups: Positive, Negative, Neutral, Mixed-Feelings,
and Not Tulu. Among 7,171 comments, 3,164 comments have a Positive polarity which is the most common category. Since there are only a few YouTube
channels in Tulu language compared to other languages, the majority of the viewers encourage such
channels with positive comments. The second common
categories in this corpus are Mixed-Feelings and Neutral with 1,212 and 1,201 comments respectively. Because, most of the comments collected from YouTube
are from Tulu songs, movies, movie trailers and skits,
the users show either the ambiguity in their emotion or
they just convey some information. Further, Not Tulu
and Negative categories have fewer comments compared to the other categories with 924 and 670 comments respectively. This is because, Tulu channels
attract specially Tuluvas and there is least possibility
that they post negative comments on the video/work of
someone who belongs to their region or community.
The dataset will be made available to the research community for exploring different models for SA.

Table 5: Details of Train and Test set
ing data, varying sample sizes, categories, or number
of annotators and can be applied to any type of measurements, including nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio. Since the annotation work was carried out by more
than two persons and the same person did not annotate
all of the comments, Krippendorff’s alpha (α) fits better (Artstein, 2017). The range of α must be 0 to 1 and
α=1 implies a perfect agreement between annotators.
The annotation for code-mixed Tulu corpus produced a
nominal metric agreement of 0.6832.

3.3.

Dataset

Difficult Examples

During annotation, it was found that as some of the
comments were ambiguous, it was difficult to find out
the right feelings of the users who posted those comments. Annotation of such comments seemed difficult
and some of such comments are described below:
1. Yes maaatha kadetla inchina jana ippuveru, hilarious show
-Yes from all the places like this people are there,
hilarious show
Because of using the word ’hilarious show’
the comment becomes ambiguous whether the
speaker has ’Positive’ sentiment or sarcastically
giving the comment.

4.

Baseline Classifiers

Traditional ML algorithms are implemented using TFIDF of word bigrams and trigrams as features to predict
emotions in code-mixed Tulu data in order to provide
baseline. The brief description of ML algorithms along
with the hyper-parameters used are given below:

2. Valtaranna erege daye bodu Ladaye?
- Valter brother why you want fighting?
The comment conveys in a positive way that fighting is not good. However, the annotator cannot
decide whether the comment has ’Positive’ sentiment or ’Mixed-Feelings’ as there are no explicit
clues to identify ’Positive’ sentiment.

4.1.

Multinomial Naive Bayes

Naive-Bayes classifier is a probabilistic model developed from the Bayes theorem that determines the probability of hypothesis activity based on the evidence (Xu
et al., 2017). alpha - smoothing parameter value is set
to 1 for MNB.

3. Yappa devare ivaru yalli avaru marre
-My God from where he is?
In the comment, the words ’Yappa devare’ and
’marre’ belong to both Kannada and Tulu. Hence,
difficult to decide whether it belongs to ’Not Tulu’
or ’Mixed-Feelings’ class.

4.2.

Logistic Regression

LR algorithm predicts the probability of a target variable using L2 regularization which is the default value
for the penalty (Genkin et al., 2007) and the same is
used in the baseline LR classifier.

4. Comedy jaasti uppad. Family emotion drama
maata maltar da flop aapundu.
-Need more comedy. If you add more family sentiments and drama then it will flop.
From the comment, it is difficult to decide whether
the speaker liked the comedy or disliked it.

4.3.

Support Vector Machine

SVM is an algorithm that determines the best decision
boundary between the vectors that belong to a given
group (or category) and those which do not belong to
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Classes

Classifiers
MNB

RF

Precision

Recall

F1 score

Precision

Recall

F1 score

Mixed-Feelings

0.39

0.04

0.07

0.53

0.19

0.28

Negative

0.83

0.04

0.08

0.46

0.17

0.25

Neutral

0.71

0.18

0.29

0.35

0.70

0.46

Not Tulu

1.00

0.17

0.29

0.83

0.28

0.42

Positive

0.50

1.00

0.67

0.72

0.84

0.77

Macro Average

0.69

0.28

0.28

0.58

0.44

0.44

Weighted Average

0.60

0.52

0.41

0.62

0.58

0.55

LR

SVM

Precision

Recall

F1 score

Precision

Recall

F1 score

Mixed-Feelings

0.47

0.25

0.33

0.41

0.29

0.34

Negative

0.49

0.17

0.25

0.45

0.33

0.38

Neutral

0.54

0.40

0.46

0.49

0.43

0.46

Not Tulu

0.90

0.44

0.59

0.82

0.57

0.68

Positive

0.63

0.96

0.76

0.69

0.89

0.78

Macro Average

0.61

0.44

0.48

0.57

0.50

0.53

Weighted Average

0.61

0.62

0.57

0.61

0.63

0.60

DT

KNN

Precision

Recall

F1 score

Precision

Recall

F1 score

Mixed-Feelings

0.35

0.23

0.28

0.28

0.33

0.30

Negative

0.31

0.22

0.26

0.35

0.29

0.32

Neutral

0.32

0.54

0.40

0.40

0.34

0.37

Not Tulu

0.57

0.32

0.41

0.78

0.42

0.54

Positive

0.72

0.75

0.73

0.71

0.81

0.76

Macro Average

0.45

0.41

0.42

0.50

0.44

0.46

Weighted Average

0.54

0.53

0.52

0.56

0.56

0.55

Precision

Recall

F1 score

Precision

Recall

F1 score

MLP
Mixed-Feelings

Cross validation

0.41

0.36

0.38

0.36

0.47

0.41

Negative

0.43

0.29

0.34

0.50

0.28

0.36

Neutral

0.43

0.46

0.45

0.43

0.56

0.49

Not Tulu

0.77

0.56

0.65

0.83

0.54

0.66

Positive

0.72

0.83

0.77

0.80

0.77

0.78

Macro Average

0.55

0.50

0.52

0.58

0.52

0.54

Weighted Average

0.60

0.61

0.60

0.64

0.61

0.62

Table 6: Performance measures of the benchmark systems
that (Tong and Koller, 2001) and is implemented with
L2 regularization.

4.4.

lany, 2021) and the value of ’k’ is set to 3.

4.5.

k Nearest Neighbor

Decision Tree

DT algorithm is a tree-structured classifier with internal
nodes representing the features of a dataset, branches
representing the decision rules, and leaf nodes representing the outcome. In this classifier, classification process begins with a root node and ends with

kNN algorithm classifies data by finding the ’k’ nearest
neighbors in the training data and then predicting the
label of the test set based on the labels of these neighbours using the majority voting (Cunningham and De-
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a decision made by leaves based on features (Pranckevičius and Marcinkevičius, 2017). The baseline DT
classifier is implemented with max depth = None,
min samples split = 2, and criterion = ’gini’.

4.6.

other classes. Further, ’Not Tulu’ and ’Negative’ are
the classes with lowest comments which leads to the
poor results. In addition to their low distribution in
the dataset, some comments are difficult to annotate
even by human annotators, as mentioned in Section 3.3.
Comparatively, the ’Negative’ and ’Not Tulu’ classes
are easy to annotate by human annotators. However, the lack of examples belonging to these classes
moderates the performance of the models. Surprisingly in SVM, LR, and MLP models, the ’Negative’
and ’Not Tulu’ classes obtained higher F1-scores than
the ’Neutral’ and ’Mixed-Feelings’ classes which have
more support data. This is due to more explicit clues
for ’Negative’ and ’Not Tulu’ words. However, the
proposed code-mixed Tulu dataset is imbalanced with
more support data for ’Positive’ class. This resource
could serve as a starting point for further research in SA
of code-mixed Tulu data. There is considerable room
for exploring code-mixed research with this dataset.
Further, the proposed Tulu dataset has three languages
and rarely explored for SA ensuring the scope for trilingual code-mixing in SA tasks.

Random Forest

RF model consists of a collection of decision trees,
each of which is trained using a random subset of features, and the prediction is the result of the majority
vote of trees. High-dimensional noisy data can be handled well by this classifier (Shah et al., 2020). RF is
implemented with the same hyper-parameter values as
in DT.

4.7.

Multi-Layer Perceptron

MLP classifiers are widely used in ML models due to
their simplicity. It is based on neural network that consists of three types of layers: the input layer, the output layer, and one or more hidden layers. Input layer
holds the input features and weighted sums of the input
features are calculated by the input function. An activation function is subsequently applied to the result of
this computation in order to obtain the output (Bounabi et al., 2018). The MLP model is implemented with
random state = 1 and max iter = 300.

5.

6.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented code-mixed Tulu
dataset construction using YouTube comments for SA.
Kripendorff’s inter-annotator agreement is used to analyze the agreement between the annotators. Traditional
ML algorithms are evaluated using TF-IDF of bi-grams
and tri-grams on this code-mixed Tulu annotated corpus to provide baseline results. As the proposed work
intends researchers to develop models for SA using this
dataset, the dataset will be made available to the research community.

Experiments and Results

Several experiments were conducted using traditional
ML algorithms, namely: MNB, LR, SVM, kNN, DT,
RF, and MLP. Details of the Train and Test set are
shown in Table 5 and Table 6 shows the experimental results using different ML models for SA. Precision, Recall, F1-score, macro average, and weighted
average metrics are considered for evaluating the models. A Macro-average computes Precision, Recall, and
F1-score independently for each class and then takes
the average. Thus, it treats all the classes equally.
Weighted average takes metrics from each class similar
to the macro average, but the contribution from each
class to the average is weighted based on the number
of examples available for it.
The results illustrate that all the classification algorithms performed moderately on code-mixed Tulu data.
This may be due to the characteristics of the dataset.
The scores for different sentiment classes appear to
be consistent with the distribution of sentiments in the
dataset. Across all the sentiment classes, MLP and
SVM classifiers performed comparatively better with
the same weighted average F1-score of 0.60. Further,
the 5-fold cross validation for SVM classifier resulted
in a weighted average F1-score of 0.62.
The dataset does not have a balanced distribution. Table 4 shows that out of 7,171 comments, 44% comments belong to the ’Positive’ class while the other
sentiment classes share 17%, 17%, 13% and 9% for
’Neutral’, ’Mixed-Feelings’, ’Not Tulu’ and ’Negative’ classes respectively. The Precision, Recall, and
F1-score for ’Positive’ class are higher than those for
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Abstract
Oral corpora for linguistic inquiry are frequently built based on the content of news, radio, and/or TV shows, sometimes also
of laboratory recordings. Most of these existing corpora are restricted to languages with a large amount of data available.
Furthermore, such corpora are not always accessible under a free open-access license. We propose a crowd-sourced
alternative to this gap. Lingua Libre is the participatory linguistic media library hosted by Wikimedia France. It includes
recordings from more than 140 languages. These recordings have been provided by more than 750 speakers worldwide, who
voluntarily recorded word entries of their native language and made them available under a Creative Commons license.
In the present study, we take Polish, a less-resourced language in terms of phonetic data, as an example, and compare
our phonetic observations built on the data from Lingua Libre with the phonetic observations found by previous linguistic
studies. We observe that the data from Lingua Libre partially matches the phonetic inventory of Polish as described in
previous studies, but that the acoustic values are less precise, thus showing both the potential and the limitations of
Lingua Libre to be used for phonetic research.
Keywords: Crowd-sourcing, open-access, language description, Polish

1.

The "Resource Problem"

much less costly in time and money and generally
open-source. The project Common Voice (Ardila et
al., 2020, http://commonvoice.mozilla.org) for
instance was launched in 2017 by Mozilla for the intended purpose of creating a free database for the development of speech recognition software. In March
2022, it contains ∼18,000h of speech, 14,000 of which
have been validated by other speakers, in 87 languages.
In the present paper, we explore a similar project:
Lingua Libre, a participatory linguistic media library
developed by Wikimedia France (www.lingualibre.
org). It was launched in 2015, and, in March 2022, it
counts ∼700,000 recordings in 148 languages across
777 speakers. This database is interesting to explore
because it differs from Common Voice in the fact that
its aim is not primarily the development of new technologies, or even linguistic inquiry in general, but patrimonial conservation of languages. Lingua Libre was
used only once for academic purposes, i.e., to estimate
the transparency of graphic systems in 17 languages
with an artificial neural network (Marjou, 2021). With
this study, we aim to show that such data is also
easily processable and useful for language description. In this proof of concept, we use Lingua Libre
to describe the phonetics-phonology interface in Polish, a language we claim can be considered as lessresourced.
In the following, we present an overview of Polish corpora available today to show how Polish can be considered a less-resourced language (Section 2) and describe the Polish phonology and why describing associated phonetic characteristics is essential to both com-

Languages are said to be “less-resourced” when the
amount of data available and language-specific technologies are less developed for them than for other
well-resourced languages such as English, Spanish,
French or Chinese. At the root of the problem lies the
question of the quantity of data available: This data is
necessary in massive amounts to train and then test
language technologies. Phoneticians and phonologists,
i.e., researchers interested in speech, have to overcome an additional challenge: They cannot use written data as a proxy for language production and need
audio recordings when working on vocal languages or
video recordings when working on sign languages.
To overcome this challenge, researchers developed
two strategies. The first one consists in collecting their own large corpora, either field-recorded,
such as the PFC project for French (Durand et al.,
2002), or recorded in laboratories such as the TIMIT
database for English (Garofolo et al., 1993) or NCCFr for French (Torreira et al., 2010). The second
strategy consists in gathering audio recordings from
other sources such as TV or radio shows, as was done
for instance in the framework of the international
project OSEO Quaero (www.quaero.org), or from audio books, as exemplified by the LibriSpeech corpus
for English (Panayotov et al., 2015, www.openslr.
org/12). Both options have the disadvantage of being overly costly, both in money and human resources,
and sometimes not freely accessible to the community. A third path has been recently explored: crowdsourced data, recorded by volunteers and therefore
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puter scientists and linguists (Section 3). In Section
4, we present our corpus and methodology. In Section
5, we provide counts of the consonants and vowels in
our Polish data (5.1) as well as acoustic values of vowels (5.2. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude and discuss
the results.

2.

et al., 2009) has a unit selection corpus for Polish of
only 115 minutes of speech read by one professional
radio speaker. Similarly, Polish entered the Collins
Multilingual database (ELRA-S0383) 3 , covering Real
Life Daily vocabulary in a variety of topics in 32 languages (the WordBank, see ELRA-T0376) and a multilingual set of sentences in 28 languages (the PhraseBank, see ELRA-T0377). The audio was recorded by
only one native speaker of each language, resulting
in 2,000 audio files for each language, and the corpus’ license is also very expensive and limited to noncommercial use.
Less representative also are corpora dedicated to specific language domains, such as the ONOMASTICA
project (ELRA-S0043)4 , a European project aiming
to produce a multi-language pronunciation lexicon
of proper names in 11 languages, or the JURISDIC
project (Demenko et al., 2008), which aims to create
a database to help develop technologies for the dictation of legal texts and includes ∼1200h of both semispontaneous and read domain-specific speech from
∼1000 judges, lawyers, police officers or university
staff.
Other corpora can be problematic from a technical
point of view. For instance, Polish is represented in
the CSLU corpus of telephone speech (Lander, 2005),
which contains ∼84h of fixed vocabulary and fluent
continuous telephone speech (and orthographic transcriptions for a subset of the utterances). Polish is
also part of the Multi-Language Conversational Telephone Speech 2011 - Slavic Group (Jones et al., 2016),
comprising ∼60h of telephone speech in Polish, Russian and Ukrainian. Portions of these telephone calls
were also used in the NIST 2011 Language Recognition
Evaluation (LRE) (Greenberg et al., 2018), containing
204h of conversational telephone speech and broadcast audio in 24 languages. Yet telephone speech can
be challenging to process, since it is usually recorded
on reduced bandwidth (4 kHz), which is enough for
some usages but may induce an inadequacy with models trained on larger bandwidth (8 kHz).
Finally, the most easily usable oral corpus for Polish is
the National Corpus of Polish (NKJP) (Przepiórkowski
et al., 2012, www.nkjp.pl/). It is mainly a corpus of
written Polish, comprising over 1.5 billion words from
classical literature, daily newspapers, specialist periodicals and journals, a variety of Internet texts, and
transcripts of conversations by both male and female
speakers, in various age groups, coming from various
regions of Poland. However, the NKJP also comprises
a sample of spoken, conversational Polish of ∼2 million tokens.
As can be seen from this overview of Polish oral corpora, most were created with the intended purpose

Oral Corpora for Polish

In this Section, we provide an overview of oral resources available for Polish and advocate for the need
to explore new, open-source, less expensive alternatives. Even today, oral corpora for Polish are indeed
problematic: Their scarcity, technical characteristics
or expensiveness allow us to define Polish as a lessresourced language.
First, most oral corpora for Polish were designed to
train language models, and are thus often expensive
to produce and to use. One of the oldest databases
for this language, the BABEL Polish Database (ELRAS0307) 1 is a speech database produced under the
COPERNICUS program whose objective was to create
a database of languages of Central and Eastern Europe. The Polish part consists in ∼16h of read speech
(30 males, 30 females) from the 1990s and its license
is expensive. Polish is also part of the GlobalPhone
corpus (Schultz, 2002), also designed to provide read
speech data for the development and evaluation of
large continuous speech recognition systems in 22
languages. The Polish part of GlobalPhone was collected from 48 female and 54 male native speakers in
Poland aged 18 to 65. Each speaker read ∼100 utterances from newspaper articles, resulting in 10130
utterances of journalistic speech (and their transcriptions). The Polish Speecon database (ELRA-S0179) 2
comprises both adult (286 males, 264 females) and
child (25 boys, 25 girls) speech, providing 248h of
speech recorded in various environments, but is again
extremely costly. Most recently, in 2019, the Polish
Speech Database (Szwelnik et al., 2019) was developed by VoiceLab. It consists of ∼280h of speech
(and corresponding transcripts), i.e., 263,424 utterances of Polish speech data from 200 speakers (103
male and 97 female ranging 15 to 60), recorded in
Poland. Speakers were asked to record themselves
reading a text on a website for at least 60 minutes
from their home computer using a headset. The text
comprised sentences covering most speech sounds in
Polish. The corpus is thus rather representative of
read Polish, but its usage is free only to LDC members.
Some of these expensive corpora are not even representative of the actual Polish-speaking community,
with only one or few speakers. For instance, the Bonn
Open Synthesis System (BOSS) synthesizer (Demenko
1

3

http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/repository/
browse/ELRA-S0307/
2
http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/repository/
browse/ELRA-S0179/

http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/repository/
browse/ELRA-S0383/
4
http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/repository/
browse/ELRA-S0043/
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of developing tools or training language technologies,
sometimes for specific sociolects. Several are not representative of a large portion of the population or
suffer from technical defects, and most of them are
expensive to use. In the present paper, we are interested in how everyday vocabulary gathered for free
for other purposes than software development can be
used to investigate linguistic questions.

3.

high, mid and low vowels, and across three anteroposteriority positions (front, central and back vowels). The vowels /i/ and /1/ are debatably positionallyconditioned allophones, at least in non-initial position
(Jassem, 1958). Therefore, in the current paper, we
only consider the [i] sounds and we do not include /1/.
High
Mid
Low

Polish Phonology

Polish (ISO 639-3) is a Slavic language currently spoken by 36.5 million speakers, mainly in Poland, Europe (www.ethnologue.com). In terms of number of
speakers, Polish is the largest language in the West
Slavic group and the second largest of all Slavic languages after Russian (Lewis et al., 2013). It is a
highly inflected language, with a much richer inflection of nouns, adjectives, verbs, pronouns, and numerals than most Germanic languages.
Describing the phonetic characteristics of Polish is important, from a linguistic point of view, for the understanding of its sound system, its variability and its
possible evolution. From an applicable perspective,
understanding these linguistic characteristics is helpful for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems,
especially for such an inflected language (Demenko et
al., 2012).
In terms of phonetic inventory, grammars describe
Polish as displaying 31 consonants and 6 vowels
(Jassem, 2003).
Consonants are displayed in Table 1. They are divided
across 6 modes of articulation: stops, fricatives, and
affricates, that have a two-fold distinction between
voiceless and voiced, as well as nasals, one lateral,
one flap and two approximants, and across 5 places
of articulation: labial(-dental), dental, alveolar, (alveo)palatal, and velar.

Plos
Nas
Fri
Aff
Lat
F/t
App

Lab
pb
m

L-d
fv

(P-)d
td
n
sz
ts dz
l

Al

Al-p

SZ
ÙÃ

ñ
Cý
tC dý

r

P
cé

V
kg
N
x

j

w

Front
i
e

Central
1
a

Back
u
o

Table 2: The vowels of Polish.

4.

Materials and Method

In this paper, we use the data from Wikimedia’s participatory linguistic library: Lingua Libre. As a crowdsourcing tool, any speaker can log in, fill in a profile with basic metadata for themselves or for other
speakers, and record themselves or their guests reading lists of words in their native language. The device detects pauses, which allows for the recording
to end when the word has been read and the next
recording to start automatically after, therefore effortlessly generating relatively short audio files for
each word. Each audio file is supposed to be titled on the same template of ‘Language - Speaker
name - Item name’. For example, for the recording
‘pol.-KaMan-dokumentalny.wav’, the language of the
recording is Polish (‘pol’), the speaker ID is ‘KaMan’,
and the recorded item is ‘dokumentalny’, which means
‘documentary’. The speaker then checks the validity
of their aufio files and uploads them in Creative Commons, meaning that all files are open-source.
We chose to investigate Polish because it is the second most represented language in Lingua Libre, with
81,071 recordings across 15 speakers. The most represented language in Lingua Libre is French, with thrice
as much recordings (241,825) across 283 speakers,
but since this language can be considered as wellresourced and well-documented, it was less interesting to test our methodology.
The workflow for data extraction is as follows. First,
the recordings are scrapped from the Lingua Libre
database. In the present study, we extract all the
+80,000 recordings available in Lingua Libre. Second, the recordings are segmented and aligned using WebMAUS (Kisler et al., 2017), the online openaccess version of the MAUS software (Schiel, 2004),
which is used to automatically time-align a recording
based on its orthographic transcription. MAUS creates a pronunciation hypothesis graph based on the
orthographic transcript of the recording (extracted
from the name of the audio file) using a graphemeto-phoneme converter. During this process, the orthographic transcription is converted to the Speech
Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet (SAMPA). The

Table 1: The consonants of Polish. The abbreviations are read as follows. Lab = Labial, L-d = Labiodental, (P-)d = (Post-)dental, Al = Alveolar, Al-p =
Alveo-palatal, P = Palatal, V = Velar, Plos = Plosive,
Nas = Nasal, Fri = Fricative, Aff = Affricates, Lat =
Lateral, F/t = Flap/trill, App = Approximant.
Vowels on the other hand, are displayed in Table 2.
They are distributed across three aperture levels, i.e.,
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signal is then aligned with the hypothesis graph and
the alignment with the highest probability is chosen. As an overview of its accuracy, experiments have
shown that the MAUS alignments match human alignments 95% of the time (Kipp et al., 1997). At this
point, the extracted data allow us to have a frequency
count of each phoneme that is found within the data.
Third, the recordings of the selected vowels are extracted and analyzed in terms of formants. For each
recording of each vowel, the mean F1 and F2 of the entire sound are extracted. The mean formants are considered to attenuate the influence of context-induced
noise in the recordings. During this process of data
extraction and analysis, the following R packages are
used: emuR (Winkelmann et al., 2021), PraatR (Albin,
2014), and tidyverse (Wickham, 2017).

5.

e
a
o
t
n
1
j
i
r
s
v
p
u
m
k
N
d
l
w
S
f
z
ts
b
g
C
tC
x
Ù
Z
Ẽ
c
dý
dz
ý
é
Ã

Results

Investigating the frequency of phonemes, and of sequences of two or three phonemes (especially across
word boundaries compared to word-internally), has
been proposed in past research mainly to improve
speech recognition system with statistical language
modelling (Jassem, 1973; Basztura, 1992; Ziółko et al.,
2009; Ziółko and Gałka, 2010; Kłosowski, 2017). However, such explorations are also useful to theorists investigating language variation in synchrony and language evolution through the lens of frequency-based
exemplar models (Bybee, 2002).
For this preliminary proof-of-concept, we propose to
first investigate the frequency of single phonemes. We
will compare the ratio of each phoneme found in the
data from Lingua Libre with the ratio of phonemes
found in previous studies using controlled linguistic
materials. Second, we will focus on Polish vowels and
compare the formant values found in previous studies
with the formant values of the vowels found in Lingua
Libre. We focus on F1 and F2 since it has been shown
that the most important acoustic property of vowels
are positions and shapes of the first two formants
(Izydorczy and Kłosowski, 1999).

5.1.

1973
10.2
9.3
9.1
4.4
4.0
4.1
4.5
3.9
3.6
3.0
3.5
3.1
3.4
3.5
2.7
2.6
2.2
2.1
2.2
2.0
1.5
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.1
1.2
1.2
0.7
n.a.
0.8
0.2
0.2
n.a.
0.0

1992
10.6
9.7
8.0
4.8
4.0
3.8
4.4
3.4
3.2
2.8
2.9
3.0
2.8
3.2
2.5
2.4
2.1
1.9
1.8
1.9
1.3
1.5
1.2
1.5
1.3
1.6
1.2
1.0
1.2
1.3
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1

2009
9.1
9.5
8.9
4.4
4.4
3.6
3.7
4.3
4.6
3.6
3.7
3.2
3.3
2.9
2.9
2.0
2.8
2.6
1.6
1.2
1.6
1.9
1.6
1.4
1.5
0.9
0.6
1.4
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1

2010
7.8
8.1
7.6
3.7
3.6
3.1
3.2
3.6
3.7
2.9
3.1
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.4
1.8
2.3
2.1
1.6
1.1
1.3
1.6
1.3
1.3
1.3
0.9
0.6
1.1
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1

2017
9.5
9.5
9.2
4.6
4.3
4.1
4.0
4.0
3.7
3.7
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.1
2.9
2.5
2.2
2.2
1.9
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1

LiLi
8.0
11.1
8.7
3.9
4.7
3.1
3.3
4.3
2.5
3.4
4.0
2.8
2.7
2.6
4.8
3.3
2.0
3.1
1.6
1.6
1.4
1.7
1.4
1.7
1.2
1.3
2.4
0.9
1.4
1.0
0.1
n.a.
0.1
0.1
n.a.
n.a.
0.1

Table 3: Rates (%) of each phoneme in 5 past corpora
(Jassem, 1973; Basztura, 1992; Ziółko et al., 2009;
Ziółko and Gałka, 2010; Kłosowski, 2017) and in Lingua Libre (abbreviated as LiLi). The frequencies from
Lingua Libre are extracted based on all the recorded
words available in Lingua Libre. The cells with ‘n.a.’
indicate that a phoneme was not found in the sample.

Phoneme Frequency

With regard to the frequency of phonemes, Table 3
displays the results from 5 previous studies, all using written text (converted grapheme-to-phoneme) as
data 5 , as well as the ratio found from the Lingua
Libre data.
We can see in Table 3 that the ratio found in Lingua
Libre generally matches the ratio found in previous
studies. Taking vowels as an example, /a/, /e/, and /o/
are nearly twice more frequent than the vowels /i/
and /u/. In terms of consonants, we also see that the
consonants that have a low ratio in previous studies

(e.g., dý, dz, ý, and Ã) are also rare in the Lingua Libre data. As another example, the voiceless stops /p,
k/ are regularly more frequent than their nasal counterparts /m, N/, and both voiceless stops and nasals
/t, n/, /p, m/ and /k, N/ are more frequent than their
voiced oral counterparts /d/, /b/ and /g/. Finally, alveolar obstruants are generally more frequent than labials and labials than velars, and voiceless obstruants
than their voiced counterparts.

5

Other studies, such as (Ziółko et al., 2014), have explored the frequency of diphones and triphones in oral corpora, but not that of single phonemes.
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In Lingua Libre, however, compared to the lowest rate
in the past five research papers, there are less /r/
(δ=0.7%) and, to a lesser extent, less /Ẽ/ (δ= 0.4%), /dý/
(δ=0.4%), /d/ (δ=0.1%), /g/ (δ=0.1%) and /dz/ (δ=0.1%).
On the other hand, compared to the highest rate
from the past five analyses, there are much more
/a/ (δ=1.4%) and /k/ (δ=1.9%), more /v/ (δ=0.3%), /N/
(δ=0.7%) and /l/ (δ=0.5%), and, to a lesser extent,
more /Ù/ (δ=0.2%). This may be due to the fact
that we investigate isolated words, i.e., mostly lexical words, whereas previous studies analyzed (written)
connected speech, i.e., mixing lexical and functional
words. It may also be due to the fact that contemporary vocabulary has evolved to some extent.

5.2.

data is the segmentation process, which might have
included co-articulatory effects for the vowels, which
could result in a larger variation of formants as well.
a
e
i
o
u

Vowel Qualities

F1 (S-G)
630-900
520-630
190-270
490-680
240-340

F2 (S-G)
1100-1600
1600-2200
2100-2200
790-1100
560-780

F1 (LiLi)
500-990
320-830
210-410
420-810
300-650

F2 (spec)
1473
1941
2424
1110
940

F1 (LiLi)
769
566
331
618
470

F2 (LiLi)
1891
2126
2446
1850
1960

Table 5: Mean F1 and F2 values (in Hertz) for the
5 cardinal vowels of Polish according to the spectrographic analysis of 5 male and 5 female speakers
(Krzyśko et al., 1999) on the left and to our own analysis of Lingua Libre (LiLi) on the right.

In this subsection, we analyze the first and second
formants of vowels. As a reference point, consider the
values from 10 speakers analyzed with a Sona-Gram
(Jassem, 1968) reproduced in Table 4, and the values
from 10 other speakers analyzed spectrographically
(Krzyśko et al., 1999) in Table 5.
a
e
i
o
u

F1 (spec)
724
538
322
556
386

F2 (LiLi)
1300-2500
1670-2520
2220-2670
1050-2650
950-2670

Table 4: Ranges of F1 and F2 values (in Hertz) for
the 5 cardinal vowels of Polish according to the SonaGram analysis (S-G) of 8 male and 2 female speakers
(Jassem, 1968) on the left and to our own analysis of
Lingua Libre (LiLi) on the right.

The means are also different in Lingua Libre and in
Krzyśko et al. (1999)’s data, as can be seen in Table 5,
with F1 and F2 being generally higher, especially for
F2 with /u/ (δ=1020 Hz), /o/ (δ=764 Hz), /a/ (δ=418 Hz)
and, to a lesser extent, /e/ (δ=185 Hz). This could be
due, however, to the distribution of pre-palatal consonants in each dataset (Cavar et al., 2017), which advocates for more in depth analyses, in particular regarding immediate left and right contexts. An exception is
/i/, for which our results match previous results, with
only a 9 Hz difference between Krzyśko et al. (1999)’s
and Lingua Libre’s F1 and a 22 Hz difference between
Krzyśko et al. (1999) and Lingua Libre’s F2. These
results are encouraging for future research.

6.

Conclusion and Discussion

The main goal of this paper was to compare the
phoneme inventory and the vowel formants extracted
from Lingua Libre with similar data from previous studies on Polish phonetics, and show that such
crowd-sourced data can be useful for linguistic investigations.
For the phoneme inventory, the distribution generally matches the existing knowledge. However, for
formants, we observe a partial divergence with the
formants’ ranges and mean values identified in previous research. This divergence in formant values is, in
a way, expected, since the recording environment of
Lingua Libre is much less controlled than published
phonetic experiments.
This divergence could be interpreted in two ways.
On the one hand, it shows the limitation of the Lingua Libre data. On the other, it also shows that
there is a considerable variation between crowd-made
recordings and controlled recordings, while both data
sources reflect a different facet of natural production
of Polish. This divergence in absolute values thus does
not negate the potential of Lingua Libre data, as the
recordings could still be used to investigate the relative variation of formants across vowels of the same
language. As an example, the data of Lingua Libre

As one can see from Table 4 , the values for F1 and
F2 in Lingua Libre are much less precise, expanding
on a larger range than in Jassem (1968)’s data. This
effect is especially obvious for the F2 values of /a/, /o/
and /u/, which display, between their lowest and their
highest values, a 1200 Hz delta for /a/, a 1600 Hz delta
for /o/ and a 1720 Hz delta for /u/ in Lingua Libre, vs
a 500 Hz delta for /a/, a 310 Hz delta for /o/ and a 220
Hz delta for /u/. The values for /e/ are more precise,
as they span across 110 Hz for F1 and 600 Hz for F2
according to Jassem (1968) and across 510 Hz for F1
and 850 Hz for F2 according to our Lingua Libre data.
The acoustic analysis is the most precise for /i/, which
spans across 80 Hz for F1 and 100 Hz for F2 according
to Jassem (1968), and across 200 Hz for F1 and 450
Hz for F2 according to the data from Lingua Libre.
This may be due to the fact that our data come from
15 speakers with various sociolinguistic markers (e.g.,
5 male, 3 female and 7 unknown), which is a known
source of phonetic variation (Adda-Decker and Lamel,
2005). Another factor that could add noise in the
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could still be used to measure the intra-speaker variation of Polish vowels.
The use of MAUS is also to be further analyzed, as
the model could have induced noise in the data by
including the surrounding context of different vowels
during the segmentation process.
Finally, the issue of metadata is problematic in Lingua Libre. While each contributor can provide profile
information such as gender or geographical location,
not all contributors do so (as shown within the Polish contributors). Therefore, it is hard to control for
such variables during our analysis based on data from
Lingua Libre, although they would affect phonetic realization.
As a summary, while the Lingua Libre data is not
as controlled as are materials in phonetic studies,
we show that it still partially matches the output
of existing studies. The variation of formants also
hints toward the possibility that formants observed
in daily recorded speech differ from those observed
in controlled environments. Both environments are
relevant not only for technological purposes such as
speech recognition, but also for scientific aims such
as typological comparisons. Therefore, they should
both be considered in future studies. In the shortterm, we hope to use our methodology to investigate
diphones and triphones as well as more precise acoustic measures on vowels (i.e., F3, F4 and F5) and on
consonants, especially /r/ and the fricatives, while controlling for gender and regional variation as much as
possible.
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Abstract

TuLaR (Tupian Language Resources) is a project for collecting, documenting, analyzing, and developing
computational and pedagogical material for low-resource Brazilian indigenous languages. It provides valuable
data for language research regarding typological, syntactic, morphological, and phonological aspects. Here we
present TuLaR’s databases, with special consideration to TuDeT (Tupian Dependency Treebanks), an annotated
corpus under development for nine languages of the Tupian family, built upon the Universal Dependencies
framework. The annotation within such a framework serves a twofold goal: enriching the linguistic documentation of the Tupian languages due to the rapid and consistent annotation, and providing computational
resources for those languages, thanks to the suitability of our framework for developing NLP tools. We likewise
present a related lexical database, some tools developed by the project, and examine future goals for our initiative.
Keywords: Tupian Languages, NLP, Amazonian Languages, Historical Linguistics, Treebanks, Morphology, Finite-State

1.

Introduction

the development of computational resources and
theoretical knowledge.

The Tupian Language Resources (TuLaR) project
follows the precept of promoting linguistic resource
development for minority or under-studied languages (Hinton, 2003; Pine and Turin, 2017), especially considering how limited availability interferes
with the subsequent production of scientific knowledge and commercial support (Mager et al., 2018;
Hedderich et al., 2021). In many scenarios, the
lack of such resources leads scientific and commercial initiatives for computational linguistics to only
engage with majority or dominant languages, even
when there are multi- and cross-linguistic concerns.
Such an effect builds up hidden biases against lowresourced languages, even from their own speakers,
and, as such, our effort is in line with the objectives
of the conference’s call: by providing the computational foundations and facilitating the production
of teaching material, we aim at fostering the direct
participation of minority language communities in

The goal of TuLaR is to contribute to the production of computational resources and linguistic knowledge for research and for cooperative
work with indigenous communities, especially for
those whose languages are categorized as threatened or vulnerable (Eberhard et al., 2021; Languages Project, 2020). It aims to improve the
understanding of its morphology and syntax interrelations, thus facilitating their use in natural
language processing tasks. For this, we are building different databases (lexical, syntactic, morphological, and fauna-flora) that also aim to consider
the historical relations among Tupian languages, as
well as its contemporary use, in order to support
multilingual tasks that can contribute in increasing the linguistic and cultural knowledge of South
American indigenous languages.
TuLaR comprises four databases: TuLeD (Tupian
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Lexical Database) (Gerardi et al., 2021b; Gerardi
et al., 2021a) with 90 languages (upcoming release), TuMoD (Tupian Morphological Database)
(Gerardi, 2022a) with 51 languages, TuPAn (Tupian Plants and Animals) (Gerardi, 2022b) with 25
languages, and TuDeT (Tupian Dependency Treebanks) (Gerardi et al., 2022) with 9 languages. All
databases are work-in-progress in different stages
of completion.
Among this project databases, this work focuses
on the specifications of TuDeT in view of its applicability and results (current and future outcomes).
On the scientific side we are concentrating on measuring syntactic complexity of the languages, but
we extend our tools used so that we can apply them
for all treebanks in Universal Dependencies (UD)
(De Marneffe et al., 2021).
On the practical side, we also intend to use the
collection of sentences in TuDeT to create educational materials for the communities. One of the
main goals of TuDeT is to raise literacy by promoting new teaching materials in indigenous context,
to help the communities in stand against language
domination.1
It would not be out of place at this point to discuss available tools or corpora for Tupian languages, but none exists. TuDeT is the first collection of sentences open-access, despite its inceptive
state, as are the tools being built within, such as
the Guajajara morphological analyzer (see Section
4.3.). One almost obvious exception is Paraguayan
Guarani, a language that enjoys official status and
spoken by about six million people. We are aware
of a morphological analyzer (Kuznetsova and Tyers, 2021), but not of annotated or tokenized corpora. A parallel corpus Guarani-Spanish is being
developed (Chiruzzo et al., 2020). Additional documentation data exists for Aweti (Drude and Reiter, 2005) and Ache (Thompson et al., 2012), but
their access is restricted.
Here we introduce our project and discuss its purpose (this section), before describing its main components: the dependency treebanks in terms of
their basis and process and annotation (Section
2.) and the lexical database (Section 3.). We
address the incipient development of related NLP
tools (Section 4.) before concluding remarks that
discuss the relevance and potential outcomes of the
project’s output (Section 5.).

2.

South-America (Rodrigues and Cabral, 2002; Rodrigues and Cabral, 2012; Galucio et al., 2015).
The vitality level of these languages varies significantly. A sociolinguistic fact about them is the
non-correlation between the amount of speakers
and the status of the languages. Some languages
with only a few hundred speakers each (such as
Ka’apor and Karo) are less threatened than others with thousands of speakers (such as Guajajara
and Munduruku) which, however, are in an alarmingly rapid process of shifting to Portuguese and
abandoning native languages. The nine languages
in TuDeT are shown with their respective number of speakers and status from (Eberhard et al.,
2021) in Table 1. The presence of two extinct languages, Tupinamba and Old Guarani, plays an important role in understanding diachronic aspects of
this language family. The geographic distribution
of the languages in TuDeT is shown in Figure 1.
Annotated sentences in TuDeT stem from various
sources. For the extinct languages, Tupinamba and
Old Guarani, all texts known for these languages
are being annotated: grammatical descriptions,
e.g. (de Anchieta, 19331595; de Montoya, 1876a),
religious texts, e.g. (Araújo, 19521618; de Montoya, 1876b), poetry and theater plays. For the
modern languages, we took sentences from grammatical descriptions e.g. (Gabas Jr, 1999; Braga,
2005; Rose, 2011; Aragon, 2014), fieldwork data
collection, articles describing aspects of the languages and stories told by native speakers, e.g.
(Castro and Guajajara, 2020; Campos Castro and
Gervason Defilippo, 2021). The current state of
TuDeT treebanks is given in Table 2.
Language
Akuntsu
Guajajara
Ka’apor
Karo
Makurap
Munduruku
Old Guarani
Teko
Tupinamba

Glottocode
akun1241
guaj1255
urb1250
karo1305
maku1278
mund1330
oldp1258
emer1243
tupi1273

Speakers
3
12000
600
200
40
5000
0
400
0

Status
Nearly extinct
Vigorous
Developing
Vigorous
Moribund
Threatened
Extinct
Vigorous
Extinct

Table 1: Languages in TuDeT.
A relevant feature of TuDeT is its unified terminology for the morphological annotations. Having
consulted various language descriptions, we have
arrived at a general terminology so that the morphological features and their values are the same,
as far as possible, for all languages (in TuDeT).
Since different descriptions often treat the same
constructions in different ways and using different
terminology, we have adapted these observations
to the framework of Universal Dependencies considering diachronic and synchronic aspects of the

The Tupian Dependency
Treebanks (TuDeT)

All languages in TuDeT belong to the Tupian
family, one of the largest language families in
1

The project is about to publish a book for the
alphabetization of Makurap children (Tupi, Tupari)
(Aragon and Makurap, 2022).
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certain lexical items in the sentence (restricted collocations) and they are usually exposed to different
reduplication processes (Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz,
2001). In UD, ideophones are not part of the POS
tag-set, therefore their description in our treebanks
requires special treatment. Another case concerns
the so called relational prefixes (Rodrigues, 2009),
a feature described uniquely for some Brazilian indigenous languages, which mark syntactic contiguity or non-contiguity of heads and their dependents.
Another advantage of the UD framework is that its
extended documentation and highly standardized
annotations make it suitable for rapid, consistent
annotation as well as easily comprehended by nonlinguist audiences. This contributes to our goal of
increasing the linguistic documentation and understanding of the Tupian languages.
Moreover, the competitive scores reached in the
ConLL 2017 and 2018 Shared Tasks, illustrate the
suitability of the framework in developing highaccuracy computer parsers and other downstream
NLP tasks (Zeman et al., 2018). Thanks to this,
we can develop NLP tools employing the annotated
data (see Section 4.), such as the morphological
analyzers that are being built for Guajajara and
Munduruku, which rely almost exclusively on the
respective treebanks.
Alternatives such as SUD (Gerdes et al., 2018) are
worth consideration and a future conversion to a
surface-syntactic annotation schema and parallel
maintenance is planned.

Figure 1: Languages in TuDeT.

languages.

2.1.

The Universal Dependencies
Framework

Universal Dependencies (De Marneffe et al., 2021)
is a multilingual formalism for treebanking, including annotation guidelines2 for dependency relations, morphological analysis, part-of-speech tagging, and other linguistic features. Besides the
languages in TuDeT, one more Tupian language
is present in UD, Mbya Guarani, so that ten languages represent the Tupian family in UD. Although we acknowledge some drawbacks of UD,
e.g., (Osborne and Gerdes, 2019), it is still the
best open-access possibility available. The annotations use the standard UD style POS tag inventory,
morphological features and universal dependency
relations from Universal Dependencies v2 (Nivre
et al., 2020), and are encoded using the CoNLL-U
format3 . They are enriched with additional dependency subtypes and language-specific morphological features to reflect specific traits of Tupian
languages.
This combination of standard annotations with
specification through subtypes makes UD a satisfactory annotation framework for the analysis of
individual languages and for the study of linguistic typology. Each of the treebanks is accompanied
by a documentation for all features, syntactic, morphological and POS.
The adaptability of the UD framework to languagespecific features is relevant to treat characteristic
features of Tupian languages and facilitating NLP
tasks. One example of specific values that characterize these languages are ideophones, which show
unique syntactic patterns as they can co-occur with
2
3

2.2.

The Annotation Process

Initially, all annotations were/are being carried out
manually by linguists and computational linguists
with a strong background knowledge of Tupian languages. Each treebank has one main annotator and
all annotations are revised by the two Tupian specialists in the team.
2.2.1. Data standardization
Most of the languages present in TuDeT either lack
a standardized orthography or have only recently
acquired one. Therefore, we employ rule-based
approaches to unify the orthographic differences
found in the texts to be annotated. This is done
with a two-fold approach:
Phonetic representation: the different sources
annotated employ different symbols for certain
sounds. We unify the texts in a single orthographic representation of the phonemes. For example, the glottal stop /P/ is generally represented
by an apostrophe (’), but we represent it using its
IPA symbol (P).
Word boundaries: the sources do not agree
whether or not certain morphemes are bound. This
affects mainly affixes, clitics, and certain particles.

https://universaldependencies.org/guidelines.html
https://universaldependencies.org/format.html
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We decide the status of these morphemes based on
diachronic, typological, and syntactic criteria.

“The woman is beautiful”
c. Wãĩwĩ i-puruPa
woman r2 -pregnant
“The woman is pregnant”

2.2.2. Manual annotation
We combine manual approaches with supervised
computational methods for the annotation of the
linguistic corpora. We start by manually annotating a subset of the linguistic data according to the
UD framework described above. The morphosyntactic features of the sentences are encoded using
three main linguistic aspects: POS tags, morphological features, and dependency relations.
POS tags: Parts-of-speeches in UD are a predefined tag-set, but it allows for a language-specific
tag-set as well. Tupian languages are challenging for theories of word-classes as also are native
American languages or languages of SoutheastAsia (Mithun, 2001; Van Valin Jr, 2008; Enfield,
2021). In establishing word-classes for the languages in TuDeT, we adopt an approach suggested
by the literature (Croft, 1991; Croft, 2001; Croft,
2022a; Haspelmath, 2021) which avoids the splitting and lumping of word-classes (Croft, 2022b;
Croft, 2022a) and accounts for the fact that all
lexical roots in many Tupian languages are (existential) predicates, which require additional morphology for functioning as arguments, even roots
that are semantically “things or objects”. Some
treebanks lack the adjective label (ADJ) as a POS,
since this label is not relevant – a feature already
noticed in the early Jesuitic descriptions of (Old)
Guarani and Tupinamba (Alexander-Bakkerus et
al., 2020).
Features: The morphological information of each
token also stems from a predefined tag-set expanded with language-specific features and values.
All features and values are explained in the standardized UD documentation style.
Based on the experience of some team members
with Tupian languages, as linguists and field workers, we have adopted some unified terminology for
morphological features which often contradicts descriptions of these languages. One example is the
controversial status of the so called relational morpheme (R2 ), which marks the non-contiguity of
head and its dependent (Meira and Drude, 2013;
Cabral, 2000). Many authors (Rose, 2011; Harrison and Harrison, 2013) treat it as a third person
marker, but in the TuDeT treebanks, similar constructions are marked with the same features and
values.
(1)

Dependency relations: We use the dependency
relations from the UD guidelines along with certain language-specific subtypes, e.g. the relations
obl:subj and obl:obj are employed in strictly headmarking languages such as Tupinamba, where the
core arguments are bound to the predicate as a single phonological word, so that NPs related to these
arguments cannot be the argument themselves and
thus must be in a different dependency relation.
This can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, where the
strictly head-marking character is considered by
the subtypes of the oblique relation, since the root
contains the predicate and two core-arguments.

Figure 2: Example of dependency annotation from
the Tupinamba UD-treebank.

Figure 3: Example of annotation in CoNLL-U format from the Tupinamba UD-treebank.
2.2.3. Supervised annotation
For the supervised annotation, we employ UDPipe
2 (Straka, 2018), a multi-task system for automatic
annotation within the UD framework which performs with high accuracy for several languages. We
train the model using the manually annotated corpora of sentences available. The resulting annotations are then revised and corrected before their insertion into the treebanks. As expected, the output
of the model improves proportionally to the number of annotated sentences. Guajajara is a good
example for this approach: the first release of the
Guajajara UD-treebank contained 276 sentences.
After 500 sentences were reached, this manually
annotated dataset served as a training model for
automatic dependency parsing. The accuracy of a
predictive model has been proven positive, with an
accuracy of 99.96%. Currently, the treebank has
been enlarged up to 1126 sentences, which should

a. Mari i-purag
Mari r2 -beauty
“Mari is beautiful”
b. Kujã
i-poraN
Woman r2 -beauty
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allow for more precision and consequently better
quality of the automatically annotated sentences.
Transfer approaches have been implemented for
Paraguayan Guarani (Mager et al., 2021), but
the performance showed lower automatic scores.
Therefore, we initially excluded the possibility of
using transfer approaches. However, there has
been recent promising work regarding zero-shot
methods (Blum, 2022), so transfer approaches
could be considered to improve the annotation process.
Table 2 contains the number of sentences and tokens that are part of each TuDeT treebank. It is
relevant to mention that not all the treebanks have
been created at the same time, which is reflected
in the quantity of annotated texts.
Language
Akuntsu
Guajajara
Ka’apor
Karo
Makurap
Munduruku
Old Guarani
Teko
Tupinamba

Sentences
243
1126
83
674
31
158
59
100
546

Figure 4: Example of phonetic alignment from
TuLeD for three different cognate classes.

Tokens
1056
8702
366
2319
146
1016
212
232
4089

Table 2: Amount of sentences and tokens in each
TuDeT treebank.

3.

Figure 5: Map of languages in TuLeD colored according to sub-group.

TuLeD

The Tupian Lexical Database (TuLeD) is the
largest online database dedicated to languages of
a South-American family. It is an open-source
database4 , which provides an extensive list of lexical items with cognate assignment, phonetic alignment (shown in Figure 4), cultural or linguistic
notes, and borrowing information. The data is
presented in a standardized format according to
the CLDF (cross-linguistic data format) standards
(Forkel et al., 2018), and corresponds to the main
principles of FAIRness (Findability, Accessibility,
Interoperability, and Reusability) (Wilkinson et
al., 2016), which enables ease of access, straightforward sharing and manipulation. Such word lists
can be applied in typological language comparison and other linguistic tasks. This database comprises 78 languages, 404 concepts5 . The concepts
are connected to CONCEPTICON glosses (List et
al., 2016), which allow for a network of semantic
relationships cross-linguistically. The geographic
distribution of the languages and language families presented in TuLeD is shown in Figure 5.

Although TuLeD cannot yet be considered as a dictionary (it does not supply information about, for
example, grammar, usage, and synonym discrimination), it plays an important role in laying out
ways to help the process of vocabulary learning
besides accommodating the phonetic-phonological
profile of the languages. TuLeD, besides containing the traditional items of the Swadesh List
(Swadesh, 1955), which are said to be the most
borrowing-resistant items of languages, also contains culturally relevant items for the Tupian populations (Ferraz Gerardi et al., 2021).
Two additional databases are part of TuLaR: TuMoD (Tupian morphological database) and TuPAn
(Tupian plants and animals). As they are under
intensive development and have not been publicly
released yet, they are not discussed here.

4.

TuDeT Tools

The development of NLP tools is an important part
of the project and is still in its initial phase. As
of now, two tools are almost ready for release, and
are presented below.

4

https://tular.clld.org/contributions/tuled
The next release of TuLeD will comprise 91 languages and 650 concepts.
5
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4.1.

TuDeTstats

tors. Another morphological analyzer for Guajajara is in the early stages of development, also using HFST, and we have plans to experiment with
FOMA (Hulden, 2009) and OpenFST (Allauzen et
al., 2007). The training set for the lexicon was
extracted from the Guajajara UD-treebank, which
contains 700 unique lemmas. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to evaluate the analyzer at an early stage.
However, a test-set for accuracy evaluation is being
developed as the amount of rules increase.
A significant advantage of these morphological analyzers is that they can be adapted to other languages of the Tupian family. For example, we have
already started to build a analyzer of Tupinamba
based on the templates available for Guajajara.
Rule-based systems of a morphological analyzer
can be used for future NLP applications, such as
morphological inflection and derivation tasks, automatic annotation of morphological features and
machine translation. An example of an output
from the Munduruku morphological analyzer is
shown in Figure 99 .

In order to track relevant statistics from the treebanks and measure syntactic complexity, which are
informative of synchronic and diachronic aspects
of the languages, we have built a web application
which uses two different approaches. On one side,
complexity measures are computed (e.g. MDD:
mean dependency distance in a sentence (Gibson,
1998), LEFT: proportion of left dependents (Chen
and Gerdes, 2017), NDD: normalized dependency
distance (Lei and Jockers, 2020)) along with partof-speech tags and syntactic dependencies (using
code from (van Cranenburgh, 2019))6 . On the
other side, we have added unigrams, and selected
bi- and trigrams of POS tags along with a raw
count of left dependents 7 .
The combination of these complexity measures
with n-grams, as we show, performs better than the
complexity measures alone. With Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), for example, the inclusion of
n-grams can account for family membership. The
family-cluster is less clear when only complexity
measures are used. This is shown in Figure 6 where
only complexity measures were used to cluster according to family membership languages of five different families in UD8 . Figure 7 shows the clusters combining complexity measures and selected
n-grams alongside with HeadLeft. Measures such
as these are important because they can tell us how
structurally different text types are for the family’s
internal analyzes.

4.2.

5.

TuLaR contributes to expanding the linguistic description, documentation, and computational linguistic resources available for under-researched
and low-resource languages of the Tupian family through nine languages following the Universal Dependencies framework and allows developing NLP tools, providing analyzes at different levels (phonology, morphology, and syntax). Future
directions may focus on the development of NLP
tools such as tokenizers, lemmatizers, morphological analyzers or automatic translation of written
texts, as well as web-based systems with new language resources. All these are valuable initiatives
to increase linguistic policies regarding endangered
languages, rekindling ways to revitalize not only
the language and culture, but also the indigenous
community identity (Hinton, 2003; Pine and Turin,
2017).
Thus, the creation of linguistic resources presented
for the Tupian family in this paper is an example
of how computational linguistics products correlate
with linguistic research and indigenous communities’ necessities in a way to implement efforts to
ensure the triad documentation-conservationrevitalization, contributing towards a more inclusive computational linguistics.
An important aspect of the work here presented
lies is that all tools and the data are available in
open access. We are glad to engage in academic
cooperation, as well as with the communities. We

Visualization

TuDeTstats is built in the R programming language (R Core Team, 2021) with the Shiny package
(RStudio, Inc, 2014) for reactive web applications.
Together, they provide access to modern analytics
and visualization algorithms for linguistic research.
Figure 8 shows the TuDeTStats application with
selected measures displayed for the Tupian treebanks in UD.

4.3.

Conclusion

Morphological analyzers

Based on the collected texts and the morphology
presented in the treebank, a finite-state transducer
for Munduruku is being built using HFST (Lindén
et al., 2009) and Xerox functions. The analyzer
contains a lexicon of root words, morphological
and phonological rules, and composition opera6

We are aware of the controversial topic of complexity in language and measures of syntactic complexity, nonetheless it is appropriate to employ the term
for the measures implemented in our application– see
(Jiménez, 2018).
7
The
web
application
can
be
accessed
in
its
pre-release
version
from
https://ffgerardi.shinyapps.io/TuDeT-Stats/.
8
We have included larger figures in Appendix A.

9

The Munduruku finite-state morphological analyzer can be accessed from https://github.com/
LanguageStructure/Munduruku_FST.
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look forward to participating in similar projects,
but we also welcome collaborators in our projects.
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A

Appendix

Figure 6: LDA using complexity measures.

Figure 7: LDA combining complexity measures with n-grams.
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Figure 8: Example of Mean Dependency Distance for languages in TuDeT.

Figure 9: Output examples of the Munduruku finite-state morphological analyzer.
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Abstract
In this work, we make the case of quality over quantity when training a MT system for a medium-to-low-resource language pair,
namely Catalan-English. We compile our training corpus out of existing resources of varying quality and a new high-quality
corpus. We also provide new evaluation translation datasets in three different domains. In the process of building Catalan-English
parallel resources, we evaluate the impact of drastically filtering alignments in the resulting MT engines. Our results show
that even when resources are limited, as in this case, it is worth filtering for quality. We further explore the cross-lingual
transfer learning capabilities of the proposed model for parallel corpus filtering by applying it to other languages. All
resources generated in this work are released under open license to encourage the development of language technology in Catalan.
Keywords: Machine Translation, Catalan, Under-Resourced Languages, Parallel Corpus, Data Cleaning

1.

Introduction

Our code is openly available on Github1 for the sake of
reproducibility. We also release the resources created.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section
2 provides an overview of the previous work done in
the field. Section 3 describes in detail the resources
presented. Section 4 outlines the human assessment of
the datasets’ quality. Section 5 describes our approach
to the task of parallel corpus filtering. Finally, section 6
concludes our work and opens future lines of research.

In recent years, the arrival of the transformers (Vaswani
et al., 2017) has opened up new lines of research with
a clear focus on under-resourced languages (Zoph et
al., 2016). The transfer-learning capabilities of pretrained language models, such as BERT (Devlin et
al., 2019), have successfully been used to solve downstream tasks employing much less task-specific annotated data. This has encouraged the development of
multilingual and language-specific pre-trained language
models (Martin et al., 2020). For instance, Liu et al.
(2020) demonstrated that using a multilingual BARTlike model (Lewis et al., 2019) for Machine Translation
(MT) showed performance gains in low-resource language settings.
In the past, building MT resources has been ruled by
quantity over quality, especially in low-resource scenarios, where there is little data available. In the quest
for as much data as possible, large multilingual corpora
such as CCAligned (El-Kishky et al., 2020), WikiMatrix
(Schwenk et al., 2019) or Paracrawl (Bañón et al., 2020)
are collected in mass from the web, without actively assessing their quality. The task of parallel corpus filtering
aims at filtering noisy data originating from unreliable
sources or misalignments to improve the quality of a
bilingual dataset.
In this work, we focus on the collection and filtering of
Catalan-English corpora. Despite the status of English
as lingua franca, there are not many publicly available
parallel resources for this language pair. We present
new resources, both for training and evaluation, diverse
in sizes and domains. Our contributions sum up to:

2.

Related Work

Typical resources to train MT models are composed
of parallel corpora, i.e. bilingual aligned sentences.
When trying to gather parallel training corpora for lowresource languages, a starting point is collecting large
multilingual datasets, such as the ones found in OPUS
(Tiedemann, 2012). OPUS includes many such datasets
in a variety of languages, sizes, and domains (e.g. software handbooks, religious texts, Wikipedia articles...).
Catalan is included in many of the large web-crawled
corpora, however, as Kreutzer et al. (2021) point out,
most data coming from online sources is of poor quality.
For this reason, there is a growing interest in evaluating
the quality of the released datasets. While several works
focus on the quality assessment of monolingual corpora
(Caswell et al., 2020), Kreutzer et al. (2021) are the first
to evaluate the quality of MT datasets. They perform
a large-scale human evaluation of publicly available
datasets and find severe quality issues, especially for
low-resource languages.
Once the quality has been assessed, a second necessary
step is to improve the quality of a given dataset. Parallel corpus filtering, also known as sentence alignment
filtering, is the task of automatically filtering out bad
aligned sentences or sentences that are not good enough

• A high-quality dataset for Catalan-English MT
• A quality filter for Catalan-English Parallel Corpora

1

https://github.com/TeMU-BSC/seq-to-seq-catalan/
tree/main/machine_translation

• Three new evaluation datasets
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for MT training. The relevance of this task is gaining
importance in recent years, as proven by the organisation of a Shared Task on Parallel Corpus Filtering and
Alignment in WMT (Koehn et al., 2020).
This task has been approached using different methods
that can be summarized as follows (Koehn et al., 2020):

2021), which also has a big representation within the
collected corpora for this work. Memories Lliures is the
largest manually produced dataset, although its average
sentences are shorter in size since it consists of a compilation of freely available translation memories, mostly
coming from software. The corpora with the smallest
average sentence length are Open Subtitles, movie dialogues; Tatoeba, voluntary translations; and Ubuntu,
software handbooks. Not surprisingly, the longest sentences originate from Wikipedia sources, namely, Wikimedia and Wikimatrix.
To further understand the scale of the datasets, we provide a treemap visualization in the Appendix in Figure
3.

• Filtering based on heuristic rules such as sentence
length, length ratio, alpha-numerical tokens ratio,
token overlap, mismatched Named Entities.
• Filtering based on automatic scores obtained by
sentence embeddings or pre-trained language models.
• Filtering as a binary classification task that takes
some positive and negative examples as input.

3.2.

After building your model, evaluation resources are
needed to test your MT system. These are much shorter
in size, humanly produced, and are used as gold standards for validation. Catalan is part of the multilingual benchmark Flores-101 (Goyal et al., 2021). Other
datasets for Catalan-English MT evaluation are: the
Catalan United Nations test set (Costa-jussà, 2020),
which is the Catalan translation of the United Nations
Parallel Corpus test set (Ziemski et al., 2016), and the
Catalan translation of WMT20 Biomedical Shared Task
test set (Bawden et al., 2020).

3.

GEnCaTa is a high-quality Catalan-English parallel corpus composed of 38,595 segments. It has been compiled by leveraging parallel data from crawling the
gencat.cat domain and subdomains, belonging to
the Catalan Government and containing bilingual sites,
both in English and Catalan.
Crawling and preprocessing We use the cleaning
pipeline described in Armengol-Estapé et al. (2021) to
process the WARC files obtained from the crawlings and
retrieve monolingual data. Using the pipeline allows us
to maintain the metadata and retrieve the original URL
per each visited page.

Language Resources

Document alignment We extract the content of the
fetched URLs from the metadata that has non-empty
crawled data in both languages. We obtain 4,429 comparable sites with an average of 27.64 sentences and
382.91 and 401.65 tokens for Catalan and English, respectively. We consider each of these sites as our documents.

In order to build a large parallel corpus for CatalanEnglish MT, we have compiled a total of 19 available
open-source bilingual Catalan-English datasets, and we
have created a brand new dataset, GEnCaTa. In total,
we obtain a moderately large Catalan-English corpus of
over 11.55 million aligned sentences.

3.1.

GEnCaTa: a High Quality Parallel
Corpus

Parallel Corpora Compilation

Sentence alignment and deduplication To align the
sentences at document-level, we use the alignment algorithm Vecalign (Thompson and Koehn, 2019) based
on sentence embeddings. We use multilingual sentence
embeddings provided by LASER2 for the alignment. After the automatic alignment, we obtain 126,674 aligned
segments. We then perform sentence deduplication and
find that almost 60% of the sentences are duplicates,
leaving 51,908 parallel segments.

The collected datasets originate from different sources
and belong to different domains. The characteristics of
the corpora can be found in Table 1.
Most datasets belong to the general domain. Nonetheless, we also gather sources originating from software
translations, known to contain many boilerplate sentences; Wikipedia articles, from which we expect wellconstructed sentences; and specific domains, such as
Health or Legislation.
We are aware that the quality of each corpus varies
greatly and is difficult to measure. Furthermore, the
datasets have been constructed using different methods, either produced by human translations and manual
revision, or by using automatic alignment algorithms.
Regarding the collected datasets, 9 out of the 20 are
produced by humans.
If we look at the statistics, we can see that CCaligned
contains almost as many sentences as all the other
datasets together. However, it should be noted that
CCaligned has been recently shown to have poor quality translations, as well as Wikimatrix (Kreutzer et al.,

Manual revision A first inspection of the resulting
segments has shown that the alignment was of considerable quality, which prompted us to perform a manual
revision of the full dataset. Several native Catalan annotators have revised the aligned segments and labeled
each pair as valid or not valid for MT training. This
involves labeling as negative misaligned sentences, truncated sentences, and non-linguistic sentences.
After the manual revision of the alignment, only 38,595
segments remain (i.e. 24.98% of the aligned segments
are removed).
2
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https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Dataset
CCaligned
COVID-19 Wikipedia
CoVost ca-en*
CoVost en-ca*
Eubookshop
Europarl
GEnCaTa*
Global Voices
Gnome*
JW300
KDE4*
Memories Lliures*
Open Subtitles
Opus Books
QED*
Tatoeba*
Tedtalks
Ubuntu
Wikimatrix
Wikimedia*
Total

Sentences
5,787,682
1,531
263,891
79,633
3,746
1,965,734
38,595
21,342
2,183
97,081
144,153
1,173,055
427,913
4,580
69,823
5,500
50,979
6,781
1,205,908
208,073
11,558,183

Tokens
89,606,874
34,836
809,660
2,953,096
82,067
50,417,289
858,385
438,032
30,228
1,809,252
1,450,631
9,452,382
2,796,350
73,416
1,058,003
34,872
770,774
33,321
28,111,517
5,761,409
196,582,394

Tokens/Sent
15.48
22.75
10.17
11.19
21.91
25.65
22.24
20.52
13.85
18.64
10.06
8.06
6.53
16.03
15.15
6.34
15.12
4.91
23.31
27.69
15.78

Source
(El-Kishky et al., 2020)
(Tiedemann, 2012)
(Wang et al., 2020)
(Wang et al., 2020)
(Tiedemann, 2012)
(Koehn, 2005)
New
(Tiedemann, 2012)
(Tiedemann, 2012)
(Agić and Vulić, 2019)
(Tiedemann, 2012)
Softcatalà
(Lison and Tiedemann, 2016)
(Tiedemann, 2012)
(Abdelali et al., 2014)
(Tiedemann, 2012)
Softcatalà
(Tiedemann, 2012)
(Schwenk et al., 2019)
(Tiedemann, 2012)

Domain
General
Health
General
General
Legislation
Legislation
General
General
Software
General
Software
Software
General
Narrative
Education
General
General
Software
Wikipedia
Wikipedia

Table 1: Collected parallel corpora for Catalan-English MT. Tokens refers to Catalan tokens. The symbol * refers to
manually produced or revised datasets.
Alignment Scores We perform a further analysis of
the obtained results and notice that only 19.8% of the
5,000 highest scored segments ranked by Vecalign are
also selected after the manual revision. This posits
the question of how much we can rely on alignment
algorithms for building parallel corpora by only looking
at the given score.
We release the GEnCaTa dataset with an open license,
together with relevant metadata such as the source URLs
and the alignment scores given by Vecalign.

4.

the 2,000 sentences, without knowing their source, and
annotate each pair following the taxonomy described
above.

4.1.

Human Audit Results

The annotator agreement of the task obtains a score of
0.55 Cohen’s Kappa, which shows moderate agreement.
To compensate for the differences in human perception
of the subcategories, we also report a 0.60 Kappa score
considering only the binary classification correct labels
(CC, CS, CB) and incorrect ones (X, WL, NL).
Results are shown in Figure 1 and in Table 7 in the Appendix. Since only 100 sentences per dataset have been
evaluated, the numbers given are only rough estimates.
We combine the correct codes (CC, CB, CS) into C for
simplicity. The ratio of correct samples (C) ranges from
67% to 98%. The datasets with the bigger amount of correct sentences are CoVost, sentences coming from Common Voice; Tatoeba, originating from user-generated
voluntary translations; Europarl, from the European Parliament; and our brand new created GEnCaTa corpus,
which is a proof of high quality. Wang et al. (2020)
developed the CoVost dataset and performed data quality sanity checks based on language model perplexity,
LASER scores, and a length ratio heuristic. The results
of their work are in line with our findings.
On the other hand, the datasets with more mistranslations are CCAligned and Eubookshop, both originating
from automatic alignments, and Ubuntu, coming from
software translations.
Among the correct sentences, the corpora that contain
the most boilerplate sentences are KDE4, Memories
Lliures, and Ubuntu, all belonging to computer applications and handbooks. These last two also contain the

Human Audit

As mentioned, the quality of the compiled parallel corpora differs greatly depending on domain, origin, and
creation method. For that reason, as a way to uncover
the unknown quality of each dataset, we follow Kreutzer
et al. (2021) and perform a human evaluation of the
quality of each dataset. They perform a large-scale human audit of five major multilingual datasets, including
CCaligned, WikiMatrix, and Paracrawl, based on the
following error taxonomy:
• CC: Correct translation, natural sentence
• CS: Correct translation, but single word or short phrase
• CB: Correct translation, but boilerplate
• X: Incorrect translation
• WL: Wrong language
• NL: Not language

They also annotate whether the segments contain offensive or porn content.
To perform our human evaluation, we randomly sample
100 aligned segments for each of the 20 datasets. Then,
two native speakers conduct a blind error analysis on
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Label
Positive
Negative
Total

100%

Taxonomy
C
NL
WL
80%
X
90%

Percentage

70%
60%

40%

Model
mBERT-uncased
mBERT-cased

30%
20%
10%

Test
7,489
2,511
10,000

Eubook
shop
KDE4
JW300
Wikime
dia
Memori
es Lliu
res
Open S
ubtitle
s
Gnome
Opus B
ooks
QED
COVID
-19 Wik
ipedia
Global
Voices
Wikima
trix
TedTalk
s
GenCa
Ta
Europa
rl
CoVost
ca-en
CoVost
en-ca
Tatoeb
a

ed
Ubuntu

Ccalign

Precision
0.966
0.966

Recall
0.971
0.974

We approach the task as a text classification problem
and build a binary classifier that takes as input the pair
of Catalan-English aligned sentences and outputs if they
are valid for MT or not. Our classifier is based on
mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019), a multilingual pre-trained
encoder, fine-tuned with our dataset.
As shown in Table 2, we split the GEnCaTa dataset
into train, valid, and test splits and then fine-tune both
mBERT-cased and mBERT-uncased with the same hyperparameters. We report our results in Table 3 with
almost no variability in performance but with excellent
scores. We use the classifier with mBERT-cased for the
subsequent experiments.

biggest number of non-linguistic sentences.
The datasets containing more short sentences are Open
Subtitles and Gnome, composed of dialogue and software texts, respectively.
Translations are almost always in the correct language,
but it is worth to note the number of sentences in the
wrong language present in Ubuntu, which refer to specific terms of computer programs.
Finally, there is no presence of offensive or porn content
in most datasets, except for marginal single cases in
CCAligned, CoVost, and QED.
Predictably, our analysis concludes that human revised datasets have higher quality (CoVost, GEnCaTa,
Tatoeba). In the next section, we question if the effort
that is needed to curate these datasets pays off.

5.

F1
0.968
0.970

Table 3: Fine-tuning of mBERT results on the GEnCaTa
dataset for parallel corpus filtering

Figure 1: Results of the human audit on 20 different
datasets for MT quality

5.2.

Filtering

Once we have built our classifier, we use it to filter the
compiled resources described in section 3.1.
The number of total filtered sentences per dataset can
be seen in Figure 2. On average, 86.87% of the original
sentences are valid for MT training.
As could be expected from the human audit results, the
corpora with more filtered out sentences are EUBookshop, Ubuntu, and CCaligned. Furthermore, despite the
number of correct translations in Opus Books reported
in the human audit, this dataset has been filtered heavily
as well, since it contains quite a few misalignments and
short sentences.
On the other end of the spectrum, the corpora that have
been less filtered are CoVost, Tatoeba, GEnCaTa, and
Europarl, the same four datasets that had the highest
amount of correct sentences.
The Pearson correlation between the human audit results
and the percentage of valid sentences is 0.89, a strong
correlation. This proves the validity of our model, which
could be used as an automatic quality estimator in the
future.

Parallel Corpus filtering

Once we have compiled the parallel corpora and analysed their quality, we use the GEnCaTa dataset to build
a classifier for parallel corpus filtering, by leveraging
the human annotations described in Section 3.2.

5.1.

Valid
7,490
2,510
10,000

Table 2: Train, valid and test splits of the GEnCaTa
dataset for parallel corpus filtering

50%

0%

Train
23,897
8,011
31,908

Fine-tuning

Similarly to Açarçiçek et al. (2020), we fine-tune an
encoder with a labeled dataset of parallel segments annotated as valid or not valid for MT. In their work, they
use two small datasets of 2,000 and 10,000 samples
with synthetically generated negative examples. They
obtain one of the highest-performance systems in the
WMT20 Shared Task on Parallel Corpus Filtering and
Alignment.
We make use of the GenCaTa dataset, which consists
of 51,908 samples distributed in 38,876 positive and
13,032 negative pairs. These annotations may include
misaligned sentences, too short sentences, etc. We also
release the labeled dataset to promote further investigations in the field. To our knowledge, this is the largest
dataset available of its kind.

5.3.

Evaluation on MT Systems

We further investigate the issue of quality by assessing
the impact that filtering sentence alignments may have
on the quality of MT models.
For that, we build two MT systems. First, we build an
MT system using the raw compiled resources (RAW).
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100%

Not valid
Valid

the website of the Agencia Estatal del Boletı́n Oficial del
Estado4 in the corresponding languages in PDF format.
We convert it to plain text, fix the broken sentences, and
finally align the sentences manually.

90%
80%

Percentage

70%

WMT2013-ca consists of the Catalan translation of
the WMT 2013 translation shared task test set (Bojar
et al., 2013), belonging to the newswire domain. We
commissioned the translation from Spanish to Catalan
to a professional native translator.

60%
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WMT13

Languages
ca, es, en
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eu, ga
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de, ru, fr, cs

Domain
cybersecurity

Sent.
1,715

Tokens
33,050

legislation

1,110

18,275

newswire

3,000

59,340

Figure 2: Percentage of filtered sentences by the parallel
corpus classifier

Table 4: Language resources for MT evaluation. Tokens
refers to Catalan tokens.

Then, we build a new MT system to measure the impact
of our parallel filtered corpus (FIL).
Both MT systems are based on mBART (Liu et al.,
2020). We first pre-train a default large mBART model
with concatenated monolingual data in Catalan and English and later fine-tune it with parallel data in the two
languages. As monolingual data, we concatenate CaText
(Armengol-Estapé et al., 2021) (in Catalan) and a clean
subset of 45k random documents of Oscar (in English)
(Ortiz Suárez et al., 2019).
We use default hyperparameters from Liu et al. (2020)
both for monolingual pre-training and parallel data finetuning. However, the amount of training steps for
fine-tuning is considerably lower, notably 8K (appr. 4
epochs) with an update frequency of 512. We use 4
Tesla V100-SXM2-16GB GPUs for training.
We preprocess the parallel sentences by removing duplicates, checking overlap between train and test, and
removing those sentences that exceed our length limitations before feeding them to our models.

5.3.2. Results
We use BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) to report our
results in Table 5, computed with SacreBLEU (sBLEU)
(Post, 2018).
Direction
EN → CA

CA → EN

Test set
Cyber
Flores-101
TaCon
WMT13
Cyber
Flores-101
TaCon
WMT13

RAW
40.2
35.7
28.9
31.2
47.4
34.7
32.4
34.1

FIL
43.1
38.0
30.2
32.9
49.5
37.6
35.0
36.0

Table 5: sBLEU scores for MT evaluation
Results show that MT achieves overall good results
for the Catalan-English language pair. Higher scores
are obtained for the CA→EN direction, due to English
being less morphologically complex.
Regarding in-domain test sets, TaCon is the test set
that yields the lowest scores, probably because of the
specificity of its language. Surprisingly, the Cyber test
set seems to be the easiest to translate, despite being
domain-specific. This may be attributed to the numerous
non-verbal segments that are kept untranslated, boosting
the results up to 49.5 BLEU for the CA→EN direction.
Nonetheless, the most remarkable results are obtained
by the comparison between the two systems. Even
with the modest amount of fine-tuning steps for the two
models, FIL outperforms the RAW system in all test
sets. The sBLEU scores increase between 1.3 and 2.9
points. General-domain Flores-101 is the test set that
shows more clearly the advantage of the quality filtering
since the classifier is built on general-domain labeled
data.

5.3.1. Evaluation Resources
We use three new in-domain test sets to validate the
performance of our systems, as well as the generaldomain Flores-101 as a reference. We release them
under open licenses. The test sets statistics are included
in Table 4.
CyberMT is a brand new test set in Catalan, Spanish,
and English that belongs to the cybersecurity domain.
It is composed of cybersecurity alerts extracted from
the INCIBE Spanish-English corpus3 , which have been
manually translated to Catalan.
TaCon is a multilingual dataset from the legal domain
that includes translations of the Spanish Constitution
to Basque, Catalan, Galician, Spanish, and English. To
obtain it, we download the Spanish Constitution from
3

https://www.elrc-share.eu/repository/browse/descripciones-devulnerabilidades-de-la-bbdd-nvd
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Source
CA
CS
DE
EN
ES
FR
RU

CA
0.947
0.879
0.977
0.960
0.936

CS
0.952
0.934
0.894
0.947
0.916
0.972

DE
0.979
0.976
0.961
0.980
0.979
0.979

Target
EN
0.987
0.987
0.988
0.988
0.981

ES
0.985
0.948
0.937
0.938
0.967
0.975

FR
0.982
0.940
0.949
0.957
0.982
0.969

language pair, which until now could be considered
low-resource, and have made the case for an automatic
quality filter. We have described in detail the compiled
resources and the newly created ones, including a highquality parallel corpus and three in-domain evaluation
datasets. Furthermore, we have performed a human
evaluation of the datasets’ quality and we have devised
a parallel corpus filterer, that may be used as a future
quality estimator. Finally, we have applied the proposed
model to zero-shot scenarios and proved the transferlearning capabilities of mBERT.
As future lines of research, we plan to further investigate
the task of quality estimation of parallel corpora and
its impact on the obtained MT engines. We would also
like to conduct a more qualitative analysis of the output
of the MT systems to gain linguistic insights from the
results.
We hope that our work encourages this line of research
in the field.

RU
0.954
0.972
0.958
0.925
0.971
0.964
-

Table 6: Zero-shot multilingual parallel corpus filtering
Our results show that automatically filtering sentence
alignments significantly boosts MT performance and
should be encouraged.

5.4.

Zero-Shot Cross-lingual Transfer
Learning

To further investigate the capabilities of the proposed
filtering method, we explore the possibility of crosslingual transfer learning by applying our model in zeroshot scenarios. We follow the intuition proposed by
(Pires et al., 2019) that mBERT encodes multilingual
representations. We use the classifier fine-tuned on CAEN and apply it to other language pairs.
We make use of the 3,000 sentences of the WMT13
Shared Task test set for evaluation. The reason to have
chosen this test set is that we have presented the Catalan
version in this work, it includes six additional languages
(es, en, de, ru, fr, cs) and contains document boundaries.
For the synthetic test set of each language pair, we
consider the 3,000 manually translated sentences as
valid for MT. Then, we sample 3,000 negative examples
by corrupting the alignment. To create a harder test set,
we pair each sentence with the sentence of the same
document that has the highest fuzzy match score to the
correct translation. The final test set contains 6,000
segments.
Accuracy results are shown in Table 6. We tested all
language pairs’ combinations in both directions. Scores
range from 0.879 to 0.988. The first insight we gain
from the obtained scores is that mBERT indeed learns
multilingual representations, as the results are incredibly
positive. The highest scores overall are obtained by the
Romance languages (CA, ES, FR); to be expected, since
Spanish and French are from the same language family
as Catalan. We can observe that the language typology
also matters in the language direction. Since we finetuned the model with the direction CA→EN, the results
are higher for CA and ES as a source, and for DE and
EN as a target, being both Germanic languages.
Nonetheless, results are very promising for all tested
combinations. While we are aware that we may introduce bias by creating a synthetic test set, we are hopeful
for this new line of research that makes use of curated
datasets, which may not always be available for all languages, and can later be used with new language pairs.
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A.

Published Resources

• The GEnCaTa Parallel Corpus
• Catalan WMT2013 MT Shared Task Test Set
• Cyber MT Test Set
• TaCon: Spanish Constitution MT Test Set
• The GEnCaTa Dataset for Parallel Corpus Filtering
• Model for English-Catalan Parallel Corpus Filtering

B.

Collection of Parallel Corpora
Domain

General
Legislation
Software
Education
Wikipedia

Wikimedia

CoVost ca-en

CCaligned

Europarl

KDE4

JW300

CoVost en-ca

QED
Tedtalks

Wikimatrix

OpenSubtitles

Memories Lliures

GenCaTa
Global Voices
Other

Figure 3: Treemap of the collected English-Catalan parallel corpora by number of sentences
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C.
Dataset
CCAligned
COVID-19 Wikipedia
CoVost ca-en
CoVost en-ca
GEnCaTa
Eubookshop
Europarl
Global Voices
Gnome
JW300
KDE4
Memories Lliures
Open Subtitles
Opus Books
QED
Tatoeba
Tedtalks
Ubuntu
WIkimatrix
Wikimedia

CC
34.50%
82.00%
92.50%
96.00%
79.00%
63.00%
96.00%
77.50%
45.00%
73.50%
19.50%
16.00%
66.00%
74.50%
78.50%
84.00%
83.50%
13.50%
91.50%
72.50%

CB
21.00%
6.00%
2.00%
0.50%
14.00%
7.50%
1.50%
13.00%
25.00%
3.50%
42.50%
55.00%
2.50%
6.50%
3.00%
2.50%
3.50%
44.00%
2.00%
7.00%

Human Audit Results

CS
11.50%
0.50%
4.50%
2.50%
3.00%
3.00%
0.50%
2.00%
17.50%
1.50%
11.50%
13.50%
19.50%
7.00%
6.00%
13.00%
8.00%
12.00%
0.00%
4.00%

C
67.00%
88.50%
99.00%
99.00%
96.00%
73.50%
98.00%
92.50%
87.50%
78.50%
73.50%
84.50%
88.00%
88.00%
87.50%
99.50%
95.00%
69.50%
93.50%
83.50%

X
25.00%
9.50%
1.00%
1.00%
2.50%
26.00%
2.00%
6.00%
2.50%
15.00%
17.50%
5.00%
9.50%
11.50%
7.50%
0.50%
3.50%
12.00%
6.00%
11.00%

WL
5.00%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.50%
0.00%
0.50%
4.00%
0.50%
3.50%
1.00%
1.50%
0.50%
3.00%
0.00%
1.50%
9.00%
0.50%
2.50%

NL
3.00%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.50%
0.00%
0.00%
1.00%
6.00%
6.00%
5.50%
9.50%
1.00%
0.00%
2.00%
0.00%
0.00%
9.50%
0.00%
3.00%

offensive
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

porn
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

% audited
0.0018
6.5317
0.1256
0.0379
0.2592
2.6696
0.0051
0.4686
4.5809
0.1031
0.0694
0.0086
0.0234
2.1835
0.1433
1.8182
0.1962
1.4748
0.0103
0.0481

Table 7: Results of the human audit on 20 different datasets for MT quality

D.
D.1.

Fine-tuning Hyperparameters

Parallel Corpus Filtering
Hyper-parameter
Learning Rate
Learning Rate Decay
Warmup
Batch Size
Batch size per GPU
Update freq.
GPUs
Weight Decay
Max. Training Epochs

Value
0.8e-5
Linear
0.06
64
8
1
8
0.01
10

Table 8: Hyper-parameters used for fine-tuning the model for parallel corpus filtering. The rest of the parameters
are the same as in Devlin et al. (2019)
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D.2.

MT training
Hyper-parameter
LR scheduler
Peak LR
Warmup
Total updates for LR scheduler
Batch size
Batch size per GPU
Update freq.
GPUs
Weight Decay
Max. Training Epochs
Dropout
Attention Dropout

Value
Polynomial Decay
1e-4
0.2K
100K
2048
1
512
4
0.01
5
0.1
0.1

Table 9: Hyper-parameters used for fine-tuning the MT models. The hyper-parameters for bilingual CA-EN
denoising pre-training are the same as in Liu et al. (2020)
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Abstract
Multilingual sentiment analysis is a process of detecting and classifying sentiment based on textual information written in
multiple languages. There has been tremendous research advancement on high-resourced languages such as English. However,
progress on under-resourced languages remains underrepresented with limited opportunities for further development of natural
language processing (NLP) technologies. Sentiment analysis (SA) for under-resourced language still is a skewed research area.
Although, there are some considerable efforts in emerging African countries to develop such resources for under-resourced
languages, languages such as indigenous South African languages still suffer from a lack of datasets. To the best of our
knowledge, there is currently no dataset dedicated to SA research for South African languages in a multilingual context,
i.e. comments are in different languages and may contain code-switching. In this paper, we present the first subset of the
multilingual sentiment corpus SAfriSenti for the three most widely spoken languages in South Africa—English, Sepedi (i.e.
Northern Sotho), and Setswana. This subset consists of over 40,000 annotated tweets in all the three languages including
even 36.6% of code-switched texts. We present data collection, cleaning and annotation strategies that were followed to
curate the dataset for these languages. Furthermore, we describe how we developed language-specific sentiment lexicons,
morpheme-based sentiment taggers, conduct linguistic analyses and present possible solutions for the challenges of this
sentiment dataset. We will release the dataset and sentiment lexicons to the research communities to advance the NLP research
of under-resourced languages.
Keywords: Multilingual, Sentiment analysis, Under-resourced languages, Code-switching, Sepedi, Setswana, South
African languages

1.

Introduction

for these under-resourced languages opens a considerable amount of economic perspectives and it is crucial
for data availability and training of NLP applications
(Marivate et al., 2020). Past research has yielded relatively limited insights into the relationship between
socio-cultural factors, multicultural factors and NLP
for under-resourced languages (Lo et al., 2017). However, recent research suggests that socio-cultural factors and multicultural diversity impede NLP for underresourced languages, possibly leading to economic disparities in many multilingual communities (Weidinger
et al., 2021)
With at least 7,000 spoken languages world-wide
(Ruder, 2020), not many are represented on the internet, including over 2,000 native languages in Africa1 .
South Africa is with over 60 million people, 11 official spoken languages and over 40 dialects not only
the sixth African country with the largest population
(Statista, 2022). It is also the most multilingual and
multicultural society where most native speakers are
fluent in at least two languages. A report shows that
in 2020 approximately 40% of South Africa’s population were active on social media platforms and approximately 9.3 million of those are on Twitter (Lama,
2020). However, there has been no SA research at all
for the indigenous South African languages, especially

Detecting sentiments or emotions from language has
been a significant area of research in natural language
processing (NLP) for the past decades (Medhat et al.,
2014; Wankhade et al., 2022). Sentiment analysis (SA)
is concerned with detecting and categorising emotions
from textual information (Pang et al., 2002). SA has
garnered a lot of research attention which may be attributed to its numerous essential NLP applications.
Recently, SA has given birth to multilingual SA due to
the rapid use of mixture of languages on various social
media platforms (Balahur and Turchi, 2014). Multilingual SA aims to detect and recognise the sentiment of
textual information written in more than one language.
It is an emerging NLP research area with promising
progress on high-resourced languages, i.e., English and
Chinese (Ruder, 2020). However, the same cannot be
said for languages with limited resource data which
continue to remain highly underrepresented. In addition, the lack of resources poses a significant challenge
for language-specific services in developing countries
(Dashtipour et al., 2016; Lo et al., 2017).
In context, under-resourced languages are in desperate need of data, digital tools, and resources to overcome the resource barrier and enable NLP to deliver
more widespread benefits (Ruder, 2020). Developing such language technologies and curated datasets

1
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not for Twitter. Therefore, a tremendous effort to create
digital resources for such under-resourced languages is
necessary for future digital language technologies.
In this paper, we present a subset of SAfriSenti—
our large-scale multilingual Twitter sentiment corpus
for the South African languages English, Sepedi, and
Setswana. It is to date the largest annotated sentiment dataset combining Sepedi and Setswana as underresourced languages and English. We further present
strategies to perform data collection using a multidistant supervision approach, data preprocessing and
data annotation which can be extended to other languages with limited data. Particularly, we describe
our solutions for the missing support of Sepedi and
Setswana in the Twitter API. In more detail in this paper, we offer the following contributions:

for the multilingual SA research (Vilares et al., 2016;
Araujo et al., 2016; Can et al., 2018).
Several researchers investigated cross-lingual methods
to solve the challenges of under-resourced languages
by utilising language knowledge from high-resourced
languages like English (Araújo et al., 2020; Balahur
and Turchi, 2014; Can et al., 2018; Vilares et al., 2017).
Notably, they frequently translate the comments from
the original under-resourced language to English. This
enables SA to conduct its classification task with highperforming models that have been trained with a large
number of English resources. However, even this approach was successful for the high-resourced languages
Russian, German and Spanish (Shalunts et al., 2016),
(Ghafoor et al., 2021) report that translation from English to German, Urdu, and Hindi had a bad impact on
SA performance. Additionally, (Becker et al., 2017)
state that SA is dependent on MT quality in crosslingual SA. According to (Ghafoor et al., 2021), there
was a 2-3% SA performance decrease from English to
under-resourced languages with help of MT compared
to human translation.

• We present a subset of our large-scale multilingual sentiment dataset for South African languages SAfriSenti. This subset contains Sepedi,
Setswana, and English in a multilingual setting.
• We present our sentiment annotation tool SentiApp which allows the combination of automatic
sentiment labelling and human annotation.

Due to the mentioned MT performance issues, there are
monolingual SA approaches for under-resourced languages. For these approaches, data in the target language such as sentiment lexica or labelled comments
are required. Usually those data are created in a semiautomatic way, i.e. first machine-translated then manually corrected. (Mihalcea et al., 2012) constructed
a Romanian sentiment lexicon (also denoted as subjectivity lexicon) with the help of an English sentiment lexicon and an English-Romanian dictionary. Additionally, (Balahur and Turchi, 2012a) generate SA
datasets in the target language with the help of MT.
They even claim that SA may be done on these translated data without any significant loss of accuracy.
However, (Deriu et al., 2017) demonstrated that for
German, English, and Italian there is an SA performance degradation after translating the resources into
the target language. Previous studies investigated data
collection strategies for under-resourced languages on
Twitter (Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Vosoughi et al.,
2016). The methods focus on labelling only two sentiment classes —positive and negative. Meanwhile other
research work has explored strategies to label three sentiment classes in Twitter—positive, neutral, and negative —using human annotators (Vilares et al., 2016;
Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Pang et al., 2002; Nakov et
al., 2019). Despite the attempt to automate the data labelling process (Kranjc et al., 2015), the hand-crafted
annotation is to date the most preferred method of data
labelling in many NLP tasks (Muhammad et al., 2022).
However, manual annotation presents challenges and
it is deemed an expensive process. Notably, the work
presented in (Jamatia et al., 2020; Gupta et al., 2021)
employed manually annotated tweets, while other studies focus on automated data labelling solutions (Kranjc
et al., 2015). (Vosoughi et al., 2016) investigated var-

• We leverage the commonly used English sentiment lexicons AFFIN, NRC and VADER (Hutto
and Gilbert, 2015; Nielsen, 2011) to built dedicated sentiment lexicons for Sepedi and Setswana.
• We present statistical analyses of SAfriSenti’s subset as well as linguistic challenges. Additionally,
we describe how we plan to resolve the discovered
challenges.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 will describe related work. In section 3, we will discuss our
data collection, quality assurance and data annotation
methods. In Section 4, we will present statistics of the
final high-quality subset. Finally, we provide a conclusion of our research work in section 5 and offer suggestion for future work.

2.

Related Studies

The research interest to solve the challenges of underresourced languages has increased (Aguero-Torales et
al., 2021; Wankhade et al., 2022). SA for monolingual, code-switched and multilingual comments on
under-resourced languages has been studied only for
a few African languages, e.g. several Nigerian languages (Hassan Muhammad et al., 2022), Swahili
(Martin et al., 2021) and Bambara (Konate and Du,
2018). SA studies on under-resourced languages used
datasets which consist of movie reviews, Amazon reviews, YouTube comments, tweets and Facebook comments (Balahur and Turchi, 2012b; Pan et al., 2011;
Pak and Paroubek, 2010). As these datasets contain
comments in multiple languages, they are interesting
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Language
Sepedi
English
Setswana
Mix

Tweets
le re boledisa kudu baloi
Those family videos just motivated me to do
more for Mpho tomorrow
boloi jwa mo ditirong bo bontsi gore
how do you guys know so much,
le tshaba maphodisa

English Translation
you want us to talk too much witches
Those family videos just motivated me to do
more for Mpho tomorrow
there is is too much witchcraft at work
how do you guys know so much,
you are running away from the police

Sentiment
negative
positive
negative
negative

Table 1: Example of tweets, their corresponding English translation as well as their associated sentiment labels
ious pipelines to collect data on Twitter using distant
supervised learning. In this approach, they use positive and negative emoticons as indicators to annotate
tweets. (Go et al., 2009) explore distant supervision
methods to label millions of tweets using positive and
negative search terms (i.e. term queries) in the Twitter
API and emoticons to pre-classify the tweets. (Vilares
et al., 2016) also investigate SentiStrength scores to label an English-Spanish code-switching Twitter corpus.
SentiStrength is an online SA system available for a few
languages (Thelwall et al., 2011).
Compared to (Cliche, 2017; Jamatia et al., 2020; Vilares et al., 2016), we also investigate distant supervised annotation methods with the help of emoticons, search terms and sentiment lexicons. In addition to these methods, to make sure that we only
collect tweets in our target languages, we leverage
from Twitter’s geolocation functionality and language
identification based on word frequencies. Finally, the
dataset is double-checked by human annotators. Despite Afrikaans (Kotzé and Senekal, 2018) and English,
no other South African language has been investigated
for SA to the best of our knowledge. We are the first
to develop SA resources and systems for Sepedi and
Setswana in a multilingual environment. In the next
section, we will discuss our data collection strategies
for Sepedi, Setswana and English.

3.

our use-cases, agreeing on theirs terms of usage and
policies. Our goal was to collect:
1. tweets only from the target languages.
2. trending tweets.
3. tweets with emotions.
We collected the tweets using the Twitter API for Academic Research3 . For some languages, this API provides a functionality to only collect tweets in one specific language. However, this is not supported for Sepedi and Setswana. Consequently, we implemented
word frequency based language identifications to only
collect tweets in our target languages. To collect the
trending tweets, we requested several native speakers
to provide the trending search keywords and hashtags
on a website. With the help of the Twitter API we only
collected tweets which contain emoticons to ensure that
those tweets contain emotions.

Data Collection and Preprocessing

In this section, we will first describe the data collection strategies with the help of the Twitter API.
Then we will present our methods for text preprocessing and normalization. Table 1 shows an extract
from the dataset with examples of tweets in Sepedi,
Setswana and English. It further contains English
(marked in blue) and Sepedi (marked in blue) codeswitched tweets.

3.1.

Twitter Data Collection

Twitter provides easy access to a large amount of public
user-generated text. It is used by different people to
express their opinion about different topics (Pak and
Paroubek, 2010). The Twitter API has evolved over
time by introducing a new degree of access to enable
developers and academic researchers to investigate the
public comments for various NLP tasks2 . We requested
the permission to access the Twitter API by explaining
2

Figure 1: Data collection, cleaning and annotation
Figure 1 summarises these methods for data collection,
plus our methods for cleaning and annotation, which
we will describe in the upcoming subsection.
3
https://developer.twitter.com/en/products/twitterapi/academic-research

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api
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3.2.

Text Preprocessing and Normalisation

4.2.

We performed preprocessing, normalisation, lammentazation and tokenization on each tweet as used in
(Pang et al., 2002; Pak and Paroubek, 2010). Each
tweet was preprocessed in the following steps:
1. We remove very short tweets and duplicated
tweets.
2. With the help of the @ symbol, we substitute people’s and company’s names for the purposes of
data protection.

• Positive Sentiment (POS) - This happens when a
tweet expresses a favorable viewpoint, expression
of support, appreciation, positive attitude, forgiveness, encouragement, success, cherish or pleasant
emotional state.

3. We remove punctuations, URLs and the # symbol.
4. We remove characters that appear more than
twice (e.g., Loooool or Whaaaaaat and
ngwanaaaaaka is replaced with Lol or What
and ngwanaka).

• Negative Sentiment (NEG) - This happens when
a tweet contains negative words, such as criticism, judgment, negative attitude, doubting validity/competence, failure or negative emotion.

5. We substitute abbreviations by their long form.

• Neutral Sentiment (NEU) - This happens when
a tweet does not directly or indirectly imply any
positive or negative words. Typically, these are
factual tweets such as reports or general statements.

6. We set all words to lowercase, remove unnecessary white spaces and tokenize the tweets using
the NLTK tokenizer (Bird and Loper, 2004).
In the next subsections, we will describe the preprocessing steps 1 and 3 in more detail.

3.3.

• Positive and Negative Sentiment - This happens
when a tweet expresses a positive language in part
and negative language in part. For all three languages, these tweets are classified as positive or
negative based on a score computed from individual scores in the corresponding sentiment lexicon.
For Sepedi and Setswana we additionally apply
language-specific morphological rules which will
be explained in section 5.2.

Removal of short and duplicated tweets

We remove duplicated tweets in step 1 because they
do not contain any additional information. We handle
retweets and quote tweets with an @RT tag in the following way: We remove tweets which only contain a
retweet. In those tweets which contain a quote of another tweet, we only keep the text which is new since
we think it contains valuable information. To make
sure that we get useful information in the tweets, we
remove tweets with less than 5 word tokens.

4.

Our annotation guidelines further contain the labelling
of tweets with code-switches as well as tweets with no
sentiments as the following classes:

The SAfriSenti Corpus

• Mixed Language (MIX) - This happens when a
tweet contains text from several languages (i.e.
code-switched text).

After we have described the text preprocessing steps,
we will depict how we labelled the remaining English,
Sepedi and Setswana tweets.

4.1.

Annotation Guidelines

We defined strict annotation guidelines which all annotators have to follow in the decision to classify the
tweets into positive (POS), neutral (NEU) and negative
(NEG) as in (Turney, 2002; Öhman, 2020). We adopted
our guidelines from (Mohammad, 2016) and consulted
3 language experts for each language to double-check
our guidelines. The annotation guidelines for labelling
our sentiment classes are summarised as follows:

• None Sentiment (NOS) - This happens when a
tweet has no indication of the sentiment due to
lack of context, e.g. in proverbs, idioms, or sarcasm.

Pre-annotations

As mentioned in section 2 and recommended by (Go
et al., 2009; Vosoughi et al., 2016), we used emoticons
as distantly supervised method to pre-classify tweets
as positive, neutral or negative. For this, we derived
our initial sentiment classes from emoticons representing happy, smile, love, angry and sad as in (Pak and
Paroubek, 2010; Nakov et al., 2019). In some tweets,
users express their opinions using multiple unrelated
emoticons which makes the pre-classification difficult.
Consequently, we additionally checked the tweets for
words in a sentiment lexicon which will be described
in section 5.1. Then human experts verified the preclassified tweets.

4.3.

Annotator’s background and training

We recruited 3 native speakers with technical and linguistic background for each language as annotators. To
facilitate the labelling process, we developed SentiApp,
an online platform for organising and annotating the
tweets. In a training session, we informed our annotators about our annotation guidelines and demonstrated
the use of SentiApp. Then they were first asked to annotate 150 tweets. After their annotation process, they
received our feedback to improve quality for upcoming
tweets as recommended by (Öhman, 2020).
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4.4.

Class
POS
NEG
NEU
Total

Annotation Process

After our training session, for organisational reasons,
every time our annotators labelled batches with 1,000
tweets in our SentiApp. All three representatives of a
language always worked on the same batch to be able to
compare the resulting labels. In case of disagreement,
the final label is determined by a majority voting. We
also validated instances where annotators provided the
labels NOS and MIX. As in (Muhammad et al., 2022),
tweets with NOS are excluded from the dataset since
they do not contain any sentiment. In total, the annotators labelled 25,947 monolingual tweets and 14,692
tweets which contain code-switches.
To determine the final label, we used a majority voting approach together with the proposed strategies of
(Davani et al., 2021) which deals with the following 4
cases:

%
47.8
30.3
21,9

Table 2: Distribution of Sepedi tweets
Class
POS
NEG
NEU
Total

Number
3,932
2,150
1,590
7,672

%
51.3
28.0
20.7

Table 3: Distribution of Setswana tweets
Class
POS
NEG
NEU
Total

• Three-way disagreement—This happens when
all 3 annotators disagree on a label. For example,
if a tweet is labelled as NEG, NEU and POS. In this
case, the annotators double-check these tweets or
in case of remaining disagreement we discard this
tweet.

Number
2,052
3,557
1,888
7,497

%
27.4
48.4
25.2

Table 4: Distribution of English tweets
Class
POS
NEG
NEU
Total

• Three-way agreement—This happens when all
3 annotators agree on a label. For example, if a
tweet is labelled as NEG by all 3 annotators, then
it is NEG.

Number
3,808
4,245
3,777
11,830

%
32.2
35.9
31.9

Table 5: Distribution of English-Sepedi code-switched
tweets

• Two-way partial disagreement—This happens
when 2 annotators agree on a label but the third
annotator chooses the label NEU. For example, if
a tweet is labelled by 2 annotators as POS and by
the other annotator as NEU, the final label is POS.

Class
POS
NEG
NEU
Total

• Two-way disagreement—This happens when 2
annotators agree on a label but the third annotator chooses another label which is not NEU. For
example, if a tweet is labelled by 2 annotators as
POS and by the other annotator as NEG, the final
label is POS.

4.5.

Number
5,153
3,270
2,355
10,778

Number
1,498
852
780
2,862

%
52.3
29.8
27.3

Table 6: Distribution of English-Setswana codeswitched tweets

4.6.

Linguistic Challenges

Sepedi has diacritics, while Setswana does not have any
diacritics. In some Sepedi tweets the diacritics are expressed with Roman characters, e.g. Š is replaced by
sh, ch or x due to the use of English keyboards. These
replacements of Sepedi diacritics sometimes leads to
character strings which are very similar to Setswana
words. Linguistic challenges, particularly evident in
Sepedi, are that some tweets contain spelling errors, local jargon, ambiguities, homographs, and tonal words.
Tones in Sepedi give meaning to words, particularly
those words which have the same orthographic representation. For example, the word noka—depending on
the context and tone, means “river” or “waist”: The
sentence “ke tlo boya gae ge noka ke sena meetse”
meaning “I will come back when the river has no water” has a positive sentiment but the sentence “o dula o

Data Statistics

In total, we collected over 250,000 tweets for our 3 languages. However, in this paper, we report only the
annotated subset of over 40,000 tweets. Tables 2 to
6 show an overview of the monolingual and codeswitched tweets in this annotated subset. The monolingual tweets cover 63.4% (25,947 tweets). As demonstrated in Tables 5 and 6, our subset consists of a
large number of code-switched tweets (14,692 tweets).
28.9% of those tweets contain code-switches of Sepedi and English (11,830 tweets). 6.9% of those tweets
contain code-switches of Setswana and English (2,862
tweets). Sepedi and Setswana share some common
words since the languages are closely-related.
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bolaya ke noka buti wa tšwafa” meaning “My brother,
you are always complaining about your waist, you are
lazy” has a negative meaning. In addition to the linguistic challenges, we encountered that knowledge of
socio-cultural background is necessary to correctly label some tweets. We assume that this required additional socio-cultural knowledge could be a challenge
for automatic SA systems. Furthermore, some tweets
in SAfriSenti contain emoticons. On the one hand, these
emoticons can be an indicator for the correct sentiment
class. On the other hand, for tweets which contain multiple emoticons that expresses contradictory emotions,
finding the correct sentiment class can be a challenging
task.

5.

Additional Resources

Figure 2: Developing sentiment lexicons.

In addition to the SAfriSenti Corpus, we created sentiment lexicons and morpheme-based sentiment taggers.

5.1.

5.2.

Sentiment Lexicons

As an additional information source, we looked into the
morpheme level of Sepedi and Setwana since those language often contain morphemes that indicate the mood.
Consequently, we also developed sentiment taggers for
Sepedi and Setswana that first split individual words
into morphemes and then label those words based on
specific morphemes that indicate positive or negative
moods. Examples for Sepedi morphemes which indicate a negative mood are: /ke be ke sa/ and
/ba be ba sa/. Examples for Sepedi morphemes
which indicate a positive mood are: /ke be ke/
or /ba be ba/. In the future we plan to investigate the application of our sentiment taggers as additional source for the sentiment classification.

Figure 2 depicts the framework for building our sentiment lexicons:
1. Our annotators mark the sentiment-bearing words
in each tweet which are only contained in positive
and negative tweets.
2. We built a wordlist with the sentiment-bearing
words and delete duplicates.
3. To each word we add the sentiment labels of the
corresponding tweet and receive a sentiment lexicon.

6.

4. As in (Nielsen, 2011), we let our annotators score
the sentiment strength of positive words in a range
between +1 (very weak) and +5 (very strong) and
the strength of negative words in a range between
−1 (very weak) and −5 (very strong).

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented a subset of SAfriSenti—a largescale Twitter-based multilingual sentiment corpus for
South African languages in a multilingual setting. We
are the first who collected the under-resourced languages Sepedi and Setswana in this corpus. 36.6%
of code-switched tweets demonstrate that SAfriSenti
is highly multilingual. We described our methods for
tweets annotation which contain tweets collection via
the Twitter API, text processing and normalisation, removal of short and duplicated tweets, pre-annotation
based on emoticons, and annotation based on strict
guidelines. In addition, we discussed the challenges
and mitigation of our data collection process. Additionally, we created sentiment lexicons for Sepedi and
Setswana as well as implemented sentiment taggers
which use morphemes to indicate the sentiment class.
In the future, we plan to optimize our data annotation process with the help of machine learning to reduce the manual annotation effort iteratively, similar
to (Schlippe et al., 2012). Further our goal is to expand SAfriSenti with more African under-resourced
languages to release a large-scale Twitter based mul-

5. We translate the words in the sentiment lexicon.
6. We merge our sentiment lexicon with translated
versions of the well-known English sentiment lexicons AFFIN and VADER (Hutto and Gilbert,
2015; Nielsen, 2011).
To translate between Sepedi and English, we first
used the Google Translate API and between Setswana
and English, we used the Autshumato MT Web Service4 . Autshumato is an open-source translation system, which was developed by Centre for Text Technology (CTexT) at the North-West University. Then our
annotaters double-checked and corrected the translations.
4

Sentiment Taggers

https://mt.nwu.ac.za
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tilingual sentiment corpus for SA to the NLP research
community. Moreover, we will use SAfriSenti to investigate and compare different approaches for SA. Since
we encountered that knowledge of cultural background
is necessary to correctly label some tweets, we will analyze methods to leverage socio-cultural information
into SA systems.
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Abstract
This paper describes our submission to the MT4All Shared Task in unsupervised machine translation from English to Ukrainian,
Kazakh and Georgian in the legal domain. In addition to the standard pipeline for unsupervised training (pretraining followed
by denoising and back-translation), we used supervised training on a pseudo-parallel corpus retrieved from the provided monolingual corpora. Our system scored significantly higher than the baseline hybrid unsupervised MT system.

1.

Introduction

parallel corpus we created. In Section 5 we describe the
methodology used to build our system for the shared
task and in Section 6 we discuss the results. Section 7
concludes.

Modern machine translation (MT) systems are trained
on large parallel corpora, i.e. collections of sentencealigned text documents translated by humans. While
there are public sources of parallel data for several
widely-spoken languages, most language pairs have
a very limited access to such data. The same problem is faced by translation in high-resource languages
but specific domains, since most training data come
from newspaper articles and mixed tests crawled from
the web. The MT4All project focuses on such lowresource situations and this shared task encourages participants to create unsupervised MT systems for translation from English to nine languages in three different
domains: legal, financial and customer support.
In contrast to the standard MT, unsupervised MT models are trained without any parallel documents, but
rather use large monolingual corpora to learn the structure of each language separately. Since monolingual
texts are significantly easier to obtain (e.g. by web
crawling) than parallel texts, unsupervised techniques
have substantial amounts of non-translated text at their
disposal, which can be leveraged to build a completely
unsupervised translation system. Alternatively, parallel
corpus (bitext) mining can be used to expand existing
data resources by finding parallel sentences in comparable corpora (e.g. Wikipedia) and train an MT system in a supervised fashion even for low-resource languages.
The shared task organizers asked participants to either
add value to existing unsupervised systems by adding
monolingual training data or to train an unsupervised
MT system from scratch. We chose the latter and
trained a new MT system, but we also used an existing pretrained model to mine additional training data
for our new model. We only participated in Task 1
which entailed unsupervised machine translation from
English into Ukrainian, Kazakh and Georgian in the legal domain.
Section 2 of this paper summarizes related research in
unsupervised MT. Section 3 describes the data sources
and preprocessing, Section 4 gives more details on the

2.

Related Work

Unsupervised machine translation was pioneered by
Artetxe et al. (2018b; Artetxe et al. (2018a) and
Lample et al. (2018). They proposed unsupervised
training techniques for both the phrase-based statistical
machine translation (SMT) model and the neural machine translation (NMT) model to extract all necessary
translation information from monolingual data. For the
SMT model (Lample et al., 2018; Artetxe et al., 2018a),
the phrase table is initialized with an unsupervised ngram embedding mapping. For the NMT model (Lample et al., 2018; Artetxe et al., 2018b), the system is
designed with a shared encoder and it is trained on
batches of synthetic sentence pairs generated on-the-fly
by denoising auto-encoding (Lample et al., 2018) and
by back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016). Artetxe et
al. (2019a) push the translation quality higher by combining the two approaches and hybridizing their phrase
based system. They train an NMT system with synthetic parallel data produced by the SMT system and
jointly refine both systems by back-translation.
Conneau and Lample (2019) obtain similar results
when pretraining the encoder and the decoder with
a masked language model objective (Devlin et al.,
2018) and fine-tuning for unsupervised MT. Song et
al. (2019) pretrain the whole encoder-decoder structure on the task of reconstructing a sentence fragment
given the remaining part of the sentence. The state of
the art performance was reached in the work of Liu et
al. (2020) who also pretrain an encoder-decoder model
(mBART) and fine-tune using online back-translation.
Tran et al. (2020) iteratively fine-tune mBART on the
task of multilingual sentence retrieval as well as unsupervised translation and reach an improvement over
vanilla mBART.
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monolingual
mined (all)
mined (selected)
mined (cleaned)

en-ka
22.4M x 6.3M
8.8M
400K
230K

en-kk
22.4M x 7.6M
4.7M
300K
169K

en-uk
22.4M x 9.7M
21.0M
600K
496K

Table 1: Final sizes (# of sentences) of cleaned mined parallel corpora in relation to the sizes of monolingual
corpora we mined from.

en
ka
kk
uk

train (legal)
142K
264K
121K
7,601K

train (general)
22.4M
6.3M
7.6M
9.7M

dev
997
997
997
997

4.

devtest
1,012
1,012
1,012
1,012

Parallel Corpus Mining

All provided data sources were monolingual. In addition to domain-specific data sets, the participants were
allowed to use any part of the Oscar data set which was
primarily intended for pretraining. The Oscar data set
is large and we only used a part of it. The details of the
data used are summarized in Table 2.
We used the sentence tokenizer from the nltk library
to split the segments into sentences and we used the
fasttext language detection model to get rid of sentences which do not appear to be in the desired language. The number of discarded sentences was around
6% of the entire corpus. The resulting size of the clean
training corpora is reported Table 2.
Our NMT model processes text segmented into subword units. We used the sentencepiece (Kudo and
Richardson, 2018) model trained for mBART50 (Liu
et al., 2020) 1 to split the text into subwords and created a shared vocabulary from the most frequent 55k
tokens covering 99.90% of the English monolingual
training data and 99.97% of the Ukraininan, Kazakh
and Georgian monolingual training data. The same vocabulary was used for all our models. The vocabulary
size was determined to reasonably cover all training
corpora while keeping the final size of the translation
model limited.
It was also allowed to use any unsupervised pretrained
model available in the Hugging Face Hub. We took the
pretrained XLM-100 model and used it to mine parallel
sentences from the monolingual corpora as proposed in
(Kvapilı́ková et al., 2020). The details of the mining
procedure are given below.
The validation data were taken from the Flores data set
which belongs to the general domain. The blind test
set was provided by the organizers and came from the
legal domain.

Pretrained language models produce contextual representations capturing the semantic and syntactic properties of words in their context (Devlin et al., 2018).
These representations may be aggregated to represent
full sentences and used to assess sentence similarity.
Multilingual language models can embed sentences in
different languages and these embeddings can be used
for parallel corpus mining.
We derive contextualized embeddings from the encoder
outputs of the fifth-to-last internal layer of the XLM1002 model. It was shown by Kvapilı́ková et al. (2020)
that the representations in the mid layers of the model
carry the most multilingual information and are best
aligned for the purpose of parallel sentence search.
We use the margin-based approach of (Artetxe and
Schwenk, 2019a) to score all candidate sentence pairs
rather than simple cosine similarity which cannot deal
with the hubness phenomenon of embedding spaces
(Artetxe and Schwenk, 2019b). The margin-based
score is defined in relative terms to the average cosine
similarity between the two sentences and their nearest
neighbors, thus reducing the excessive score value of
so called hubs.
Depending on the total number of retrieved candidates, we selected the top 600,000 sentence pairs
for en-uk, 300,000 for en-ka and 400,000 for enkk. A more careful selection or tuning of the quantities is left to future research. We then used the
clean-corpus-n.perl script from Moses (Koehn
et al., 2007) to get rid of sentences with less than 2 and
more than 100 words and sentence pairs with a length
ratio higher than 2. The resulting corpus sizes are summarized in Table 1.
An excerpt from the en-uk mined corpus is illustrated
in Table 3. Most matched sentences include numerals, special symbols or named entities which probably
serve as anchors for the models as they try to represent
words in a language-neutral way. However, named entities are also often matched incorrectly. Some sentence
pairs have no character overlap indicating that it is not
only the identical tokens that drive the parallel sentence
search but rather that at least some representations of
tokens are properly aligned in the multilingual space.
Even though the resulting data set is very noisy with a
great number of errors, it seems to be enough to kick

1
We originally intended to use the pretrained mBART50
model for training.)

2
https://huggingface.co/
xlm-mlm-100-1280

Table 2: Number of sentences by splits in cleaned
monolingual corpora.

3.

Data
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

uk
Encyclopædia Britannica, англ.
№ 538.
Це 100%.
Все життя.
Їй було 35.
Свiй!
I вiн вiдмiнно працює!
Це надзвичайно цiкава iсторiя.
Цi компанiї ранiше вже були включенi [. . . ]
Одним з таких є приватна медична практика.
6 мiсяцiв назад вона народила дитину.
Сьогоднi стає зрозумiло, що боротьба з COVID-19
триватиме не один рiк.
Людське тiло мiстить вiд 55% до 78% води.

en
Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.
Number 538.
This 100%.
Nice life.
He was 31.
Sure!
It works perfectly!
It’s an extraordinarily beautiful work.
Search features have been added into [. . . ]
One of those is analytic continuation.
And two years ago she had another healthy baby boy.
Today it is clear that the fight against COVID-19
will last more than one year.
Human beings are made up of 50 – 86% .

Table 3: A sample from the en-uk mined parallel corpus. The translations are of differing quality, e.g. #12 is
accurate, #11 and #14 have mistranslated numerals, #10 matches only in the first four words, #4 matches only in
the second word.
off the training of an otherwise unsupervised MT system.

5.

1
2
3
4
5

Training Methodology

We used the unsupervised training pipeline proposed
by (Conneau and Lample, 2019). We first pretrained
a cross-lingual masked language model (XLM) jointly
on all data in English, Ukrainian, Kazakh and Georgian
from scratch. The languages with a lower corpus size
were upsampled to match the larger corpora. We used
the pretrained model to initialize both the encoder and
the decoder of an NMT model and fine-tuned with

MT-BT-DN
XLM + BT-DN
XLM + MT-BT-DN
(3) + BT
(4) + legal BT

en-ka
1.9
1.6
3.4
4.1
4.1

en-kk
1.7
1.4
2.7
3.7
3.8

en-uk
6.7
4.5
9.0
10.6
8.8

Table 4: Validation results of our models on the Flores
dev set. XLM - crosslingual masked LM pretraining;
MT - supervised NMT fine-tuning on mined corpus;
BT - online back-translation; DN - denoising.
1
2
3
4

1. standard MT objective using the mined parallel
corpus,
2. online back-translation from monolingual data,
3. denoising from monolingual data.

MT-BT-DN
XLM + MT-BT-DN
(2) + BT
(3) + legal BT
Baseline

en-ka
13.8
13.8
12

en-kk
7.7
9.4
6.4

en-uk
27
28.1
20.8

Table 5: Results of the submitted models. on the blind
test set XLM - crosslingual masked LM pretraining;
MT - supervised NMT fine-tuning; BT - online backtranslation; DN - denoising.

After reaching convergence, we continued training using only denoising and online back-translation as we
suspected that the translation quality of the trained MT
system already surpassed the quality of the noisy corpus. After reaching convergence again, we further finetuned the model using online back-translation only on
the texts from the legal domain.
All models were trained using the XLM toolkit.3 on 4
GPUs with 16GB of RAM and delayed update of 2 to
simulate training on 8 GPUs. The inference was performed with a beam size of 6. Selected training parameters are listed below

--optimizer adam_inverse_sqrt,beta1=0.9,
beta2=0.98,lr=$LR,

6.

Results

All results are measured on the detokenized data using
sacrebleu (Post, 2018). In Table 4 we compare different techniques for NMT pretraining and its influence
on the final translation quality.
To assess the impact of pretraining on the noisy parallel
training data, we measured the performance of an unsupervised MT system trained according to the methodology of Conneau and Lample (2019) and we see an
improvement of between 1.3 (en-kk) and 4.5 (en-uk)
BLEU points caused by adding the mined parallel corpus. We also measured the effect of XLM pretraining

--tokens_per_batch 3450
--batch_size 30 #for back-translation
--accumulate_gradients 2
--amp 1
--fr16 True
3
https://github.com/facebookresearch/
XLM
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and we can conclude that for the language pairs in question, XLM pretraining significantly helps while also
offering the flexibility of pretraining one multilingual
model and using it to initialize all bilingual translation
models.
When measured on the general Flores dev set, the effect
of domain-specific fine-tuning is negative and leads to a
decrease of up to 1.8 BLEU. However, when measured
on the domain-specific test set, the fine-tuning adds up
to 7.3 BLEU points (en-uk).
We were the only participants to this shared task so
we cannot compare ourselves to other candidates but
our models scored significantly higher than the baseline provided by the organizers. The baseline is a hybrid model trained from the bilingual word embeddings
using the methodology of Artetxe et al. (2019b).

7.

Artetxe, M., Labaka, G., Agirre, E., and Cho, K.
(2018b). Unsupervised neural machine translation.
In Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference
on Learning Representations, April.
Artetxe, M., Labaka, G., and Agirre, E. (2019a). An
effective approach to unsupervised machine translation. In Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting of
the ACL, pages 194–203, Florence, July. Association
for Computational Linguistics.
Artetxe, M., Labaka, G., and Agirre, E. (2019b). An
effective approach to unsupervised machine translation. In Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics,
pages 194–203, Florence, Italy, July. Association for
Computational Linguistics.
Conneau, A. and Lample, G. (2019). Cross-lingual
language model pretraining. In H. Wallach, et al.,
editors, Advances in Neural Information Processing
Systems 32, pages 7059–7069. Curran Associates,
Inc.
Devlin, J., Chang, M., Lee, K., and Toutanova, K.
(2018). BERT: pre-training of deep bidirectional
transformers for language understanding. arXiv [ePrint archive], abs/1810.04805.
Koehn, P., Hoang, H., Birch, A., Callison-Burch, C.,
Federico, M., Bertoldi, N., Cowan, B., Shen, W.,
Moran, C., Zens, R., Dyer, C., Bojar, O., Constantin,
A., and Herbst, E. (2007). Moses: Open source
toolkit for statistical machine translation. In Proceedings of the 45th Annual Meeting of the ACL,
pages 177–180, Prague, June. Association for Computational Linguistics.
Kudo, T. and Richardson, J. (2018). SentencePiece:
A simple and language independent subword tokenizer and detokenizer for neural text processing. In
Proceedings of the 2018 Conference on Empirical
Methods in Natural Language Processing: System
Demonstrations, pages 66–71, Brussels, Belgium,
November. Association for Computational Linguistics.
Kvapilı́ková, I., Artetxe, M., Labaka, G., Agirre, E.,
and Bojar, O. (2020). Unsupervised multilingual
sentence embeddings for parallel corpus mining. In
Proceedings of the 58th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics: Student Research Workshop, pages 255–262, Online, July. Association for Computational Linguistics.
Lample, G., Ott, M., Conneau, A., Denoyer, L., and
Ranzato, M. (2018). Phrase-based & neural unsupervised machine translation. In Proceedings of the
2018 Conference on EMNLP, pages 5039–5049.
Liu, Y., Gu, J., Goyal, N., Li, X., Edunov, S.,
Ghazvininejad, M., Lewis, M., and Zettlemoyer, L.
(2020). Multilingual denoising pre-training for neural machine translation. Transactions of the Association for Computational Linguistics, 8:726–742.
Post, M. (2018). A call for clarity in reporting BLEU
scores. In Proceedings of the Third Conference on

Conclusion

The performance of unsupervised models has significantly increased since the first attempts of Artetxe et
al. (2018b) and Lample et al. (2018). We were able to
train MT systems of reasonable quality for languages
and domains where finding genuine parallel data is extremely difficult. We showed that adding a noisy parallel corpus mined from monolingual corpora to the training pipeline helps the final translation quality.
We submitted two unsupervised MT systems to the
MT4All shared task, one of which was specifically
fine-tuned for translation in the legal domain. Both systems scored significantly higher that the baseline (up to
7.3 BLEU points on the test set) but a comparison with
the state-of-the-art mBART model remains for future
work.
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Abstract
Reliable and maintained indicators of the space of languages on the Internet are required to support appropriate public policies
and well-informed linguistic studies. Current sources are scarce and often strongly biased. The model to produce indicators on
the presence of languages in the Internet, launched by the Observatory in 2017, has reached a sensible level of maturity and
its data products are shared in CC-BY-SA 4.0 license. It reaches now 329 languages (L1 speakers > one million) and all the
biases associated with the model have been controlled to an acceptable threshold, giving trust to the data, within an estimated
confidence interval of +-20%. Some of the indicators (mainly the percentage of L1+L2 speakers connected to the Internet per
language and derivates) rely on 2021 Ethnologue Global Dataset #24 for demo-linguistic data and ITU, completed by World
Bank, for the percentage of persons connected to the Internet by country. The rest of indicators relies on the previous sources
plus a large combination of hundreds of different sources for data related to Web contents per language. This research poster
focuses the description of the new linguistic resources created. Methodological considerations are only exposed briefly and
will be developed in another paper.

Keywords: Linguistic Resource, Languages, Internet, Indicators, Multilingualism

algorithm to the home pages of the 10 million of
websites classified as the most visited by Alexa.com4.
The method is analogous to the one used for the other
25 Web technologies that are surveyed by this
company, providing extremely interesting results.
However, languages are a kind of Web technology
quite different from Java Script Libraries or Web
servers and processing web content's languages the
same way may lead to huge errors. The issue starts by
focusing on the home pages of the selection of
websites: if you plan counting web contents you need
to focus on webpages in order to avoid giving the same
weight to a website of ten webpages compared to a
website of ten thousand webpages. Furthermore, nonEnglish websites quite often include English words
inside their home page (either to introduce the site in
English, either because few English words such as
copyright, abstract or navigation buttons in English
are present); this may cause errors to the algorithm.
However, the bulk of the error is caused by the lack of
consideration to multilingualism which makes the
algorithm counts as English many websites which
offer tenth of language's option in their interfaces.
Quite often the website sets the language option
automatically, according to user’s preference, a
practice more and more common, especially for the top
sites in the global market (Facebook.com is just one
example) and theW3Techs’ algorithm is counting only
one language per home page, English in those cases.
No wonder then why, since 2011, the percentage of
English in the Web is kept stable and even growing by

1. Introduction
The Observatory of Linguistic and Cultural Diversity
in the Internet 1 has been working with alternative
methods for measuring indicators of the presence of
languages in the Internet since 1996. The standard
method for computing the percentage of Web contents
per language is logically to apply a language
recognition algorithm to all the existing webpages and
count. The huge extension of the Web makes this
approach unpractical, except for targeting smaller
subsets, as it was done efficiently by the Language
Observatory Project, before the project faded out
(Mikami et al., 2005). Attempts to use that approach by
applying it to a target with a limited number of
Webpages supposed to represent faithfully the whole
Web, are prone to huge biases, as shown for the method
defined by Alis Technologies in 19972 and reused ) by
OCLC (Lavoie and O’Neil, 1999) and (O’Neil et al.,
2003. Eight thousand websites were randomly selected
by IP numbers and conclusions were derived from a
one-shot measurement, instead of a repetitive series
treated statistically as a random variable.
Since 2011, W3Techs 3 , indeed an excellent and
reliable provider of statistics for Web technologies, has
been practically the unique source available for Web
contents per language, providing daily updated results
thru the application of a language recognition

1

3

http://funredes.org/lc

http://W3Techs.com
A Web traffic collection and analytics sites belonging to
Amazon corporation, about to be retired from the market.

2

4

https://web.archive.org/web/20010730164601/http://alis.iso
c.org/palmares.en.html
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W3Techs, in spite of evidences telling the Internet
have changed drastically in the last decade, with
Chinese becoming the first language in terms of users,
and most Asian languages and Arabic booming. The
Web is today probably more multilingual than the
humanity. According to Ethnologue 2021 data, the
ratio of L1+L2 speakers over L1 speakers is 10 361
716 756 / 7 231 699 136 = 1.43. No one shall be
surprised then that more than 50% of websites exhibit
pages in more than a unique language. Not paying due
attention to multilingualism is therefore becoming an
inacceptable bias for such studies. W3Techs could,
without changing its current selection of websites and
core program, fix its biases, with some reworks such
as :
- Analyze the language options offered on the
homepage and count each language option as
well as the English version.
- Find a method to obtain an approximate
estimate of the number of pages and multiply
each linguistic version by that number in
order to count webpages instead of websites.
- When the algorithm reports more than one
language on the homepage, as a precaution,
do not count the website as English, but rather
the second language.
The new results will then be drastically different…

Internet between the domination of European
languages, English in the lead, towards Asian
languages and Arabic, Chinese in the lead, is well
advanced and the winner is multilingualism, but
African languages are slow to take their place.
One, at least, of the two sources shall be extremely
wrong and researchers should exercise caution and
check the biases of a method before drawing
conclusions from its produced data…

2. Alternative Methods
Back in 1998-2007, the alternative method of the
Observatory, which provided coherent series for a
decade, was limited to English, German and the 5 Latin
Languages (French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and
Romanian). It used Search Engines to count a
comparable vocabulary7 for each language (Pimienta,
et al. 2009). After 2007, the “marketing evolution” of
Search Engines made the method obsolete as their
reports of number of occurrences of a searched word
become unreliable.
In 2017, the first version of a new Observatory’s
approach computes 138 languages, those with L1
speakers over 5 million, a limitation adopted to avoid
too strong biases as consequence of the working
hypothesis of the approach: all language’s speakers in
the same country are computed with the same
percentage of persons connected to the Internet, the
national figure provided by ITU/World Bank. This
hypothesis forbids to compare languages within a
country and is hardly applicable to language with low
number of speakers. Additionally, it tends to bias
positively immigration languages in developing
countries (which may be less connected than the
average) and to bias negatively European languages in
developing countries (which tend to be better
connected than the average). Today, the limitation has
been extended to L1 > 1M, allowing 329 languages8 to
be processed.

The worrying problem is that, because of the
uniqueness of the source, the proven quality of the rest
of its surveys, its long-term history and efficient
marketing, a large percentage of the linguistic research
community (and public policy makers) is taking
W3Techs data as reliable inputs. Unfortunately, good
theories fed by wrong numbers can hardly provide
correct outcomes.
The most symptomatic example of the situation is
given by the statistic’s aggregator Statista5 which titles
its 2022 announcement about languages in the
Internet6 with a statement which reads as a hard fact:
English Is the Internet's Universal Language,
supported by W3techs data, where English web
contents represent 63.7% of the total while Chinese
only 1.3%.

This approach, which has reached maturity in its last
version, is an indirect approximation to contents,
based on the experimental observation that the ratio
between world percentage of contents to world
percentage of connected speakers has always remained
between 0.5 and 1.5 for languages with full digital
existence.

At the same time, the Observatory of Linguistic and
Cultural Diversity in the Internet computes English
and Chinese at the same percentage together, around
20%, while Hindi, with its 224 millions of Internet
users, reaches 3.8% (38 times more than the 0.1%
measured by W3Techs) and concludes its last
announcement with that sentence: The transition of the

There is some kind of natural economic law suggested,
which would link, for each language, the offer (web

5

7

An “equivalent” set of words is selected for each language,
with a lot of linguistic precautions (both syntactic and
semantic), whose occurrences is counted by Search Engines
allowing statistical processing.
8
Including indigenous languages responding this criterion
(for example for languages of the Americas:
Aymara, Guarani, Q’eqchi’, Kiche and Quechua).

http://statista.com Along the line, I will not miss the
opportunity to question the ethics of two emerging
phenomena which could be correlated. 1) Too many lazy
researchers cite Statista as a source of data instead of the very
source. 2) Statista offers some data in free access but the
identification of the source of that data is only accessible by
paid customers.
6
https://www.statista.com/chart/26884/languages-on-theinternet/
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•

contents and applications) to the demand (speakers
connected to the Internet). When the number of
connected persons increases, the number of webpages
logically increases together, in more or less the same
proportion. This happens because governments,
businesses, educative institutions, etc., and some
individuals create contents to respond that demand.

•

•

Furthermore, surveys and studies have been
consistently reporting that the average Internet users
prefer to use their mother tongue and also take
opportunity to use, as second option, their second
language(s)9.

The number of subscriptions to social
networks and other Internet applications.
The digital technological support of the
language and its presence in application’s
interfaces and translation programs which
would make easier or not the content
production.
The level of submersion of the country where
the speaker lives in terms of Information
Society facilities (e-commerce, government
applications to pay taxes and so on).

Then, if it was possible to collect various indicators
about each of the mentioned characteristics, one would
approximate the fluctuation of the modulation of web
contents around one and deduce somehow the contents
proportion. This is the core of the method and it is
synthetized in the following diagram which shows all
the indicators which are processed for each language
and the corresponding quantity of sources the model is
using. The first and second version of the methodology
are fully documented, including the analysis of all
identifies biases, see for a lead (Pimienta, 2019). The
version 3 detailed methodological description is on the
way.

Thus, depending of each language, there is some kind
of modulation of the mentioned ratio, to make it above
or below one. This would mean that some languages
have more content production than others, depending
on a set of factors related to languages in their country
context, such as :
• Obviously, the relative amount of L2
speakers, as some people produce, for
instance for economic reasons, contents in
language different from their mother tongue.
But also:
• The proportion of Internet traffic depending
of country’s tariff, cultural or educational
context.

Figure
1: Diagram for indicators creation
This diagram has evolved, from version 1 to version 3,
in terms of number of sources and also in terms of

indicators, along the hard task of chasing the biases.
The computation of the quite complex established

9

1_556 or, for the challenging case of India, this report:
https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/in/pdf/2017/04/India
n-languages-Defining-Indias-Internet.pdf.

See for instance Union European survey report in
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_1
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model relies extensively in a variety of weighting
operations to perform the task, with, most of the time,
the vector of percentages of connected persons per
country, which is the mathematical core of the process.
The source of indicators per language available are
scarce; the majority of indicators are obtained per
country and most of them only cover a subset of

countries. The data source is therefore extrapolated to
all countries, weighting with the core data, and the
transforming of per country data into per language data
is obtained by weighting with the demo-linguistic data
(quantity of speakers of each language in each
country).

L1+L2/L1(L) is the ratio of multilingualism
of language L
S(L) is the percentage of world countries
which holds speakers of language L
C(L) is the % of speakers of language L
connected to the Internet.
This is an indicator of the strategic advantages of a
language in cyberspace.

3. Produced Indicators
For each of the 329 languages processed, the model is
producing the following indicators per language (note
that all world percentages are based on L1+L2 figures
and represents the share corresponding for each
language).
Intermediary indicators (all are world L1+L2
percentages):
Internauts: speakers connected to the Internet
Usages: relation between users and applications
Traffic: traffic reported to the applications
Interfaces and translation programs: proportion of
applications and translation program supported
Indexes: rating of countries in Information Society
parameters weighted into language ratings

Additionally, for some languages, it has been
displayed the list of countries which hold the major
percentages of connected speakers.
The Excel files with the final results can be
downloaded from http://funredes.org/lc2022.
A data base access to the results, with the possibility to
query by language name or iso code, is in project. The
plan is to update yearly the model.

Model outputs (also called macro-indicators):
Connected speakers : percentage from the total world
L1+L2 speakers of those connected to the Internet
Contents : percentage of Web contents (computed as
the average of the 5 intermediary indicators)
Content productivity: ratio Contents/Internauts
Virtual presence: ratio Contents/ Speakers

4. Examples
Hereafter some examples of produced data are
presented, limited, for the majority of the case, to the
top results. The same data is available for any of the
329 processed language. The figure 2 inverted pyramid
shall be read as an expression of the confidence
interval: Chinese (or English) percentage of Web
contents is between 16% and 24%, all the remaining
languages together represent between 18% and 26% of
the total.

More advanced indicators:
Cyber-geography of languages: repartition of model
outputs summed up by language families (European,
Asian, Arabic, American, African)
Cyber-Globalization Indicator
CGI (L) = (L1 +L2)/L1(L) x S(L) x C(L)
Where:

Figure 2: Percentage of contents windows for top languages
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. Rank
Contents
L1+L2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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20
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22
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24
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28
29
30

World

Connected

INTERNAUTS Population Speakers
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eng
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LANGUAGES
Chinese
English
Spanish
Hindi
Russian
French
Portuguese
Arabic
Japanese
German
Malay
Turkish
Italian
Korean
Persian
Bengali
Vietnamese
Urdu
Thai
Polish
Marathi
Telugu
Tamil
Javanese
Dutch
Gujarati
Ukrainian
Kannada
Romanian
Azerbaijani
REMAIN
TOTAL

L1+L2
18.46%
14.83%
6.79%
4.19%
3.51%
2.98%
2.99%
3.97%
1.99%
2.04%
2.36%
1.17%
0.87%
0.90%
1.08%
1.11%
0.92%
0.95%
0.80%
0.60%
0.69%
0.68%
0.61%
0.62%
0.38%
0.44%
0.40%
0.41%
0.32%
0.33%
22.60%
100%

L1+L2
14.72%
13.01%
5.24%
5.80%
2.49%
2.58%
2.49%
3.53%
1.22%
1.30%
2.36%
0.85%
0.66%
0.79%
0.81%
2.58%
0.74%
2.22%
0.59%
0.39%
0.96%
0.92%
0.82%
0.66%
0.24%
0.60%
0.32%
0.57%
0.23%
0.23%
30.10%
100%

L1+L2
71.38%
64.86%
73.72%
41.16%
80.32%
65.80%
68.43%
63.99%
92.63%
89.17%
56.93%
78.05%
75.83%
65.16%
75.91%
24.55%
70.96%
24.38%
77.95%
87.09%
41.06%
41.69%
42.15%
53.76%
91.14%
41.47%
71.02%
41.11%
79.57%
81.54%

Virtual

Content
Contents Presence Productivity

L1+L2
21.60%
19.60%
7.85%
3.76%
3.76%
3.33%
3.13%
3.09%
2.66%
2.37%
1.96%
1.14%
1.00%
0.98%
0.88%
0.88%
0.85%
0.66%
0.65%
0.63%
0.58%
0.56%
0.51%
0.44%
0.41%
0.36%
0.35%
0.33%
0.30%
0.28%
15.13%
100%

L1+L2
1.47
1.51
1.50
0.65
1.51
1.29
1.26
0.87
2.18
1.82
0.83
1.35
1.53
1.24
1.09
0.34
1.15
0.30
1.12
1.59
0.60
0.60
0.62
0.66
1.73
0.61
1.09
0.59
1.29
1.21

L1+L2
1.17
1.32
1.16
0.90
1.07
1.12
1.05
0.78
1.34
1.16
0.83
0.98
1.14
1.09
0.82
0.79
0.92
0.70
0.82
1.04
0.83
0.82
0.83
0.70
1.08
0.83
0.88
0.82
0.93
0.85

Table 1: Main indicators for 30 top languages in content’s percentage
Table 1 shall be read that way: English represents
14.8% of the Internet connected population and 13%
of the L1+L2 world population; 64.9% of English
L1+L2 speakers are connected to the Internet; 19.6%
of the Web contents is in English; the virtual presence
coefficient of English is 1.5, meaning that English
contents are over-represented in a factor higher than
50%; the content productivity of English is 1.32, the
higher after Japanese.

The following tables 2, 3, and 4 expose the top
languages for each of the output indicators of the
model, respectively:
• Percentage of connected speakers.
• Virtual presence (a value normalized to 1).
• Contents productivity (a value normalized to
1).
Table 5 exposes the Cyber-Geography of languages.
Table 6 exposes the Cyber Globalization Indicator.
Tables 7 and 8 expose respectively the first countries
in terms of connected speakers for Chinese and Hindi.
When appropriate explanations are provided below the
tables.

Note that the macro languages are mentioned in italics.
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LANGUAGE

CONNECTED
SPEAKERS

Norwegian

96.89%

Danish

96.42%

Swedish

93.94%

Catalan

92.88%

Japanese

92.63%

Finnish

92.07%

German, Swiss

91.55%

Limburgish

91.42%

West Flemish

91.30%

Dutch

91.14%

Galician

91.07%

Saxon, Upper

89.81%

Estonian

89.26%

German. Standard

89.17%

Latvian

89.04%

Bavarian

88.24%

LANGUAGE
Japanese
English
Chinese

Table 2: Top languages in connected speakers

LANGUAGE
Japanese
Norwegian

VIRTUAL
PRESENCE
2.18
1.88

German, Standard
Swedish
Danish
Dutch
Finnish
Catalan

1.82
1.82
1.78
1.73
1.69
1.68

German, Swiss
Polish
Italian

1.63
1.59
1.53

Estonian

1.51

Russian
English
Hebrew
Greek
Spanish

1.51
1.51
1.50
1.50
1.50

Chinese

1.47

Latvian

1.46

CONTENTS
PROD.
1.34
1.32
1.17

German, Standard
Spanish
Italian
French
Norwegian
Swedish
Korean
Dutch
Russian
Greek
Kabuverdianu
Danish
Portuguese
Finnish
Polish
Catalan

1.16
1.16
1.14
1.12
1.10
1.10
1.09
1.08
1.07
1.07
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.04
1.04
1.03

German, Swiss
Hebrew

1.02
1.00

Table 4: Top languages in contents productivity

Table 3: Top languages in virtual presence
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LANG. FROM (*) AFRICA AMERICAS ARAB WORLD

ASIA

EUROPE

Internauts %

29.8%

56.7%

64.0%

49.3%

82.6%

Contents %

2.89%

0.22%

3.09%

44.77%

45.39%

POP.L1+L2 %

9.15%

0.31%

3.53%

48.21%

30.91%

POP. CONN. %

5.18%

0.32%

3.89%

44.60%

39.51%

Virtual. Pres.

0.28

0.68

0.87

0.65

1.39

Cont. Prod.
NUMBER OF
LANGUAGES

0.51

0.68

0.78

0.72

0.95

138

8

1

135

47

PACIFIC (**)

0

Table 5: Cyber-geography of languages
representing together 9% of world L1+L2 speakers’
population and 5% of L1+L2 connected speakers.
They have an average virtual presence of 0.3 and a
content productivity of 0.5, both indicators quite below
the other categories. Note that 138 African languages
are processed in the model, a figure slightly higher
than the number of Asian languages.

(*) It has to be understood as native languages.
**) No languages from Pacific are included as none
have more than 1 million L1 speakers.
The reading is done that way : African language’s
L1+L2 speakers have an average connectivity rate of
30% and represent together 3% of Web contents while
LANGUAGE

CGI

CGI%

English

1.61

14.24%

French

1.09

9.66%

German

0.42

3.75%

Russian

0.31

2.76%

Spanish

0.27

2.40%

Arabic

0.18

1.56%

Malay

0.17

1.51%

Italian

0.17

1.50%

Chinese

0.16

1.46%

Portuguese

0.15

1.37%

Thai

0.15

1.37%

Romani

0.15

1.35%

Turkish

0.15

1.34%

Greek

0.15

1.31%

Ukrainian

0.15

1.31%

Polish

0.13

1.15%

Persian

0.12

1.10%

Rumanian

0.12

1.06%

Hindi

0.12

1.04%

Table 6: Cyber Globalization Indicator
The second column is computed by dividing the CGI
value by the total of CGIs for all processed languages.

It is mentioned as a way to measure the relative
weight10.

10

total, showing their strategical advantage. This is
coherent with the huge demographic prospects for

Note that the relative weight of the two first
positions, English and French, is close to 25% of the
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CHINESE

L1+L2

%CONN. CONNECTED

% FROM CONN.

TOTAL

1 525 335 340

71.38%

1 088 735 519

100%

China

1 448 870 000

70.64%

1 023 512 815

94.01%

China–Taiwan

37 320 000

88.82%

33 148 541

3.04%

China–Hong Kong

10 942 800

92.41%

10 112 585

0.93%

Malaysia

7 838 700

89.56%

7 019 949

0.64%

Singapore

4 026 000

75.88%

3 054 766

0.28%

United States

2 894 390

88.50%

2 561 503

0.24%

Viet Nam

2 500 000

70.64%

1 766 054

0.16%

Indonesia

2 054 000

53.73%

1 103 542

0.10%

Thailand

1 729 000

77.84%

1 345 918

0.12%

Canada

1 212 600

97.00%

1 176 222

0.11%

Philippines

1 010 280

43.03%

434 689

0.04%

REST

4 937 570

71.04%

3 507 738

0.32%

Table 7: Repartition of connected Chinese speakers per main countries

HINDI

L1+L2

%CONN. CONNECTED % FROM CONN.

TOTAL

600 800 970

41.15%

247 258 401

100%

India

596 000 000

41.00%

244 360 000

98.87%

Kuwait

700 000

98.60%

690 200

0.28%

United States

643 000

88.50%

569 048

0.23%

1 307 600

25.00%

326 900

0.13%

South Africa

463 000

68.00%

314 840

0.13%

Saudi Arabia

171 000

97.86%

167 345

0.07%

Australia

160 000

86.54%

138 472

0.06%

Canada

111 000

97.00%

107 670

0.04%

Yemen

316 000

30.00%

94 800

0.04%

REST

929 370

52.63%

489 127

0.20%

Nepal

Table 8: Repartition of connected Hindi speakers per main countries
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Abstract
There is a growing interest in building language technologies (LTs) for low resource languages (LRLs). However, there are
flaws in the planning, data collection and development phases mostly due to the assumption that LRLs are similar to High
Resource Languages (HRLs) but only smaller in size. In our paper, we first provide examples of failed LTs for LRLs and
provide the reasons for these failures. Second, we discuss the problematic issues with the data for LRLs. Finally, we provide
recommendations for building better LTs for LRLs through insights from sociolinguistics and multilingualism. Our goal is not
to solve all problems around LTs for LRLs but to raise awareness about the existing issues, provide recommendations toward
possible solutions and encourage collaboration across academic disciplines for developing LTs that actually serve the needs
and preferences of the LRL communities.
Keywords: Low Resource Languages, Multilingualism, Sociolinguistics, Language Technologies

1.

Introduction

the same as high resource languages (HRLs) but only
with less data and limited budget. To do this, we provide examples of well-intended but failed LTs for LRLs
and explain the reasons through insights from sociolinguistics and multilingualism. Next, we describe the
challenges with data (e.g. dangers of focusing on “purity” in LRLs). Lastly, we provide guidelines for different parts of the pipeline (i.e. data collection, annotation
and evaluation) to develop better and more informed
LTs for LRLs and their speakers.

Low resource languages (LRL) refer to the languages
spoken in the world with less linguistic resources for
language technologies (LTs) (Cieri et al., 2016). Endangered and/or minority languages also overlap with
the LRLs in terms of lacking resources for LTs. Different than endangered languages, not all LRLs and minority languages suffer from low numbers of speakers
(cf. Pandharipande (2002)) for the situation of minority
languages in India).
Joshi et al. (2020) categorize the languages of the
world into six categories based on the resources available in terms of labeled and unlabeled data. More than
88% of the world’s languages belong to the lowest resource class, with only 25 languages belonging to the
two high resource classes. In other words, a majority
of the world’s languages count as LRLs even when they
have large numbers of speakers (e.g. Gondi (Mehta et
al., 2020) and Odia (Parida et al., 2020) spoken in India).
Data collection, annotation and analyses remain as
challenges for LTs involving LRLs due to limited resources. Even when the data challenges are resolved,
the resulting LTs may still not be favored and adopted
by the LRL communities.
Recent advances in massive contextual language models (particularly multilingual versions) (Devlin et al.,
2018; Conneau et al., 2020) give the impression that
LTs for LRLs are solved based on their performance on
some benchmarks (mainly covering high resource languages and a few NLP tasks) (Ruder et al., 2021; Liang
et al., 2020). However, the majority of (approx. 100)
languages covered by these models remain untested by
these benchmarks, and the models are not trained on
the majority of the world’s languages.
Our goal is to highlight the dangers of viewing LRLs

2.

Issues about Sociolinguistic Variation

We start this section with an example of a failed LT
for an LRL community in India and explain the reasons with links to sociolinguistics. Voice-based systems are potentially useful LTs for LRL communities
with low literacy rates. Spoken Dialogue Systems or
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems rely on carefully designed prompts and a vocabulary list that needs
to be recognized by a speech recognizer. For example, VideoKheti (Cuendet et al., 2013) is a speech and
graphics based application targeting speakers of Malvi
language in India (a sub-dialect of the Rajashtani dialect of Hindi (Bali et al., 2013)). The application was
created to help (illiterate) farmers in rural India to access agricultural online videos by spoken search. During the data collection, a local non-governmental organization (NGO) assisted the project to develop a vocabulary list for the speech recognition system. However,
the list contained many technical words which were
borrowed from Hindi (and in a formal register) and did
not exist in the linguistic repertoires of Malvi speakers
in daily and informal communication. Example (1) illustrates one of the problematic technical terms which
could (roughly) be translated as “chemical pesticide”
(Bali, 2020).
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1. Rasaayanik tarike se kharpatwaar niyantran
Chemical technique for weed control

example, speakers of endangered and/or minority languages who had disadvantages in social life (e.g. finding a job) due to lack of language abilities in the dominant language may prefer not to speak LRLs with their
children (Dorian, 2014). Pandharipande (2002) gives
an example of a housemaid who is a native speaker of
Tulu (a LRL) and works in Mumbai (India). She declined to teach and speak Tulu with her children since
English and Marathi are the languages that they should
be learning for upward mobility (e.g. better education
and jobs) according to her.
Similarly, it is quite normal for multilingual LRL community members to switch across languages/dialects in
their daily communication. Although there is plenty
of research about multilingual language use and codeswitching across languages in the world (e.g. an extensive survey by Doğruöz et al. (2021)), multilingualism
is not always taken into account while developing LTs
for these communities.
For example, in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
systems, Srivastava et al. (2018) and Shah et al. (2020)
observe that it is not possible to remove all the utterances with foreign words (e.g. code-switching into
English) in Hindi since some of these words are already borrowed and got integrated into the language
over time. Besides, Hindi has already quite a few borrowings from Persian and Arabic due to centuries-long
contact (Jain and Cardona, 2007). Since the distinction
between code-switching and borrowing is often blurry
(Doğruöz et al., 2021), filtering either of these from the
system arbitrarily will lead to system failures. As a result, LRL communities will not approve and adopt the
system for which valuable time, energy and resources
were invested. Therefore, aiming to create monolingual data sets even for comparisons or benchmarking
purposes is not a meaningful effort for LRLs which inherently contain many borrowed words in highly multilingual areas (e.g. India, Africa, Polynesian islands).

Instead of example (1), Malvi speakers would normally
use example (2) in the same context.
2. keede maarne ki dawaai
pest killing medicine
As illustrated with examples above, the terminology
used for the linguistic prompts in the app did not match
with the daily language use in the Malvi community.
This mismatch led to errors in both the recognition and
understanding of the prompts produced by the system.
Another mismatch in language use was observed in
terms of gender differences. More specifically, female
Malvi speakers had more difficulty than male speakers
using this app. There could be a few reasons behind
this observation. Although the new terminology in the
app (see example (1)) was unfamiliar to both male and
female speakers of the same community, (some) male
speakers eventually got familiar with the new terminology through attending the meetings organized by the
NGO. For female members, on the other hand, it is not
always socially acceptable to attend such public meetings. Second, female members may not always feel
comfortable to voice their opinions freely in presence
of males or elderly relatives (e.g. parents-in-law) even
if they attend such meetings.
Despite the well-intended efforts, the particular app
ended up relying mostly on the graphic interface and
the speech part was underused by the LRL community
members. In other words, it did not serve its development purpose not to mention the unfortunate use of
resources and (possible) disappointment among developers and LRL community members who spent time
and energy on it. Both of the challenges explained
above could have been avoided by a thorough analysis of sociolinguistic variation in the respective LRL
community. More concretely, specific farming terminology for the app should not have been developed in a
top-down fashion but in a bottom-up way through observing and collecting informal and conversational data
from the community members across different backgrounds (e.g. genders, ages, educational background)
and in different contexts (e.g. from males and females
on different occasions). In this way, the app would
have reflected the language used by the LRL community members and it would have served its development
purpose.

3.

4.

Issues about Data

Data-driven studies in NLP and speech processing rely
on large datasets of text and speech to build models
or gain insights automatically. These datasets are curated from naturally occurring data (e.g. social media
and/or recorded conversations among humans), or they
are created specifically targeting the intended use case
scenario.
In general (for most HRLs), there is a tendency to collect only monolingual data, in its standard dialect and
with a formal register so that a “pure” target language
(e.g. ignoring the inherent sociolinguistic variation in
the community) would benefit the accuracy of the system. As a result, the data set becomes very small and
artificial in the sense that it does not represent the language spoken in the community anymore (cf. Nguyen
et al. (2016)). Although these flaws could be improved
for HRLs with enough resources over time, there is
(usually) not a second chance for LRLs with limited

Issues about Multilingualism

Considering that multilingualism is the norm in majority of the world (Dorian, 2014), it is also reasonable
to assume (at least some) LRL speakers and communities to be multilingual. In that case, there is a need
to analyze their attitudes toward LRLs as well as the
power and prestige hierarchies in those contexts before developing any LTs for these communities. For
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manpower, budget and resources. As a result, the LRL
communities are left with LTs that do not reflect their
language use and do not serve their needs and preferences.

5.

ticular LRL context. If this is considered a challenge
(which should not be), it is at least desirable to collect better approximate data (instead of random ones)
which would reflect LRLs in real-life like conversational situations (e.g. movies and soap operas reported
by (Biswas et al., 2022)).
Data Cleaning: Language technologies are usually
built with monolingual assumptions about character
sets, vocabulary and lexicons. The limited amount of
data available for LRLs is further reduced if it is also
cleaned or filtered to make it (often unnaturally) monolingual. In addition to ignoring the dynamic and multilingual aspects of the data, there is also the danger
of not being able to make the best use of naturally occurring data with all its deficiencies and variation (aka
“bad language” (Eisenstein, 2013)), or collecting data
that does not reflect the real use in the given community.
Prior work on dealing with linguistic variation in the
data focused on normalization and domain adaptation.
Both of these approaches are problematic. Normalization processes assume that there is a default norm in
every language and this norm is often associated with
the monolingual, standard dialect and formal register.
This assumption results in ignoring communities and
speakers who may not use the standard dialect and formal register in their daily communication. Similarly,
domain adaptation is not ideal for shifts in medium of
expression, like social media. Languages are dynamic
and they constantly change even in (supposedly) monolingual contexts. Therefore, LTs should also change
and handle linguistic variation simultaneously instead
of ignoring and cleaning the data through extensive
normalization processes (cf. Nguyen et al. (2016)).
In multilingual contexts and communication, this translates as avoiding to clean the data from foreign influences (e.g. code-switching) to make it “pure” or monolingual, avoiding to create artificial datasets by collecting data in the wrong register (e.g. “formal” instead
of “informal”), and avoiding to ignore the foreign language influences (e.g. code-switching and borrowing)
during the processing phase.
Annotation: Labeling sociolinguistic variation (e.g.
multilingualism, variation in styles, registers, variation
across contexts and social variables of users) in the
data is challenging due to the lack of standardization.
In fact, tailor made solutions are probably more feasible than standard solutions that are assumed to apply across all LRLs. In addition to code-switching, it
is also common to switch across scripts in India. For
example, annotators use multiple scripts (Devanagari
and Latin) to transcribe Hindi-English code-switched
speech (Srivastava and Sitaram, 2018) and they may
end up transcribing the same word in both scripts in
different instances in the corpus. Although it may seem
that this problem can be avoided by training the annotators or providing instructions to them, it remains an
extremely challenging problem because the distinction

Recommendations for Building LTs
for LRLs

In the previous sections, we explained how lack of insights in sociolinguistics and multilingualism leads to
flaws in developing LTs for LRLs. In this section, we
provide guidelines and solutions about how to avoid
these pitfalls for the LT pipelines targeting LRLs.
Preparation: Before building any type of LTs and collecting data, making sufficient sociolinguistic inquiries
about the dynamics and language use practices among
a LRL community is crucial. For example, literacy status of the users, availability of written scripts in a LRL,
multilingual and mixed language practices in the community should be researched extensively. In addition,
existing data sets (albeit small or not of high quality)
for endangered and minority languages (e.g. Pangloss
collection by Michailovsky et al. (2014) for endangered Asian, Oceanic, Caucasian, European languages,
ELAR (Endangered Languages Archive) collection described by Nathan (2013)) could serve as starting points
for LTs in LRLs. They usually come with a description of the meta-data (e.g.participants/community, context) which could give some preliminary insights about
the community dynamics. Before collecting any type
of data in the LRL community, it is recommended to
connect with the Linguistics Department of a local university for their help on available literature, on-going
or completed projects on the local LRLs as well as
training and employing their students for field work.
Instead of allocating resources in a top-down fashion, it is more feasible, less expensive and less timeconsuming to start bottom-up with the existing resources and collaborate with fellow researchers in linguistics/sociolinguistics who may already have insights
about the LRLs and their communities in depth.
Data Collection: Given that NLP models are becoming larger and require more data than ever before, data
collection remains the backbone on which LTs are built
upon today. Ideally, the data for LRLs should be collected from the speakers that LTs will benefit. However, this is not always practiced. Instead, it often results in approximating the target LRL by using existing
HRL data which is often not representative of the LRLs
spoken in the community.
LRL communities should not be expected to adapt to
language of the LT developed through random and approximate data sets. Instead, it is crucially important to send multi-disciplinary (e.g. computational (socio)linguists,engineers, multilingualism experts, social
workers) teams to spend extended periods of time with
the target LRL community with the goal of understanding their (multilingual) needs and preferences as well
as the the sociolinguistic variation operating in the par-
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between switching and borrowing is blurry (Doğruöz
et al., 2021). A related issue is the lack of standardized
spellings for borrowed words. Inconsistencies in transcription lead to less training data per word during the
model building. As a result, a vicious cycle is created
with difficulties in using automated tools to bootstrap
labeling due to inconsistently labeled data.
Model building: Models built with monolingual assumptions may produce errors while processing inherently multilingual LRLs and this leads to lower performance of the model. Systems may either ignore content that is not in the expected language, or perform
poorly on multilingual utterances. Massive multilingual models such as multilingual BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) and XLMR (Conneau et al., 2020) can process
around 100 languages in a single model, however they
tend to perform worse on LRLs compared to HRLs
(Wu and Dredze, 2020). There is also evidence to show
that these models perform poorly on mixed languages
(Khanuja et al., 2020). Using these models through
few-shot or zero-shot techniques on LRLs may not lead
to desired outcomes, since the data they are pre-trained
on (e.g. Wikipedia texts or randomly crawled data from
the web) does not represent the language use within
the LRL community. Adaptation techniques can be explored if the standard variety of the language is used to
build the model. However, the adaptation data needs
to be collected considering the sociolinguistic variation
in the LRL. During the system design phase, there is a
need to carefully examine which models are best suited
for the intended purpose, instead of assuming that the
largest, latest and most accurate models on HRL will
also perform best on LRLs. If multiple languages are
being served by the same model, there is a need to consider whether the model is fair to all languages (Choudhury and Deshpande, 2021) and that some languages
do not benefit at the cost of others. Models that are explainable and easy to debug will also benefit from the
feedback provided by the users of LRL communities.
Evaluation: Evaluation benchmarks do not exist for
most LRLs (Bhatt et al., 2021). The few and available
test datasets may not reflect the way language is used
in LRL communities and decrease the usefulness of the
benchmarks. Many of these benchmarks (very expensive to create), turn out to be brittle to spurious patterns
learned by NLP models (Glockner et al., 2018). Due
to over optimization on a small set of benchmarks, it
is likely that the performance of NLP models (even on
HRLs) is an overestimate. This situation is even more
stark in case of LRLs (Wu and Dredze, 2020), where
benchmarks do not exist for most languages and tasks.
Code-switching and borrowing make it harder to evaluate systems due to cross-script transcription, multiple
ways of conveying the same meaning and the issues
(mentioned earlier) with data collection and annotation.
Although some NLP benchmarks (e.g. XTREME-R by
(Ruder et al., 2021)) cover 50 languages and a set of diverse tasks, each language is still assumed to be strictly

monolingual. Currently, there are only two benchmarks
that deal with mixed languages (i.e. code-switching,
GLUECoS (Khanuja et al., 2020) and LinCE (Aguilar
et al., 2020)). However, even these benchmarks cover
very few LRLs and a small set of tasks.
Metrics to evaluate LTs are flawed, since they are usually created for HRLs and they do not always reflect the
nuances of how the LTs will actually be used in other
languages. There is an urgent need to create better metrics and benchmarks, preferably by collecting evaluation data directly from the speakers of the target LRL
communities. Accurate and meaningful evaluation of
LTs for LRL users can only happen through their participation.

6.

Discussion

To conclude, building LTs for LRLs is not a solved
problem and there are no simple and quick recipes. LTs
built without enough understanding of the LRL communities may not serve their purposes. Therefore, all
the aspects mentioned above regarding the data collection, cleaning, annotation, model building and evaluation should be considered by multi-disciplinary teams
before building any LTs for LRLs.
Experimenting with LRLs in computational linguistic
domains can be a commendable scientific endeavour
to test the limits of NLP models (e.g. massive multilingual models), explore new modeling techniques and
may also lead to significant improvements in performance for these languages. However, improvements
in performance should not be conflated with usefulness
of the LTs for the target LRL community without making sure that the factors mentioned above are taken into
account, and appropriate evaluation (when possible, including the LRL community members) is carried out.
If the goal is to develop LTs that are actually useful for
the LRL community members, there is a need to slow
down and understand the social and linguistic dynamics operating in a LRL community through a careful
examination. After involving all the stakeholders, appropriate data that reflects real-life language use in the
LRL community should be collected without being exposed to a cleaning/normalization phase to increase the
accuracy of the models. Fair and explainable models
which could also integrate feedback should be favored
and evaluated by using the appropriate benchmarks or
by testing with the LRL community members.
Ignoring the above-mentioned challenges and pitfalls
will only lead to LTs which will remain as experimental trials without any prospects for successful adoptions
by the LRL communities. Any serious attempts on
building LTs for LRLs can be only be realized through
inter-disciplinary collaboration across fields and after
following above-mentioned steps closely. We hope that
the guidelines in our paper could serve as footprints for
the researchers and developers to build better LTs for
LRLs and their communities.
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Abstract
We describe our work on sentiment analysis for Hausa, where we investigated monolingual and cross-lingual approaches to
classify student comments in course evaluations. Furthermore, we propose a novel stemming algorithm to improve accuracy.
For studies in this area, we collected a corpus of more than 40,000 comments—the Hausa-English Sentiment Analysis Corpus
For Educational Environments (HESAC). Our results demonstrate that the monolingual approaches for Hausa sentiment
analysis slightly outperform the cross-lingual systems. Using our stemming algorithm in the pre-processing even improved the
best model resulting in 97.4% accuracy on HESAC.
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1.

Introduction

tings having a bad impact on the final SA classification
accuracy (Vilares et al., 2017; Inuwa-Dutse, 2021).
Our research was carried out to find solutions to the
above-mentioned shortcomings. We investigated different SA methods for Hausa, a low-resource language, which is spoken by approximately 50–100 million people in West Africa (Abubakar et al., 2019). The
Hausa people are concentrated mainly in Northwestern Nigeria and in Southern Niger (Burquest, 1992;
Koslow, 1995; Schlippe et al., 2012). The cities of
this region—Kano, Sokoto, Zari, and Katsina, to name
only a few—are among the largest commercial centers
of sub-Saharan Africa. Hausa people also live in other
countries of West Africa like Cameroon, Togo, Chad,
Benin, Burkina Faso, and Ghana. Our goals were:

Sentiment analysis (SA) helps analyze and extract information about polarity from textual feedback and
opinions. SA draws attention not only in business environments (Rokade and D, 2019) but also in other areas, like medicine (Zucco et al., 2018). Furthermore,
SA is one of the hot research topics in the field of
education (Lalata et al., 2019)—a domain that is becoming more and more interesting, also with regards
to goal 4 of United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals (UN, 2022). Many educational institutions receive feedback from students—either verbally or in
written form—in order to improve the quality of the
course contents. But due to the large number of lectures
and students, it is often impossible to analyze each of
the comments manually. Thus, many research papers
focus on how to automate this process in order to extract meaningful information from students’ feedback
(e.g., (Rani and Kumar, 2017; Kandhro et al., 2019;
Sindhu et al., 2019; Rakhmanov, 2020a)).
SA in education generally analyzes such sentiments
with machine learning techniques and lexicon-based
approaches. Some promising results (up to 95%
accuracy) were achieved with random forests and
deep neural networks for English students’ comments (Rakhmanov, 2020b).
Lexicon-based approaches were also used in many studies and good
results were obtained, although not as much as in
machine learning approaches (Aung and Myo, 2017;
Nasim et al., 2017).
The fact that there are many text resources for English
has made classification tasks like SA generally successful (Heitmann et al., 2020). But when it comes
to low-resource languages, it seems difficult to achieve
the same success (Djatmiko et al., 2019). To solve
the problem of low-resource languages in SA, crosslingual approaches with machine translation (MT) are
proposed (Balahur and Turchi, 2014; Lin et al., 2014;
Can et al., 2018). However, performance of existing
MT systems is not always good in low-resource set-

• To develop a unique English-Hausa data set of
more than 40,000 students’ comments.
• To conduct a comparative study on monolingual
and cross-lingual SA approaches using the HausaEnglish data set.
• To test the performance of SA on the Hausa data
set with the help of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and other natural language processing (NLP) models and techniques.
• To investigate if stemming and removal of stop
words and duplicates help improve SA accuracy
in Hausa.

2.

Related Work

While SA resulted in many successful applications in
different fields like business (Rokade and D, 2019)
and medicine (Zucco et al., 2018), it has also been
the subject of research in education (Lalata et al.,
2019). Different machine learning algorithms like
support vector machines (SVM), decision trees (DT),
random forests (RF), multilayer perceptron (MLP)
and long short-term memories (LSTM) were analyzed
for this task (Balahur and Turchi, 2014; Nguyen et
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al., 2018; Kumar and Sharan, 2020; Rakhmanov,
2020a). Lexicon-based approaches were also investigated, but machine learning algorithms usually outperform the lexicon-based approaches (Kolchyna et al.,
2015; Kotelnikova et al., 2021).
Some researchers propose cross-lingual NLP approaches to solve the problems of low-resource languages by benefiting from rich-resource languages like
English (Balahur and Turchi, 2014; Lin et al., 2014;
Vilares et al., 2017; Can et al., 2018). For SA, they
usually translate the comments from the original lowresource language to English. This allows to do the
classification task of SA with well-performing models
trained with a lot of English resources. Yet, some NLP
models derived from BERT, such as multilingual BERT
(m-BERT) (Pires et al., 2019) or RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) were trained with a lot of languages and are able
to classify comments straightforward from those languages. Unfortunatelly, m-BERT was not trained with
Hausa data (Pires et al., 2019). In contrast, RoBERTa
was trained with Hausa but its SA performance has not
yet been evaluated.
Apart from handling the low-resource languages with
multilingual models in cross-lingual SA approaches,
monolingual approaches were also tested and appeared
to be successful in some cases (Nguyen et al., 2018;
Tsakalidis et al., 2018; Fauzi, 2019; Yildirim, 2020).
The biggest challenge in the development of monolingual models is that every language has its own
characteristics, e.g., different suffix-prefix rules, different tenses, different word formation on genders and
many other characteristics. This makes it hard to process the morphology with language-independent algorithms. Thus, it often makes sense to induce languagespecific algorithms (Peng et al., 2017; Atif, 2018).
Since Hausa’s morphology is characterized by complex
alternations of phonetic and tonal sequences, where
certain consonants in the words are even changed under
certain circumstances (Wolff, 2013), language-specific
algorithms may also help to process morphology.
Since machine learning algorithms mostly operate
on numerical vector representations, different types
of word-to-vector methodologies (vectorization, word
embeddings) are used as input format. For example, (Balahur and Turchi, 2014) apply TF-IDF (term
frequency–inverse document frequency) successfully
for vectorization together with classical machine learning algorithms like SVM and RF. More sophisticated
vectorization techniques like Word2Vec (Mikolov et
al., 2013; Fauzi, 2019) or fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017; Pathak et al., 2020) are employed for deep learning experiments. Moreover, pre-trained NLP models
like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) or RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) provide their own vectorization. Some Hausaspecific methods for word embedding, tagging of word
parts, and word stemming have already been investigated (Bashir et al., 2015; Abdulmumin and Galadanci,
2019; Tukur et al., 2019). If this research is further dis-

seminated, a good language processing methodology
for Hausa could emerge. Consequently, in this study,
we investigated the SA performance of monolingual
and cross-lingual systems on Hausa and propose a new
stemming algorithm.
A few Hausa text corpora already exist (Atif et al.,
2019; Abubakar et al., 2019; Inuwa-Dutse, 2021).
Mostly they are based on books and resources like
Tanzil (translation of Quran to Hausa with 127k sentences) (Abdulmumin and Galadanci, 2019) or collected texts from websites and social media (Schlippe
et al., 2012; Inuwa-Dutse, 2021). Later, such data
sets were used for training the multilingual NLP model
XLM1 -RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) which we also
analyzed in our experiments. For our studies and to
provide a corpus for the research community, we collected a corpus of more than 40,000 comments—the
Hausa-English Sentiment Analysis Corpus For Educational Environments (HESAC), which will be described
in more detail in the next section.

3.

The Hausa-English Sentiment
Analysis Corpus For Educational
Environments (HESAC)

In this section our Hausa-English Sentiment Analysis Corpus for Educational Environments (HESAC)
is presented. To contribute to the improvement of
low-resource languages, we share the corpus with the
research community2 . HESAC is based on an English data set created by (Rakhmanov, 2020a). After
we did several corrections and eliminated comments
with gibberish, it contains approximately 40,000 English comments. The data set was collected from the
2018/2019 course evaluation database of the Nile University of Nigeria. In this process, 524 courses taught
by 203 instructors were evaluated by nearly 4,000 students. Then the data set was labeled with 3 sentiment classes (negative, neutral, positive). Like in other
data collections with annotations (e.g., (Mabokela and
Schlippe, 2022), the labels were cross-checked. To produce the comments in Hausa, each comment was first
machine-translated and then corrected by three PhD
students from Nile University of Nigeria with excellent
Hausa and English skills. The corrections were crosschecked by all translators and a majority vote was conducted in case of disagreements. The manual correction of the MT output was definitely necessary, since
the comparison between the Google’s Neural Machine
Translation System (Wu et al., 2016) output and the
Hausa text created by our diligent correction process
showed an MT accuracy of only 46%. If 1-word sentences are not counted, the MT accuracy rises up, but
still remains at an unsatisfactory level with 73%.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 demonstrate the distribution of comment lengths and sentiment classes in HESAC. We see
1
2
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https://github.com/MrLachin/HESAC

Comment length
1 word
2–5 words
> 5 words

Frequency
24,250
10,722
5,150

Sentiment class
positive
neutral
negative

Table 1: EN-HESAC: Comment length distribution.
Comment length
1 word
2–5 words
> 5 words

Table 3: HESAC: Sentiment class distribution.

Frequency
12,377
23,646
4,094

Yildirim, 2020) such as removal of punctuation marks,
removal of stop words, lower-casing, stemming, and
lemmatization. Pre-processing steps are usually applied separately before the classical NLP algorithms,
but in modern NLP architectures such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), the
pre-processing steps are included.
For English and Hausa, we therefore used for our
traditional classification algorithms (described in Section 4.3.1) first the widely used Porter stemming algorithm3 (Porter, 1980) provided in NLTK (Bird and
Loper, 2004), and for the transformers BERT and
RoBERTa (described in Section 4.3.2) the stemming
that is included by default in these NLP architectures.
Then, to evaluate our stemming algorithms for Hausa,
we replaced the default stemming with our algorithm
(described in Section 4.2.2).

Table 2: HA-HESAC: Comment length distribution.
that many comments contain only one word. Many of
these 1-word comments are repeated in our corpus. If
we eliminate the duplicates, 15,856 comments remain
in the whole corpus. To investigate the impact of the
repetitions that often lead to overfitting in the training
of NLP systems, in Section 5 we will compare SA systems trained with all sentences in the HESAC training
(training) to SA systems where we removed the duplicates in the training data (traininguniq ).
When we asked 60 students in a survey why they prefer
to write short comments with less than five words in
course evaluations, 80% reported that they give only
short feedback since they believe that their comments
are not read by the teacher or the school management.
This shows the need for automatic SA in the field of
education. With the help of AI, educational institutions
can communicate to their students that each and every
comment will be addressed.

4.

4.2.2. Our Stemming Algorithm for Hausa
Some libraries like in NLTK (Bird and Loper, 2004)
provide methods to conduct pre-processing steps for
English. But for low-resource languages, like Hausa,
currently no such open-source library exists. A stemming algorithm for Hausa was developed by (Bashir
et al., 2015) which achieves an accuracy of 73% of
correctly stemmed words. However, they report that
the algorithm suffers from over-stemming. The reason for this is the presence of numerous morphological rules in Hausa, all of which have been attempted to
be applied—prefix rules, suffix rules, infix rules, correction of gender markers, elimination of stop words
and finally elimination of short words. (Bimba et al.,
2015) also propose a stemming algorithm, but again
due to over-stemming and under-stemming, their results reached only an accuracy of 67%.
Our experiments with HA-HESAC also showed that
over-stemming and even removing stop words decrease
classification accuracy. Consequently, to avoid these
shortcomings, we propose a novel stemming algorithms which consists of 3 parts: The first part applies gender marker removals, the second part prefix
and suffix rules, and the third part applies infix rules.
The details of this algorithm are demonstrated in Figure 2. Our algorithm is based on two research papers and a book on the Hausa language (Bashir et
al., 2015; Crysmann, 2011; Bimba et al., 2015), was
checked for validity and tested by two PhD students
whose mother tongue is Hausa. We applied this algorithm on HA-HESAC in the pre-processing of our
monolingual Hausa SA systems.

Sentiment Analysis for Hausa

In this section we will describe our SA systems and our
new stemming algorithm.

4.1.

System Overview

Figure 1 shows the main steps of our systems’
pipelines. First, the Hausa students’ comments are preprocessed, then vectorized and finally a classification
algorithm is applied which outputs a class label for
each input text. As shown in the figure, we experimented with different pre-processing components and
different SA models and evaluated them not only for
Hausa (HESAC (HA), HESACuniq (HA)) but also for
English (HESAC (EN), HESACuniq (EN)) as a reference.

4.2.

Frequency
32,084
4,680
3,360

Pre-processing

Since no detailed information on optimal preprocessing for Hausa is described in the literature,
we experimented with different pre-processing approaches.
4.2.1.

Tokenization, Stop Word Removal,
Lemmatization and Stemming
During the pre-processing steps, we applied commonly
used textual data cleaning methods (Fauzi, 2019;

3
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https://tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer

Figure 1: Sentiment Analysis Systems.

4.3.

Techniques and NLP Models

pre-training approach) is a leading framework which
extends BERT with more languages (Conneau et al.,
2020; Liu et al., 2019). For the implementation of
RoBERTa, we used the Fairseq(-py) sequence modeling toolkit7 . Our RoBERTa model XML-R was trained
on 100 different languages and provides support for
Hausa as well. But the training data set of Hausa was
relatively small (0.3 Gigabyte) compared to other popular languages like Russian (278 Gigabyte) or Spanish (53 Gigabyte). BERT and RoBERTa can be used
without fine-tuning to some downstream task (Heitmann et al., 2020). We trained our BERT models with
4 epochs and a batch size of 16 using the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with an initial
learning rate of 0.00005. The RoBERTa models were
trained with 4 epochs and a batch size of 8 using the
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial
learning rate of 0.00001.

We implemented different classification techniques and
NLP models for SA and tested them on the HESAC test
set.
4.3.1. Traditional Classification Methods
Classification algorithms like random forest (RF),
support vector machines (SVM), multilayer perceptrons (MLP), long-short term memory (LSTM)
and finally bidirectional LSTM (bi-LSTM) produced
promising results in several SA experiments (Kumar
and Sharan, 2020; Nasim et al., 2017; Vilares et al.,
2017). Our goal was to compare these algorithms and
their performances with state-of-art Transformer models like BERT and RoBERTa. For the implementation
of RF, we used the Python module scikit-learn4 and for
the implementation of MLP, LSTM, and bi-LSTM the
Keras library5 .
4.3.2. Transformers
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers) is an open-source framework provided
by Google (Devlin et al., 2019). The major technical innovation of BERT is the bi-directional training,
which leads to a deeper sense of language understanding. The Transformer encoder reads the entire sequence of words at once, which allows the mechanism
to recognize a word’s context and make connections to
the previous and next words. For the implementation
of BERT, we used the Transformers library6 .
Researchers tried to extend the abilities of BERT beyond English. RoBERTa (Robustly optimized BERT

5. Experiments and Results
5.1.

Experimental Setup

Table 4 demonstrates how we split the HESAC corpus
into training and test set. 75% of the students’ comments were used to train our SA systems (training). On
the remaining 25% (testing), we evaluated the accuracy
of the systems.
To investigate the impact of the repetitions in training which often leads to overfitting in the training of
NLP systems, we also experimented with traininguniq
which we received by eliminating the duplicates in
training. For comparison, all systems were evaluated
on the same test set (testing).

4

https://github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn
https://github.com/keras-team/keras
6
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
5

7
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Method
RF
MLP
LSTM
Bi-LSTM
BERT
RoBERTa

training
96.3
96.3
97.6
97.5
98.7
98.5

traininguniq
95.1
94.6
94.4
94.4
95.9
95.3

Table 5: Accuracy (%) on EN-HESAC.
We see that the removal of duplicates in the training data (traininguniq ) has a negative impact on performance. All numbers are close to each other ranging between 94.4% and 98.7% accuracy. BERT performs best on EN-HESAC with 98.7%, followed by
RoBERTa with 98.5%. Our t-test demonstrates a slight
significant difference in the scores between BERT
(M=98.7, SD=0.6) and RoBERTa (M=98.5, SD=0.6),
where t(30)=2.9 and p<0.01.
The systems’ accuracies of over 94.4% indicate that the
models build up an understanding of language and do
not just reproduce the sentiment labels from the training data. For comparison, if the sentiments of the completely different comments between training and test
data were not recognized and the training data would
just be reproduced, the accuracy would be only about
85%.

5.3.

Cross-lingual Sentiment Analysis on
HA-HESAC

Next, we wanted to find out how close we could get
to the English performance with cross-lingual systems
for Hausa SA. In the cross-lingual systems, the comments were machine-translated from Hausa to English
and then classified with English SA systems.
Figure 2: Our stemming algorithm for Hausa.

Method
RF
MLP
LSTM
Bi-LSTM
BERT
RoBERTa

Of the 10,138 students’ comments in the test set, 1,450
are completely different to the comments in the training
data. A large part is similar or the same, but this is
normal in feedback from students on courses when they
do not go into detail on certain topics or course content.
Data set
training
traininguniq
testing

Sentiment class
negative neutral positive
2,533
3,452
24,004
2,172
1,095
12,592
827
1,230
8,081

Table 6:
lingual).

traininguniq
92.0
91.3
92.4
92.2
94,9
94.5

Accuracy (%) on HA-HESAC (cross-

Table 6 shows that the Hausa SA performances with the
translation of the Hausa comments and English models
(cross-lingual) are steadily approximately 2–3% absolute worse than the English SA performances from Table 5. The accuracies range from 91.3% to 96.9%. We
find the high Hausa SA accuracies remarkable, since
with an Hausa-English MT accuracy of less than 50%
we were far from achieving good English translations
that were input to the English SA systems. Again
BERT performs best, this time with 96.9%, followed
by RoBERTa with 96.4%. Our t-test demonstrates

Table 4: HESAC: Distribution of training and testing.

5.2.

training
94.7
95.7
96.0
96.0
96.9
96.4

Sentiment Analysis on EN-HESAC

To investigate how well our Hausa SA performs compared to English, we first built and evaluated systems
with EN-HESAC. Table 5 summarizes the English systems’ accuracies.
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Misclassified comment
Kasancewa malamin lissafi yana da sauki kamar
kasancewa wasu darussan darussan da ke da
wahalar fahimta game da ilimin lissafi wanda yake
buatar bayani koyaushe da kuma hauri. Amma ni ni
ba abin da zan ce sai dai shi babban malami ne.
Being a maths lecturer it’s as easy as being other
courses lecturer. Most students have a hard time
understanding mathematics which requires
constantly explaining over and over again and not
all lecturers have that patience. But as for me, I have
nothing much to say but he’s a very good lecturer.

a significant difference in the scores between BERT
(M=96.9, SD=0.6) and RoBERTa (M=96.4, SD=0.7),
where t(30)=14.1 and p<0.0001.

5.4.

Sentiment Analysis on HA-HESAC

Finally, we were interested in finding out how well
monolingual SA systems perform for Hausa. Additionally, we wanted to analyze whether our stemming algorithm, proposed in Section 4.2.2, has a positive impact
on the results.
Method
RF
RFstemming
MLP
MLPstemming
LSTM
LSTMstemming
Bi-LSTM
Bi-LSTMstemming
RoBERTa
RoBERTastemming

training
97.1
97.3
97.0
97.1
96.2
97.4
96.7
97.0
96.3
96.3

traininguniq
92.7
92,8
90.8
91.1
90.9
91.4
91.0
91.4
92.0
92.0

Table 8: Misclassified comment (Hausa and English).
Table 8 shows such a long misclassified comment. This
comment is manually classified as positive. In addition
to the positive aspect “he’s a very good lecturer”, the
comment contains word sequences which also present
negative parts like “have a hard time”, and “explaining
... again”, and “not ... have that patience”.

6.

In this paper, we have addressed three issues: First, we
collected a corpus of more than 40,000 comments—
the Hausa-English Sentiment Analysis Corpus For Educational Environments (HESAC). Second, we investigated monolingual and cross-lingual approaches for
Hausa to classify student comments in course evaluations. Third, we proposed a novel stemming algorithm for Hausa to improve accuracy. We also experimented with removing duplicates from the training set,
but this resulted in deterioration of the systems. Our
results demonstrate that the monolingual approaches
for Hausa SA slightly outperform the cross-lingual systems. Using our novel stemming algorithm in the preprocessing even improved the best model resulting in
an accuracy of 94.6% on HESAC.
We experienced performance losses with long sentences that contain both positive and negative aspects
but can be clearly classified by humans. Our systems’
performance can still be improved by addressing this
challenge. Additionally, we demonstrated that the performances of our cross-lingual and monolingual Hausa
SA system are very close. Therefore, in future work it
is interesting to consider a system combination which
has the potential to even further increase accuracy.
Furthermore, in the context of this work, we were not
able to directly compare our stemming algorithm with
the other two Hausa stemming algorithms (Bashir et al.,
2015; Bimba et al., 2015) or to combine the algorithms.
Such further analyses and combinations could be part
of future work and may lead to further improvements.
In addition, with the help of topic identification techniques, even more valuable information can be extracted from the students’ feedback that can then be
used, for example, to supplement and improve curricula and course content (Bothmer and Schlippe, 2022a;
Bothmer and Schlippe, 2022b).

Table 7: Accuracy (%) on HA-HESAC (monolingual).
Table 7 shows that we also achieve performances
above 90% with the monolingual Hausa SA systems.
Using our stemming algorithm, we are consistently
better than without the language-specific algorithm
in pre-processing. For example, a t-test between
LSTM (M=96.2, SD=0.4) and LSTMstemming (M=97.4,
SD=0.4) demonstrated that LSTMstemming performs
significantly better, where t(30)=29 and p<0.0001.
LSTMstemming is the best system with 97.4% accuracy,
closely followed by RFstemming (97.3%). However, our
t-test demonstrates no significant difference between
both systems.
Concerning the Transformer models: As shown in Table 7, RoBERTa does not perform as strongly as in the
experiments with EN-HESAC and HA-HESAC (crosslingual). This could be related to the relatively small
amount of Hausa data that was used for RoBERTa (0.3
Gigabyte) as mentioned in Section 4.3.2. Moreover, we
could not use BERT for these experiments since a multilingual or monolingual version of BERT that supports
Hausa did not exist at the time of our experiments.

5.5.

Conclusion and Future Work

Error Analysis

Overall, all models performed extremely good, achieving a performance of above 90%. Unambiguous comments like “Ina son yadda yake koyarwa.”, which
means “I love the way he teaches.”, were well classified. The majority of misclassified sentiments can be
grouped as follows: (1) Comments with more than 10
words which contain misspelled words. (2) Comments
with more than 10 words which contain positive and
negative aspects but are clear positive or negative statements from the human perspective.
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Abstract
Language model pre-training has significantly impacted NLP and resulted in performance gains on many NLP-related tasks,
but comparative study of different approaches on many low-resource languages seems to be missing. This paper attempts to
investigate appropriate methods for pretraining a Transformer-based model for the Nepali language. We focus on the languagespecific aspects that need to be considered for modeling. Although some language models have been trained for Nepali, the
study is far from sufficient. We train three distinct Transformer-based masked language models for Nepali text sequences:
distilbert-base (Sanh et al., 2019) for its efficiency and minuteness, deberta-base (P. He et al., 2020) for its capability of
modeling the dependency of nearby token pairs and XLM-ROBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) for its capabilities to handle
multilingual downstream tasks. We evaluate and compare these models with other Transformer-based models on a downstream
classification task with an aim to suggest an effective strategy for training low-resource language models and their fine-tuning.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Nepali Language, Language Modeling, Transformers, Auto Encoders

1.

Introduction

The Transformer has become the go-to method for
neural language modeling. It is highly parallelizable
and abides by the scaling laws (i.e. performance gets
better in accordance to the number of parameters,
dataset size and the amount of compute) (Kaplan et al.,
2020). In addition, ULMFiT (Howard & Ruder, 2018)
introduced techniques that allowed neural networks to
train a base language model which could then be finetuned on downstream tasks such as classification, text
generation, etc. with much lesser data. Following these
techniques, many encoder-based transformer models
have achieved state-of-the-art results in text
classification including BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), XLM (Lample &
Conneau, 2019), XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al.,
2020), ALBERT (Z. He et al., 2018), ALBERT (Lan et
al., 2019), ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020) and
DeBERTa (P. He et al., 2020).
However, these models are essentially trained on highresource languages such as English, French, etc. and
sufficient efforts and attention have not been given to
low-resourced languages. This is primarily because the
transformer model requires huge datasets and hence it
is not straightforward and easy task for low-resource
languages (Ruder, 2020).
The Nepali language belongs to the Indo-Aryan family
which is written in the Devanagari script. It is the
official language and lingua franca of Nepal and one of
the 22 scheduled languages in India. Furthermore, it is
spoken by about a quarter of the population of Bhutan
and in Burma and different parts of North East India.
According to the 2011 census, there are 16 million
native speakers with over 9 million L2 speakers
("Nepali language - Wikipedia", 2022).

Nepali is a free word order language without upper or
lower case of the characters. It is written from left to
right and follows the Subject Object Verb (SOV)
pattern as the sentential grammar structure. There are
33 consonant letters, 11 independent vowel letters and
10 dependent vowel signs or matras in Nepali. The
consonant letters may exist independently or in
conjunction with dependent symbols (matras, halanta,
etc.) to form a compound letter. The halanta symbol
(represented by U+094D ( ◌् ) Devanagari sign Virama
in Unicode) is a dependent symbol which is used to
suppress the inherent vowel sign in any consonant
letter and is mostly used to produce half characters in
Nepali. Similarly, there are other dependent symbols
including, Chandrabindu ( ◌ँ ) and Shirbindu ( ◌ं ) which
indicates nasalization of a vowel and consonants
respectively. The bisarga ( ◌ः ) dependent symbol
appears in some Nepali words, but they are not usually
pronounced. Purna biram ( । ) marks the end of a
sentence, similar to a full stop. The set of digits ( ०, १, २,
३, ४, ५, ६, ७, ८, ९ ) are used as numbers in Nepali. ("Nepali
alphabet", 2015).
In the context of low-resource language modeling with
transformers, Indic-Transformers (Jain et al., 2020)
train and benchmark three languages, namely, Hindi,
Bengali and Telugu on tasks including classification,
POS tagging and Question Answering. Similarly, in
line to this, we focus on investigating various
approaches to modeling the Nepali language using
contemporary transformer models.
As for the Nepali language, attempts have been made
to understand the grammatical structure of the Nepali
Language in the work of (Bal, 2004a; 2004b). Some
notable works related to Nepali language NLP
includes, summarization (Mishra et al., 2020), Named
entity recognition (Maharjan G., Bal B.K., 2019), etc.
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However, not much effort has been made on working
with contemporary transformer models. Some
encoder-based
transformer
models
including
nepaliBERT (Pudasaini, 2022) and NepaliBERT
(Rajan, 2021) have been trained for Nepali, whose
performance is yet to be analyzed.
In this work, we focus on training three encoder-based
transformer models, DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019),
DeBERTa (P. He et al., 2020) and XLM-R (Conneau
et al., 2020) for Nepali. The objective is to find a
suitable procedure for training low-resource languages
like Nepali.
The contributions of our paper are as follows:
• We train an SPM, Sentence Piece Model (Kudo
& Richardson, 2018) for sub-word tokenization
of texts. Devanagari characters are different
compared to the languages on which most
transformer-trained models are trained and
therefore, the development of a suitable tokenizer
model should be considered. The XLM-R paper
(Conneau et al., 2020) shows that they observed
negligible loss in performance using SPM as
compared to models trained with languagespecific pre-processing. This SPM tokenizer will
be used for training the language models.
•
We train various encoder-based models to
compare which transformer architectures are
feasible for Nepali Language training.
•
We present a comparison of these models by
evaluating them on a downstream textclassification task. And since fine-tuning
multilingual models is a popular method for
modeling a low-resource language, we also
reflect the performance of a multilingual model,
XLM-R through a comparative study.

2.

2.1

As opposed to CLM, where the model attempts to
predict the next sequences in a sentence, MLM
attempts to predict the middle words in the sentence
(Devlin et al., 2019). This ensures that the model learns
contextual word representations and the learning is bidirectional. Specifically, given a sequence of text X =
{xi}, X is corrupted into X ̃ by masking some percentile
of its tokens at random and then a language model is
trained to re-construct X by predicting the masked
tokens x .̃ The percentile of tokens masked on the
original BERT is 15%, however in the work by (Wettig
et al., 2022), they suggest that 20% masking performs
better for small-sized transformer models whereas
huge models favor MLM probability as high as 40%.

2.2

The paper, Universal Language Model Fine-tuning
(ULMFiT) (Howard & Ruder, 2018) introduced how
Causal Language Modeling (CLM) can be pre-trained
on neural networks as opposed to word embeddings
which used only a single neural network layer for pretraining the diverse corpus. Recent methodologies,
however, use Masked Language Modeling (MLM) for
pre-training encoder-based transformers.

Auto Encoding Transformers

Transformer models are based on attention
mechanisms (Vaswani et al., 2017) which consists of
Encoder and/or Decoder sub-architectures. The
Encoder gets good at understanding the input text and
extracting its feature representations, whereas the
Decoder gets good at predicting the targeted output
sequences. The Encoder part of transformer
architecture can independently be used as a many-toone sequential model, where the sequence length of
input tokens may vary provided that the model’s output
size remains constant. Such auto-encoding
transformers pre-trained with language modeling
objectives are the state-of-the-art models on the GLUE
benchmark (Wang et al., 2018) which measures
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) across several
tasks of varying difficulty. Auto encoding models that
use BERT-like architecture (Devlin et al., 2019) still
dominate research and industry when fine-tuned on
NLU tasks such as text classification, named entity
recognition, and question answering.

Background & Related Work

Representation learning aims to learn representations
of raw data as useful information for further
classification or prediction. Early attempts in this
direction account to pre-trained word embeddings on a
large and diverse corpus (Mikolov et al., 2013). An
inductive transfer is then performed by fine-tuning on
top of the learned embeddings that allowed neural
networks to train on various NLP tasks. Recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) along with usage of
techniques including long short-term memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) and gated recurrent
units (GRU) (Chung et al., 2014) on top of learned
representations achieved state-of-the-art on many NLP
tasks.

Masked Language Modeling (MLM)

3.

Experimental Workflow

Our experiments are performed on Auto-encoding
Transformers. As for training the language models, we
set up a pipelined procedure consisting of data
collection, tokenization, language model training and
its comparative evaluation on a downstream
classification task.

3.1

Nepali Text Data

With the objective of training language models from
scratch, we use monolingual unlabeled Nepali texts.
We gathered 13 million text sequences (phrases and
paragraphs) by combining and de-duplicating three
publicly available datasets: OSCAR (Suárez et al.,
2020), cc100 dataset (Conneau et al., 2020) and the
iNLTK dataset (Arora, 2020).

3.2

Tokenization

Tokenizing Devanagari texts differs from that of
English texts due to different ways of combining
consonants, vowels and vowel modifiers. For example,
the compound letter, ‘लु’ (ल + ◌ु ) is formed by
combining the free form character, ‘ल’ and the vowelsign, ‘◌ु ’. However, the tokenizer used by BERT and
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the original Multilingual BERT removes some vowel
symbols and other dependent symbols, and only the
free form character remains. For example, the letter ‘लु’
is tokenized as:
‘लु’ (ल + ◌ु) → ‘ल’ (‘◌ु’ is removed)
The use of Unicode normalizations causes this
behavior in languages with non-Latin alphabets. When
tokenizing a decomposed character sequence into
multiple pieces, we may break the original meaning of
the character. This creates ambiguities in the Nepali
Language.
For example, the word, ‘फ्लु’ can be tokenized as:
Decomposition:
Meaning:

Before Tokenization
फ्लु (फ + ◌् + ल + ◌ु )
Flu

Tokenized
फल (फ+ ल)
Fruit

Table 1: Decomposition of the word, ‘‘फ्लु’’
The removal of the vowel, ‘◌ु’ and the halanta, ‘◌् ’
changes the original meaning of the word and causes
ambiguity resulting in two different words having the
same meaning.

We observe that the approach used by nepaliBERT
frequently misses the dependent symbols. The
NepaliBERT tokenizer performs quite well, but we
choose to use the SPM tokenizer for its flexibility in
generating text sequences on auto-regressive
transformers. The tokenizer model is trained with a
vocabulary size of 24,576 tokens. We use this
tokenizer for all the language models that are trained.

3.3

MLM Training Feasibility Test

With the dataset and tokenizer developed, we train
some of the popular language models and analyze the
performance based on training data size, training time
and computational resource constraints. We set a
baseline cut-off perplexity of 54.598 (i.e. training loss
of 4.0) and perform a constrained training in order to
determine suitable models for training the language
model.
Following models are considered for the constrained
training:
•
•
•

We opted for a Sentence Piece Model (Kudo &
Richardson, 2018) for training the tokenizer on the
dataset that we collected. This approach is also used by
the XLM-R for training multilingual models.

De-berta-base (P. He et al., 2020)
Distilbert-base (Sanh et al., 2019)
XLM-roberta (XLM-R) (Conneau et al.,
2020)

As for testing the tokenizers, we consider two subword tokenization approaches:
3.2.1
WordPiece Tokenizer
WordPiece tokenizer is used by nepaliBERT
(Pudasaini, 2022) and NepaliBERT (Rajan, 2021).
WorldPiece tokenization distinguishes workpieces at
the start of a word from pieces starting in the middle
(Song et al., 2020). The latter start with a special
symbol ‘##’ in BERT, which is called the suffix
indicator. For example, the word चन्द्रािगिरमा may be
tokenized as [‘चन्द्रािगिर’, ‘##मा’].
3.2.2
Sentencepiece Tokenizer (SPM)
SentencePiece tokenizer treats the input texts just as a
sequence of Unicode characters. Even the whitespace
is handled as a normal symbol. SentencePiece first
escapes the whitespaces with a meta symbol, ‘_’
(U+2581) and tokenizes the input into an arbitrary subword sequence.
Input Text : “फ्लुको कारणले हुने पिहलोनेपाली भवकृष्ण भट्टराई”
Tokenizer
Tokenized output
Shushant/
[‘फल’, ‘##को’, ‘कारण’, ‘##ल’, ‘ह’,
nepaliBERT
##न’,‘पिहलो’, ‘##न’, ‘##पाली’, ‘भव’,
‘##क’, ‘##षण’, ‘भट’, ‘##टर’, ‘##◌ाई’]
R4J4N/
[‘फ्लु’, ‘##को’, ‘कारणले’, ‘हुने’, ‘पिहलो’,
NepaliBERT
‘##नेपाली’, ‘भव’, ‘##कृष्ण’, ‘भट्टराई’]
Sentence Piece [‘▁फ्लु’, ‘को’, ‘▁कारणले’, ‘▁हुने’,
Model [Ours]
‘▁पिहलो’, ‘नेपाली’, ‘▁’, ‘भव’,
‘कृष्ण’, ‘▁भट्टराई’]

Figure 1: Training loss vs. Time
Model

Batch
Size

MLM
Probability

distilbert
de-berta
xlm-r

28
6
1

15%
20%
15%

Time
taken
(hh:mm)
3:59
1:39
9:16

No. of
training
samples
406,000
546,000
154,000

Table 3: Summary of the feasibility test. Comparison
between the models for reaching the baseline
perplexity
The DeBERTa model, despite being trained on a
difficult task of MLM probability of 20%, reaches the
targeted perplexity the fastest and also by a large
margin. The xlm-roberta model, which is trained
stochastically (with most training steps), reaches the
baseline when trained with the least amount of data; but
the training is noisy and the computational training
requirement is massive. Therefore, we discarded xlmroberta-base for its huge architecture and constrained
computational training.

Table 2: Comparison of tokenizer outputs
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We hence decide on training two models: DeBERTa
model that focuses on attaining the best performance,
and the DistilBERT model which focuses on being
lightweight
with
capabilities
of
on-device
computations.

3.4

Language Model Pre-Training

We proceed with the training of distilbert and de-berta
models for 5 epochs on the dataset that we gathered and
obtain the following results:
Model

Train/loss

Batch size

Distilbert-base
De-berta-base

2.6412
1.9375

28
6

Perplexity
(eval)
12.3802
6.4237

Table 4: Summary of LM training for 5 Epochs with
MLM probability of 20%
In terms of perplexity, we obtain better results using
the deberta model. The distilbert model, despite
training much faster, produces a respectable
performance. We further evaluate the performance of
language models by comparing them on a downstream
classification task in the next section.

4.
4.1

Results and Analysis

Text Classification

The classification task performance evaluation is
performed on the “16 Nepali News” dataset
(Chaudhary & Sabin, 2017). The dataset consists of
approximately 14,364 Nepali language news
documents, partitioned (unevenly) across 16 different
newsgroups: Auto, Bank, Blog, Business Interview,
Economy, Employment, Entertainment, Interview,
Literature, National News, Opinion, Sports,
Technology, Tourism, and World.
We evaluate Nepali Language Models and compare
them in terms of accuracy. The evaluation is performed
with varying hyperparameters and for a number of
epochs before the models tend to overfit. The following
models are considered for the evaluation:
•
•
•
•
•

De-berta-base [Ours]
Distilbert-base [Ours]
Shusant/nepaliBERT (Pudasaini, 2022)
Rajan/NepaliBERT (Rajan, 2021)
XLM-roberta-base (Conneau et al., 2020)

Model

Epoch

deberta-base [ours]
distilbert-base [ours]
nepaliBERT
NepaliBERT
XLM-Roberta

3
3
4
6
5

Train
steps
4845
1212
3231
3230
8075

Highest
Accuracy
88.93%
88.31%
85.96%
81.05%
84.02%

Table 5: Highest accuracy attained by the models
All the models cross the baseline accuracy of 80%. The
de-berta model attains an accuracy of 88.93% which
highlights the significance of training domain-adapted
language models. Distilbert attains a respectable
accuracy of 88.31% with the least number of training
steps, which implies that the model trains the fastest for
downstream tasks. The performance difference
compared to the de-berta model is marginal, and being
the smallest and the lightest model, it best suits a
production
environment
with
computational
constraints.
We note that all models except XLM-roberta-base are
domain-adapted to the Nepali language. We can see a
general trend of domain-adapted models reaching their
peak accuracy on the second or third epoch, whereas
multilingual models prefer more training epochs. As a
result, domain-adapted language models accelerate
downstream task training.

5.

Language Model Training and Finetuning Approach

We approached language model training
its finetuning with the following considerations:

5.1

and

Tokenizer:

Language-specific pre-processing of text benefits the
training of language models. Modeling a Sentence
Piece Model (SPM) tokenization performs comparably
with the language-specific approach and can be used
for a variety of languages. Using this approach, lesser
focus may be given to the language-specific aspects
and one may train language models on a language
whose structure may not be familiar to them.

5.2

MLM with Less Data Resources

Considering limited data availability constraints,
models are trained for multiple epochs by increasing
the number of masked tokens on every preceding
epoch. This progressive masking approach adds noise
to the data and gradually increases the training
difficulty in the later epochs. Also, de-duplicating the
dataset improves the model performance.

5.3

Fine-tuning on a Downstream Task

As for fine-tuning the language model on a
downstream task, our models performed optimally
when trained with a learning rate of 2e-5 or 3e-5 with
a linear learning rate scheduler.
Figure 2: Evaluating language models on “16 Nepali
News” Dataset. Training are performed with varying
hyperparameters. Each progression in the x-axis
represents an Epoch.
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6.

Conclusion

In this work, we have analyzed the need and
effectiveness of pre-training Transformer language
models for Nepali. We focused on the languagespecific aspects that are needed to be considered while
modeling a low-resourced language and undertook
approaches to tackle data availability constraints. We
trained two auto-encoding transformer models, the
DeBERTa model that focuses on attaining the best
performance, and the DistilBERT model which focuses
on being lightweight with capabilities for on-device
computations. Our approaches are compared with other
transformer models by evaluating them in terms of
downstream classification accuracy and the result
highlights the need of domain-adapted Language
Model training on low-resourced languages.
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Abstract
We propose a method for identifying monolingual textual segments in multilingual documents. It requires only a minimal
number of linguistic resources – word lists and monolingual corpora – and can therefore be adapted to many under-resourced
languages. Taking these languages into account when processing multilingual documents in NLP tools is important as it can
contribute to the creation of essential textual resources. This language identification task – code switching detection being its
most complex form – can also provide added value to various existing data or tools. Our research demonstrates that a language
identification module performing well on short texts can be used to efficiently analyse a document through a sliding window.
The results obtained for code switching identification – between 87.29% and 97.97% accuracy – are state-of-the-art, which is
confirmed by the benchmarks performed on the few available systems that have been used on our test data.
Keywords: language identification, code switching, under-resourced languages, Corsican

1.

Introduction

uments from the corpus or by splitting or annotating
sections according to their language. Further linguistic
processing of these documents can then take advantage
from the language information linked to each word.
For example, morphosyntactic annotation – whether
done (semi-)manually to create reference data, or automatically using a tagger – can be facilitated and enhanced by this information. At a higher applicative
level, search engine indexes or machine translation can
also be improved if monolingual segments are correctly
located and identified in the documents.
By definition, under-resourced languages often lack the
resources and tools to identify them, especially in a
multilingual context. We believe that this difficulty
must be addressed. Most languages are, as a matter of fact, under-resourced (Joshi et al., 2020), even
though they represent a significant number of speakers
and constitute a cultural richness whose survival should
be encouraged by the development and implementation
of appropriate resources and tools.
This paper will first describe the context and objectives
of our work (section 2), followed by an overview of the
state of the art (section 3). In light of these elements,
a solution is then presented (section 4) and evaluated
(section 5). Finally, we will discuss the results and outline a method for code switching identification in the
context of under-resourced languages (section 6).

Identifying the language of a document is a task that
generally gives very good results. However, there
are still various situations where performance tends to
lower. Hughes et al. (2006) and Jauhiainen et al.
(2018) note, more than ten years apart, that the processing of multilingual documents and the support of
under-resourced languages are among the aspects that
are not yet fully mastered1 . In this paper, we focus on
these two specific issues by studying the possibility of
segmenting a multilingual document – potentially including under-resourced languages – into monolingual
sequences whose languages would be identified.
The presence of several languages in a document may
have multiple reasons and take different forms. It may
be intentional, as in the case of a document which provides the same content in different languages, or even
organises language alternation throughout the text2 . It
can also be unintentional – unpremeditated – as in the
case of texts transcribing oral interviews where codeswitching situations occur.
The localisation of monolingual segments and the identification of languages within a multilingual document is important in many ways, especially for underresourced languages. Building corpora for these languages is a major challenge that can benefit from finegrained language identification in order to produce the
cleanest possible linguistic resources. This objective
can be achieved either by excluding multilingual doc-

2.

Context, scope and objectives

In this work on the identification of monolingual sequences within multilingual documents, we are interested both in documents where language diversity is
structured and in documents where code switching occurs. In the first case, we can expect fairly homogeneous and well-defined areas, for example a text available in two languages and structured in two columns,

1

Other issues such as open language detection, the effects
of preprocessing, the support of a large number of languages,
the distinction between close languages and dialects, as well
as language identification for short texts are also identified as
problematic.
2
For example, a switch of language every paragraph if
several official or used languages coexist.
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or a text where language changes at each paragraph.
In the second case, the language switches and the size
of the linguistically homogeneous segments may vary
greatly and be much more irregular. This is of course
the most challenging and interesting problem and will
be our main objective.
While many texts will involve only a limited number of
languages – for example two or three, possibly known
in advance – we also consider, more generally, the situation where it may be higher.
Our approach aims at making the identification of
monolingual segments accessible to under-resourced
languages. We therefore consider that there is not necessarily an annotated corpus available to describe the
phenomenon and to carry out specific and massive machine learning. However, we assume a minimum of resources are available, i.e. an assumed monolingual raw
corpus and a word list for each language to include.
Among the under-resourced languages, we are particularly interested in Corsican, for which we have started
to develop resources and tools in recent years (Kevers
and Retali-Medori, 2020). We have been able to obtain
interesting results for the identification of this language
at the scale of a whole document (Kevers, 2021), but
the treatment of multilingual documents remains unsatisfactory. The presence of words or parts in a language other than the one globally detected is not currently handled, which can be a drawback in some cases.
Our concerns for Corsican include the manual or semiautomatic constitution of raw or annotated corpora –
in particular morphosyntactically – which can greatly
benefit from a language-aware processing. Moreover,
we are working on the Banque de Données Langue
Corse project (BDLC), which is developing a database
featuring ethnotexts in Corsican3 . These texts include
segments in French and code switching identification
would therefore bring a real added value.

3.

Some research, such as Prager (2000) or Lui et al.
(2014), have addressed the analysis of multilingual
documents with the aim of identifying – or even quantifying – the languages they contain, but without locating them precisely. This approach, although it may be
useful, is not sufficient for our purposes.
Regarding the identification and characterisation of
monolingual segments within a document, some systems introduce a limitation on the number of languages
involved. For example, Mandl et al. (2006) or Singh
and Gorla (2007) postulate the presence of two or three
languages maximum among those recognised by the
system. The limitation can also concern one or more
specific language pairs, such as English-Spanish (Lignos and Mitch, 2013), Turkish-Dutch (Nguyen and
Doğruöz, 2013), English-Spanish and English-Dutch
(Chang and Lin, 2014), Hindi-English (Jhamtani et
al., 2014), Irish-English, Welsh-English and BretonEnglish (Minocha and Tyers, 2014), English-Spanish
and MSA4 -Egyptian (Samih et al., 2016), or EnglishDutch (Dongen, 2017).
The granularity of the identified units is also variable.
While the sentence level is sometimes chosen (Stensby
et al., 2010; Lavergne et al., 2014), most methods operate on words or tokens. Some approaches, however,
extend the analysis to the character level (Pethő and
Mózes, 2014; Kocmi and Bojar, 2017).
Although many approaches could meet our needs
(Hammarström, 2007; Rehurek and Kolkus, 2009; Ullman, 2014; Giwa and Davel, 2014; Lavergne et al.,
2014; King et al., 2015), we have to note that the availability of tools, in the form of source code or reusable
modules, is very limited. Some functional solutions,
discussed below, have nevertheless been identified and
present the advantage of being comparable and benchmarkable against common data.
With SegLang, Yamaguchi and Tanaka-Ishii (2012)
propose the division of multilingual documents into
monolingual segments for 222 languages, including
Corsican. The system, which uses either training data
from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights or
from Wikipedia, can also be re-trained with new data.
There is no pre-built model as the loading and processing of reference data is done at initialization. The volume of the training set and the data to be processed
might be limited according to the available memory5 .
The principle of the analysis is to optimise the segmentation of the text by minimising the Description Length.
The source code6 is not ready to use as is, but the authors provide us with a working demo version7 .

State of the art

Language identification has been the focus of much research. While the problem can to some extent be considered solved, there are various situations where this
is not the case. In his survey, Jauhiainen et al. (2018)
provide an overview of the field and identify open questions. Based on their work – enriched with a few additional references – we take it up again from the angle
of the analysis of multilingual documents, as this remained relatively marginal in his original work. Our
presentation is necessarily more synthetic, we therefore
refer to the original paper for further details.

4

Modern Standard Arabic.
We did not perform extensive tests to define this limitation, but we were not able to use our full learning data set,
even by allocating up to 6 GB of memory to Java. We ended
up using about 500 KB of data per language.
6
https://github.com/hiroshi-cl/seglang-core, under
BSD license.
7
We would like to thank them for their help!
5

3

The Corsican Language Database project, https://
bdlc.univ-corse.fr, collects linguistic data on know-how
and cultural traditions throughout Corsica by means of oral
interviews with native speakers. The lexical surveys are
sometimes extended by semi-directed interviews which allow
the collection of authentic accounts in Corsican, which once
transcribed are integrated into the database as ethnotexts.
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King and Abney (2013) present LangId, a word-level
language identification system designed for the processing of bilingual documents8 . There are 30 languages initially proposed, Corsican is not among them.
It is however possible to generate a model from new
data. Again, the size of the data to be processed – for
training and to be analysed – depends on the memory
that can be allocated. Several classification methods
are available, CRF being the one offering the best reported results. The Java code is made available and can
be used without any particular dependency9 .
The third available tool is Codeswitchador (Lignos
and Mitch, 2013), which allows code switching detection by identifying the language at word level. With
this system, it is not possible to consider more than
two languages, those initially defined being Spanish
and English. However, it is possible to generate language models, based on word appearance probabilities.
This procedure allows adaptation to other languages.
Context-sensitive heuristics are also implemented. The
Python code is available10 and needs numpy.
A last system, LanideNN 11 (Kocmi and Bojar, 2017),
based on neural networks and supporting 131 languages – including Corsican – could have completed
this trio. Unfortunately, the installation of the required
dependencies12 could not be achieved. A migration to
a more recent framework seems to be envisaged, which
could make LanideNN usable in the future.
Given these previous works, we highlight the small
number of open and reusable tools, as well as some of
their limitations. We therefore propose a solution for
the identification of monolingual segments within multilingual documents, easily adaptable to different use
cases, in particular the simultaneous presence of many
languages, possibly under-resourced, as well as code
switching situations.

4.

that this type of tool can be used to analyse a document
through small sequences using a sliding window, and
thus determine locally the language of each token.
Unlike most other approaches that extract n-grams of
different lengths – for example, ranging from two to
four – the analysis performed by ldig is based on
the concepts of infinity gram and maximal substring
(Okanohara and Tsujii, 2009). The principle consists
of extracting a set of character substrings with a priori
undefined and variable length. Given their potentially
large number, these are aggregated and represented by
maximal substrings14 .
The decision to use ldig does not imply any exclusive
dependency between this component and our developments. Any other language identification module, with
similar characteristics, could be used instead.
For this work, we chose to train the language identification module for Corsican as well as for eight other
European languages15 . The limitation to only nine languages was motivated by the need to gather minimal
resources (monolingual corpora, dictionaries), as well
as by the assumption that very highly multilingual documents are relatively rare. With Corsican in mind,
we took care to select, French and Italian, which are
languages that are close historically, linguistically and
in real-life situations. The other languages have been
added in order to be able to handle a slightly larger
number of them. Even if the integration of many languages is not a priority, it remains interesting in the
perspective of having a more generic approach.
In addition to the language identification module, a
set of monolingual dictionaries16 have been collected.
Their utility in the analysis process is not fundamental,
but they constitute an interesting tool when there is an
indecisive decision on some words.
sliding window

...this is a texte to process...

A solution to code switching
identification : CoSwID

LgID

The approach explored is in line with our previous
work on language identification (Kevers and RetaliMedori, 2020; Kevers, 2021). The experiments carried
out have been encouraging and have allowed us to highlight a tool – ldig13 (Nakatani, 2012) – which, in addition to good results at the document level, has shown
its ability to efficiently process small texts. We assume

Text representation

FR
EN
CO
..

:
:
:
:

0.5
0.4
0.01
...

Update

IF limit to {FR,EN}

FR : 0.56
EN : 0.44
Update

[this] →[EN=0.8+0.6+0.7 ; FR=0+0.05+0.1 ; ...]
[is]
→[EN=0.6+0.7+0.4 ; FR=0.05+0.1+0.5 ;...]
[a]
→[EN=0.7+0.4 ; FR=0.1+0.5 ; CO=... ; ...]
[texte]→[EN=0.4 ; FR=0.5 ; CO= ... ; ...]
...

Figure 1: Three tokens wide sliding window parsing

8

The extension to documents containing a larger number
of languages is however possible.

The parsing general principle is to split the text into
tokens and to analyse them progressively by means of
a sliding window which is moved forward from token
to token until the end of the text (Figure 1). Besides

9

http://www-personal.umich.edu/˜benking/
resources/langid_release.tar.gz.
Java version

8 is

required. There is no user license specified.
10

https://github.com/ConstantineLignos/

Codeswitchador,
11

under BSD license.

14

For example ’abracadabra’ gives the maximal substrings
’a’, ’abra’ and ’abracadabra’ (Nakatani, 2012).
15
English, French, German, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese,
Romanian and Spanish.
16
These are more precisely word lists, grammatical or inflectional information not being used.

https://github.com/kocmitom/LanideNN

12

A Python 3.4 version, which is no longer available in
recent Linux distributions, and a rather old version of TensorFlow (0.8).
13

https://github.com/shuyo/ldig
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Language
eng en
ita
it
deu de
fra
fr
por pt
spa es
cos co
nld nl
ron ro

the current token, the window contains a number of
additional units taken from the left and right context,
and has therefore always an odd size, with a minimum
length of one. The resulting snippet is sent to the language identification module, which returns the set of
probabilities for all languages known by the system. If
we wish to limit the analysis to a subset of languages,
irrelevant ones are eliminated from the result – regardless of their importance in this one – and the remaining
probabilities are readjusted to keep the sum to 100%.
The results obtained for the different languages on a
snippet are recorded for each token by adding the probabilities to any scores already produced by a previous
segment17 . Once this has been done for the whole text,
each token has a score for each language of the system.
In principle, the language with the highest probability
is assigned to the token. However, this analysis can be
questioned if the difference between the first and subsequent languages does not seem to be sufficient. This
is judged according to a configurable margin18 (indecision gap). In this case, a threshold is applied using
the same margin19 . Once this initial selection has been
made, various approaches are possible to choose between the candidate languages: consultation of monolingual dictionaries, use of the language identification
module on the token alone, or a combination of these
two methods. In all cases, if these additional investigations are not successful, the initial scores are maintained and the language that ranks first is selected.
The CoSwID Python code is available20 , as well as an
updated version of ldig21 .

5.
5.1.

Language
English
Italian
German
French
Portuguese
Spanish
Corsican
Dutch
Romanian

Tests and evaluation

Data

Items
398 417
95 038
8 277
794 286
890 193
477 976
43 051
401 575
19 946

Based on a document-wide count of language-specific
keyword occurrences. Keyword lists are from Lucene
(https://github.com/apache/lucene), except for the Corsican one. The number of keywords per language varies between 78 and 393. Documents not detected as being mostly
in Corsican were discarded (128 documents for A Piazzetta
and 141 documents for Wikipedia).
25
For performance reasons, it is recommended not to provide ldig with too long learning documents.
26
https://unitexgramlab.org/language-resources, under LGPLLR license.
27
https://github.com/OpenTaal/opentaal-wordlist,
under revised BSD or CC BY 3.0 licenses.
28
The ”Romanian–English parallel wordlists” available at
https://elrc-share.eu, under CC-BY 4.0 license.
29
We used the ”udhr2” corpus available in NLTK:

https://github.com/lkevers/coswid
https://github.com/lkevers/ldig-python3
https://tatoeba.org,

en
it
de
fr
pt
es
co
nl
ro

Finally, we have created several evaluation corpora.
The first is a set of synthetic multilingual documents
based on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR)29 and involving all nine languages. Sev-

If the window size is three, each token will receive three
scores which will be summed language by language before
being normalised.
18
With a margin of 10% and the probabilities [Lg1=0.25,
Lg2=0.22, Lg3=0.18, Lg4=0.10, Lg5=0.10, Lg6=0.10,
Lg7=0.05], the differences between Lg1 and Lg2 (3%) and
Lg1 and Lg3 (7%), are not sufficient to choose Lg1 directly.
19
In the previous example, all languages with a probability
greater than or equal to 15% are kept (Lg1, Lg2 and Lg3), the
others are eliminated.

23

eng
ita
deu
fra
por
spa
cos
nld
ron

Table 2: Dictionaries data

24

22

Filter2
58 824 526
20 813 785
28 126 760
17 833 313
13 054 128
11 069 048
10 402 975
5 034 300
782 957

All these training documents were slightly preprocessed: normalisation to lower case, punctuation removal and space normalisation. As Corsican documents from the Wikipedia and A Piazzetta corpora may
sometimes contain substantial passages in other languages, they were filtered out by means of keywords
language detection24 . Finally, the training data was presented in lines of maximum about 200 characters25 .
The monolingual dictionaries are mainly derived from
the lexical resources made available by Unitex26 , with
the exception of those for Dutch (OpenTaal27 ), Romanian (ELRC28 ) and Corsican (BDLC). The number of
items in each dictionary is shown in Table 2.

17

21

Filter
64 653 131
22 815 185
29 106 064
19 062 318
13 688 730
12 294 945
10 483 557
5 455 944
862 135

Table 1: Number of characters in the training data (base
corpus or after one or two filtering processes)

First of all, regarding the training data needed to create
a language identification model with ldig, we mainly
used, for the eight European languages, sentence corpora from the Tatoeba collaborative platform22 . For
Corsican, which is only marginally represented in this
source, we used three corpora made available by the
BDLC23 : Wikipedia, the Bible and A Piazzetta, a local
news blog in Corsican. Table 1 (Base column) gives an
overview of the available data.

20

Base
67 948 293
32 022 121
29 987 665
22 482 372
17 399 633
15 437 547
11 868 620
5 968 644
1 045 723

under CC BY 2.0 FR license.

https://bdlc.univ-corse.fr/tal/index.php?page=

res
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eral versions were produced, depending on the frequency and granularity of the composition between
languages. The UDHR-parag corpus alternates at paragraph breaks, whereas for UDHR-sent, this occurs at
the end of each sentence. Finally, the UDHR-word corpus provides switching within the sentence itself. The
construction of the latter is carried out by replacing,
after every three to seven tokens, within a sentence in
a ”main” language chosen randomly, segments of one
to four tokens in another language, chosen randomly
again. Even if the mixing has been performed as accurately as possible, a word-for-word replacement respecting the syntactic structure of the sentences is not
possible30 . For these three corpora, all the data are
used, so the same text is found nine times in different
languages. Finally, it should be noted that the original
order of the sentences has not been kept.
The second evaluation corpus (BDLC-ethno) is made of
authentic ethnotexts containing transcripts of oral interviews conducted in Corsican, in which passages in
French may occur.
Beyond their artificial or authentic character, the particularities of these different corpora allow us to take into
account different criteria: the frequency of alternation,
the length of the segments, as well as the number of
languages involved.
The evaluation data, as well as the data used to generate
the language identification model, is available31 .

5.2.

and again all nine languages. It is a synthetic data set,
whose creation process may have led to an alteration of
the sentence structure.
Finally, TEST-3 focuses on the BDLC-ethno corpus,
composed of authentic data. It is characterised by long
sequences in Corsican with insertions of variable size,
but rather short, in French34 . The frequency of switches
is slightly higher than in TEST-1, but much lower than
in TEST-2.
In order to identify the best configuration for each test,
we experimented with several values for the different
parameters. First, the training of the language identification model was performed either on all data (Base)
or on a subset (see Table 1). For Filter, we applied
the keyword filtering method already used for Corsican (see section 5.1 and footnote 24) to all corpora
whose documents were transformed into fragments of
200 characters. A second selection (Filter2), carried
out in accordance with the same approach, but using
the language detector CLD335 , was produced from Filter. The size of the sliding window used for the analysis was set to 1, 3, 5 or 7 tokens. The indecision gap
was set to values of 0, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2. Finally, there
are three verification methods36 in case of a questionable language identification: using the dictionary
(dico), language identification on the single token concerned only (lgID), and the combination of these two
methods37 (full). Finally, for the BDLC-ethno corpus, a
limitation to the two languages actually present in the
corpus can be requested. All the combinations of these
parameters – 120 in total38 – were tested and measured
in order to identify the best performing ones.
Finally, our results were compared to those obtained by
the three systems that we were able to test: SegLang,
LangId and Codeswitchador (see section 3). SegLang
has built-in data from Wikipedia or the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Since TEST-1 and -2 also
involved UDHR data, we only used SegLang with
Wikipedia data (SLW) or by using a subset of our own
data39 (SLC). LangId (LID) and Codeswitchador (CS)
also benefited from the same data and were used for
TEST-3 in bilingual mode.

Experiments

The metric we are trying to maximise is the accuracy
of language identification for each token (overall accuracy, noted Acco ). The accuracy obtained specifically on the alternation zones (targeted accuracy, noted
Acct ) is also a secondary point of interest.
The experiments were grouped into three tests with
different characteristics regarding the frequency of
switching, the length of the segments and the number
of languages involved.
TEST-1 concerns the UDHR-parag and UDHR-sent
corpora. They consist of relatively long monolingual
sequences, and switching is therefore infrequent32 , but
involve all nine languages. This test was performed
on synthetic data. The language alternation was created artificially from parallel documents, without altering the sentences.
TEST-2 uses the UDHR-word corpus, which is marked
by short monolingual sequences, frequent switching33 ,

34

Out of 79,421 tokens, 74,569 (93.89%) are in Corsican,
4,042 (5.09%) in French – spread over 959 segments – and
810 (1.02%) without an attributed language (abbreviations,
proper nouns or speech turn markers when identified).
35
https://github.com/google/cld3, (Apache-2.0).
36
When the indecision gap is set to 0, the language with
the highest probability is systematically selected and the verification method parameter is not used.
37
When the two methods have different results, they are
compared to the language detected globally for the whole
document. If no options emerge, the initial result is retained.
38
(3 filtering modes of learning data * 4 window sizes * 3
indecision gaps (different of 0) * 3 verification methods)=108
+ (3 filtering modes of learning data * 4 window sizes * 1
indecision gap (equals to 0 : no verification requiered))=12.
39
For memory usage reasons, the training corpus was limited to 500KB per language.

(public domain).
It could be a drawback if the code switching detection
method plans to use this information, which is not our case.
https://www.nltk.org/nltk_data/
30
31

https://github.com/lkevers/coswid

32

UDHR-parag contains 16,095 tokens spread over 531
paragraphs, a switch of language occurring at each paragraph
break. UDHR-sent contains 16,097 tokens divided into 621
sentences, the language being changed for each new sentence.
33
UDHR-word contains 18,417 tokens and 2,598 language
switching sequences (tokens in language X inserted in a sentence globally in language Y).
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5.3.

Results

tion is shown in Table 5. The use of filtered language
identification training data has a positive impact on the
overall accuracy (+ 1.35% between Base and Filter2)
as well as on the the targeted accuracy (+1.85%). The
size of the window is a decisive criterion, as the results become weaker as the window narrows. The results obtained for windows of seven and five tokens
remain fairly close to each other. The setting using
only one token has a much lower performance. The use
of an indecision gap improves the accuracy, especially
for the switching zones. The dico verification method
is clearly more efficient in terms of overall accuracy
(+1.55% with regard to full and +2.35% compared with
lgID) and targeted accuracy (respectively +1.93% and
+4.59%).

For TEST-1, the ten best configurations are detailed for
the paragraph (Table 3) or sentence (Table 4) switching level. With a few exceptions, the results tend to
converge. The settings that emerge involve exclusively
the datasets filtered twice or, to a lesser extent, once.
The size of the window is rather large: in general seven
tokens, five in a few cases. The values to adopt for
these two parameters seem therefore quite clear, which
is less the case for the indecision gap. However, the
trend points towards values of 10% to 20%. The verification methods based on dictionaries – dico and, in a
less important way, full – emerge as the most effective.
The best performing configuration – which is identical in both cases – offers 98.15% of overall accuracy
for the paragraph level switching corpus and 98.00%
for the one containing sentence level switchings. The
accuracy targeted at the language changing points was
measured at 88.75% and 89.37% respectively.
SegLang obtained a lower performance than this optimal configuration with the embedded Wikipedia data,
but outperforms it by 1.39% (paragraph) to 1.61% (sentence) with our filtered training data (Filter2).
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
SLW
SLC

Configuration
Filter2 7
Filter
7
Filter2
7
Filter2
5
Filter2
7
Filter2
7
Filter
7
Filter2
7
Filter2
5
Filter2
7

0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.05

dico
dico
dico
dico
full
dico
dico
full
dico
lgID

Built-in Wikipedia data
Custom data 500KB/language

Acco
0.9815
0.9796
0.9785
0.9766
0.9762
0.9762
0.9751
0.9747
0.9740
0.9739
0.9211
0.9954

#
1
3
16
4
47
91
2
5
19
20
36

Acct
0.8875
0.8865
0.8625
0.8941
0.8503
0.8451
0.8536
0.8658
0.8734
0.8362
0.7768
0.9774

Configuration
Filter2 7
Filter2
7
Filter
7
Filter2
5
Filter2
7
Filter2
7
Filter2
7
Filter
7
Filter2
5
Filter
5

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.05
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.2

dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
full
full
dico
dico
dico

Built-in Wikipedia data
Custom data 500KB/language

Acco
0.9800
0.9758
0.9749
0.9737
0.9715
0.9714
0.9712
0.9708
0.9704
0.9695
0.9053
0.9961

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.05
0
0.2
0.2

dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
n-a
full
lgID

Acco
0.9800
0.9749
0.9665
0.9737
0.9425
0.5937
0.9758
0.9715
0.9655
0.9645
0.9565

Acct
0.8937
0.8728
0.8752
0.8933
0.8776
0.6582
0.8663
0.8378
0.8019
0.8744
0.8478

Table 5: Variation of parameters with respect to the optimal solution (TEST-1 sentence)
For TEST-2 (Table 6), the best performing configurations use again the language identification model
trained on the filtered data (Filter2 and Filter), but this
time with smaller sliding window sizes (three to five tokens). The trend for the other parameters remains unchanged from TEST-1: a 10% to 20% indecision gap
between candidate languages and the dictionary-based
verification method. TEST-2, which features more language changes and shorter segments, can be considered
as the most complex case we have to analyse. It is
therefore not surprising that we find a decrease in both
overall (87.29%) and targeted accuracy (82.54%).
SegLang is positioned in the same way as for TEST-1:
lower with the Wikipedia data, and 0.78% higher with
our filtered training data.
The results obtained after varying the parameters with
respect to the optimal solution are shown in Table 7.
The improvements brought by the filtering operations
on the training data are significant for the global and
targeted accuracies. They are mainly observable between Base and Filter (about +4%), while the move to
Filter2 brings an improvement that remains below 1%.
The global accuracy obtained with a window of five tokens is very close to the optimal solution (three tokens),
but offers a lower accuracy in the switching zones. A
window reduced to a single token gives very poor performance. The results observed when the indecision
gap varies confirm the orientation towards values be-

Table 3: Top 10 for TEST-1 (paragraph)
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
SLW
SLC

Configuration
Filter2 7
Filter
7
Base
7
Filter2
5
Filter2
3
Filter2
1
Filter2
7
Filter2
7
Filter2
7
Filter2
7
Filter2
7

Acct
0.8937
0.8663
0.8728
0.8933
0.8378
0.8619
0.8414
0.8462
0.8704
0.8732
0.7576
0.9815

Table 4: Top 10 for TEST-1 (sentence)
The performance40 observed when varying the parameters one by one with respect to the optimal configura40
These results are related to the sentence level, the paragraph level being comparable.
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
SLW
SLC

Configuration
Filter2 3
Filter2
5
Filter
3
Filter
5
Filter2
3
Filter2
5
Filter
3
Filter2
3
Filter
5
Filter2
5

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.1

dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
full

Built-in Wikipedia data
Custom data 500KB/language

Acco
0.8729
0.8701
0.8672
0.8633
0.8611
0.8568
0.8563
0.8527
0.8501
0.8464
0.7061
0.8807

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
SLW
SLC

Acct
0.8254
0.8106
0.8224
0.8017
0.8071
0.7894
0.8048
0.7953
0.7810
0.7817
0.6306
0.8167

Configuration
Base
7 0.2
Base
7 0.1
Base
7 0.05
Base
7 0.05
Base
7 0
Filter
7 0.2
Base
7 0.1
Base
7 0.05
Filter2 7 0.2
Filter
7 0.1

dico
dico
dico
full
n-a
dico
full
lgID
dico
dico

Built-in Wikipedia data
Custom data 500KB/language

Acco
0.9631
0.9620
0.9612
0.9605
0.9600
0.9597
0.9597
0.9596
0.9590
0.9583
0.9460
0.9754

Acct
0.6727
0.6554
0.6469
0.6368
0.6370
0.7383
0.6340
0.6344
0.7602
0.7237
0.5648
0.7120

Table 6: Top 10 for TEST-2

Table 8: Top 10 for TEST-3 (9 languages)

tween 10% and 20%. Finally, it is again the use of dictionaries that emerges as the most appropriate solution
to verify the attribution of a language when the probabilities are not strong enough (about +6% compared to
full and +9% with regard to lgID).

For this third test, investigation of changes in the detected optimal parameters (Table 9) highlights again
the slightly lower overall accuracy, but higher targeted
accuracy, for the language identification models based
on filtered data. Similarly to the previous tests, the
size of the window has an important impact on the results, which become weaker as the number of tokens
decreases. However, the difference between a window
of five or seven tokens is relatively small. In spite of the
decrease in overall accuracy, a slightly higher targeted
accuracy (just over 1%) can be achieved for configurations using smaller windows of five or three tokens.
The solution using one token at a time is again lower.
As far as the indecision gap is concerned, the results
grow relatively slowly but steadily as its size increases.
As already pointed out, the modification of the verification method shows that the approach using dictionaries
is the most appropriate.

#
1
3
35
11
2
91
5
8
19
56
75

Configuration
Filter2 3
Filter
3
Base
3
Filter2
7
Filter2
5
Filter2
1
Filter2
3
Filter2
3
Filter2
3
Filter2
3
Filter2
3

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.05
0
0.2
0.2

dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
n-a
full
lgID

Acco
0.8729
0.8672
0.8282
0.8462
0.8701
0.5892
0.8611
0.8527
0.8393
0.8096
0.7820

Acct
0.8254
0.8224
0.7820
0.7701
0.8106
0.5869
0.8071
0.7953
0.7774
0.7615
0.7300

Table 7: Variation of parameters with respect to the optimal solution (TEST-2)

#
1
9
6
17
57
91
2
3
5
20
29

For TEST-3 (Table 8), using Corsican ethnotexts, the
best configuration involves this time the language identification model trained on Base, wich is represented
seven times in the Top 10. Filtered models also appear
marginally with sligthly lower overall accuracy values.
This could be explained by the fact that Base had benefited from a first filtering on Corsican, which is the
majority language in the BDLC-ethno corpus. Interestingly, filtered models consistently achieve higher targeted accuracy results. The optimal sliding window
size is unanimously found to be seven tokens, as in
TEST-1, while the indecision gap values are scattered
between 20% – as for the best setting – and 0%. The
verification method is again rather dictionary-based,
even if different solutions are represented. In short,
only the size of the window seems to have a really clear
and decisive influence. The optimal parameters allow
to reach the overall accuracy of 96.31%, and a targeted
accuracy of 67.27%.
SegLang is again a step behind with the embedded
Wikipedia data, but slightly better (+1.23%) using our
filtered data.

Configuration
Base
7
Filter2 7
Filter
7
Base
5
Base
3
Base
1
Base
7
Base
7
Base
7
Base
7
Base
7

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.05
0
0.2
0.2

dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
n-a
full
lgID

Acco
0.9631
0.9590
0.9597
0.9554
0.9244
0.6833
0.9620
0.9612
0.9600
0.9548
0.9511

Acct
0.6727
0.7602
0.7383
0.7039
0.7137
0.4212
0.6554
0.6469
0.6370
0.6253
0.6179

Table 9: Variation of parameters with respect to the optimal solution (TEST-3, 9 languages)
As the BDLC-ethno corpus contains only Corsican and
French, we observed the effect of choosing only between these two languages (TEST-3bis, Table 10). The
global accuracy values obtained for the different configurations are very close to each other, the first ten
varying from less than 0.2%, with an optimal configuration at 97.97%. The targeted accuracy results are
slightly more variable, with the optimal configuration
offering 78.39%. Note that this time there are only so-
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lutions based on filtered data (Filter2 or Filter). The
window size remains high, between five and seven tokens, while the indecision gap holds around 20%, and
the verification methods based on the use of dictionaries (dico or full) still seem to be the best.
For this last test, no third-party system scored better
than ours. Seglang, used with our filtered data is the
closest with a fairly small difference of 0.28%.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
SLC
LID
CS

Configuration
Filter
5 0.2
Filter2 7 0.2
Filter
5 0.2
Filter
5 0.1
Filter
7 0.2
Filter
5 0.1
Filter
5 0.05
Filter
7 0.2
Filter2 7 0.2
Filter
5 0.05

dico
dico
full
dico
dico
full
dico
full
full
full

Custom data 500KB/language
Custom data 500KB/language
Custom data 500KB/language

Acco
0.9797
0.9788
0.9786
0.9785
0.9783
0.9781
0.9779
0.9778
0.9778
0.9777
0.9770
0.9738
0.9670

analysis of texts in which language alternations occur
quite dynamically and/or for short segments. A longer
window will maximise accuracy for texts containing
mainly long monolingual segments.
Beyond a constant value for optimal configurations
(20%), it is not obvious to propose recommendations
concerning the choice of the indecision gap. Since it
is strongly linked to the verification method, the analysis is tricky and improvements – for example on the
content of the dictionaries – could modify the configuration hierarchy. If a benefit is clearly obtained by this
verification mechanism when several languages are involved, it is however much more marginal in the case
of an alternation of only two languages.
About other parameters, it is worth noting that filtering the training data used for the language identification module is generally beneficial. More data does
not always mean better results. Its suitability also matters. Finally, the most effective method for choosing between languages with close probabilities was the
dictionary-based method.
We observe that the targeted accuracy sometimes improves by adopting slightly lower values for the window size, but this comes at the cost of a lower overall
accuracy. It seems possible to consider a processing in
multiple steps using different settings: a first approximation of the segments, followed by a closer review
around the detected alternation points, and even a last
check of the language attribution at the scale of a potentially homogeneous fragment, once it is defined.
Further work could include the improvement of the
learning sets, as well as a closer investigation of language identification results or a wider and finer estimate of the parameters. The extension of the language
number could also allow the testing of the reliability of
the method, while providing a more universal module.
Finally, the automatically performed annotations could
be reviewed in some way, so that they can be used as
training data for supervised approaches.
Let us conclude by highlighting that the achieved
results – an overall accuracy between 87.29% and
97.97% – are in line with the state of the art. CoSwID is
between 0.78% and 1.61% less accurate than SegLang
when using our data, but it is slightly better for the third
test featuring the two-language restriction. This leads
us to confirm that a highly accurate and powerful language identification module can be used to detect language alternations such as code switching. We therfore
consider that the use of CoSwID for language identification in the context of, among other things, morphosyntactic pre-annotation of Corsican corpora is possible. Generally speaking, the proposed approach allows to include without difficulty under-resourced languages with a minimum of resources. The release of
the code and data will also contribute to address the
small number of open and reusable systems for language identification in multilingual documents, and for
the detection of code switching in particular.

Acct
0.7839
0.7727
0.7704
0.7706
0.7465
0.7653
0.7637
0.7393
0.7668
0.7618
0.7151
0.6664
0.7576

Table 10: Top 10 for TEST-3bis, limited to two languages (cos-fra)
For the study of parameter variation (Table 11), we observe mainly small differences. However, we can highlight the usual effect of window size, lengths of seven
and five being very close to each other.
#
1
11
21
5
41
94
4
7
17
3
18

Configuration
Filter
5
Filter2 5
Base
5
Filter
7
Filter
3
Filter
1
Filter
5
Filter
5
Filter
5
Filter
5
Filter
5

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.05
0
0.2
0.2

dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
dico
n-a
full
lgID

Acco
0.9797
0.9776
0.9768
0.9783
0.9742
0.9021
0.9785
0.9779
0.9770
0.9786
0.9770

Acct
0.7839
0.8066
0.7092
0.7465
0.8262
0.7980
0.7706
0.7637
0.7551
0.7704
0.7635

Table 11: Variation of parameters with respect to the
optimal solution (TEST-3bis, 2 languages: cos-fra)

6.

Discussion and conclusion

In the light of our results, no single setting can be identified. However, some trends can be observed and several parameters, such as the size of the sliding window
and the magnitude of the indecision gap, can vary depending on the context of use.
The use of fragments of five to seven tokens has generally brought good results. In the case of very frequent and rather short alternations, a shortened window – between three and five tokens – has nevertheless
proved to be more effective. In general, it is reasonable to assume that a shorter window is suitable for the
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Abstract
Indonesia has many varieties of ethnic languages, and most come from the same language family, namely Austronesian
languages. Coming from that same language family, the words in Indonesian ethnic languages are very similar. However, there
is research stating that Indonesian ethnic languages are endangered. Thus, to prevent that, we proposed to create a bilingual
dictionary between ethnic languages using a neural network approach to extract transformation rules using character level
embedding and the Bi-LSTM method in a sequence-to-sequence model. The model has an encoder and decoder. The encoder
functions read the input sequence, character by character, generate context, then extract a summary of the input. The decoder
will produce an output sequence where every character in each time-step and the next character that comes out are affected by
the previous character. The current case for experiment translation focuses on Minangkabau and Indonesian languages with
13,761-word pairs. For evaluating the model’s performance, 5-Fold Cross-Validation is used. The character level seq2seq
method (Bi-LSTM as encoder and LSTM as decoder) with an average precision of 83.55% outperforms the sentence piece
byte pair encoding (vocab size of 32) with an average precision of 79.93%.
Keywords: Indonesian ethnic language, character level, Bi-LSTM, sequence to sequence model

1.

Introduction

opment of Indonesian were of Minangkabau ethnicity.
Minangkabau language (closely linked to Malay) significantly influenced Indonesian in its formative years
(Nasution et al., 2019). Between two languages, we
presume they have several phonetic transformation
rules. For example, there appears to be a rule in Indonesian and Minangkabau that the last phoneme ”a”
in Indonesian tends to turn ”o” in Minangkabau. Although this rule isn’t always valid, it can help predict a
rough translation as a preliminary translation.
This study predicts the translation using character level
embedding and the Bi-LSTM approach, compared
to the sentence piece method using the sequence-tosequence model.

Indonesia’s riches extend beyond natural resources
such as minerals, vegetation, and fauna. Furthermore,
the archipelago’s culture is highly diversified, and so
does a variety of ethnic languages in Indonesia.
The Austronesian language family includes Indonesian, derived from the Malay language. Since prehistoric times, Indonesian ethnic languages have developed, resulting in a different language for each ethnic group in Indonesia (Paauw, 2009). Belong to the
same language family and based on the similarity matrix by utilizing the ASJP database (Nasution et al.,
2019), most of Indonesian ethnic languages are closely
related and similar.
Currently, the phenomenon of ethnic language extinction in Indonesia has become a problem that grabs the
attention of scholars, especially linguists. The Summer
Institute of Linguistic states that the local languages are
endangered and may cease to be spoken in Indonesia.
Therefore, we started the Indonesia Language Sphere
project that aims at comprehensively creating bilingual
dictionaries between the ethnic languages using a neural network approach and crowdsourcing approach, in
order to conserve local languages on the verge of extinction (Murakami, 2019). As an expected result, the
vocabulary of the ethnic language will expand, more
people will learn it, and if there are no more speakers
in the future, the language will become extinct.
The current translation experiment case focuses on Minangkabau and Indonesian languages since most of the
nationalist writers who contributed to the early devel-

2.

Bilingual Dictionary Induction

Creating a bilingual dictionary is the first crucial step
in enriching low-resource languages. Especially for
the closely related ones, it has been shown that the
constraint-based approach helps induce bilingual lexicons from two bilingual dictionaries via the pivot language (Nasution et al., 2016; Nasution et al., 2017a).
However, implementing the constraint-based approach
on a large scale to create multiple bilingual dictionaries
is still challenging in determining the constraint-based
approach’s execution order to reduce the total cost.
Plan optimization using the Markov decision process is
crucial in composing the order of creation of bilingual
dictionaries considering the methods and their costs
(Nasution et al., 2017b; Nasution et al., 2021).
Heyman et al. (2018) have proposed a method to make
bilingual lexical induction as a binary classification
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task in the biomedical domain for English to Dutch.
They create a classifier that predicts whether a pair of
words is a translation using character and word level,
LSTM method. This study reveals that character-level
representations successfully induce bilingual lexicons
in the biomedical domain.
Zhang et al.
(2016) presented a character-level
sequence-to-sequence learning approach proposed in
this study. RNN is the encoder-decoder technique used
to generate character-level sequence representation for
the task of English-to-Chinese.

3.

and gate units are the key components of the LSTM architecture. Forget gate, input gate, and output gate are
the three types of gates in an LSTM. Figure 1 illustrates
the structure of the LSTM model.

A Neural Network Approach

We would like to extract transformation rules or patterns from the Minangkabau to Indonesia language.
The first approach is using character level one hot embedding where words will be separated as characters,
and each vector has the same length size adjusted by
total characters. Then, sequence to sequence (seq2seq)
model, which has two RNN encoders and decoders is
utilized. Bi-LSTM as encoder and LSTM as decoder
processes are being used in this research. The BiLSTM encoder processes the word in the source language (Minangkabau) character by character and produces a representation of the input words. The LSTM
decoder takes the output of the encoder as an input and
produces a character by character in the target language
(Indonesia). Similarly to the first method, the second
method employs a sequence to sequence model. The
distinction is in the input words, which are tokenized
using SentencePiece with byte pair encoding for input
to the encoder and decoder in a sequence to sequence
model. The tokenization is splitting the words into
chunck of characters.
The secondary data is obtained from Nasution et al.
(2019) and Koto and Koto (2020) with a total of
13,761-word translation pairs. Pre-processing is completed by deleting duplicate word pairs and constructing an array of word pairs in the form of a data type
dictionary given by Python. Because in this case, there
are various word pairings of Minangkabau to Indonesian that have several meanings. A dictionary is made
up of a set of key-value pairs. Each key-value pair corresponds to a certain value. The model’s performance
is evaluated using a 5-Fold Cross-Validation.

3.1.

Figure 1: Unit structure of the LSTM

Cell memory tracks the dependencies between components in the input sequence. New values that enter the
cell state are handled by the input gate. The LSTM unit
utilizes a forget gate to select the value that remains in
the cell state. The value in the cell state that remains
will be sent to the output gate, where the LSTM activation function, also known as the logistic sigmoid function, will be used to start the calculation. The tanh and
sigma symbols represent the types of activation functions employed in the neural network’s training layers.
Allowing information to flow through it unmodified,
a sigmoid gate, which restricts how much information may pass through, is another essential feature of
LSTM. The outputs of the sigmoid layer, which vary
from zero to one, specify how much of each component
should be permitted to pass. The equation that controls
the LSTM flow is as follows:
ft = σ(wf · [ht−1 , xt ] + bf
it = σ(wi · [ht−1 , xt ] + bi
Ct = tanh(wc · [ht−1 , xt ] + bc
Ct = ft × Ct−1 + it ? Ct
ot = σ(wo · [ht−1 , xt ] + bo

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

ht = ot × tanh Ct

The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is an upgraded
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) that is used to overcome the problem of vanishing and exploding gradients (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). LSTM addresses the problem of long-term RNN reliance, in
which RNNs are unable to predict input data stored in
long-term memory but can make more accurate predictions based on current information. The LSTM architecture can store large amounts of data for lengthy periods of time. They are applied to time-series data processing, forecasting, and categorization. Memory cells

where
ot
it
ht
ft
xt
σ
Ct
wo , wf , wi , wc
bc , bi , bf
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:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

at time t, output gate
at time t, input gate
output at time t
forget gate, at time t
input at time t
sigmoid function
the state of the cell at time t
weights that have been trained
trained biases

3.2.

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
(Bi-LSTM)

Subword vocabulary is built by using the BPE segmentation method to train a SentencePiece tokenization
model, which divides words into chunks of characters
based on vocabulary size to make pattern detection easier.
BPE was added to our research methodology because
Indonesian ethnic languages now utilize an alphabet
script established by the Dutch despite having original
scripts in the past. Dutch people appeared to assign
a chunk of alphabets to phonemes of Indonesian ethnic
languages when teaching the alphabets to them (Paauw,
2009). As a result, all Indonesian ethnic languages can
use the same tokens.
Furthermore, with each phonetic development, languages belonging to the same language family descended from the same proto-language. As a result,
we assume a phonetic-based strategy is preferable to
a character-based method. The number of words to
be processed into tokenization is known as vocabulary
size, which in this case refers to the number of most
often occurring characters, including the symbol like
< /unk>, and whitespace. We employ a wide range of
vocabulary sizes. The following step is the same as the
first method.
Figure 4 shows that the encoder and decoder input results as a result of character splitting from BPE in this
illustration of the seq2seq model. This approach differs
from Figure 3 in that the encoder (Minangkabau word)
and decoder (Indonesian word) inputs are different. In
the BPE method, we first set the vocabulary size for
each language.
BPE builds a base vocabulary consisting of all symbols
found in the set of unique words, then learns merge
rules to combine two symbols from the base vocabulary
to create a new symbol. It continues to do until the vocabulary has grown to the required size. BPE algorithm
replaces the data byte pairs that occur most frequently
with a new byte until the data can no longer be compressed since no byte pair occurs most frequently. The
steps in the training procedure are as follows (Sennrich
et al., 2016):

RNN has an advantage in the reliance between coding
inputs. However, LSTM has an advantage in resolving
RNN’s long-term issues. Improvements are made with
Bi- RNN because only one direction of previous contextual information can be used by LSTM and RNN
(Schuster and Paliwal, 1997). As a result of the advantages of each technique, the LSTM form is kept in
the cell memory, and Bi-RNN can process information
from the previous and next contexts, resulting in BiLSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997). Bi-LSTM can
leverage contextual information and generate two separate sequences from the LSTM output vector. Each
time step’s output is a mixture of the two output vectors from both directions, as shown below, where ht is
the forward or backward state (Yulita et al., 2017). Figure 2 depicts the combination of LSTM and Bi-RNN.

Figure 2: Bi-LSTM Architecture

3.3.

Character Level Sequence to Sequence)

Figure 3 shows the Seq2Seq model considered in this
study with a two-layered Bi-LSTM encoder and LSTM
decoder. The encoder’s functions are to character by
character read the input sequence, build context, and
extract a summary of the input. The decoder will provide an output sequence in which the previous character affects every character in each time step as well as
the next character that emerges. The marker <eos> denotes the end of a sentence, and it will determine when
we stop predicting the following character in a series
(Sutskever et al., 2014).
Following the construction of the encoder and decoder
network architectures in this typical end-to-end framework, a training approach may be utilized to obtain an
optimal word pair translation model and to keep the
character order Ct is referred to as a cell state or memory cell since the horizontal line going across the bottom of the diagram is in the source and target words, the
input (Minangkabau) and output (Indonesia) sequence
must be treated in time order.

3.4.

1) Gather a huge amount of training data.
2) Determine the vocabulary’s size.
3) At identify the end of a word, add an identifier (<
/w>) to the end of each word, and then calculate
the word frequency in the text.
4) Calculate the character frequency after dividing
the word into characters.
5) Count the frequency of consecutive byte pairs
from the character tokens for a predetermined
number of rounds and combine the most frequently occurring byte pairing.

SentencePiece Sequence to Sequence
with Byte Pair Encoding (BPE)

The second method we presented is SentencePiece
as subword tokenization.
According to Kudo
(2018), subword tokenization implements SentencePiece, subword-nmt, and wordpiece model features.

6) Repeat step 5 until performed the necessary number of merging operations or reached the specified
vocabulary size.
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Figure 3: Character Level Sequence to sequence model

Figure 4: SentencePiece Sequence to sequence model

The input text is treated as a sequence of unicode characters by SentencePiece. Whitespace is also treated
like any other symbol. SentencePiece expressly handles whitespace as a fundamental token by first escaping it with the meta symbol ” ” (U+2581) (Kudo,
2018). Meanwhile the symbol of ‘\n’ is the end of
string. The results of the chunk of characters from the
BPE will vary when utilizing a higher vocab size.
Except for alphabets, the vocabularies obtained from
BPE 40 and 100 are summarized in the Table 1. For
the Minangkabau language, there were 16 and 69 vocabularies obtained, respectively. Indonesian contains
9 and 69 vocabularies, respectively. According to the
Table 1, character pieces are more obtained if use larger
vocabulary sizes. The alphabet following the “ ” symbol is a piece of characters at the beginning of the term
in vocabulary that begins with the ” ” symbol.
Example in the Minangkabau language, the difference

between the character pieces sa and sa is that sa indicates that the character is not at the beginning of the
word. Tokenization results refer to the Table 2 that
shows the words in Minangkabau and Indonesia turned
into a piece of characters from BPE.
The tokenization with vocab size=40 is done almost
one by one like character-based tokenization except for
“an”, “ng”, “pa” and “la” because vocab size=40 is
nearly the same as the number of alphabets.

4. Experiment Design
In the first method, two models to find translation word
pairs will be examined by Bidirectional Long ShortTerm Memory, and also Long Short-Term Memory to
improve and compare performance with previous research (Heyman et al., 2018). We utilize the parameters
selected for both models in Table 3. Minangkabau and
Indonesian are the language pairs, with a total dataset
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Language
Minangkabau

Indonesia

Vocab Size=40
an, ma, ang,
ng, pa, di,
ba, si, an, ng,
kan, ta, si, ra,
men, nya

an, ng, kan, di
ta, si, ra, men,
nya

Vocab Size=100
an, ng, ra, la, si,
ta, di, ba, pa,
ma, ka, da,
kan, nyo, li, ba,
ang, ik, ri, ti, tu,
ga, ka, bu, ja, ak
sa, ma, sa, ku,
ku, ek, in, man
ta, ah, di, su, to
lu, ca, wa, du,
pu, ro, mu, pa,
bi, ran, en, lo,
pan, ju, tan, pe
ya, te, de, angan
han, me, gu, er
ke, do, po, gi,
le, mi, se
an, ng, kan, ta,
ra, la, di, da,
nya, si, ke, ber
er, ti, ga, ba, li,
in, ka, se, ri, at,
bu, tu, ja, ma,
sa, en, men, na
di, per, a, ya,
ku, pa, wa, is, lu
meng, me, ca,
pen, p, or, du,
ter, su, ru, ar,
un, de, ba,
mem, on, ma,
ka, pu, ju, bi,
pe, al, ko, ran,
as, gu, tan, sa,
se

Character Level and SentencePiece with BPE
Parameter
Bi-LSTM LSTM
Embedding Size 512
512
Epoch
80
80
Batch Size
64
64
Table 3: Model’s Parameter

comparing the character level and sentence piece approaches with the seq2seq model, the character level
seq2seq method generates a more accurate translation
of word pairs.

Figure 5: Epoch loss from train and validation on
character level seq2seq model
Figure 5 shows the optimal process model that is saved
and constructed to generate translation pairs based on
the evaluation model using k-fold cross-validation. The
model that will be utilized will be better if the loss value
is smaller. The loss values for both train and validation remain high in the first epoch and gradually improve. The optimal validation loss value is identified
in the 46th epoch using tensorflow’s ModelCheckpoint
feature, which only saves good models and does not
save models in the following epoch if the validation
loss value worsens.

Table 1: Vocabularies obtained from BPE
Vocab Size= 40
Minangkabau Indonesia
[ ,n,an]
[ ,y,a,ng,\’n’]
[ pa,d,o]
[ ,p,a,d,a,\’n’]
[ a,d,o,la,h]
[ a,d,a,l,a,h,\’n’]
[ ,s,a,g,i,r,o]
[ ,s,e,g,e,ra,\’n’]
[ ,d,a,s,an,y,o] [ ,d,a,s,a,r,nya,\’n’]

Vocab
Size
32
35
40
50
80
100
300

Vocab Size= 100
Minangkabau Indonesia
[ ,n,an]
[ ,ya,ng,\’n’]
[ pa,do]
[ ,pa,da,\’n’]
[ a,do,la,h]
[ a,da,la,h,\’n’]
[ ,sa,gi,ro]
[ ,se,ge,ra,\’n’]
[ ,da,sa,nyo]
[ ,da,sa,r,nya,,\’n’]

Table 2: Example of tokenization BPE with different
vocabulary size

K-Fold Cross-Validation
K=2
K=3
K=4
K=5
77.92 81.55 79.88 86.27
78.03 77.37 79.62 85.87
77,08 80,13 81,51 83,36
73.63 73.23 75.12 79.99
66.41 65.64 64.01 72.22
70.44 70.91 65.5 70.62
62.67 64.34 67.9 66.33

Average
79.93
78.46
78,515
73.91
66.74
68.81
63.81

Table 4: Evaluation of SentencePiece with BPE model
The vocabulary size has a minimum and maximum
value. The minimum number necessary for this experiment data is 32. The experiment was conducted seven
times with various vocabulary sizes, with the largest of
number vocab size is 300. As shown in Table 4, using
vocabulary size=32, the highest generation of translation pairs accuracy is obtained at 86,27%. Perhaps, because the vector length is shortened, the data is likely
to be less informative, making it more difficult for the

of 13,761 language pairs split into 5 folds. Drop duplicated data is converted into 13,207 word translation
pairs. Then, the total of training data is 10,565 and testing data is 2,642 language pairs.

5.

K=1
74.03
71.45
75,34
67.61
65.43
66.6
57.84

Result and Discussion

This study uses two scenarios to find the optimal
seq2seq model with the best performance. When
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Method
Bi-LSTM
(encoder),
LSTM
(decoder)
LSTM
(encoder
decoder)

K=1

K-Fold Cross-Validation
K=2
K=3
K=4
K=5

78.85

82.23

82.67

86.48

87.5

to other ethnic languages depending on the translation
data pairs, add more experiments and analysis, and find
the patterns from generated translation model.

average
83.55

7.
64.92

75.19

74.72

77.01

75.63

This research was partially supported by
a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (B)
(21H03561,2021-2024) and a Grant-in-Aid Young
Scientists(A)(17H04706,2017-2020) from the Japan
Society for the Promotion of Science(JSPS). This
research was also partially supported by the Ministry
of Education and Culture of Indonesia, Ministry of
Research and Technology of Indonesia.
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Table 5: Evaluation of character-level model

model to recognize. In general, the larger the vocabulary size, the higher the results. It is also probably because the data is word-to-word pairs translation instead
of sentence to sentence.

8.
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Abstract
Machine translation has been researched using deep neural networks in recent years. These networks require lots of data to
learn abstract representations of the input stored in continuous vectors. Dialect translation has become more important since
the advent of social media. In particular, when dialect speakers and standard language speakers no longer understand each
other, machine translation is of rising concern. Usually, dialect translation is a typical low-resourced language setting facing
data scarcity problems. Additionally, spelling inconsistencies due to varying pronunciations and the lack of spelling rules
complicate translation. This paper presents the best-performing approaches to handle these problems for Alemannic dialects.
The results show that back-translation and conditioning on dialectal manifestations achieve the most remarkable enhancement
over the baseline. Using back-translation, a significant gain of +4.5 over the strong transformer baseline of 37.3 BLEU
points is accomplished. Differentiating between several Alemannic dialects instead of treating Alemannic as one dialect leads
to substantial improvements: Multi-dialectal translation surpasses the baseline on the dialectal test sets. However, training
individual models outperforms the multi-dialectal approach. There, improvements range from 7.5 to 10.6 BLEU points over
the baseline depending on the dialect.
Keywords: machine translation, low-resource languages, dialect

1.

Introduction

For almost a decade, neural networks have become
an integral part of machine translation (MT) (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013). However, neural machine translation (NMT) struggles when only limited
amounts of data are available. A typical low-resourced
language setting is the translation of dialects. Though
usually spoken, written dialect translation has gained
more importance since the advent of social media in
everyday life (Sajjad et al., 2020).
There are two main problems concerning dialect translation: firstly, data acquisition. Since dialects (even in
written form) are primarily used in conversational settings, data is usually not publically available. Even
less often is there actual parallel data. The second
problem regards the language itself: dialects do not
have uniform spelling rules. Many words have multiple
spellings reflecting the varying pronunciations from region to region. That impairs the BLEU score (Papineni
et al., 2002) checking for exact word matches. BLEU
is the standard used metric to evaluate MT models. It is
based on the amount of overlapping words and phrases
(n-grams) between hypothesis and reference translation.
The Alemannic dialect is mostly spoken in Central
Europe, i.e., southwestern Germany, German-speaking
Switzerland, France (Alsace), Liechtenstein, and Austria (Vorarlberg). There are around 10 million people
who speak Alemannic. The Alemannic language area
can be divided into different regions. Figure 1 shows a
map of the Alemannic language area and the Alemannic dialects spoken there.
Different language characteristics mark each region.

Figure 1: Alemannic language area in Central Europe
(Schrambke, 2021)

Alemannic differs from Standard German in orthography, grammar and some vocabulary. For example,
there are patterns in which orthography often changes
(st → scht as in Angst → Angscht (fear) or prefix
ge → g as in gewöhnlich → gwöönlig (usual, common)). Alemannic prefers perfect tense (more informal in Standard German) and passive voice over imperfect tense and active voice (Weinhold, 1863). Furthermore, the genitive is avoided in Alemannic and a small
subset of the vocabulary is not derived from Standard
German (e.g., Grundbirne, Erdapfel, Häppere-Brägu,
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Häärpfel, Grompera, Gummel all denote the potato Standard German: Kartoffel) (Christen et al., 2013;
Bühler, 2019).
This paper describes the most promising approaches
using back-translation and a more fine-grained differentiation of dialects to handle Alemannic dialect translation and the problem of inconsistent orthography.
Section 2 gives a short overview over related work concerning low-resourced MT, dialect translation in general and Alemannic (mostly Swiss German) dialect
translation. In Section 3, the corpora, a dialect classifier, and the experiments are described. Section 5
presents the evaluation results as well as some examples. A more fine-grained differentiation between
Alemannic dialects using the dialect classifier proved
highly efficient in combination with back-translation.
The dialects Margravian, Basel German, and Swabian
were examined in more detail. The first two achieved
their best results in separate models while the lowestresourced dialect, Swabian, profited from a multilingual setting. Due to the limited size of the Swabian test
set, this effect should not be overestimated, though.

2.

rules are georeferenced as they utilize probability maps
to determine the dialectal differences. Scherrer also
describes the challenge of evaluation: due to minimal
changes in the dialectal orthography the exact word
matching implemented in the BLEU metric often fails.
This problem has also been detected for morphologically rich languages like Hindi, Finnish, and German
(Chauhan et al., 2021; Niehues et al., 2016). Therefore,
Scherrer utilizes the longest common subsequence ratio (LCSR) (Melamed, 1995) that calculates the proportion of identical letters between candidate and reference translations. However the score comparing hypothesis to reference was hardly different from the
one comparing hypothesis to source text (83.30% vs.
82.77%).

3.

Methodology

This section first describes the existing parallel corpus
and the collection of a monolingual corpus from the
Alemannic Wikipedia1 . Secondly, the training of a dialect classifier is presented using additional dialect information extracted from the Wikipedia dump. This
classifier was used to split the corpora into smaller dialectal corpora. Then, general preprocessing steps applied to both corpora are listed. In the end, the baseline
used for comparison is described.

Related Work

Methods for improving (low-resourced) NMT in general are byte pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al.,
2016b; Gage, 1994), transfer learning (Zoph et al.,
2016), back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016a), and
multilingual MT (Dong et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015;
Ha et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017). Translating dialects has been a topic for several languages, e.g., Arabic (Baniata et al., 2018; Tachicart and Bouzoubaa,
2014; Salloum and Habash, 2013), Chinese (Wan et
al., 2020; Huang et al., 2016), and Indian languages
(Chakraborty et al., 2018). Most of the dialect translation research focuses on the translation into the standard language or vice-versa.
Concerning the Alemannic dialect, there are mainly
works focusing on Swiss German rather than the full
range of the Alemannic dialects. Most of them translate (or normalize) from Swiss German into Standard
German. Many works applied rule-based approaches or
statistical machine translation (Samardzic et al., 2015;
Garner et al., 2014; Scherrer and Ljubešić, 2016).
Two more recent works, that employ (at least partially)
NMT are (Honnet et al., 2018) and (Arabskyy et al.,
2021). Honnet et al. combine character-based neural
machine translation with phrase-based statistical machine translation to translate from written Swiss German to Standard German. Arabskyy et al. propose a
hybrid system that combines automatic speech recognition (ASR), a lexicon, an acoustic model, and a neural language model to recognizes Swiss German speech
data and translate it to Standard German text.
The only work translating into Alemannic or Swiss
German is a rule-based system that generates sentences
in multiple Swiss German dialects using hand-written
transformation rules (Scherrer, 2012). Most of these

3.1.

Data

The Alemannic Wikipedia is, like any language
Wikipedia, an encyclopedia that relies on a community
of volunteers who collaborate to write and maintain articles in Alemannic. Some of the Alemannic articles
are direct translations of the Standard German correspondence. In 2019 prior to this work, Ann-Kathrin
Habig sentence-aligned these articles manually with
their Standard German equivalent. Thus, the parallel
corpus of 16 438 sentences emerged.
Additional monolingual data was gathered in this work.
As of June 15, 2021, the Alemannic Wikipedia consisted of 25 032 articles (and 8 564 forwarding articles
coming along). The monolingual corpus was created
from the entire Alemannic Wikipedia dump. Forwarding articles and short articles containing less than 50
words were filtered from the Wikipedia dump. The
sentences present in the parallel and this monolingual
data were deleted from the monolingual corpus to keep
both corpora independent. Due to changes between
2019 and 2021 in the Alemannic Wikipedia, 10% of
the parallel sentences could not be identified in the
monolingual corpus. This was considered a reasonable amount to keep as the sentences had to have considerably changed that they were not recognized anymore. The monolingual corpus held 522 018 sentences
by then.
1
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https://als.wikipedia.org/

dialect
#articles parallel
Markgräflerisch (mg)
852
8 253
Basel German (bd)
1 002
5 613
Swabian (sw)
873
128
High Alemannic (ha)
499
1 722
Low Alemannic (na)
145
243
Highest Alemannic (hoe)
56
43
Alsatian (els)
1 896
107
others∗ (so)
139
32
not classified
n/a
297
sum
5 462 16 438

mono
128 825
88 169
23 683
104 205
6 952
5 615
29 358
3 754
131 457
522 018

Table 1: Number of tagged articles in the Alemannic
Wikipedia and sentences per dialect in the two corpora.
∗
: others consists of “Liechtensteinerisch” and “Vorarlbergisch”

3.2.

p∗

l
mg
bd
sw
ha
na
hoe
els
so
sum
∗

mg bd

sw ha

na hoe els so sum

370
1
2
2
10
0
1
0
386

0
0
454
0
2
0
0
0
456

0
0
0
0
63
0
0
0
63

1
382
0
10
0
0
0
0
393

3
1
0
333
2
3
1
0
343

2
0
0
1
1
22
0
0
26

1
0
1
0
1
0
506
1
510

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
49
51

377
384
458
346
79
26
508
50
2228

Table 2: Confusion matrix of the dialect classifier.
∗
: l=label, p=prediction
The untagged data was classified by slicing the articles into paragraphs as well. These were classified, and
only if there was a majority on the labels of the paragraphs, the article received this label. The other articles remained unclassified and were removed from the
monolingual corpus. Table 1 also shows the statistics
for the corpora after classification (column 3 and 4). In
the end, the monolingual corpus held 390 561 classified sentences. The distribution of dialects in the corpora and of the original Wikipedia dialect tags differs
greatly as Figure 2 illustrates.

Dialect Classifier

Authors submitting an article to the Alemannic
Wikipedia have the option of tagging the article with
their local dialect. 5 462 articles in the Wikipedia dump
included dialect tags. 29 such dialect tags were extracted from the data. Some tags were present in only
one or two articles, e.g., “Nidwaldnerdeutsch”, “Issimedeutsch”, others have several hundred associated
articles, e.g., Swabian, Basel German, Alsatian. A
rough linguistic analysis of the data based on frequently
occurring words like Einwohner (inhabitant), größte
(biggest, largest, greatest), können (can) and haben
(have) conveyed similarities between the dialects. The
dialect tags were grouped according to this linguistic analysis and the systematics of Alemannic dialects.
The goal was to identify a rather rough clustering, i.e.,
few classes of dialects, but keeping the extent of inconsistencies within a dialect class minor. Furthermore,
the classes should be balanced to prevent a bias to a
certain dialect. Table 1 shows the identified classes
(column 1), and the number of corresponding tagged
articles (column 2).
Since most of the monolingual data did not have any
dialect information, we trained a classifier with the
extracted tagged data to identify the dialects of the
remaining 19 570 articles in the monolingual corpus.
The tagged articles were sliced into paragraphs of six
sentences or at most 250 tokens to generate more
data. These were added the corresponding label. This
yielded 22 277 data points. The classifier was trained
by fine-tuning the pre-trained RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) base model. Fine-tuning RoBERTa for a classification task was done according to the suggested design and hyperparameter choices2 by Fairseq (Ott et
al., 2019). After ten epochs of training, the classifier
reached an accuracy of 97.80%. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix for the independent test set.

Figure 2: Distribution of dialects in (a) tagged articls,
(b) the parallel corpus, and (c) the monolingual corpus

3.3.

Preprocessing

Both corpora were split in training, validation and test
data. Due to the limited size of the corpora only 10%
was used as test data. The remaining 90% were also
split 90:10 between training and validation data. All
sets represent the dialectal classes in size according to
their distribution over the entire corpus. That leads to
small test sets (< 25 sentences) in the dialects that are
underrepresented in the parallel corpus, i.e., Swabian,
Low Alemannic, Highest Alemannic, and Alsatian
As preprocessing, the data was normalized (accent removal), tokenized (sacremoses), and byte pair encoding was applied (subword-nmt). The byte pair encoding was learned on the German and Alemannic parallel
training sets limited to 8 000 BPE codes producing a
joint dictionary of 8 340 subwords. These codes were
applied to the train/validation/test sets and used in the
baseline and the further experiments.

2

https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/
blob/main/examples/roberta/README.
custom_classification.md
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3.4.

Baseline

its unique position among the dialectal variants. Its
spelling differs more clearly from the other Alemannic variants. All three dialectal variants have in common that they have their own tag in the Alemannic
Wikipedia, which might be an advantage considering
the number of inconsistent spellings.
The end-to-end models for the three Alemannic dialects were trained with the same transformer architecture. Dropout rates were slightly increased compared
to the baseline. The trainings were stopped early to
prevent overfitting. Afterwards, the models were finetuned on their respective dialectal parallel training data.

As a baseline, a transformer model (Vaswani et al.,
2017) was trained on the parallel corpus. Embedding
dimensions for the baseline and in the other experiments were chosen as proposed by the authors. Merely
the number of layers and attention heads was reduced
to 4 and 2/4 in some experiments. All trained models
were set higher dropout rates as suggested by Araabi
and Monz (2020).

4.

Experiments

This section presents three experiments to overcome
the challenges of data scarcity and inconsistent orthography in the Alemannic dialects. The first experiment
adds the monolingual corpus by using back-translation.
Both other experiments are based on the classified split
corpora training separate models for three chosen dialects first and secondly combining several dialects in
a multilingual model.

4.1.

4.3.

As mentioned in Section 2, many low-resourced language settings profit from integrating other (closely related) languages into a multilingual setting. In theory, shared embeddings and hidden representations
soften the data sparsity problem and enable zero-shot
translations (Zoph et al., 2016; Artetxe and Schwenk,
2019). Therefore, a multi-dialectal translation model
was trained with five of the eight Alemannic dialects
(mg, bd, sw, ha, els). The other dialects were not included due to their small corpus size and heterogeneous
nature found in the linguistic analysis.
The multilingual transformer was trained to translate
from German into the specified dialects. One encoder
was used to encode Standard German input and one
decoder each for decoding the Alemannic variants. The
embeddings were not shared across the dialects. The
multilingual transformer training was terminated after
103 epochs. Fine-tuning was performed for ten epochs.
We also trained models with shared embeddings and
shared decoders. However, these setups did not yield
as good results as using one decoder for each output
dialect.

Back-translation

The model that was used to translate the Alemannic
monolingual corpus into Standard German was trained
on the parallel training data and combined with a Standard German language model (LM). This LM was
trained on the German Wikipedia and weighted at 0.52.
Together the models reached a BLEU score of 55.3 producing acceptable translations.
The parallel corpus’s test set is used to assess the
model’s performance despite the size discrepancy
(351.5k training vs. 1 644 test sentences). That ensures correct measurement of translation quality despite the imperfect synthetic data and enables comparability with the baseline.
Since the amount of synthetic data is significantly
higher than the number of sentences in the parallel corpus (16.4k vs. 390.6k sentences), the learning opportunities are increased. On the other hand, the quality
of this data is certainly lower than that of the parallel
corpus.
The back-translated monolingual corpus was split into
10% validation and 90% training data. A transformer
model was trained on this data first. Afterwards, the
model was fine-tuned on the parallel corpus. Note that
the distribution of dialectal classes in the monolingual
corpus differs from that of the parallel corpus.

4.2.

Multi-dialectal Model

5.

Evaluation

The evaluation was done with sacrebleu3 (Post, 2018)
after generating translations with Fairseq’s generation tool that also takes care of BPE removal and
detokenization. All translations are generated with
the parameters beam=5 (default) and no-repeat-ngramsize=3.
The results of the baseline and the experiments are
listed in Table 3. The table shows the BLEU scores on
the entire parallel test set (column total) and additionally the scores for the dialectal test sets. The dialectal
test sets are subsets of the parallel test set and hold the
test sentences of the respective dialect, i.e., column mg
shows the BLEU scores for the Margravian test sentences that are part of the entire test set (total).
The baseline and the model incorporating backtranslated monolingual data should be evaluated on the
entire parallel test set (column total). In contrast, the

Individual Models for the Dialects

In order to reduce the spelling possibilities based
on the clustering of Alemannic dialects, three endto-end transformer models were trained for the dialects Margravian (“Markgräflerisch”), Basel German
(“Baseldeutsch”), and Swabian (“Schwäbisch”). Margravian was selected since it has the most extensive dialectal corpus. Basel German with its slightly smaller
corpus is at the border between High and Low Alemannic and, therefore, interesting as it might still
hold many ambiguities. Swabian was chosen due to

3

sacrebleu configuration: BLEU+case.mixed+
numrefs.1+smooth.exp+tok.13a+
version.1.4.14
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baseline
with back-translation
separate dialect (mg)
separate dialect (bd)
separate dialect (sw)
multilingual (mg)
multilingual (bd)
multilingual (sw)

mg
43.4
48.6
50.9
19.9
12.7
44.8
18.1
9.1

bd
32.8
38.0
18.8
43.0
11.0
16.7
39.3
8.8

sw
13.0
12.9
10.7
13.2
23.6
11.4
10.4
31.3

ha
28.3
26.5
20.9
25.2
12.1
20.0
22.4
9.5

na
25.1
23.5
25.4
16.2
10.1
22.7
13.2
9.0

hoe
5.0
4.6
4.6
4.8
6.1
6.3
6.6
4.4

els
27.1
45.8
29.2
22.1
17.0
29.9
19.1
13.9

so
3.8
5.4
3.1
6.0
8.9
3.2
6.0
3.7

total
37.3
41.8
35.5
29.3
12.1
31.5
26.6
9.3

Table 3: BLEU scores of the different experiments: relevant test sets for comparison in
bold, best results underlined.
epochs of training, the Basel German model trained
236 epochs, and the Swabian 162 epochs. For Margravian the BLEU score is improved by 7.5 points to
50.9 while the Basel German model surpasses the baseline by 10.2 BLEU points on the respective dialectal
test set. The multilingual model also improves upon
the baseline. The best model was reached after five
epochs of fine-tuning. Its results show that mainly the
lowest-resourced language, Swabian, benefits from the
multilingual setting. Translating into Swabian the multilingual model surpasses the baseline by 18.3 BLEU
points. Figure 3 summarizes the results of the experiments for the considered dialects.

Figure 3: BLEU scores of the different experiments in
total and on the relevant dialectal test sets

5.2.

dialectal models and the multilingual model should not
be evaluated on the whole test set as they are designed
for a specific dialect. Therefore, the results of the corresponding relevant test sets are highlighted in bold font
in Table 3. The scores on the other dialectal subsets
were included for comparison. In addition, that might
disclose some correlations among the dialects.
The baseline trained only on the parallel data achieves a
BLEU score of 37.3 on the independent test set. Naturally, the dialectal variants with higher data proportions
(mg, bd) perform better than the others.

5.1.

Example

Table 4 lists the hypotheses of the different experiments for a sentence in Margravian. As the baseline’s
BLEU scores are very high from the beginning, translation quality is high in all hypotheses and differences
between the experiments are minor. The hypotheses
specific to Margravian agree in orthography for a great
part. The baseline and the model using back-translated
data are influenced by other dialectal orthography and
their hypotheses show more differences. The translations of Standard German Dokument (Dokumänt; document) and Jahr (Johr; year) show how spelling is altered in Alemannic to match pronunciation. aus (out)
is an example of one pronunciation having multiple
spellings (us, uss) in the same Alemannic dialect (compare target and Margravian hypotheses) while älteste
(oldest) has multiple spellings and pronunciations, e.g.,
ältst (in the target) and eltscht (in the dialectal hypotheses). Finally, there are some changes in the choice of
words in Alemannic, e.g. genannt (gnännt, gnennt;
call) instead of erwähnt (erwäänt; mention), kommt
(chunnt; come) instead of stammt (date back). These
lexical differences and paraphrasing proved most difficult for all models as most of the data contains only
simpler reorderings due to changes in tense and case.
In contrast, Table 5 shows the hypotheses for the same
sentence in the different dialects. The Margravian and
Basel German hypotheses were produced with the individual dialectal models while the Swabian hypothesis
was produced with the multilingual model. This table
demonstrates the orthographic differences between the

Results

The model incorporating back-translated monolingual
data reaches a BLEU score of 41.8 after fine-tuning.
It shows an increase of performance in comparison to
the baseline in the dominant dialects but decreases in
most of the other dialects. Alsatian is a strong outlier.
However, a large number of the Alsatian articles seem
to focus on municipalities in Alsace. These articles are
so similar to each other that they could be generated
automatically. This would certainly create a strong bias
within the Alsatian dialect.
Differentiating more fine-grained between Alemannic
dialects showed improvements in both respective experiments in all three examined dialects. In the dialects
Margravian and Basel German, the separate dialect
models dominated. According to the corpus size, the
model for Margravian achieved its best result after 300
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Alemannic dialects. For example, älteste (oldest) had
multiple spellings and pronunciations in Margravian
alone. However, the baseline and the model with the
back-translated monolingual corpus were trained with
the full range of Alemannic and produce other valid
translations and pronunciations of älteste. The dialects
Basel German and Swabian add even more, e.g., the
characteristic Swiss German i in the end of adjectives is
preferred by the model with the back-translated monolingual corpus (Table 4) and the Swabian model (Table 5) produces “softer” pronunciations by choosing d
over t as in eldeschde (and also bekannde (known)).

6.

cept Highest Alemannic) are intelligible for Standard
German speakers without dialect background. BLEU
scores reported in related work translating from Alemannic/Swiss German into Standard German are at a
similar level. They range from 36 (Honnet et al., 2018)
to 46 (Arabskyy et al., 2021), and 75 BLEU points
(Garner et al., 2014).
The gain of 4.5 BLEU points by using back-translation
is in the expected range. Splitting the data into smaller
dialectal groups lead to respectable improvements. It
was surprising that the multilingual model could not
reach up to the individual dialect models (concerning
Margravian and Basel German). Perhaps the multilingual model could benefit from other Germanic languages with larger corpora or transfer learning on the
encoder side.

Discussion

Assessing translation quality using BLEU scores has
become the predominant method. Compared to human
evaluation it is less costly and less subjective. However, BLEU as an evaluation method has its drawbacks
when it comes to morphologically rich languages. The
high range of spelling possibilities can be viewed in the
same way: there are several correct ways of expressing
(or spelling) certain content. Usually, no more than one
reference translation is available. That can diminish the
BLEU scores for such languages. The examples shown
in Table 4 demonstrate that translation quality is high
concerning grammar, legibility, and correctness. However, concerning the separate dialect model’s hypothesis and the target, five unigrams are incorrect - three
of them differ in just one letter (wu/wo, as/als, us/uss).
That can have tremendous effects on the BLEU score,
and human evaluation might be an adequate alternative
in this setting.
Nevertheless, some of the reported BLEU scores are
relatively high. Note that the Alemannic dialects and
Standard German are highly related. In contrast to
spoken Alemannic, most written Alemannic texts (exModel/Language
English
Standard German
Alemannic Target (mg)
Baseline
with back-translation
separate dialect (mg)
multilingual (mg)

The BLEU scores found for the other dialects (apart
from Margravian, Basel German, and Swabian) show
some interesting correlations: All models perform considerably worse on the Highest Alemannic dialects and
the data grouped in “others” than the other dialectal test
sets. This supports the subjective impression that these
dialects differ greatly from the other Alemannic data
and endorses the decision of excluding this data from
the multilingual setting. Similarly, the BLEU scores
emphasize the differences to Swabian. Swabian does
not only receive low scores in the baseline/with backtranslation models but the Swabian models also perform very poor on the other dialectal test sets. However, the Swabian data was limited. That might inhibit Swabian models from performing well in general.
Thus, the tremendous improvement by the multilingual
model on the Swabian data (+18.3 BLEU points) also
has to be interpreted with care as the Swabian test set
contains less than 20 sentences.

Example
The oldest known document that mentions Aichen as a village dates back to 1275.
Das älteste bekannte Dokument, das Aichen als Ort erwähnt, stammt aus dem Jahre 1275.
S ältst bekannt Dokumänt, wo Aiche als Ort gnännt wird, chunnt uss em Johr 1275.
S älteschte Dokumänt, wo Aiche als Ort erwäänt, stammt us em Johr 1275.
S ältischti bekannti Dokument, wo Aiche als Ort erwähnt, stammt us em Johr 1275.
S eltscht bekannt Dokumänt, wu Aiche as Ort gnännt, stammt us em Johr 1275.
S eltscht bekannt Dokumänt, s Aiche as Ort gnännt, stammt us em Johr 1275.

Table 4: Example of a Margravian (mg) sentence translated by the models of the different experiments
Model/Language
English
Standard German
Alemannic Target (mg)
Margravian
Basel German
Swabian

Example
The oldest known document that mentions Aichen as a village dates back to 1275.
Das älteste bekannte Dokument, das Aichen als Ort erwähnt, stammt aus dem Jahre 1275.
S ältst bekannt Dokumänt, wo Aiche als Ort gnännt wird, chunnt uss em Johr 1275.
S eltscht bekannt Dokumänt, wu Aiche as Ort gnännt, stammt us em Johr 1275.
S eltiste bekannte Dokumänt, wo Aiche as Ort erwäänt, stammt us em Joor 1275.
S eldeschde bekannde Dokument, wo Aiche als Ort zom erschte Mol gnennt, stammt
us-em Johr 1275.

Table 5: Example of a Margravian (mg) sentence translated into different dialects
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7.

Conclusion

Bühler, R. (2019). Sprachalltag ii: Sprachatlas–
digitalisierung–nachhaltigkeit und das arno-ruoffarchiv am ludwig-uhland-institut für empirische kulturwissenschaft der universität tübingen. Linguistik
online, 98(5):411–423.
Chakraborty, S., Sinha, A., and Nath, S. (2018). A
bengali-sylheti rule-based dialect translation system:
Proposal and preliminary system. In Proceedings
of the International Conference on Computing and
Communication Systems, pages 451–460. Springer.
Chauhan, S., Daniel, P., Mishra, A., and Kumar, A.
(2021). Adableu: A modified bleu score for morphologically rich languages. IETE Journal of Research,
0(0):1–12.
Christen, H., Glaser, E., and Friedli, M. (2013).
Kleiner Sprachatlas der deutschen Schweiz. Huber.
Dong, D., Wu, H., He, W., Yu, D., and Wang, H.
(2015). Multi-task learning for multiple language
translation. In Proceedings of the 53rd Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics
and the 7th International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing (Volume 1: Long Papers),
pages 1723–1732.
Gage, P. (1994). A new algorithm for data compression. C Users Journal, 12(2):23–38.
Garner, P. N., Imseng, D., and Meyer, T. (2014). Automatic speech recognition and translation of a Swiss
German dialect: Walliserdeutsch. In Proc. Interspeech 2014, pages 2118–2122.
Ha, T.-L., Niehues, J., and Waibel, A. (2016). Toward multilingual neural machine translation with
universal encoder and decoder. In Proceedings of the
13th International Conference on Spoken Language
Translation, Seattle, Washington D.C. International
Workshop on Spoken Language Translation.
Honnet, P.-E., Popescu-Belis, A., Musat, C., and
Baeriswyl, M. (2018). Machine translation of lowresource spoken dialects: Strategies for normalizing
Swiss German. In Proceedings of the Eleventh International Conference on Language Resources and
Evaluation (LREC 2018), Miyazaki, Japan, May.
European Language Resources Association (ELRA).
Huang, G., Gorin, A., Gauvain, J.-L., and Lamel,
L. (2016). Machine translation based data augmentation for cantonese keyword spotting. In 2016
IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech
and Signal Processing (ICASSP), pages 6020–6024.
IEEE.
Johnson, M., Schuster, M., Le, Q. V., Krikun, M., Wu,
Y., Chen, Z., Thorat, N., Viégas, F., Wattenberg, M.,
Corrado, G., et al. (2017). Google’s multilingual
neural machine translation system: Enabling zeroshot translation. Transactions of the Association for
Computational Linguistics, 5:339–351.
Kalchbrenner, N. and Blunsom, P. (2013). Recurrent
continuous translation models. In Proceedings of the
2013 conference on empirical methods in natural
language processing, pages 1700–1709.

This work presents several experiments to improve machine translation of low-resourced languages on the
example of the Alemannic dialects. Dialect translation has two primary problems: few parallel resources
are available, and the colloquial nature of dialects often leads to inconsistent orthography. Using backtranslation the parallel corpus of approximately 16k
sentences could be expanded with a monolingual corpus holding 390k sentences. Tackling the problem of
spelling inconsistencies does not have a definite course
of action. Splitting the data into dialect groups and
thus splitting the problem over several “languages”
was rewarding. There are still spelling inconsistencies within these dialect groups, but the number certainly decreases. Individual models were trained for
three Alemannic dialects on the corresponding subsets
of the Alemannic monolingual data. Fine-tuning was
performed with the analogous subset of the parallel corpus. BLEU scores on the dialectal test sets outperform
the baseline by 7-10 BLEU points. A multi-dialectal
model was trained on five Alemannic dialects. Its
BLEU scores outperform the baseline on the dialectal
test sets, but mainly the lowest-resourced dialect profited from the multilingual setting. The models trained
for the separate Alemannic dialects achieved the best
results. They produce high quality translations that account for the diversity of the Alemannic dialect by differentiating between Alemannic variants. Thus, the results propose a solid approach to deal with the problems of inconsistent orthography in dialects.
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Abstract
In this work, we build a Question Answering (QA) classification dataset from a social media platform, namely
the Telegram public channel called @AskAnythingEthiopia. The channel has more than 78k subscribers and has
exists since May 31, 2019. The platform allows asking questions that belong to various domains, like politics,
economics, health, education, and so on. Since the questions are posed in a mixed-code, we apply different
strategies to pre-process the dataset. Questions are posted in Amharic, English, or Amharic in Latin script. As
part of the pre-processing tools, we build a Latin-to-Ethiopic-Script transliteration tool. We collect 8k Amharic
and 24K Amharic but written in Latin script questions and develop deep learning-based questions answering
classifiers that attain an F-score of 57.79 in 20 different question categories. The datasets and pre-processing
scripts are open-sourced to facilitate further research on the Amharic community-based question answering.
Keywords: question answering, Latin transliteration, question classification, Amharic question answering,
social media questions

1.

Introduction

Steinberg, 2004).
While there are some attempts in building question answering systems for Amharic (Yimam and
Libsie, 2009; Taffa and Libsie, 2019; Abedissa,
2013), as far as we know, there are no publicly available datasets for question classification
tasks. To address this gap, we have collected
question answer datasets from a social media
platform community question and answer channel. The @AskAnythingEthiopia1 Telegram channel has been established in 2019, where users are allowed to ask questions of various categories such as
science, education, religion, art, and so on. Figure
2 shows the distributions of questions per different question classes or categories. The community
give answers for each question, which is governed
by administrators of the channel.
The main contributions of this work are:

Question classification (QC) is growing in popularity as it has an important role in Question Answering (QA) systems, and Information Retrieval
(IR) and it can be used in a wide range of other
domains (Sangodiah et al., 2015). The main aim of
question classification is to accurately assign labels
to questions based on the expected answer type
(Metzler and Croft, 2005). It plays an important
role in finding or constructing accurate answers
and therefore helps to improve the quality of automated question answering systems (Van-Tu and
Anh-Cuong, 2016). To correctly answer a question, one needs to understand what the question
asks for.
Moreover, question classification, which focuses on
putting the questions into several semantic categories, can minimize constraints on the possible
answers and suggest different processing strategies.
For example, if the system understands the question “Who will win the Presidential election?” asks
for a person name from a ”politics” category, the
search space of possible answers will be significantly reduced. It aims to solve answer generating issues by extracting the relevant features from
the questions and by assigning them to the correct class category. More specifically, knowing the
possible classes of the question before answering
narrows down the number of possibilities a question answering system has to consider (May and

1. Introduce the first public question answering
classification dataset for Amharic.
2. Implement a transliteration algorithm that
converts questions written in Latin script to
Amharic Ethiopic or Fidäl representation.
3. Build deep learning models to classify questions into pre-defined categories.
4. Investigate the quality of the different question categories that have been collected from
1
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the social media platform.

corresponding to different question types. These
proposed approaches are also used by the Text
REtrieval Conference (TREC) shared task. The
TREC dataset2 is for question classification consisting of open-domain, fact-based questions divided into broad semantic categories. It has both
a six-class called TREC-6, namely, Abbreviation,
Description, Entities, Human Beings, Locations, or
Numeric Values, and a fifty-class (TREC-50) version. Lei et al. (2018) proposed a novel CNNbased method for question classification in intelligent question answering using 5 different dataset
types to test the performance of the proposed
method. The work by Yang et al. (2018) built an
attention-based LSTM to conduct Chinese questions classification. This work used Fudan University’s question classification dataset, including
17,252 Chinese questions and classification results.
Even though QC has been studied for various languages, it was barely studied for Amharic language
and there is no benchmark dataset for question categorization. The work by Nega et al. (2016) presented Amharic question classification using machine learning (SVM) approaches. However, the
dataset set used in this research consists of a very
small dataset and is not publicly available, where a
total of 180 questions are collected from the Agriculture domain.
Habtamu (2021) prepared an Amharic question
dataset by labeling the sample questions into their
respective classes and implemented an Amharic
Question Classification (AQC) model using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The collected
dataset was around 8,000 generic Amharic questions from different websites and labeled into 6
classes, similar to the question classes proposed
by Li and Roth (2006). However, the dataset is
still not available for further investigation. The
work by Taffa and Libsie (2019) and Abedissa
(2013) have developed Amharic non-factoid QA for
biography, definition, and description questions.
Yimam and Libsie (2009) developed an Amharic
question answering system for factoid questions.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no publicly
available question classification datasets that address the growing community-based question and
answer platforms. We have collected the largest
Amharic QC dataset to date.

5. Publicly releases the QA dataset along with
the Amharic semantic models and resource
repository (Yimam et al., 2021).

Figure 1: Distribution of questions per question
categories.
In Section 2, basic information about the Amharicn language and the writing systems are discussed.
In Section 3, we have presented the related works
about question classification and some of the existing question answering systems for Amharic.
While Section 4 and 5 discussed the data collection and pre-processing strategies, we have presented the Latin to Ethiopic/Fidäl transliteration
processes in Section 6. In Section 7 and 8, deep
learning question classification models and the results obtained are discussed. Finally, we have presented the main finding and future works in Section
9.

2. Amharic Language
Amharic (አማርኛ, amarəñña) is written from left to
right in Ge’ez alphabets called Fidäl (ፊደል), also
known as Ge’ez or Ethiopic script (Amha, 2009).
Fidäl is a syllable-based writing system where the
consonants and vowels co-exist within each graphic
symbol. Amharic is the working language of the
Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and for
many regional states in the country. It is the second old-most commonly spoken Semitic language
after Arabic. Including the vowels, there are a total
of 34 major letters each having up to seven major
derivatives. Amharic uses a total of more than 300
characters.

3.

4.

Data Collection

One of the big challenges for low-resource languages such as Amharic is the unavailability of
general-purpose datasets for various NLP tasks.
For the question answering task, there is no publicly available benchmark dataset for Amharic.
Some of the QA tasks, such as those by Yimam
and Libsie (2009) and Nega et al. (2016) dealt

Related Works

Many studies have addressed the question classification tasks, especially for high-resource languages
like English. Among these, the work done by
(Van-Tu and Anh-Cuong, 2016; May and Steinberg, 2004; Li and Roth, 2006; Li and Roth,
2002) proposed a method of using a feature selection algorithm to determine appropriate features
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Figure 2: Distribution of questions over the last three years per each month (year, month).
with an end-to-end QA pipeline for factoid and
domain-specific questions based on specific patterns. However, to build machine learning-based
QA systems, manually annotated datasets are required. In this work, to build the QC datasets,
we have exploited an existing social media platform community-based question and answer channel. Among several social media platforms, Telegram is one of the fastest-growing social networks
platform in Ethiopia that has different features like
bot services, personal chatting, and group calling/messaging. We have collected the Amharic
question dataset from the public Telegram group
channel called @AskAnythingEthiopia. The questions are freely available to the public who joined
the group.

4.1.

shows the top 6 all-time leaders in reputation from
the group.

About @AskAnythingEthiopia

This Telegram group was created by @JvHaile and
@da_king Telegram users. It was created for only
questions that can not be answered with a simple Google search. Among the rules, 1) users are
suggested to select the proper question category,
2) do not spread false information, 3) do not use
it for announcements, and 4) don not ask questions that can be answered with a simple Google
search. If users violate one of the rules, they will
not be approved to ask further questions. Users
that do not adhere to the rules will receive a warning, and if they continue breaking the rules, they
will be banned from the channel permanently. It
is the first of its kind in Ethiopia that serves only
question answering in Amharic and/or English languages, which is a reward-based channel. Figure 3

Figure 3: Top 6 all-time reputation leaders of the
bot (accessed on 18 April 2021).
Reputation is the number of points that each user
has obtained weekly, monthly, and all time. It is an
indicator of how helpful their answers were as well
as how often the answers were seen. The more reputation they have, the more privileges they have on
the bot. For example, asking an unlimited amount
of questions per day depends on the reputation. In
addition to this, they will also be eligible to be rewarded with 500 Ethiopian Birr at the end of each
month.
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4.2.

Posing a Question

posed in English will be used to build a multilingual question classification model. For questions
written in the Latin script, we have implemented
an algorithm that tries to convert the text to its
nearest possible Amharic Fidäl representation, as
discussed in Section 6 below.

The question is asked to a bot under the group
called @ask_anything_ethiopia_bot. At the time
of writing, this bot has 287,557 subscribers. Figure
4 shows the user interface displayed by the bot to
facilitate asking a question and selecting the appropriate question categories. Once the user entered
the /start command, the bot is initiated and displays the list of options including Ask a question. If the question type does not fall in one
of the existing 20 categories, users are forced to
select the category ”other”. Once the questions
are posed to the group, they will be displayed
under the @AskAnythingEthiopia channel where
users respond to the questions. Using the Python
Telethon3 library, we have extracted 83,851 questions with their categories. Figure 1 shows the distribution of questions per question class or category while Figure 2 shows the number of questions
over the past years. As we can see from Figure
2, the number of questions asked in the channel
increases over time.

Figure 5: A general framework for the proposed
Amharic question classification

6.

Due to various reasons, users prefer to write
Amharic text in Latin scripts. The following are
some of the probable reasons to use the Latin script
for Amharic text: 1) the mobile or computer keyboard does not support Ethiopic scripts, 2) writing
in Latin script is faster than using the Ethiopic keyboard which usually requires multiple keystrokes
for a single character representation, and 3) most
of the emojis and special character representation
are easier to type using the English keyboards. Our
analysis shows users prefer to write using the Latin
script as much as three-time (24,446 questions)
compared to using the Ethiopic scripts (7,967 questions).
There is no word embedding or transformer-based
language models for Amharic text written in Latin
scripts. Hence, in this work, we have implemented
the first Latin to Ethiopic transliteration algorithm and publicly release the script alongside the
amharicprocessor5 Amharic text segmentation,
normalization, and romanization tool (Belay et al.,
2021) which is one of the resources built along
with the Amharic semantic models (Yimam et al.,
2021)6 . Transliteration is a process of converting ASCII represented Amharic texts back to the
canonical Amharic letter representations (which

Figure 4: @ask_anything_ethiopia_bot Telegram
bot user interface to ask questions.

5.

Data Pre-processing

The platform allows asking questions both in English and Amharic. We have found that the questions are asked in different forms such as 1) all
questions in Amharic, 2) all questions in English,
3) questions mixed in English and Amharic, or 4)
Questions asked in Amharic language but written
in Latin script.
The Python Compact Language Detection library
(CLD2)4 package is used to detect the script of the
questions and we have found that 7,967, 51,424,
and 24,446 questions are posed in Amharic, English, and Amharic with a Latin script respectively.
In this study, we have considered questions written
in Amharic Fidäl or Latin scripts to build the machine learning models. In the future, the questions
3
4

Latin to Ethiopic Script
Transliteration

5

https://github.com/LonamiWebs/Telethon
https://pypi.org/project/pycld2/

6
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Amharic Questions
Q. Categories No. of Q.
Education
1118
Personal
763
Relationships
684
Technology
681
Religion
305
Health
519
Business
363
Entertainment
305
Politics
269
Music
218
Society
194
Beauty
125
Sexual
108
Philosophy
102
Sport
93
Art
56
Food
53
Family
39
Science
24
Other
1518
Av. f1 (micro)
Av. f1 (macro)

P
63.71
27.71
71.88
71.15
70.59
54.55
34.78
14.29
67.86
47.62
22.22
40.00
100.0
33.33
70.00
66.67
33.33
14.29
20.00
39.71

RoBERTa
R
F1
68.70 66.11
28.40 28.05
74.19 73.02
52.86 60.66
68.57 69.57
67.92 60.50
47.06 40.00
16.67 15.38
76.00 71.70
66.67 55.56
21.05 21.62
23.53 29.63
42.86 60.00
44.44 38.10
46.67 56.00
50.00 57.14
25.00 28.57
33.33 20.00
100.0 33.33
33.75 36.49
50.82
46.07

P
59.26
24.49
60.47
58.57
73.97
50.00
33.33
30.77
57.58
43.75
00.00
100.0
100.0
00.00
100.0
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
31.75

AmFLAIR
R
F1
69.57 64.00
14.81 18.46
83.87 70.27
58.57 58.57
77.14 75.52
62.26 55.46
32.35 32.84
22.22 26.81
76.00 65.52
46.67 45.16
00.00 00.00
11.76 21.05
28.57 44.44
00.00 00.00
26.67 42.11
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
41.88 36.12
48.93
32.77

Table 1: Amharic question distributions and classification model results using AmRoBERTa and AmFLAIR embeddings.
are known as Ethiopic or Fidäl scripts). For example, the phrase ”zare sint ken new?” written
in classical Latin script can be transliterated to
its Ethiopic representation as ”ዛሬ ስንት ቀን ነው?”
(Translation: what is the date of today?).
To transliterate Latin-based Amharic texts to their
Fidäl/Ethiopic based Amharic representation, we
have constructed rules, that try to reproduce the
Ethiopic representation with minimal errors, as a
perfect reproduction is diﬀicult. The rule is compiled with a list containing the ASCII combinations and the corresponding Amharic letters where
the largest possible chunk are first transliterated
before transliterating smaller units. For example, we first look for sh (ሽ) before attempting to
transliterate s (ስ).
It should be noted that the transliteration effort is
different from the standard International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) representation (Tedla, 2015), as
users generally ignored the IPA pronunciation of
words in different accents.
Example 1 shows an Amharic question from our
dataset posed in a Latin script; the ’Original’ line
is the original question, and the ’Transliterated’
line is the question transliterated to its Fidäl
script equivalent, while the ’English’ line is the
translation of the given question to English. The
red colored text indicated errors introduced by the
transliteration algorithm. Here, the first error is
introduced as the word is written in English (Hi)

while the remaining errors are introduced because
the Amharic characters ቀ and ጠ have similar
representation in the non-IPA Latin script with ከ
and ተ, which are ke and te respectively.
Example 1
Original: Hi menjafekad lemawtat ke sent amet
jemro new?
Transliterated: ሂ መንጃፈካድ ለማውታት ከ ሰንት
አመት ጀምሮ ነው?
English: Hi, what is the minimum age to obtain
a driving licence?

7.

Classification Models

A great deal of current research works on question classification are based on deep learning approaches with contextual embeddings rather than
statistical approaches. In this experiment, we have
employed three different contextual embedding approaches, where two of them are from the Amharic
Semantic resource repository (Yimam et al., 2021)
while the third one is from a publicly available embedding model from HuggingFace7 .
1. XLMR: Unsupervised Cross-lingual Representation Learning at Scale (XLMR) is a
generic cross-lingual sentence encoder that is
trained on 2.5 TB of newly-created clean CommonCrawl data in 100 languages including
7
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https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-base

Amharic (Conneau et al., 2019). Among this,
68m tokes are for Amharic.

Example 2
Amharic: ሰላም ስለ ኤርትራ እንደ ሀገር መመስረት
በደንብ ሚገልፅ መፅሃፍ ጠቁሙኝ እባካችሁ?
Translation: Hi, Please tell me a book that
clearly describes Eritrea as a nation
- Gold: education
- Pred: politics
Example 3
Amharic: አልወደኩም በፈራሁት ላይ የምለውን
መዝሙር ላኩልኝ እባካችሁ?
Translation: Please send me a Mezmur (religious song) entitled as I did not fail on what I
was scared of?
- Gold: music
- Pred: religion

2. AmRoBERTa: Is a RoBERTa model (Liu et
al., 2019), that is trained for Amharic using a
6.5m sentences crawled from different sources
(Yimam et al., 2021).
3. AmFLAIR: is based on FLAIR, a framework
designed to facilitate experimentation with
different embedding types, as well as training
and distributing sequence labeling and text
classification models (Akbik et al., 2018). This
is a new FLAIR embedding model that was
trained from scratch using a 6.5m Amharic
corpus (Yimam et al., 2021).

Example 4
Amharic: ያፈቀሩትን ሠው መርሣት ይቻላል ይባላል
እንዴት መርሳት ይቻላል?
Translation: It is said that the person you love
can be forgotten. How to forget?
- Gold: relationships
- Pred: technology
Example 5
Amharic:አሁን በዚህ ሰአት ምን እየተሰማቹ ነው?
Translation:what are you feeling right now?
- Gold: other
- Pred: politics

AmRoBERTa and AmFLAIR embedding models
are publicly available on GitHub8 with the different
benchmark datasets and NLP models.
A general framework using the deep learning
method for our question classification is shown
in Figure 5. As shown in the diagram, first,
we need to build a question classification training dataset scraped from @AskAnythingEthiopia
Telegram public channel. For all experiments, the
data are further split into training, development,
and test instances using an 80:10:10 split.
We have fine-tuned the pre-trained transformer/contextual pre-trained language models
using the question classification datasets using
a BiLSTM-based text classification model from
FLAIR. The Text classification architecture is
composed of respective embedding layers as an
input layer with the sequence of 4 dense layers and
an output layer. The training parameters for the
architecture constitute a learning_rate of 0.5e5,
mini_batch_size of 4, and max_epochs of 10.
The models are trained on a ’Quadro RTX 6000’
GPU server. While the Amharic dataset training
took about 3 hours, the transliterated and merged
(transliterated and Amharic) training took about
half a day. We did not use the English dataset for
model training.
The experimental results for the three different
datasets (Amharic, Transliterated, and Merged)
using the models fine-tuned on the two pre-trained
embeddings (AmRoBERTa and AmFLAIR) are
shown in Table 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Since the
finetuned model based on XLMR could not produce meaningful results (it miss classify almost all
of the cl assess, except the ”others” class), we have
excluded the results from the Tables. The crossevaluation of the different models are shown in Table 4.

8

8. Discussion
In this section, we will discuss the results of the
Amharic question classification experiments we
have presented in Section 7. We have used the F1score (F1), Precision (P), and Recall (R) for the
comparison of the models’ performances for each
question class. For the overall performances of the
models, we have reported the average micro F1scores as it shows us the overall performance. For
completeness, we have reported the average macro
F1-scores, but the scores will not be concrete as the
classes are not balanced. The models fine-tuned on
the AmRoBERTA pre-trained model have achieved
an F1 score of 57.29 while those on AmFLAIR have
achieved an F1 score of 54.20. Models fine-tuned
from the multi-lingual XLMR embedding could not
able to predict the question classes at all, except
for the ”Others” class with an F1 score of less than
20%. Hence, we have excluded the results from all
tables.
When we see the results at the class label, questions under Politics and Religion classes are relatively accurately predicted. The class on Entertainment is the worst classified by the models.
The class under Other has more questions than
the other class but still, the model wrongly predicts
most of the questions. One possible reason could
be that the questions under Other are not seman-

https://github.com/uhh-lt/amharicmodels
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Transliterated Questions
Q. Categories No. of Q.
Education
4542
Personal
2127
Relationships
3007
Technology
2703
Religion
933
Health
1427
Business
861
Entertainment
880
Politics
296
Music
761
Society
254
Beauty
571
Sexual
325
Philosophy
50
Sport
300
Art
116
Food
144
Family
81
Science
41
Other
4542
Av. f1 (micro)
Av. f1 (macro)

P
74.09
23.78
76.70
70.55
76.47
65.71
42.03
36.59
47.62
61.97
06.67
43.48
50.00
11.11
34.78
50.00
14.29
14.29
33.33
41.57

RoBERTa
R
F1
79.36 76.63
22.00 22.86
81.72 79.13
71.03 70.79
66.67 71.23
62.59 64.11
31.52 36.02
32.61 34.48
41.67 44.44
69.84 65.67
05.26 05.88
33.33 37.74
41.38 45.28
100.0 20.00
23.53 28.07
36.36 42.11
20.00 16.67
16.67 15.38
16.67 22.22
44.71 43.08
57.29
42.09

P
64.65
30.97
66.37
65.46
56.96
50.98
28.95
33.33
72.73
53.32
00.00
41.67
00.00
00.00
42.86
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
38.72

AmFLAIR
R
F1
78.44 70.88
17.50 22.36
77.59 71.54
68.62 67.00
57.69 57.52
53.06 52.00
11.96 16.92
14.13 19.85
33.33 45.71
69.84 61.11
00.00 00.00
08.33 13.89
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
08.82 14.63
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
53.78 45.03
53.47
27.91

Table 2: Transliterated classification model results using AmRoBERTa and AmFLAIR embeddings
Mixed Questions
Q. Categories No. of Q.
Education
5660
Personal
2890
Relationships
3691
Technology
3384
Religion
1238
Health
1946
Business
1224
Entertainment
1185
Politics
565
Music
979
Society
448
Beauty
696
Sexual
433
Philosophy
152
Sport
393
Art
172
Food
197
Family
120
Science
65
Other
6060
Av. f1 (micro)
Av. f1 (macro)

P
70.16
23.73
75.96
69.49
72.39
60.39
41.75
44.29
56.00
66.18
07.14
41.18
43.48
18.75
53.85
42.11
44.44
00.00
16.67
39.47

RoBERTa
R
F1
78.95 74.30
26.69 25.13
78.98 77.44
68.33 68.91
65.54 68.79
62.50 61.43
34.13 37.55
28.18 34.44
57.14 56.57
57.69 61.64
07.89 07.50
27.27 32.81
27.78 33.90
30.00 23.08
28.57 37.33
34.78 38.10
28.57 34.78
00.00 00.00
14.29 15.38
40.93 40.19
54.77
41.46

P
63.88
30.30
66.59
66.04
66.67
54.75
40.48
32.73
59.57
54.95
00.00
44.44
50.00
00.00
53.33
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
39.12

AmFLAIR
R
F1
80.58 71.27
17.79 22.42
78.12 71.90
68.61 67.30
68.92 67.77
60.50 57.48
26.98 32.38
16.36 21.82
57.14 58.33
64.10 59.17
00.00 00.00
15.58 23.08
11.11 18.18
00.00 00.00
16.33 25.00
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
00.00 00.00
49.92 43.86
54.20
32.00

Table 3: The mixed of Amharic and transliterated question and classification model results using AmRoBERTa and AmFLAIR embeddings.
tically similar enough to each other, and hence, we
suggest that the platform should allow the creation
of new question categories by the users.

We have made some error analyses to explore the
strength and weaknesses of the model as well as to
see if there are issues in the datasets. As it can be
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seen from Examples 2 and 3, the model predicts
the questions correctly while the samples were
wrongly annotated. Some possible explanations
for this wrong annotation of such samples could be
either the users did not understand the question
classification task (Example 2) or the question
itself is ambiguous (Example 3 has the word
’music’ but it specifically refers to religious songs).

Since questions are asked both in English and
Amharic, we apply language detection to consider questions only posed in Amharic. As most
of the online community uses the Latin script to
write Amharic questions, we also developed a Latin
to Ethiopic transliteration algorithm. Using the
cleaned dataset, we built deep learning-based question classification models using a pre-trained transformer and contextual embeddings. The question
classification models performed at 57.79% F1 score
on a total of 20 question categories, which is quite
a promising result. The resources such as question classification datasets for Amharic, the models, transliteration and Pre-processing tools are released in our GitHub repository9 . We anticipate
that this dataset can be used and extended for several use-cases such as 1) extracting the answers and
implementing an end-to-end QA system, 2) building multilingual question classification (Amharic +
English) systems, 3) improving the transliteration
system using a dictionary and contextual embeddings for word correction, 4) extracting the associated multi-modal data (images, sounds, and
videos) to build a multi-modal QC and QA systems.

When we analyzed the model predictions, the
most miss-classified classes are from the ”Other”
class. From Example 4, we can see the model
wrongly classified the question as ”Technology”,
even though there are no contexts provided regarding technology. Similarly, Example 5 is predicted
as ”Politics” even though the question does not
have a clear connection to politics.
Model
Merged
Amharic
Merged
Trans.

Test
Amharic
Trans.
Trans.
Amharic

P
47.61
25.71
42.24
43.67

R
39.65
20.37
37.78
34.33

F1
42.11
21.44
39.39
36.92

Table 4: The cross model evaluations results.
”Trans.” stands for Transliterated questions while
’Merged’ stands for the merged questions (Amharic
and transliterated). The hypothesis tested here
is evaluating different models using different test
sets.
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Abstract
Automatic morphology induction is important for computational processing of natural language. In resource-scarce languages
in particular, it offers the possibility of supplementing data-driven strategies of Natural Language Processing with
morphological rules that may cater for out-of-vocabulary words. Unfortunately, popular approaches to unsupervised
morphology induction do not work for some of the most productive morphological processes of the Yorùbá language. To the
best of our knowledge, the automatic induction of such morphological processes as full and partial reduplication, infixation,
interfixation, compounding and other morphological processes, particularly those based on the affixation of stem-derived
morphemes have not been adequately addressed in the literature. This study proposes a method for the automatic detection of
stem-derived morphemes in Yorùbá. Words in a Yorùbá lexicon of 14,670 word-tokens were clustered around “word-labels”.
A word-label is a textual proxy of the patterns imposed on words by the morphological processes through which they were
formed. Results confirm a conjectured significant difference between the predicted and observed probabilities of word-labels
motivated by stem-derived morphemes. This difference was used as basis for automatic identification of words formed by the
affixation of stem-derived morphemes.
Keywords: Unsupervised Morphology Induction, Recurrent Partials, Recurrent Patterns, Stem-derived Morphemes, Wordlabels.

1.

Introduction

The automatic detection of morphological influences
in words found on a simple list obtained from a
reasonably sized corpus of unannotated written texts in
natural language is an important problem in
computational linguistics. There are widely varying
morphological strategies for the formation of words
from morphemes as sub-word elements in various
natural languages. This presents a computational
problem that needs to be addressed. There is a need to
develop efficient algorithms that can be used to
automatically identify morphemes as well as
morphemic boundaries effectively in most, if not all of
the languages spoken worldwide. As in all data-driven
approaches to the processing of natural language,
resource-scarcity poses a problem in the automatic
induction of morphology.
Valuable work has been done in the unsupervised
automatic induction of the morphology of some
languages. Examples include Déjean (1998);
Goldsmith (2000); Creutz and Lagus (2002); Creutz
(2003); Creutz and Lagus (2004); Monson et al. (2007)
as well as Hammarström (2009). Some of these studies
have motivated the production of useful open-source
application packages such as Linguistica, Morfessor
and Paramor. However, it has been observed that the
methods adopted in these efforts may not always scaleup to accommodate many more languages than the
ones for which they were originally developed. In this
regard, De Pauw and Wagacha (2007) noted the
limitations of the popular methods that have been used
effectively for some European languages when applied
to Bantu languages of Africa. They observed in
particular, that the established AutoMorphology
method such as applied by Goldsmith (2000) is biased
towards Indo-European languages and therefore puts it

at a disadvantage when applied to a Bantu language
such as Gĩkũyũ. Also, Adegbola (2016) highlighted the
limitations of these methods in addressing the
morphology of some other African languages. He
made particular reference to the automatic induction of
morphological processes such as full and partial
reduplication, interfixation, compounding and others
that are productively employed in Igbo, Yorùbá and
some other Nigerian languages.
These methods, having been originally developed to
address the morphology of a relatively few languages
of Europe and Asia, essentially assume simple
concatenative morphology which, even though
employed in Igbo and Yorùbá, has been found to be
less productively engaged in these languages than other
morphological processes. Morphological processes
that employ stem-derived morphemes in which affixes
are dependent on and are therefore a reflection of stems
cannot
be
automatically
induced
through
computational methods that seek to identify recurrent
partials as is used in applications such as Linguistica
(Goldsmith, 2000); Morfessor (Creutz, Lagus and
Virpioja, 2005) and Paramor (Monson et al,, 2007).
Hammarström and Borin (2011) prepared a
comprehensive survey report on the unsupervised
learning of Morphology. None of the studies in the
survey addressed the unsupervised induction of partial
or full reduplication, infixation, interfixation,
compounding or any other morphological processes
based on the affixation of stem-derived morphemes.
Can and Manandhar (2014) also undertook a
panoramic view of methods and algorithms used in
unsupervised learning of morphology and yet
strategies for addressing stem-derived morphemes did
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not reflect. Marelli (2021) engaged the general subject
of quantitative morphology and still yet no methods
that address stem-derived morphemes featured. This
study therefore addresses this important but yet
outstanding problem of the automatic detection of
morphological processes that employ stem-derived
morphemes.

2.

In Yorùbá, however, similar derivations of nouns from
verbs are achieved by prefixation, not of recurrent
partials, but through a process of partial reduplication
in which a consonant-vowel (CV) template is prefixed
to a stem. The C being a copy of the first consonant of
the stem while the V is the high tone vowel 'í'
(Oyebade, 2007a), Yorùbá, being a tone language. This
implies that the CV template that is prefixed to the stem
is in itself derived from the stem. Hence the idea of a
stem-derived morpheme.
Table 1 shows examples of the production of nouns
from verbs through the process of partial reduplication
by use of stem-derived affixes in Yorùbá:

Gloss

Ọmọ

Child

Derived
Form
Ọmọkọ́mọ

Gloss

However, the widely used affixation of stem-derived
morphemes rather than recurrent partials in Yorùbá
poses a problem in the fact of the dependence of an
affix on its stem. This obviates the expected relatively
high frequency of such affixes to enable their
classification into one of two classes of “random subword segments” or “significant morphemic units”
based on their probabilities of occurrence.
In a bid to cluster words produced through
morphological processes based on stem-derived
morphemes, Iheanetu (2015) used the idea of “wordlabels” derived from the patterns of arrangements of
consonants and vowels in the Igbo language to cluster
words according to the morphological processes
through which they were formed.

3.

Word-labels

Derived
Gloss
Noun
Ṣe
Do
Ṣíṣe
Doing (N)
Lọ
Go
Lílọ
Going (N)
Pè
Call
Pípè
Calling (N)
Gbà
Accept Gbígbà
Acceptance
Table 1: Yorùbá examples of partial reduplication

As proposed by Iheanetu (2015), a word-label can be
described as a textual proxy of the pattern of
arrangements of consonants and vowels in a word. It
provides basis for clustering words of identical
patterns, in a process of unsupervised learning, thereby
identifying them as derived through identical
morphological processes.

Other common and highly productive processes of
Yorùbá morphology such as full reduplication and
interfixation also conform to this approach of
affixation in which affixes are derived from the stems.
Tables 2 and 3 show examples of these morphological
processes and the resulting words, showing clearly
identifiable word patterns:

Word-labels are derived from words by assigning a
sequence of symbols CX or VX representing
consonants (C) or vowels (V) accompanied by a
numerical index (X) indicating the occurrence or
reoccurrences of specific consonants or vowels in the
words, from left to right (Adegbola, 2016). Table 4
shows examples of a few English words and their
derived word-labels.

Verb
Pa iná
Tú ilé

Gloss

Noun

Any
child/bad
child
Iye
Value Iyebíye
Invaluable
Àgbà Adult Àgbàlagbà
Old/matured
person
Aṣe
Doer
Aṣemáṣe
Inappropriate
behaviour
Table 3: Yorùbá examples of interfixation

Recurrent Partials and Recurrent
Patterns

Adegbola (2016), demonstrated that the automatic
induction of Yorùbá morphology depends to a large
extent on the identification of recurrent patterns rather
than the identification of recurrent partials, just as
Iheanetu (2015) demonstrated for Igbo. For instance,
inflection of, as well as the derivation of gerunds from
English verbs may be achieved by the simple
suffixation of the recurrent partial ‘ing’.

Verb

(2009) have developed algorithms that use probability
to differentiate between random sub-word elements
and recurrent partials which are valid morphemic units.

Gloss
Put out fire
Undo
household
Steal child

Derived Noun
Panápaná
Túlétúlé

Gloss
Fire fighter
Disruptive
person
Kidnaper

Gbé
Gbọ́mọgbọ́mọ
ọmọ
Wo
View
Wòranwòran
Spectator
ìran
scene
Table 2: Yorùbá examples of full reduplication

Based on the assumption of morphemes as recurrent
partials in English, for example, Goldsmith (2001),
Creutz and Lagus (2004) as well as Hammarström

Word
Word-label
Deal
C0V0V1C1
Said
C0V0V1C1
Deed
C0V0V0C0
Seek
C0V0V0C1
Table 4: Some English words and their word-labels
The word “deal”, for example, takes the word-label
C0V0V1C1 because the first character, ‘d’ is assigned
the symbol C0 and the first vowel ‘e’ is assigned the
symbol V0. Succeeding characters ‘a’ and ‘l’ are
assigned the symbols V1 and C1 respectively because
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they are the second occurring vowel and consonant
respectively. Using a zero-based indexing, the first
occurrence of a consonant or vowel is assigned the
index 0. Freshly used succeeding consonants or vowels
are assigned succeeding numbers as indexes, while the
reoccurrence of a consonant or vowel is reassigned the
already assigned index. Based on this scheme, the word
‘deed’ takes the word-label C0V0V0C0 because the
first and second occurring consonant as well as the first
and second occurring vowel are the same. The
facilitation of word-labels for the unsupervised
induction of English morphology is yet to be
investigated. In a Yorùbá lexicon, however, the
patterns of morphological processes are clearly
reflected in word-labels and it therefore becomes
possible to cluster or classify words according to their
morphological process, based on the manifest patterns
in the words as reflected in their word-labels. The use
of word-labels to cluster or classify words according to
the morphological processes through which they are
derived is justified by the fact that affixes derived from
templates based on stems impose patterns on the
produced words. These patterns are therefore reflected
in the words so formed to the extent that commonality
in morphological processes is reflected in a
commonality in word patterns and therefore wordlabels. The following examples of Yorùbá words of
common morphological derivation clustered around
the word-label C0V0C0V1 demonstrate this fact in
Table 5. It should be noted that vowels with differing
tone marks are regarded as different and that Yorùbá
orthography uses the character ‘n’ in three distinct
ways. It is used in certain instances as a consonant, in
some other instances as a syllabic nasal and in yet other
instances as a nasalization indicator for a preceding
vowel.
Stem

Gloss

Lọ
Wá
Ṣe
Kọ
Ké
Sè

Go
Come
Do
Write
Cry
Cook

Derived
Word
Lílọ
Wíwá
Ṣíṣe
Kíkọ
Kíké
Sísè

Gloss
Going (N)
Coming (N)
Doing (N)
Writing (N)
Crying (N)
Cooking (N)

Common
W. Label
C0V0C0V1
C0V0C0V1
C0V0C0V1
C0V0C0V1
C0V0C0V1
C0V0C0V1

Table 5: Some Yorùbá words (nouns) derived by
partial reduplication to produce a common word-label

4.

Identifying Morphologically
Motivated Patterns

Every word has a word pattern. There is a need
therefore to differentiate between random patterns and
morphologically motivated patterns in order to be able
to automatically identify words that are products of
given morphological processes. The main objective of
this study is to devise a means that can be used to
automatically
recognize
pattern-inducing
morphological processes in a language, using Yorùbá
as an example, towards exploring the possibility of
generalisation for other languages in future. Hence, we
here present a scheme for automatically recognizing
pattern-inducing morphological processes in Yorùbá.

To distinguish between word-labels that manifest by
chance as against word-labels motivated by patterninducing morphological processes, it would be
instructive to compute two probability measures for
each word-label. The first is a predicted probability of
a word-label based on an assumption of random choice
of consonants and vowels in the words that produce the
word-label and the second is the observed probability
of the word-label in a sizable corpus of written texts in
Yorùbá. These predicted and observed probabilities of
word-labels may then be compared. A significant
difference in the predicted and the observed
probabilities of a word-label will be usable as basis for
classifying word-labels as either resulting from random
choice of consonants and vowels in the words that
produce them or word-labels that result from
significant patterns induced by morphological
processes.

5.

Predicted Probability of a Word-label

The predicted probability of the manifestation of a
word-label is based on the assumption that all
allowable consonants and vowels of the language in
question occur equiprobably in words that produce
such a word-label. In addition, it assumes
independence between the individual consonants and
vowels that make up the word. These assumptions
would be valid only if there are no external influences
on the choices of these consonants and vowels.
To compute this predicted probability, we consider a
word-label as consisting of symbols 𝐴𝑖 𝑋𝑖 where:
𝐴𝑖 ∈ {𝐶, 𝑉}
𝑋𝑖 ∈ {0, 1, 2, … . 𝑛}
In this light, the word-label C0V0C1V1 for the English
word “make” for example, can be thought of as
containing symbols 𝐴1 𝑋1 𝐴2 𝑋2 𝐴3 𝑋3 𝐴4 𝑋4 , where 𝐴1 =
𝐶, 𝑋1 = 0, 𝐴2 = 𝑉, 𝑋2 = 0, 𝐴3 = 𝐶, 𝑋3 = 1, 𝐴4 =
𝑉 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑋4 = 1.
Given a language of 𝑐 consonants and 𝑣 vowels, the
probability of obtaining a symbol C0 for the first
occurring consonant is 𝑐⁄𝑐 as any of the 𝑐 consonants
can be chosen. This is equal to 1, implying certainty.
The probability of obtaining another symbol C0 after
the first consonant has taken the symbol C0 is 1⁄𝑐
because the only one consonant that caused the first
consonant symbol to be C0 must have reoccurred. By
the same token, the probability of any other consonant
(𝑐 − 1)⁄
taking the symbol C1 is
𝑐, having excluded
the consonant that produced C0. We can thus
generalise the probability of any symbol CX as
(𝑐 − 𝑋)⁄
𝑐 . In the same vein, the probability of
obtaining a symbol V0 for the first occurring vowel is
𝑣⁄ and the probability of any symbol VX can be
𝑣
(𝑣 − 𝑋)⁄
generalised as
𝑣 as argued above.
By virtue of the assumption of independence in the
predicted probabilities of each of the symbols that
make
up
a
word-label,
the
likelihood
𝐿(𝐴1 𝑋1 𝐴2 𝑋2 … 𝐴𝑛 𝑋𝑛 ) of a word-label can be
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computed as the naive product of the individual
probabilities of each of the symbols
thus:
𝑛
𝐿(𝐴1 𝑋1 𝐴2 𝑋2 … 𝐴𝑛 𝑋𝑛 ) = ∏ 𝑃(𝐴𝑖 𝑋𝑖 )

(1)

𝑖=1

The product of two or more probabilities may not
necessarily yield a probability. Hence, to normalise the
likelihood in formular (1) above into a probability, we
shall multiply it by the reciprocal of the cumulative
likelihoods of all conceivable word-labels in a group as
shown in formular (2). This will guarantee that the
probabilities of all conceivable word-labels in each
group sums up to unity in accordance with probability
theory.
𝑛
𝑃(𝐴1 𝑋
𝐴 𝑋 … 𝐴𝑛 𝑋𝑛 ) = 1⁄𝑆 ∏ 𝑃(𝐴𝑖 𝑋𝑖 )
𝑚1 2 2
𝑖=1

𝑆 = ∑ 𝐿𝑗 (𝐴1 𝑋1 𝐴2 𝑋2 … 𝐴𝑛 𝑋𝑛 )

(2)
(3)

𝑗=1

Where 𝑚 is the total number of conceivable wordlabels in each group and 𝑆 is the cumulative likelihood
of all the m conceivable word-labels in a group of equal
lengths and common structure.
We define the structure of a word-label as the sequence
of consonants and vowels without considering the
indexes. For example, the word-labels C0V0V0 and
C0V0V1 both have the same structure because they
both consist of the same consonant and vowel sequence
of CVV, differing only in their indexes.

6.

Observed Probability of a Word-label

In considering the observed probability of a wordlabel, the manifestation of a given word-label is taken
as a single event with a single outcome while the
manifestations of all word-labels in a group is the total
number of possible outcomes. Hence, the observed
probability of a given word-label can be calculated as
the frequency of occurrence of the word-label, based
on the number of words that produced it and are
thereby clustered around it, divided by the total number
of occurrences of all word-labels in the same group,
based on the total number of words that produced them.
To compute the observed probability of a word-label i
that manifests in a given group of identical length and
structure, having a cumulative total of 𝑛 word-tokens,
we observe the number of word-tokens 𝑛𝑖 that
produced the given word-label 𝑖. Each of the 𝑛 wordtokens in the group will produce one word-label each.
Hence, the probability 𝑃(𝑖) of the word-label 𝑖 would
be the number of word-tokens 𝑛𝑖 that produced the
word-label 𝑖 divided by the total number of wordtokens 𝑛𝑖 in the group, computed as:
𝑛
𝑃(𝑖) = 𝑖⁄𝑛
(3)

7.

Automatic Detection of
Morphological Processes

As already explained, the predicted probability of a
word-label
as
computed
above
assumes
equiprobability in the occurrences of the individual
consonants and vowels combined to form the word that
produced the word-label. In addition, independence

between the occurrences of the consonants and the
vowels is assumed. However, if the formation of a
word is motivated by a morphological process, these
assumptions become invalidated. For example, as
Oyebade (2007a) noted, in the morphological process
of partial reduplication in Yorùbá, a consonant and
vowel (CV) template is prefixed to a stem, the C being
a copy of the first consonant of the stem while the V is
the high tone vowel 'í'. The fact that the C is a copy of
the first consonant of the stem violates the assumption
of independence in the choice of that consonant. As for
the assumption of equiprobability, the fact that the V in
the prefix template is unconditionally the high tone
vowel 'í' violates the assumption of equiprobability.
Hence, we hypothesize that the contribution of a
morphological process in the formation of a word will
bring about a significant difference in the predicted and
observed probabilities of its word label. Word-labels
derived from such a word whose formation is
motivated by a morphological process that employs a
stem-derived morpheme will surely feature a
sufficiently significant difference to signal the
involvement of such a process.
To automatically detect the morphological processes
used in word formation in a language, we may
therefore compare the observed and predicted
probabilities of word-labels encountered in a lexicon
obtained from a sizable corpus of texts in the language.
It is hypothesised that in the absence of any
morphological influences, we expect no significant
differences in the observed and predicted probabilities
of a word-label. We can therefore conclude that any
significant differences between the predicted and the
observed probabilities of a word-label would have been
brought about by morphological influences.
The predicted probability of a word-label as described
in Section 5 is a normalised product over the set of
probabilities of the individual symbols that make up
the word-label. The product of two proper fractions
will always produce a lower value than both. Hence,
the predicted probability of a word-label will depend
on its length. For this reason, we opted to group
together word-labels of the same lengths and structures
as defined in section 5 together for consistency in the
comparison of word-labels.

8.

Tests and Results

To explore the difference between the predicted and
observed probabilities of a word-label produced by
word-tokens whose formation is motivated by a
morphological process based on the affixation of stemderived morphemes, we extracted a lexicon of 14,670
word-tokens from a Yorùbá corpus. The 14,670 tokens
produced 1,282 distinct word-labels. The word-labels
were grouped according to their lengths and structures
and both their predicted and observed probabilities
were computed, all as described in sections 5 and 6.
The computed predicted probability was based on 18
consonants and 12 vowels as specified in the literature
for the number of consonants and vowels of the Yorùbá
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language (Oyebade, 2007b). Comparison of the
predicted and observed probabilities were made and
the following results were obtained.
The most productive word-label was C0V0C1V1, with
a cluster of 2,716 word-tokens. This represents 18.51%
of the 14,670 word-tokens in the lexicon. Examples of
word-tokens that produced this word-label include
balẹ̀, dewé, fijó, gbaṣọ and jíṣẹ́. The overwhelming
majority of these are formed by the morphological
process of compounding, suggesting that the wordlabel C0V0C1V1 clusters Yorùbá words formed
mainly by compounding. A predicted probability of
0.8657 was computed for this word-label, while the
computed observed probability was 0.7690.
W. Label

P. Prob.

O. Prob.

be easily detectable automatically as recurrent partials,
based solely on frequency in a process of unsupervised
induction of the morphological process. The proposed
approach of clustering relevant words around wordlabels, however, makes it easy to perceive the prefixes,
generally as vowels rather than a particular individual
vowel.
The only other word-label in the group VCV is
V0C0V0. Table 7 shows the predicted and observed
probabilities of these two word-labels of this group.
W. Label
V0C0V1
V0C0V0
Cumulative

Cardinality

C0V0C0V0
0.0046
0.0416
147
C0V0C0V1
0.0509
0.0994
351
C0V0C1V1
0.8657
0.7690
2716
C0V0C1V0
0.0787
0.0900
318
Cumulative
1.0000
1.0000
3532
Table 6: Predicted and observed probabilities of
word-labels of the CVCV group
Table 6 shows all conceivable word-labels in the group
(CVCV) to which it belongs. Word-labels (W. Label)
are shown in the first column, while the predicted and
observed probabilities (P. Prob. and O. Prob.) are
shown in columns two and three respectively. The
fourth column shows the number of word-tokens
(Cardinality) clustered around each word-label. The
fact that the cumulative predicted probability adds up
to unity indicates that word-tokens producing all
conceivable word-labels in this group were
encountered in the corpus.
The word-label C0V0C0V0, which is a member of the
CVCV group suggests a cluster of words produced by
the morphological process of full reduplication. The
glaring difference in its predicted and observed
probabilities bears eloquent testimony to its easily
perceptible symmetry.
The second most productive word-label is V0C0V1,
with a cluster of 1,446 word-tokens, representing
9.86% of the 14,670 word-tokens in the lexicon.
Examples of words that produced this word-label
include abi, abẹ, egbé, idán, àgbo and ẹ̀rọ, all derived
through the nominalisation of single syllable Yorùbá
verbs by the concatenative morphological process of
vowel prefixation. While we acknowledge seeming
exceptions such as abẹ́, which, though a noun is not
easily associated with a one-syllable verb with related
meaning, we can say generally that this word-label
clusters words formed mainly through the
morphological process of concatenation by vowel
prefixation. As can be observed from the sample of
words shown here from this cluster, various vowels
featured as the prefixed morphemes. This is consistent
with Awobuluyi’s (2001) observation that all Yorùbá
vowels apart from ‘u’ and the nasal vowels are used
freely as prefixes. It stands to reason however, that
these prefixes may not occur sufficiently frequently to

P. Prob.
0.9167
0.0833
1.0000

O. Prob.

Cardinality

0.9335
0.0665
1.0000

1446
103
1549

Table 7: Predicted and observed probabilities of
word-labels of the VCV group
The third most productive word-label is
V0C0V1C1V2, with a cluster of 1,417 word-tokens,
representing 9.66% of the 14,670 word-tokens in the
lexicon. Examples of words that produced this wordlabel include abetí, ìbínú, ojúgbó, àbùṣán, èlùbọ́,
ìbùkún, òkúta, ẹlẹ́wù and ọ̀mùtí. Apart from èlùbọ́ and
òkúta in which the word formation processes may not
be glaring to this investigator, the other words in this
small sample and most of the others in the cluster
feature mainly concatenation by vowel prefixation as
well as compounding. For example, ìbùkún
meaning "blessing" is a noun formed by the
compounding of two words bù (take) and kún (fill) to
form the verb “increase” followed by nominalisation
of the verb bùkún by vowel prefixation to form the
noun ìbùkún.
W. Label
P. Prob. O. Prob. Cardinality
V0C0V0C0V0
0.0004
0.0039
8
V0C0V0C1V1
0.0675
0.0640
132
V0C0V0C1V0
0.0061
0.0194
40
V0C0V1C1V1
0.0675
0.1024
211
V0C0V1C1V2
0.6745
0.6870
1417
V0C0V1C0V1
0.0040
0.0388
80
V0C0V1C1V0
0.0675
0.0344
71
V0C0V1C0V0
0.0040
0.0040
9
V0C0V1C0V2
0.0397
0.0432
89
V0C0V0C0V1
0.0040
0.0029
6
V0C0V0C0V2
0.0036
0.0000
0
V0C0V0C1V2
0.0612
0.0000
0
Cumulative
1.0000
1.0000
2063
Table 8: Predicted and observed probabilities of
word-labels of the VCVCV group
The other word-labels of the VCVCV group to which
V0C0V1C1V2 belongs are shown in Table 8. As
would be noticed, no words that could have produced
two valid word labels; V0C0V0C0V2 and
V0C0V0C1V2 featured in the corpus used for this
study. Particularly curious is V0C0V0C1V2 with a
predicted probability of 0.0612, being the 5th highest
probability in the group. A few other relatively
productive word-labels are shown in Table 9.
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W. Label
C0V0C1V1C2V2
V0C0V1C1V2C2V3
C0V0
C0V0C0V1
C0V0C1V0
C0V0V1C1V2
C0V0V1

P. Prob
0.6413
0.4810
1.0000
0.0509
0.0787
0.7215
0.9167

O. Prob
0.4711
0.5060
1.0000
0.0994
0.0900
0.5333
0.7220

Cardinality
620
506
430
351
318
272
226

Table 9: Predicted and observed probabilities as well
as cardinality of the 4th to the 10th most productive
word-labels
The core concern of this study is to automatically
identify words that feature morphological processes
based on stem-derived morphemes by comparing the
predicted and observed probabilities of their wordlabels.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that comparison of
predicted and observed probabilities of word-labels is
capable of making this important distinction. As can be
observed in the charts, the observed probabilities of
word-labels that incorporate stem-based morphemes
are generally higher than their predicted probabilities,
while the contrary holds in the case of word-labels
without stem-based morphemes.

V0C0V1C1V2C2V0
V0C0V1C1V0
V0C0V1V2C1V2
C0V0C1V1C2V2C3…
0

0.5

1

Observed

Predicted

Figure 1: Observed and Predicted Probabilities of
Word-labels with Stem-derived Words

We recognise the ratio of the observed and predicted
probabilities of word-labels as a convenient indicator
of the involvement of stem-derived morphemes.
𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝑂 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏⁄𝑃 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏
Where 𝑂 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 and 𝑃 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 are the predicted and
probabilities.
We also acknowledge two factors that would have
effects on the predicted and observed probabilities of
word-labels. On the one hand, as discussed in section
7, the longer a word-label, the lower its probability.
Hence, the length of a word-label will affect its
predicted probability to the extent that short wordlabels may tend to have high probabilities while long
word-labels may tend to have low probabilities. On the
other hand, sampling error owing to resource-scarcity
may affect the observed probability of word-labels in a
group in which the word-labels cluster few words,
causing them to have high observed probabilities.
The predicted probability of a word-label is computed
as explained in section 5 by obtaining the normalised
product of the probabilities of the individual symbols
that make up the word-label, while the observed
probability is computed as explained in section 6 by
normalising the cardinality of a word-label with the
overall cardinality of its group.
Table 10 shows a selection of word-labels, their ratios
of observed and predicted probabilities and some
sample word-tokens each. It can be observed from the
table that the more the repetition of characters in a
word-token as reflected in the word-label, the greater
the ratio of the observed and predicted probabilities.
Obviously, the word-labels, C0V0C1V0C0V0C1V0
and C0V0C1V1C0V0C1V1 are motivated by the
morphological process of full reduplication as can be
observed from the symmetry brought about by the
duplication of C0V0C1V0 and C0V0C1V1
respectively. This is reflected in their relatively high
ratios of 127145.48 and 19452.41 and the sample words;
biribiri and bọ̀lọ̀bọ̀lọ̀ as well as bojúbojú and bàmùbàmù
respectively.
The
succeeding
word-label,
C0V0V0C1V0C0V0 must have been motivated by the
morphological process of partial reduplication and this is
reflected in the ratio of 6174.55 and the sample words: fẹ́ẹ́rẹ́fẹ́
and gbuurugbu.

C0V0C1V1C0V2C1V1
C0V0V1C0V0V1
C0V0V0C0V0V0
C0V0C1V0C0V0C1V0

0
Observed

0.2

0.4

0.6

Predicted

Figure 2: Observed and Predicted Probabilities of
Word-labels without Stem-derived Words

The word-label, C0V0C1V1C0V2 with a ratio of 0.85 and
sample words of jogójì and kàgbákò as well as the word-label
C0V0C1V1C2V1C3V2 with its ratio of 0.53 and sample
words of kòbọmọjẹ́ and mójúkúrò provide convincing
evidence that the ratio of the observed and predicted
probabilities is a faithful indicator of the involvement of
stem-based morphemes in certain word-labels and their
absence in some others.
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Word-label

Ratio

C0V0C1V0C0V0C1V0
C0V0C1V1C0V0C1V1
C0V0V0C1V0C0V0
C0V0C0V0C0V0
C0V0C1V1C0V2C1V1
V0C0V0C1V1C0V0
V0C0V1C1V2C2V2
V0V1C0V2C1V3
C0V0C0V1C1V2
C0V0C1V1C0V2
C0V0C1V1C2V1C3V2

127145.48
19452.41
6174.55
1074.26
352.40
20.58
1.88
1.30
1.30
0.85
0.53

Morphological
Process
Full Reduplication
Full Reduplication
Partial Reduplication
Full Reduplication
Full Reduplication
Interfixation
Prefixation
Prefix+Compounding
Partial Reduplication
Compounding
Desentencialisation

Sample words
biribiri, bọ̀lọ̀bọ̀lọ̀, fírífírí, gbẹ̀jẹ̀gbẹ̀jẹ̀
bojúbojú, bàmùbàmù, fọ́rífọ́rí, jayéjayé
fẹ́ẹ́rẹ́fẹ́, gbuurugbu, tààràtà, pẹẹrẹpẹ
dandandan, gangangan, jẹ́jẹ́jẹ́, tantantan
fálafàla, jágbajàgba, kóbokòbo, pálapàla
àgbàlágbà, ọmọkọ́mọ, ọ̀pọ̀lọpọ̀
alágídí, alákàrà, ọlọ́gẹ̀dẹ̀, ónígbèsè
àìdúpẹ́, àìlera, àìmọ̀kan, àìrójú, àìgbọràn
dídọ́gba, jíjóná, kíkorò, lílépa, pípadà
jogójì, kàgbákò, láyọ̀lé, pawọ́pọ̀, ṣojúṣe
kòbọmọjẹ́, mójúkúrò, yírapadà, ṣàfarawé

Table 10: Word-label, Ratio, Morphological Process and Sample Words
It can be inferred from the fore-going that while the
predicted probability of a word-label is affected by its
length, the observed probability is totally insulated
from this factor. Conversely, while the observed
probability may be affected by sampling error
occasioned by resource-scarcity, the predicted
probability is totally insulated from this effect. The
sampling error is reflected in the cardinality of each
word-label, which in turn reflects on the cumulative
cardinality of each group.
To address the problem of disparate lengths and their
effects on probabilities, word-labels of identical
lengths were considered together, regardless of their
structures. However, it was noticed that the effect of
disparity in lengths tended to reduce as the lengths of
the word-labels increased. It was also noticed that the
cardinality of word-labels correlates negatively with
their lengths. By treating word-labels of disparate
lengths separately, it was possible to localise the effects
of sampling error to extremely long word-labels that
featured very low cardinality. Hence, the effect of
sampling error appears to be localised to each lengthbased cluster of word-labels.
The 1,282 word-labels generated from the lexicon of
14,670 word-tokens extracted from the Yorùbá corpus
were grouped into 24 sets of word-labels based on their
lengths. The word-labels in each set were sorted
according to the values of their O Prob and P Prob
ratios. It was observed that in each of the 24 sets of
same-length word-labels as sorted based on their ratios,
the first bunch of word-labels to be encountered are
those that cluster words formed by full reduplication.
Followed by this first bunch of word-labels, come
word-labels that cluster words formed by either partial
reduplication or interfixation. We then encounter
word-labels that cluster words formed by simple
affixation of recurrent partials as well as compounding
and then word-labels that cluster all other types of
words. This is observable in Table 10 in which
C0V0C1V0C0V0C1V0 and C0V0C1V1C0V0C1V1
are examples of word-labels that conform to full
reduplication, C0V0V0C1V0C0V0 conforms to partial
reduplication while V0C0V0C1V1C0V0 conforms to
interfixation. The word-labels C0V0C1V1C0V2 and
C0V0C1V1C2V1C3V2 conform to compounding and
desentencialisation respectively. The successive and

consistent reduction in the values of the O Prob/P Prob
ratios is instructive.
All morphological processes reported in the literature
of Yorùbá morphology were observed and words
formed by each process were found to cluster around
specific word-labels. As noted in Adegbola (2016),
some word-labels clustered word-tokens formed by
more than one morphological process and in some
cases, a single morphological process was found to
produce word-tokens that clustered around more than
one word-label. In the final analysis however, the
word-labels showed themselves creditably as effective
purveyors of the patterns imposed on words by stemderived morphemes and therefore an effective and
efficient means of identifying the morphological
processes featured in a language.

9.

Conclusion

It is apparent from the results obtained in this study that
the ratio of the predicted and observed probabilities of
word-labels is a valuable metric for the identification
of word-labels that incorporate stem-derived
morphemes. This is to be expected because the
involvement of morphological processes in the
formation of words that produce such word-labels
contradict the assumptions of equiprobability and
independence in the choice of characters for the
affected word-tokens. This is a radically new approach
to the unsupervised induction of morphology. It should
become a valuable supplement to the approach
proposed by Harris (1955), which has continued to
guide the approaches used in more recent studies
undertaken by investigators such as Déjean (1998);
Goldsmith (2000); Creutz and Lagus (2002); Creutz
(2003); Creutz and Lagus (2004) as well as
Hammarström (2009) as was earlier discussed.
The resource-scarce status of the Yorùbá language
played out significantly in this study. The lexicon used
contained only 14,670 word-tokens, which certainly
left many Yorùbá words unaccounted for. Many wordlabels that obviously feature stem-derived morphemes
had low cardinality, some of them as low as one. The
incidence of a stem-derived morpheme in a word-label
is indicative of a morphological process. A
morphological process is not likely to produce only one
word for a language and so, these word-labels with low
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cardinality are expected to have more than a few wordtokens each in their clusters. Towards addressing the
resource-scarcity of Yorùbá, it should be possible to
use such low cardinality word-labels to project and
thereby validate or even generate out-of-vocabulary
words in certain Natural Language Processing (NLP)
circumstances. This is a worthy endeavour for a future
study.
The cumulative values of the observed probabilities of
each group of word-labels added up to unity in
conformity with probability theory. This is ensured by
the fact that these probabilities were computed, based
solely on word-tokens that featured in the corpus that
produced the study lexicon. However, the cumulative
values of the predicted probabilities of some groups of
word-labels did not add up to unity. This implies that
certain word-labels in such groups did not feature in the
modest corpus that produced the study lexicon.
As noted in Section 5, the predicted probability for
each of all conceivable and valid word-labels in each
group is guaranteed to sum up to unity. All word-labels
that did not feature in their appropriate groups as a
result of sampling error occasioned by the resourcescarcity are computationally derivable and their
individual predicted probabilities can be computed
with consistency. Hence, the cumulative predicted
probability of all conceivable word-labels in a group is
guaranteed to add up to unity. The corresponding
observed probabilities of each of the unencountered
word-labels due to sampling error will logically take a
value of zero each, thereby ensuring that the predicted
and observed probabilities for each group sums up to
unity in conformity with probability theory. This was
the case with the VCVCV group of word-labels as
shown in Table 8, where the word-labels
V0C0V0C0V2 and V0C0V0C1V2 had predicted
probability values of 0.0036 and 0.0612 respectively
but a cardinality of zero each and therefore observed
probability values of zero each.
Unencountered
word-labels,
being
validly
computationally derivable may be useful in projecting
and validating or even generating out-of-vocabulary
words. The fact that the predicted probabilities of such
unencountered word-labels can be calculated is of high
value. Such probability values offers an important
metric for assessing the coverage of available corpora
in a language. The systematic use of such a metric to
assess the level of coverage of available corpora of
resource-scarce languages is yet another worthy issue
for future study.
One interesting surprise encountered within the
C0V0C1V1 cluster is the word benson, a foreign
proper noun. Though a foreign word, it is
understandable that it found its way into a Yorùbá
corpus, being proper noun. It found its way into the
C0V0C1V1 cluster in particular by virtue of the fact
that the character “n” is used as the indicator for
nasalisation of a preceding vowel in Yorùbá
orthography as explained in Section 3. For this reason,

the “en” and “on” in the word benson were
erroneously construed as Yorùbá nasal vowels.
Many non-Yorùbá words in the corpus clustered
around word-labels that admit consonant clustering
which happens not to be a feature of Yorùbá syllable
structure. An example of such a word-label is
C0C1V0C2 under which the English words show, this
and what were found. The words were traced to certain
lines of a Yorùbá play in the corpus, in which one of
the characters was showing off ability to speak the
English language. In this light, it is interesting that
word-labels may be usable as a means of identifying
and extracting foreign words in a corpus.
Another interesting cluster is the cluster designated as
"XXX", which was deliberately used to cluster words
that incorporate consonants such as X, C, V and Q,
which are not used in the Yorùbá language. Some of
the words that found their ways into this cluster
consisting of 40 words include academic,
achaempong, african and america.
The problem of recognizing the presence of stemderived morphemes in words is yet to be effectively
addressed in the literature of computational
morphology. Results obtained from this study show the
potentials of word-labels as an effective and efficient
tool for addressing this problem. A number of other
important applications of word-labels have also been
suggested. Locating the word-label as a proxy of words
within the Chomsky hierarchy and the possible use of
automata to parse and recognise valid word-labels of
the Yorùbá language or any other languages for that
matter are not only desirable but also pertinent. All
these need to be actively engaged and further
investigated in future studies.
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Abstract
Finite-state approaches to morphological analysis have been shown to improve the performance of natural language processing
systems for polysynthetic languages, in-which words are generally composed of many morphemes, for tasks such as language
modelling (Schwartz et al., 2020). However, finite-state morphological analyzers are expensive to construct and require expert
knowledge of a language’s structure. Currently, there is no broad-coverage finite-state model of morphology for Wolastoqey,
also known as Passamaquoddy-Maliseet, an endangered low-resource Algonquian language. As this is the case, in this paper,
we investigate using two unsupervised models, MorphAGram and Morfessor, to obtain morphological segmentations for
Wolastoqey. We train MorphAGram and Morfessor models on a small corpus of Wolastoqey words and evaluate using two annotated datasets. Our results indicate that MorphAGram outperforms Morfessor for morphological segmentation of Wolastoqey.
Keywords: Morphological segmentation, unsupervised morphology, low-resource languages

1.

Introduction

word representations. Bear and Cook (2022) show that
English definitions for Wolastoqey words can be used
to form Wolastoqey word representations that encode
syntactic and semantic information.
Morphological analysis is particularly important for
building language technology and natural language
processing systems for morphologically-rich languages. For example, Bowers et al. (2017) develop a
morphological parser for the Odawa dialect of Ojibwe
(also an Algonquian language) and discuss applications
of this parser for building language technology such
as morphologically-aware dictionary search to help a
dictionary user to find a lemma from an inflected form
and spelling correction. A Wolastoqey morphological
analyzer could similarly enable such language technologies for this language. Finite-state morphology
has also been shown to give improvements in language
modelling for polysynthetic languages (Schwartz et al.,
2020). Language models are a key component for
many NLP systems. As such, a Wolastoqey morphological analyzer could support the development of future applications such as text prediction.
Finite state morphological analyzers have been developed for several Algonquian languages including
Plains Cree (Snoek et al., 2014), Odawa (Bowers et al.,
2017), and Arapaho (Kazeminejad et al., 2017). However, other than the preliminary work of Farber (2015)
on noun morphology, there is currently no broad coverage finite state morphological analyzer for Wolastoqey.
In the absence of a finite state morphological analyzer for Wolastoqey, in this paper, we consider unsupervised approaches to morphological segmentation.
MorphAGram (Eskander et al., 2020) is an unsupervised approach to morphological segmentation based
on adaptor grammars, models that generalize probabilistic context-free grammars by introducing depen-

Wolastoqey is an Indigenous language spoken in parts
of what are now the provinces of New Brunswick and
Quebec, Canada, and the state of Maine, United States.
This language is often referred to as PassamaquoddyMaliseet, with Passamaquoddy and Maliseet being
two dialects of this language. Many speakers of the
Maliseet dialect in the communities where the authors
of this paper live and work refer to their language as
Wolastoqey. We therefore use the term Wolastoqey (as
opposed to Passamaquoddy-Maliseet) in this paper.
Wolastoqey is a polysynthetic eastern Algonquian language. It is endangered, with only roughly 300 remaining first language speakers in Canada (Statistics
Canada, 2017). It is a low-resource language with no
large corpora or annotated datasets available. There
is, however, the Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Dictionary
(Francis and Leavitt, 2008). This Wolastoqey–English
dictionary provides English definitions for roughly 19k
Wolastoqey headwords. A version of this dictionary is
available online.1
Relatively little prior computational work has considered Wolastoqey. Farber (2015) presents a preliminary
finite-state model of Passamaquoddy-Maliseet noun
morphology. Bear and Cook (2021) propose a crosslingual Wolastoqey–English definition modelling system which generates English definitions for Wolastoqey words. They show that, for this definition modelling task, sub-word representations from byte-pair
encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016) can be used to overcome the limitations of not having a large monolingual
Wolastoqey corpus available for learning Wolastoqey
1

Passamaquoddy-Maliseet
Language
(http://www.pmportal.org); Language
and Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Dictionary Project.

Portal
Keepers
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dencies between successive uses of rewrite rules. It
has recently been shown to outperform other unsupervised approaches to morphological segmentation on a
range of languages, including polysynthetic languages.
In this paper, we evaluate MorphAGram on Wolastoqey, and compare it to Morfessor (Smit et al., 2014), an
unsupervised morphological segmentation model that
defines a segmentation vocabulary using minimum description length as a training objective. We find that
MorphAGram also outperforms Morfessor for Wolastoqey.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we describe our experimental setup including the models considered, the training and evaluation
datasets, and the evaluation metric. We present results
for MorphAGram and Morfessor in Section 3. In Section 4 we summarize our findings and identify directions for future work.

2.

grammars using preverbs from the PassamaquoddyMaliseet Dictionary. In total, we seed our scholarseeded grammars with 813 preverbs.4

2.2.

To establish a baseline for comparison, we train a
Morfessor 2.0 (Smit et al., 2014) model on the same
datasets used to train our MorphAGram models. For
this we use the implementation of Morfessor 2.0 available in the python Morfessor library.5 The Morfessor
model used in our experiments is trained using the default training parameters on the types that occur in our
training dataset.

2.3.

Training Data

To construct the training dataset used in our experiments we use contents from the PassamaquoddyMaliseet Dictionary. In addition to English definitions
for Wolastoqey headwords, this dictionary includes
parallel Wolastoqey–English example sentences. As
we require a list of words to train our morphological
segmentation models, we define our training dataset as
the set of unique types that occur in the Wolastoqey example sentences of each dictionary entry. We choose
to use the types that occur in the dictionary example
sentences instead of the set of dictionary headwords, as
all verb headwords are given in a third-person presenttense form, meaning many morphemes associated with
particular inflected forms would not occur in the training data.
To obtain a list of types from our Wolastoqey sentences,
we first tokenize each sentence using a regular expression tokenizer from NLTK (Bird and Loper, 2004). We
define a token as a contiguous string of alphanumeric
characters, underscores, hyphens and apostrophes. As
many example sentences code-switch with English and
thus contain English words, we remove all English
words from our dataset using an English word list available in NLTK. Using this approach, we obtain a set of
30.1k unique types to train our models from 18.5k example sentences, containing a total of 147k tokens.
As both Morfessor and MorphAGram are unsupervised
approaches to morphological segmentation, we choose
to evaluate our models in a transductive setup in which
words the model will be evaluated on (but not their
gold-standard segmentations) are included in the training data. Given new unknown words to segment, the
models could be simply retrained to obtain segmentations for them. Operating under this assumption, for
each of our experiments, we add all words from the
evaluation set (described below) to the training data.

Experimental Setup

In this section we describe the settings of MorphAGram and Morfessor used in our experiments, the training and evaluation data, and the evaluation metrics we
use.

2.1.

Morfessor

MorphAGram

To run our experiments with MorphAGram, we use the
implementation of MorphAGram published by Eskander et al. (2020). This implementation requires an off
the shelf adaptor-grammar sampler to train; we use the
recommended adapter-grammar sampler.2 To train our
MorphAGram models, we use the same training parameters as the original paper as described in the source
code of the implementation.3
As we wish to evaluate the performance of MorphAGram on Wolastoqey, we first must identify the best
performing grammar for this language. For this, we
consider running preliminary experiments in which we
train multiple MorphAGram models using the grammars considered by Eskander et al. (2020). We evaluate the performance of each grammar on a small
dataset of morphologically segmented words from the
Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Dictionary (the PMLP dataset
described in 2 4). In these preliminary experiments, we
observed that a grammar consisting of prefixes, stems
and suffixes, referred to PrStSu in the original paper,
performed the best. We therefore choose to focus on
this grammar, as well as the best performing grammar
from the original paper, which, in-addition to prefixes,
stems and suffixes, includes submorphs. This grammar
is referred to as PrStSu + SM.
We choose to run our experiments both in a languageindependent and scholar-seeded configuration. To train
our models in a scholar-seeded setup, we seed our

4
Many preverbs are listed in the Passamoquoddy-Maliseet
Dictionary as headwords and as such can easily be identified
to use in a scholar-seeded setting. In future work we intend
to also consider including common suffixes in the scholarseeded setting.
5
https://github.com/aalto-speech/
morfessor

2
https://web.science.mq.edu.au/
mjohnson/Software.htm
˜
3
https://github.com/rnd2110/MorphAGram
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2.4.

3.

Evaluation Datasets

For evaluation, we compare the output of MorphAGram and Morfessor to gold standard segmentations. We use two segmentation datasets for evaluation, one obtained from information available on
the Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Language Portal, and the
other from a morphologically-annotated sample text
(Leavitt, 1996, 5.4).
The Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Language Portal includes word-building examples to help teach learners
how words are formed.6 These examples include information about morphological segmentation. We use all
of the available examples to form a dataset for evaluation. The resulting dataset, which we refer to as PMLP,
contains segmentations for 30 Wolastoqey words, composed of an average of 4.23 morphemes per word.
We build a second evaluation dataset from a
morphologically-annotated sample text (Leavitt, 1996,
5.4). In this text, the morphological segmentation of
each word is shown. We manually transcribe this sample text to create an additional evaluation dataset. This
dataset, which we refer to as L EAVITT-1996, is composed of segmentations for 102 unique words (types),
consisting of an average of 2.32 morphemes per word.
L EAVITT-1996 is derived from running text. As
such, it includes words corresponding to all parts-ofspeech, including mono-morphemic particles and preverbs. This is in contrast to PMLP in which all instances
in the dataset consist of multiple morphemes. Particles
and preverbs can, however, be easily identified using a
wordlist. As such, we are particularly interested in how
a morphological segmenter performs on other parts-ofspeech. We therefore construct a version of L EAVITT1996 in which particles and preverbs are removed. We
refer to this dataset as L EAVITT-1996- FILTERED. This
results in a dataset consisting of segmentations for 71
words, being composed on average of 2.89 morphemes.
For evaluations using L EAVITT-1996- FILTERED, we
also remove particles and preverbs from the training
data. This reduces the training data to 29.5k types as
624 particles and preverbs are removed from the training data.

2.5.

We report results for MorphAGram and Morfessor on
each dataset in Table 1. For MorphAGram we consider
a grammar with prefixes, stems, and suffixes (PrStSu)
and the same grammar additionally with submorphs
(PrStSu + SM). We consider each grammar in both
a standard language-independent setting (Std.) and a
scholar-seeded setting in which the model is seeded
with knowledge of preverbs (Sch.). Results for MorphAGram approaches are averaged across ten runs with
different random seeds.
We first consider results on PMLP (shown in the top
panel of the Table 1). Focusing on F1, we observe
that all MorphAGram approaches considered outperform the Morfessor baseline. This is inline with the
findings of Eskander et al. (2020) that MorphAGram
improves over Morfessor. Among the MorphAGram
approaches considered we observe that the best approach is Std. PrStSU, i.e., a model without submorphs
that does not use scholar seeding. We find that both approaches that do not use submorphs outperform those
that do, and that using scholar seeding leads to a reduction in performance.
We now turn to consider results on L EAVITT-1996
(middle panel of Table 1). Focusing again on F1,
we observe that for this dataset, not all MorphAGram
models outperform the Morfessor baseline. In particular, only models that incorporate submorphs (indicated
with +SM) outperform Morfessor. In contrast to experiments on PMLP, here we observe that both approaches
that incorporate submorphs outperform those that do
not.
We further see mixed results here for scholar seeding.
In particular, scholar seeding gives a small improvement for models that do not use submorphs, but does
not give improvements when submorphs are included.
The best results on this dataset use submorphs and no
scholar seeding (i.e., Std. PrStSu + SM). The inconsistent behaviour of scholar seeding could possibly be
attributed to the fact that we only use prefixes as seeds
in our experiments, and do not use stems or suffixes
as seeds. Additionally providing stems and suffixes
as part of the scholar seeding could potentially lead
to improvements. However, the finding that scholarseeding does not lead to uniform benefits is not inconsistent with Eskander et al. (2020) who find that
scholar-seeding did not improve performance on some
languages.
In the PMLP evaluation, all instances consist of multiple morphemes. In contrast, for L EAVITT-1996, the
instances are drawn from running text and include
many particles and preverbs (the latter of which are
in certain cases written as separate words) which are
mono-morphemic. In preliminary investigations we
observed that MorphAGram over-segmented many of
these monomorphemic forms, which seems to have
contributed to the relatively low precision of MorphAGram approaches compared to Morfessor on L EAVITT-

Evaluation Metrics

A range of evaluation metrics have been considered
for evaluating unsupervised morphological analyzers
including boundary evaluations and morpheme assignment approaches such as EMMA-2 (Virpioja et al.,
2011). In the case that both the predicted analysis
and gold-standard are segmentations, Virpioja et al.
(2011) find that boundary evaluations are appropriate.
In our experimental setup both the predicted analyses
and gold-standard annotations are segmentations, and
so we use boundary precision-recall (BPR) for evaluation. BPR is a metric based on the precision, recall and
F1 score of predicted segmentation splits.
6

Results

https://pmportal.org/word-building
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PMLP

Grammar
Morfessor
Std. PrStSu
Std. PrStSu + SM
Sch. PrStSu
Sch. PrStSu + SM

P
0.678
0.619
0.736
0.644
0.738

(0.026)
(0.021)
(0.022)
(0.031)

R
0.377
0.623
0.504
0.571
0.466

(0.021)
(0.027)
(0.030)
(0.025)

F1
0.485
0.621
0.598
0.605
0.571

(0.021)
(0.024)
(0.025)
(0.026)

Morfessor
Std. PrStSu
Std. PrStSu + SM
Sch. PrStSu
Sch. PrStSu + SM

0.710
0.417
0.611
0.450
0.605

L EAVITT-1996
0.588
(0.022) 0.800
(0.021) 0.757
(0.025) 0.737
(0.025) 0.747

(0.022)
(0.017)
(0.019)
(0.016)

0.643
0.548
0.676
0.559
0.668

(0.023)
(0.018)
(0.022)
(0.017)

L EAVITT-1996- FILTERED
0.668
0.452
0.544 (0.025) 0.668 (0.021)
0.772 (0.032) 0.616 (0.022)
0.630 (0.022) 0.617 (0.019)
0.763 (0.019) 0.599 (0.020)

Morfessor
Std. PrStSu
Std. PrStSm + SM
Sch. PrStSm
Sch. PrStSm + SM

0.539
0.599
0.685
0.623
0.671

(0.022)
(0.022)
(0.018)
(0.016)

Table 1: Boundary precision, recall and F1 scores on each dataset for MorphAGram and a Morfessor 2.0 baseline.
The standard deviation for these evaluation metrics for MorphAGram is shown in parentheses. The best results for
each method, on each dataset, are shown in boldface.
Word
alitahasuwinuwok
kpeciptulonen
wicihtaqik

Approach
Gold standard
MorphAGram
Morfessor
Gold standard
MorphAGram
Morfessor
Gold standard
MorphAGram
Morfessor

Segmentation
ali+tahas+uwin+uwok
ali+tahas+uwin+uwok
al+itahasu+winuwok
k+peci+pt+ul+on+ en
k+pecip+t+ul+on+en
kpeci+ptul+onen
wici+ht+aq+ik
wi+ci+ht+a+qik
wici+htaq+ik

Table 2: The segmentations for the gold standard, MorphAGram, and Morfessor for three words in L EAVITT-1996.

1996. For example, MorphAGram segments the
mono-morphemic preverb cuwi as c+uwi while Morfessor does not segment this word. These findings led
us to consider a further evaluation on L EAVITT-1996FILTERED in which particles and preverbs are excluded
from the evaluation.
Results for L EAVITT-1996- FILTERED are shown in the
bottom panel of Table 1. In this evaluation, as for the
evaluation on PMLP, all MorphAGram methods outperform the Morfessor baseline. For this evaluation
the results follow a similar pattern to those on the full
L EAVITT-1996 dataset. Including submorphs gives
improvements, while the results for scholar seeding are
mixed; the best results are again obtained using submorphs and no scholar seeding (i.e., Std. PrStSu +
SM).
Further comparing the results between L EAVITT-1996

and L EAVITT-1996- FILTERED, we observe that Morfessor performs notably worse on the latter. This suggests that Morfessor performs well at (not) segmenting
mono-morphemic words such as particles and preverbs.
Such words can, however, be easily identified using
a wordlist. We further observe that each MorphAGram approach achieves higher precision on L EAVITT1996- FILTERED than on L EAVITT-1996. This finding
is inline with the observation that MorphAGram oversegments monomorphemic items, which are included
in L EAVITT-1996 but not L EAVITT-1996- FILTERED.
Table 2 shows some examples of the segmentations
produced by MorphAGram and Morfessor. For alitahasuwinuwok (‘the wise men’) MorphAGram produces
the same segmentation as the gold standard, while none
of the boundaries predicted by Morfessor are correct.
In the case of kpeciptulonen (‘constant battles’) Mor-
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phAGram produces an almost correct segmentation,
but one boundary is incorrectly identified. For Morfessor, all predicted boundaries are correct, but recall
is poor in that some boundaries are not predicted. For
wicihtaqik (‘make jointly’) MorphAGram makes several errors, while Morfessor only fails to identify one
boundary.
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Conclusions

A morphological analyzer can be leveraged to give improvements for NLP tasks such as language modelling
for polysynthetic languages. There is, however, currently no broad-coverage morphological analyzer for
Wolastoqey. In this paper we therefore considered unsupervised approaches to morphological segmentation
for Wolastoqey. MorphAGram has previously been
shown to outperform Morfessor on polysynthetic languages. In this paper we evaluated MorphAGram and
Morfessor and showed that this is also the case for
Wolastoqey.
In future work, we intend to develop a finite-state morphological analyzer for Wolastoqey. Such a system
could subsequently be leveraged to train a neural morphological analyzer with broader coverage (Micher,
2017; Lane and Bird, 2020). We are further interested
in extrinsic evaluation of the segmentations produced
by MorphAGram and leveraging them in applications.
For example, we intend to consider whether crosslingual Wolastoqey–English definition modelling could
be improved by replacing BPE-based subword representations with segmentations from MorphAGram in
the approach of Bear and Cook (2021). We are further
interested in applications of morphological segmentations for semi-automated lexicography. For example,
dictionaries of other Algonquian languages include entries for stems, roots, and affixes (Frantz and Russell,
2017). We are interested in whether MorphAGram segmentations could be leveraged to help lexicographers to
add similar entries to a Wolastoqey dictionary.
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Abstract
This paper presents baseline classification models for subjectivity detection, sentiment analysis, emotion analysis, sarcasm
detection, and irony detection. All models are trained on user-generated content gathered from newswires and social
networking services, in three different languages: English —a high-resourced language, Maltese —a low-resourced language,
and Maltese-English —a code-switched language. Traditional supervised algorithms namely, Support Vector Machines,
Naı̈ve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, and Random Forest, are used to build a baseline for each classification
task, namely subjectivity, sentiment polarity, emotion, sarcasm, and irony. Baseline models are established at a monolingual
(English) level and at a code-switched level (Maltese-English). Results obtained from all the classification models are presented.
Keywords: opinion mining, social media, subjectivity analysis, sentiment analysis, emotion analysis, irony detection,
sarcasm detection, social data, code-switching

1.

Introduction

microblogging (e.g., Twitter2 ), travel (e.g., TripAdvisor3 ), and newswire (e.g., Reuters4 ) services are nowadays the most popular. This created new opportunities and challenges for Opinion Mining, especially
on user-generated content spread across heterogeneous
sources, such as newswires and social networking services.
This paper presents baseline classification models for
five opinion classification tasks: subjectivity detection, sentiment analysis, emotion analysis, sarcasm detection, and irony detection. These are based on a
novel multidimensional and multilingual social opinion dataset in the Socio-Economic domain, specifically
Malta’s annual Government Budget, which comprises
social data from the 2018, 2019, and 2020 budgets.
In terms of language, this social data is in one of
the following languages: English —a high-resourced
language, Maltese —a low-resourced language, and
Maltese-English —a code-switched language. Baseline models are established at a monolingual level using user-generated content in English, and at a codeswitched level using user-generated content in MalteseEnglish and Maltese. Section 2 presents a review of
social datasets available for Opinion Mining, the algorithms generally used for evaluating them, and other
relevant studies within this research area. The experiments carried out to establish the baseline models are
discussed in Section 3, with some conclusions and future work presented in Section 4.

Finding out what other people think about a product
or service has always been a very important part of an
individual’s and/or organisation’s information gathering behaviour especially during a decision making process. Before the World Wide Web awareness, people
asked their friends and colleagues about recommendations for an automobile mechanic, or about whom they
plan to vote for in the upcoming elections, and checked
with the consumer reports before buying a house appliance. Organisations usually conducted market analysis in the form of opinion polls, surveys, and focus
groups in order to capture public opinion concerning
their products and services (Liu, 2010). The advent
of the Social Web and the massive increase of usergenerated content posted on social media platforms and
newswires commenting sections, allows users to create
and share content and their opinions directly to the public, thus circumventing possible forms of bias (by acquaintance of experts only). Such user-generated content is invaluable for certain needs, such as improving
an entity’s service or perception and tracking citizen
opinion to aid policy makers and decision takers (Hilts
and Yu, 2010). Opinion-rich resources have been growing both in terms of availability and popularity.
The year of 2001 marked the beginning of widespread
awareness of the research problems and opportunities for Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis (Pang
and Lee, 2008). Online review sites and personal
blogs were early examples of such opinionated resources, whereas social networking (e.g., Facebook1 ),

2

https://www.twitter.com
http://www.tripadvisor.com
4
https://www.reuters.com
3

1

https://www.facebook.com
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2.

Related Work

al., 2017) made use of lexicon-based, ML, DL, and hybrid techniques, similar to (Patwa et al., 2020). An
approach based on SVM was used in (Kothari et al.,
2013) for subjectivity classification of news articles’
comments and tweets. In (Appidi et al., 2020), ML
algorithms such as SVM were used for emotion classification experiments on an annotated corpus of codeswitched Kannada-English tweets. Bansal et al. used
SVM and RF for training baseline models to show how
code-switching patterns can be used to improve several
downstream Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications (Bansal et al., 2020). In (Mamta et al., 2020),
the authors also implemented baseline models for sentiment analysis using ML and DL algorithms, such as
SVM and CNN. Similarly, the authors in (Yimam et al.,
2020) built several baseline models for Amharic sentiment analysis from social media text using ML algorithms, such as SVM and LR.

Studies focusing on text classification tasks, such as
sentiment analysis, at a binary (two classes) and/or
multi-class (more than two classes) level generally use
machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) supervised algorithms for building their baseline models. A
Social Opinion Mining systematic review (Cortis and
Davis, 2021b) analysed a large number of studies that
make use of social data, such as user-generated content
from social media platforms, and identified techniques
used for carrying out classification tasks in this research
area. In terms of traditional supervised learning algorithms, the most common ones used for baseline, experimentation, evaluation and/or comparison purposes
are Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) (Lewis, 1998), Support Vector
Machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995), Logistic
Regression (LR) (McCullagh, 1984) / Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt)–generalisation of LR for multi-class
scenarios (Yu et al., 2011), Decision Tree (DT) (Quinlan, 1986), and Random Forest (RF) (Breiman, 2001).
The choice of traditional supervised learning algorithms selected is supported by other Opinion Mining reviews, such as (Ravi and Ravi, 2015), (Hemmatian and Sohrabi, 2019), (Carvalho and Plastino, 2021),
(Ligthart et al., 2021). Even though recent advances in
Opinion Mining has seen an increase in the use of DL
approaches, such as the Transformer model architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017), traditional ML algorithms
are still very much used to carry out Opinion Mining
classification tasks, with good results obtained especially on small datasets (Ligthart et al., 2021).
Several high-quality Opinion Mining social datasets
are available for research purposes as part of shared
evaluation tasks, such as the International Workshop on
Semantic Evaluation (SemEval)5 and/or through open
access repositories, such as Zenodo6 . Teams submitting their systems in the SemEval sentiment analysis
task on code-mixed tweets (Patwa et al., 2020) used the
following techniques, traditional ML algorithms such
as NB, LR, RF, and SVM; word embeddings such as
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014), and fastText (Joulin et al., 2016); and
DL algorithms such as Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) (LeCun et al., 1990), and Bidirectional Enconder Representations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018). In (Gupta et al., 2017), several ML
(SVM best performer) and DL algorithms are used as
baselines for contextual emotion detection on tweets.
A baseline SVM system was trained in numerous SemEval tasks, such as (Mohammad et al., 2018) for affect in tweets and (Pontiki et al., 2016) for aspect-based
sentiment analysis. Similarly, SVM performed well on
irony detection (Van Hee et al., 2018) and sentiment
analysis (Rosenthal et al., 2017) in tweets. Participants
in the SemEval task focusing on fine-grained sentiment
analysis on financial microblogs and news (Cortis et
5
6

3.

Experiments

In this paper, we experimented with multiple classification models catering for the English, Maltese, and
Maltese-English languages across five different social
opinion dimensions, namely subjectivity, sentiment polarity, emotion, irony, and sarcasm. All experiments
have been carried out in the Python using Jupyter Notebook7 on a machine with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i78550U CPU @ 1.80GHz 1.99 GHz processor and 8.00
GB (7.88 GB usable) installed memory (RAM).

3.1.

Baseline Models

Baseline models for each social opinion dimension
were built using the following eight supervised learning algorithms:
• NB: Multivariate Bernoulli NB (MBNB)–
classifier suitable for discrete data and is designed
for binary/boolean features (scikit learn, a),
and Complement NB (CNB)–designed to correct
“severe assumptions” made by the standard Multinomial NB classifier and suited for imbalanced
datasets (scikit learn, b);
• SVM: Support Vector Classification (SVC)–CSVC implementation based on libsvm (a library
for SVM) (scikit learn, h), Nu-Support SVC
(NuSVC)–similar to SVC however can control the
number of support vectors (scikit learn, f), and
Linear SVC–similar to SVC however has more
flexibility and supports both dense and sparse input (scikit learn, d);
• LR: a probabilistic classifier also known as logit
or Maximum Entropy (scikit learn, e);
• DT: an optimised version of the Classification and
Regression Trees (CART) algorithm (scikit learn,
c); and
• RF: an ensemble of decision tree algorithms
(scikit learn, g).

https://semeval.github.io/
https://zenodo.org/
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The scikit-learn8 ML library was used for building the
baseline models. This consists of a set of tools for data
mining and analysis, such as pre-processing, model selection, classification, regression, clustering, and dimensionality reduction.

3.2.

base form, using NLTK’s implementation of the
Porter stemming algorithm13 ; and
• Conversion of textual data into numerical representations: term frequency and inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) (Salton and McGill,
1986) statistical measure (using the scikit-learn
TfidfVectorizer function) used to evaluate the
word relevance in online posts and hence represent the online posts into a feature vector for training a classifier using any algorithm discussed in
Section 3.1.

Approach

The Opinion Mining approach for building baseline
models consists of the following steps, namely data acquisition, pre-processing, model generation, and model
evaluation.
3.2.1. Dataset
The dataset of multidimensional and multilingual social opinions for Malta’s Annual Government Budget9
(Cortis and Davis, 2021a) has been used for the work
carried out in this paper. This dataset contains 6,387
online posts for the 2018, 2019, and 2020 budgets,
which user-generated content was collected from three
newswires, namely Times of Malta10 , MaltaToday11 ,
and The Malta Independent12 , and one social networking service, namely Twitter. In terms of languages, the
majority of the online posts were in English (74.09%)
with most of the rest being in Maltese-English or Maltese (24.99%). It is important to note that the online posts in Maltese-English and Maltese have been
merged together due to the low amount of online posts
in Maltese only. Each online post is annotated for the
following five social opinion dimensions: subjectivity,
sentiment polarity, emotion, sarcasm, and irony. Table
1 presents the overall class distribution of online posts
for each social opinion dimension and the language annotation. Statistics are provided for the entire dataset
(columns 2 and 3), the subset of online posts in English (columns 4 and 5), and subset of online posts in
Maltese-English and Maltese (columns 6 and 7).

3.2.3. Model Generation
Given that the dataset used is relatively small in terms
of data volume, we are not in a position to omit
a chunk of data for model generation. Therefore,
cross-validation provides us with a better modelling
approach for small datasets, as opposed to the traditional training-validation-test set split. Stratified 10fold cross-validation is applied on the entire dataset
being used for model generation and evaluation. This
cross-validation technique is used since the ratio between the target classes is preserved as is in the full
dataset. It is also adequate for imbalanced datasets such
as the one being used, as reflected in Table 1. Moreover, this technique just shuffles and splits the dataset
once into 10 folds. Therefore, the test sets used for validating the trained model (on k - 1 of the folds used
as training data) do not overlap between any of the 10
splits. Lastly, the model itself is trained 10 times, with
the weights and any biases being reset with each new
model. This cross-validation procedure was applied for
each baseline model built using the supervised learning
algorithms discussed in Section 3.1. Baseline classification models for subjectivity, sentiment polarity, emotion, sarcasm, and irony, were built on i) the subset
of English online posts and ii) the subset of MalteseEnglish and Maltese online posts.

3.2.2. Pre-processing
Pre-processing on the online posts used for building the
baseline models was carried out, using the following
NLP tasks of a syntactic nature:

3.3.

Results and Discussion

Results of the baseline classification models mentioned
in Section 3.2.3 are presented and discussed in this section. Table 2 displays results obtained on the subset of
English online posts, whereas Table 3 displays results
obtained on the subset of Maltese-English and Maltese
online posts (merged together due to the low amount of
online posts in Maltese only).
The following evaluation metrics were used to measure
the classification performance of the models generated
for each social opinion dimension:

• Data cleaning: Removal of any numbers,
HTML/XML tags, special characters and whitespaces;
• Tokenisation: text composed of string of words or
sentences split into tokens, in terms of alphabetic
and non-alphabetic characters, using the NLTK
(Bird et al., 2009) word punctuation tokeniser;
• Stemming: removes suffices or prefixes used with
a word to reduce inflectional forms to a common

• F1 score weighted (Chinchor, 1992): F1 score is
the weighted average of precision and recall. The
weighted score calculates the F1 score for each label with their average being weighted by support,

8

https://scikit-learn.org/
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
4650232
10
https://www.timesofmalta.com/
11
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/
12
https://www.independent.com.mt/
9

13
https://tartarus.org/martin/
PorterStemmer/
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Dataset
Subjectivity
Subjective
Objective
Sentiment Polarity
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Emotion
Joy
Trust
Fear
Surprise
Sadness
Disgust
Anger
Anticipation
Sarcasm
Sarcastic
Not Sarcastic
Irony
Ironic
Not Ironic
Language
English
Maltese
Maltese-English
Other

Count

All
Percentage

Count

English
Percentage

Maltese-English and Maltese
Count
Percentage

2591
3796

40.57%
59.43%

1713
3019

36.20%
63.80%

852
744

53.38%
46.62%

1232
1605
3550

19.29%
25.13%
55.58%

775
1355
2602

16.38%
28.63%
54.99%

441
219
936

27.63%
13.72%
58.65%

2636
363
72
177
245
498
369
2027

41.27%
5.68%
1.13%
2.77%
3.84%
7.80%
5.78%
31.74%

1976
219
61
116
176
275
238
1671

41.76%
4.63%
1.29%
2.45%
3.72%
5.81%
5.03%
35.31%

648
144
11
60
67
216
127
323

40.60%
9.02%
0.69%
3.76%
4.20%
13.53%
7.96%
20.24%

177
6210

2.77%
97.23%

101
4631

2.13%
97.87%

74
1522

4.64%
95.36%

329
6058

5.15%
94.85%

189
4543

3.99%
96.01%

136
1460

8.52%
91.48%

4732
299
1297
59

74.09%
4.68%
20.31%
0.92%

4732

100%
299
1297

18.73%
81.27%

Table 1: Class distribution for each annotation per dataset
that is, the number of true instances for each label.
This metric caters for label imbalance.
• Balanced accuracy (Brodersen et al., 2010): defined as the average of recall scores obtained per
class. This metric is used for imbalanced binary
and multi-class classification.

obtained on the English data, the CNB algorithm produced the best balanced accuracy results for subjectivity, sarcasm, and irony. On the other hand, LinearSVC
obtained the best balanced accuracy results for sentiment polarity, whereas RF fared best for emotion.
The following are some observations on the results obtained:

Both tables present the mean and standard deviation
F1 score (weighted) and balanced accuracy results obtained for all eight supervised learning algorithms using the stratified 10-fold cross-validation technique.
With respect to the English data, the LR algorithm obtained the best F1 score (weighted) results for the subjectivity and irony classification models. The SVC and
RF obtained the same results for the latter model. The
CNB algorithm produced the best F1 score (weighted)
for the sentiment polarity and emotion classification
models, whereas NuSVC fared best for the sarcasm
classifier. When considering the balanced accuracy, the
CNB algorithm produced the best results for all the social opinion dimensions.
As for the results on the Maltese-English and Maltese data, the CNB algorithm fared best in terms of
F1 score (weighted) for the subjectivity, emotion (same
as for English data), and irony classification models. The LinearSVC algorithm produced the best F1
score (weighted) for the sentiment polarity classifier,
whereas the LR, SVC, and RF algorithms obtained the
best and same results for sarcasm. Similar to the results

• The CNB algorithm obtained good performance
for all languages and handled the imbalanced
classes better than the other algorithms.
• Results obtained for the subjectivity and sentiment polarity classifiers are very promising for the
English subset and Maltese-English and Maltese
subset, even though the latter subset only amounts
to 1596 online posts and the classes are not evenly
balanced (for both subsets).
• Further evaluation using online posts unseen by
the trained models is needed on the emotion, sarcasm, and irony classifiers to ensure that they are
not biased towards the majority classes (Padurariu
and Breaban, 2019), due to small amount of online posts available for the minority classes. Resampling techniques (Cateni et al., 2014; More,
2016) such as over-sampling and under-sampling
can be used for handling such imbalances.
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Opinion Dimension
Subjectivity
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Sentiment Polarity
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Emotion
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Sarcasm
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Irony
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)

LR

LinearSVC NuSVC

SVC

BNB

CNB

DT

RF

0.883841
0.090688
0.366402

0.879541
0.076603
0.152594

0.876273
0.496998
0.840135 0.883805 0.836563 0.8721
0.099753
0.000954
0.100051 0.077748 0.080797 0.09332
133.560791 138.974958 0.056846 0.049864 3.255599 38.103134

0.866635
0.109981
0.325131

0.86671
0.095431
0.147605

0.855156
0.5
0.811524 0.873531 0.827453 0.85808
0.118991
0
0.11106 0.09623 0.099956 0.108103
128.942503 138.723404 0.051897 0.038896 3.552703 32.025443

0.773488
0.070612
4.067413

0.766855
0.054157
0.409448

0.777319
0.390174
0.776828 0.783019 0.722608 0.763451
0.053882
0.000444
0.053359 0.073829 0.049837 0.065426
173.671773 146.321687 0.063825 0.044364 4.606840 35.520771

0.722771
0.077534
3.950933

0.717044
0.058836
0.397628

0.739063
0.333333
0.727495 0.766624 0.685624 0.714724
0.059551
0
0.056173 0.075009 0.063942 0.070536
173.383033 144.026906 0.041853 0.037899 4.462762 41.809123

0.558523 0.573032
0.028066 0.04086
12.094085 1.239142

0.565908
0.246018
0.559174 0.597985 0.53082 0.538238
0.032799
0.000952
0.050814 0.059299 0.047546 0.048382
249.117511 153.079795 0.119210 0.055034 5.528538 42.201759

0.247898 0.282854
0.023119 0.025369
11.447332 0.969887

0.268255
0.125
0.248973 0.319283 0.265121 0.237785
0.025894
0
0.034061 0.035876 0.032245 0.028137
237.525686 134.157565 0.097378 0.045877 5.374176 42.332807

0.9681
0.000925
0.190490

0.967914
0.001536
0.132643

0.968939
0.001145
58.925297

0.9681
0.000925
8.298284

0.956555 0.954114 0.961048 0.9681
0.023294 0.050832 0.007896 0.000925
0.066821 0.050832 2.718095 19.604499

0.5
0
0.186504

0.508466
0.018602
0.116689

0.509438
0.018891
63.924314

0.5
0
8.433631

0.558462 0.566324 0.555348 0.5
0.055718 0.072913 0.042625 0
0.054854 0.040890 2.684616 20.277674

0.940496
0.000932
0.208476

0.940348
0.003619
0.151596

0.940073
0.000979
87.929416

0.940496
0.000932
17.331174

0.917422 0.92766 0.934038 0.940496
0.046925 0.023662 0.018002 0.000932
0.080325 0.050864 2.785665 27.825442

0.5
0
0.209446

0.510847
0.019195
0.134637

0.49956
0.00073
88.003576

0.5
0
16.294276

0.535921 0.561683 0.558459 0.502632
0.073153 0.038838 0.051882 0.007895
0.053856 0.041888 2.464509 30.312636

Table 2: Classification model results - English dataset

4.

Conclusions and Future Work

subjectivity, sentiment polarity, emotion, sarcasm, and
irony, at a multilingual level using user-generated content in English, Maltese, and Maltese-English have already been published in (Cortis et al., 2021). Models capable of understanding English and Maltese data,
both being Malta’s official languages, can be used by
governments for policy formulation, policy making,
decision making, and decision taking. Multidimensional Social Opinion Mining provides a nuanced voice
to the citizens and residents of Malta and hence leaves
a positive impact on society at large.

The paper discusses preliminary results of baseline
classification models for subjectivity detection, sentiment analysis, emotion analysis, sarcasm detection,
and irony detection. In this respect, language specific
models for English (monolingual) and Maltese-English
(code-switched Maltese-English and monolingual Maltese) have been built. Deep neural network language
models like BERT shall be fine-tuned to adapt to new
domains, transfer knowledge from one language to another, and build new classification models. In this regard, multiple neural-based classification models for
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Opinion Dimension
Subjectivity
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Sentiment Polarity
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Emotion
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Sarcasm
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Irony
F1 score (weighted)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)
Balanced accuracy
Mean
Standard Deviation
Execution time (sec)

LR

LinearSVC NuSVC

SVC

BNB

CNB

DT

RF

0.839627
0.103584
0.140372

0.841091
0.092145
0.126745

0.845513
0.096013
19.511326

0.371596
0.002719
18.196656

0.772777 0.854936 0.817842 0.842926
0.15322 0.105658 0.112311 0.141601
0.075907 0.024654 0.911396 11.830028

0.843608
0.088045
0.088763

0.842783
0.08498
0.091463

0.847955
0.084147
19.070196

0.5
0
18.066252

0.802879 0.864388 0.83255 0.847062
0.114555 0.09073 0.105097 0.119309
0.055128 0.040290 0.844383 11.074797

0.689206
0.081683
3.230092

0.739622
0.096397
0.266272

0.725397
0.106766
23.310936

0.433592
0.001532
16.025399

0.593306 0.724719 0.711952 0.720501
0.060966 0.102363 0.089007 0.10021
0.043515 0.036038 1.418103 12.771962

0.562462
0.063686
2.763433

0.638019
0.091922
0.185026

0.618941
0.101573
22.411216

0.333333
0
16.399088

0.449516 0.612975 0.601
0.619531
0.049415 0.08929 0.087626 0.101987
0.030229 0.027661 1.324603 15.214964

0.376882
0.034389
8.288645

0.427224
0.054136
0.411707

0.375519
0.049605
32.969826

0.234498
0.002648
21.907470

0.314026 0.432851 0.403896 0.418661
0.035831 0.047303 0.070764 0.06
0.056324 0.036504 1.851777 17.749398

0.205188
0.022074
7.956497

0.275239
0.062415
0.351134

0.241458
0.05161
32.464855

0.125
0
22.532657

0.162991 0.254581 0.246939 0.276573
0.02325 0.031079 0.061356 0.054324
0.044598 0.040448 2.101381 19.586962

0.931012
0.004388
0.107805

0.929747
0.006875
0.094377

0.930699
0.004848
14.096916

0.931012
0.004388
2.055357

0.921376 0.9097
0.915169 0.931012
0.016343 0.036802 0.023135 0.004388
0.058842 0.040891 1.042049 8.552041

0.5
0
0.090132

0.498684
0.003947
0.085380

0.499671
0.000987
15.818028

0.5
0
1.977244

0.507068 0.530167 0.491371 0.499671
0.035031 0.087631 0.027111 0.000987
0.043882 0.035901 0.930696 8.509591

0.874091
0.00409
0.092754

0.87929
0.009558
0.089761

0.872834
0.005784
12.690590

0.874091
0.00409
3.377020

0.855613 0.884021 0.880597 0.873464
0.031979 0.042444 0.031066 0.004947
0.040492 0.044879 1.090016 10.739472

0.5
0
0.076793

0.518964
0.030468
0.091754

0.49863
0.003139
14.075315

0.5
0
3.323173

0.507704 0.611068 0.584066 0.506458
0.034832 0.057851 0.049402 0.013006
0.038205 0.032164 1.082346 10.587719

Table 3: Classification model results - Maltese-English and Maltese dataset
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Abstract
This paper presents a work-in-progress report of an open-source speech technology project for indigenous Sámi languages.
A less detailed description of this work has been presented in a more general paper about the whole GiellaLT language
infrastructure, submitted to the LREC 2022 main conference. At this stage, we have designed and collected a text corpus
specifically for developing speech technology applications, namely Text-to-speech (TTS) and Automatic speech recognition
(ASR) for the Lule and North Sámi languages. We have also piloted and experimented with different speech synthesis
technologies using a miniature speech corpus as well as developed tools for effective processing of large spoken corpora.
Additionally, we discuss effective and mindful use of the speech corpus and also possibilities to use found/archive materials
for training an ASR model for these languages.
Keywords: speech corpus, speech processing, minority languages, indigenous languages, TTS, ASR, speech technology

1.

and Giellatekno groups1 .
A Text-to-speech tool is made to be able to synthesize intelligible speech output from any unseen text input in a particular language. A key objective for developing speech technology tools for indigenous languages generally is to meet the needs of modern language users in all language communities equally. For
the Sámi languages, this would mean equal possibilities to use Sámi in the same contexts as the majority languages are being used. In this way, developing
speech and language technology tools for the Sámi languages also contribute to the revitalisation of these languages. Additionally, speech technology tools are important for many language users, also those with special needs. These include language learners (see, e.g.,
(Yaneva, 2021)), people with dyslexia, vision impaired
individuals, (native) users of the language that are not
used to read Sámi etc. Additionally, speech technology
is bringing more accessibility to many kinds of contents
and utilities: a user can for example choose to listen to
the news instead of reading the text, or a speech synthesis tool could be integrated into an online dictionary
to allow listening to the correct pronunciations of the
words.
The first Text-to-speech (TTS) tool for the Sámi languages was developed in 2015 for North Sámi by
Divvun and Acapela2 . This tool was produced as
closed-source and thus neither the framework used to
develop the tool nor the speech corpus used for it are
publicly available3 . Also, the company has ended support for certain operating systems, blocking access to

Introduction

The current paper will describe ongoing work for developing open-source speech technology applications
for two Sámi languages, Lule and North Sámi. The
Sámi languages, belonging to the Uralic language family, are related to, e.g. Finnish and Estonian and thus
share some structural and lexical features. Lule and
North Sámi are neighboring languages, spoken in the
northernmost parts of Scandinavia. While Lule Sámi
is spoken in Norway and Sweden, North Sámi is spoken in three countries: Norway, Sweden and Finland.
For both languages, generally all speakers are bilingual in Sámi and at least one of the majority languages:
Norwegian, Swedish and Finnish. The two languages
are structurally similar, and after some training, they
are mutually intelligible to some extent. However, as
part of language revitalization and preservation as well
as accelerating digitalization, separate languages need
separate language and speech technology tools to meet
the needs of modern language users.
Lule and North Sámi differ remarkably in terms of the
amount of speakers or language users. According to
Ethnologue (Lewis, 2009), North Sámi has by far the
largest number of language users among the Sámi languages: 25 000 in all three countries. Lule Sámi, on
the other hand, has considerably fewer speakers: total of 2000 in both countries it is spoken in. All Sámi
languages are classified as endangered by UNESCO
(Moseley, 2010) and Lule Sámi as severely endangered. Perhaps consequently, as North Sámi has most
language users among the Sámi languages, it has also
most language resources and tools available. An infrastructure of dictionaries, morphological analyzers, spell
checkers and language learning tools etc. have been
maintained and developed since 2001 by the Divvun

1

https://giellatekno.uit.no/, https://divvun.no/fi/
https://divvun.no/fi/tale/tale.html
3
We hope to be able to make the speech corpus publicly
available in the future.
2
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the voices for new users on these operating systems.
For this reason, we are now working on a modern,
open-source TTS system that could be openly available for anyone who wants to develop speech technology for minority languages. The system will make all
language-independent parts integrated into the larger
GiellaLT infrastructure4 , ensuring that maintenance and
updates are done regularly. When finished, it will
also ensure that all voices will be available on all supported platforms, and that new platforms will be available to all existing voices. The research and development groups behind the GiellaLT infrastructure have
existed for about twenty years, and given the governmental support for the Sami languages, the sustainability prospects are good.

2.

to address phenomena that are not visible in the orthographic texts. The importance of ML is growing in the
field of speech technology, as neural networks are used
to model the acoustics of human speech, allowing for
realistic and natural-sounding TTS. Procedures related
to DSP are important in (pre)processing the audio data:
these include filtering, resampling and normalizing the
corpus for suitable audio quality. Furthermore, the resulting TTS system can be used in developing more
advanced speech technology frameworks, such as dialogue systems (see, e.g. Jokinen et al. (2017; Wilcock
et al. (2017; Trong et al. (2019)) and various kinds of
mobile applications.
Some of the typological and phonetic features of for example North and Lule Sámi are setting challenges in
building a high quality TTS. One of these is the ternary
quantity system in both of these languages. In both
North and Lule Sámi, there are triplets of word forms
that differ only by the quantity, the length of the intervocalic consonant in a disyllabic foot. The orthography does not differentiate between the Quantity 3 (Q3)
and Quantity 2 (Q2) forms in all contexts, and the long
(Q2) and overlong (Q3) geminates are written identically in those cases (see Tables 1 and 2 for examples).
Our first experiments on building an open-sourced TTS
have shown that a simple rule-based formant synthesis (such as Espeak) is not able to fully cover for this
phonetic phenomenon without a separate syntactically
disambiguated text-processing pipeline.

Requirements and Related Works

Developing TTS for an indigenous language with few
resources (such as grammars, language learning books
or phonetic descriptions) available can be challenging.
Such resources are important in designing the project,
building and checking the corpora and evaluating the
TTS output phonetically. If a phonetic description of
the language is scarce or it is made within a different
framework, one might need to make a description from
scratch. Any linguistic description is useful for this, but
for speech technology purposes, what is important is
to have at least some amount of speech material and
corresponding text, provided by a native speaker of the
language. In this way, it is possible to study the relationship between text and speech in a particular language and to produce a phonetic description in a form
of a grapheme-to-phoneme mapping. This mapping (or
text-to-IPA rule set) can already be used to build a very
simple and ”old-fashioned” but still usable TTS application, such as the Espeak formant synthesis (Kastrati
et al., 2014; Pronk et al., 2013). As this framework does
not require a speech corpus but only a set of phonetic
and phonological rules, any language can be added to
the list of the languages covered by Espeak, only utilising the knowledge of native speakers. The downside
of this is that while it might be a working synthesizer,
the users’ expectations for the quality of a TTS system
are very high due to the examples from well-resourced
languages such as English.
The development of a TTS system as a whole requires multidisciplinary input from fields like natural
language processing (NLP), phonetics and phonology,
machine learning (ML) and digital signal processing
(DSP). Tasks connected to NLP are important in developing the text front-end for the TTS – these are, for
example, automatically converting numbers and abbreviations to full words in a correct way. Phonetics and
phonology are essential in corpus design, making textto-IPA rules and evaluating the TTS output. Also, by
using phonetic annotations of the texts, it is possible
4

At present, several minority language communities
with a weak literary tradition try to strengthen the position of the language in society. In doing so, they
find themselves in a situation lacking the infrastructure needed to do so, infrastructure that majority language speakers take for granted. Minority language
communities do not equally benefit from the technological advances, compared to languages like English or
Mandarin. By adapting existing state-of-the-art speech
technology to a form suitable for low-resource languages, we contribute to the strengthening the language
infrastructure for the Sámi languages and widening the
modalities where the languages can be used.
In what follows, we present our plans for our Sámi TTS
project and discuss some directions for our future work.

3.

Methodology

3.1. Building the Corpora
3.1.1. Text Corpus
Building a corpus with good quality requires selecting
native language texts from different domains to build
a special-purpose corpus (i.e. for speech technology)
from scratch.
Texts in Sámi languages are published daily in both media and by public bodies required to communicate in
writing in Sámi. Since most of the publishers (typically
online) have to provide their site in both Sámi and the
majority languages. Having gathered text since 2005,

giellalt.github.io, github.com/divvun
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the largest Sámi corpus is the one for North Sámi, with
38.94 million tokens. The North Sámi corpus is a quite
big corpus for an indigenous language, but on the other
hand small compared to majority languages.
Our aim is to have a balanced corpus for the other Sámi
languages as well, with regard to regional dialects of the
same language. As the majority of North Sámi speakers are in Norway, and the legal protection for the Sámi
languages is stronger in Norway than in Sweden, both
our North Sámi and our Lule Sámi corpus therefore
mostly consist of text written in Norway. This has consequences for some of the tools we are developing, including TTS: the synthesis will reflect the characteristics of the Norwegian variety better.

To build our new TTS text corpus, we reused a part of
the Lule Sámi gold corpus5 developed in 2013 within
the GiellaLT community, and collected additional texts
of various text styles we knew to be well written. The
resulting Lule Sámi text corpus for TTS consists of text
styles such as news, educational, parliament etc. with
altogether over 74,000 words (see Figure 4 for word
counts per domain).

3.2. Corpus Processing and Modeling
When using machine-learning methods to build up a
speech model for TTS, the quality of the recordings has
to be excellent, i.e., room reverberation or background
noise has to be avoided in the recordings, because the
noise would be modelled as well. Thus, the recordings
have to be done in a sound-treated room with professional microphones and recording set-up. The minimal requirement for the audio recording is so-called CD
quality (44.1 kHz sample, 16-bit).

3.1.2. Speech Corpus
The modern approaches to TTS involve machine learning and complex modelling of speech, which brings in
the requirement for relatively big amounts of speech
data to build the models from. This is because in a
data-driven or corpus-based speech synthesis, that utilize deep neural networks, the association between textual features and acoustic parameters is learned directly
from paired data – the sentence-long sound files and the
corresponding texts. The sum of the learned knowledge
from the paired data construct the acoustic model (see,
e.g., Watts et al. (2016)). This is especially the case
in the modern end-to-end or sequence-to-sequence approaches that merge the front-end to the neural model,
such as in the Tacotron 2 framework (Shen et al., 2018).
The building of the speech corpus starts from collecting
a suitable multi-domain text corpus which corresponds
to at least 10 hours of recorded read speech, that has
been shown to be enough to achieve an end-user suitable TTS system for North Sámi (Makashova, 2021).
This amount is also going to be recorded to build our
Lule Sámi voice. Our plan is to build both male and
female voices and thus altogether 20 hours of speech is
going to be recorded.
A question of data efficiency has been discussed in a
new study by Săracu and Stan (2021). This study evaluated the amount of data required by the Tacotron 2
speech synthesis model to produce good quality output, and showed that if the training data is carefully
constructed to present all common graphemes in a language, the data requirement can be significantly lowered. In the present project, we have checked that our
corpus covers all important phonological contrasts and
sound combinations by calculating frequencies of all
trigrams in our corpus. Additionally, we calculated frequencies of all consonant gradation patterns from the
Lule Sámi TTS corpus, using a grammatical description of the language (Spiik, 1989). In the case of missing gradation patterns, we added additional sentences
to cover for these as well.
In the present project, we focus on open-source methodologies, in which case it is important to build a collection of open source texts as well, with a CC-BY (Creative Commons) licence.

word count vs. style
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Figure 1: The word counts per style of the Lule Sámi
text corpus for TTS. Altogether, 74,737 words that correspond roughly to 12.46 hrs of speech recordings.
3.2.1. Text Processing
Most orthographies are underspecified with respect to
the pronunciation of the text. This creates interesting questions when converting a standard orthographic
text to audio waves. In the cases of Lule and North
Sámi there is a class of nouns where consonant gradation (i.e. length alternation) is not expressed in the orthography, while still being grammatically crucial, as
it is the sole marker of the difference between different syntactic functions, especially singular nominative
vs singular genitive, and for North Sámi also singular
accusative. That is, for this class of nouns the only difference between the subject and the possessor or (for
North Sámi) between the subject and the object, is expressed through a length distinction that is not present
in the standard orthography, as seen in Tables 1 and 2.
This distinction is phonetically significant, as shown in
a number of acoustic phonetic studies, such as in Magga
5
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(1984) and Hiovain et al. (2020) for North Sámi and
Fangel-Gustavson et al. (2014) for Lule Sámi.
The distinction has to be recreated when converting the
orthographic text to a phonemic representation. There
are also other underspecifications in the orthography,
but these are the most crucial.

Q3
Q2

Orth.
oarre
oarre

IPA
>
[PoAr:rIE]
[PoAr:IE]

Q1

oare

[PoArIE]

to the module for conversion to IPA. As always, this is
done using rule-based components, to have full control
of every step and be able to correct errors in the IPA
transcription. There is still a fallback module for cases
of unknown words and names.
The IPA transcription provided by the FST technology
described above can further improve the accuracy of the
TTS, especially for the alignment between sounds and
characters. When training a speech model with the IPA
transcriptions as text input instead of standard orthography, in a deep neural network structure, the letter-tosound correspondence will likely be more transparent,
especially with ternary quantity cases described above.
This rule-based approach, reusing many components
from other parts of the GiellaLT infrastructure, also
means that high quality speech synthesis is within reach
for not only Sámi languages, but for other low-resource
languages as well.

Transl.
’a squirrel’ Nom.Sg
’a squirrel’s’ Gen.Sg
’a reason’ Nom.Sg
’a reason’s’ Gen.Sg

Table 1: Ternary length contrast of consonants in Lule
Sámi, underspecified in the orthography. Abbreviations: Q3 – overlong, Q2 – long, Q1 – short. Examples
originally presented in Fangel-Gustavson et al. (2014).

Q3
Q2

Orth.
beassi
beassi

IPA
>
[peæs:sI]
[peæs:I]

Q1

beasi

[peæsI]

3.2.2. Experiments with Different TTS
Frameworks
We have experimented with two different open source
ML based TTS methodologies: Ossian (Suni et al.,
2014) and a Tacotron implementation (largely based on
Shen et al. (2018)), specially adapted for low-resource
languages, like the Sámi languages (Makashova, 2021).
Both of these methodologies require standard preprocessing procedures such as splitting the training data
into sentence-long files as well as some sound filtering and normalisation techniques to ensure good quality
and accuracy of the speech modeling.
The texts have to accurately match the corresponding
audio files for the modelling to be successful, thus, a
text normalisation procedure (part of the front-end) has
to be conducted for the whole data. This covers, e.g.,
converting numbers, acronyms and abbreviations to orthographic text. Also, as explained in Section 3.2.1., it
is useful to make a letter to sound (or text-to-IPA) rule
mapping of a given language as this makes the relationship between speech and the corresponding text (when
used as training data for speech modeling) more transparent.
In our first experiment, we used a data set consisting of
approximately one hour of speech from a native speaker
of Lule Sámi, using the Ossian TTS. Ossian consists
of a rule-based, statistical front-end and a deep neural network-based acoustic modelling. We used Ossian with the HTS (HMM/DNN-based Speech Synthesis System, see also Zen et al. (2007)) recipe to train an
experimental Lule Sámi voice, generating relatively intelligible speech (see Figure 2 for a spectrogram image
of a sample sentence).
With one hour of training data and an HP ZBook 15 G6
(Intel i7 CPU), it took approximately 3 hours to train an
experimental Lule Sámi voice. Although Ossian TTS
or similar would technically be more suitable for a lowresource setup, its machine-like voice quality does not
meet the requirements of a modern speech technology
user. However, from this experiment, it was clear that

Transl.
’birchbark’ Nom.Sg
’birchbark’ Acc.Sg
’(bird’s) nest’ Nom.Sg
’(bird’s) nest’ Acc.Sg

Table 2: Ternary length contrast of consonants in North
Sámi, underspecified in the orthography. Abbreviations as in Table 1.
The foundation for all linguistic processing and thus
also for the text processing for speech technology in the
GiellaLT infrastructure is the morphological analyser,
built using formalisms from Xerox. From these source
files, the GiellaLT infrastructure creates finite state
transducers (FST’s) using one of three supported FST
compilers: Xerox tools (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003),
HFST (Lindén et al., 2013), or Foma (Hulden, 2009).
All language models are written as rule-based, full form
lexicons with explicit morphological descriptions and
morphophonological alternations. This makes it possible to create language models for any language, including minority and indigenous languages with few or
non-existing digital resources.
FST’s are useful in speech technology especially in the
task of converting orthographic texts to IPA characters,
by using an FST model of the language to analyze the
corpus texts. The length contrast is encoded in the FST
model at an intermediate level, but during compilation,
this information is lost. We have enhanced the code for
the HFST utility hfst-pmatch to allow the analyser/tokeniser FST to be an on-the-fly composition of two
separate FST’s, and outputting that intermediate string
representation, in effect creating a fake three-tape FST.
With the morphological analysis of all tokens available,
we can proceed by disambiguating the sentence, and
leaving only the analyses that fit the morphosyntactic
context. The end result is that we will be left with the
proper analysis (subject or object) and with information of the proper length of the word form, to be fed
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Figure 2: A spectrogram of a sample sentence from
the Ossian TTS model trained on 1 hour of Lule
Sámi speech. Sentence text: “Divvun, sáme duollatjállemvædtsak, le dal ásaduvvam stuoves årnigin
Tråmså universitiehtan.”

Figure 4: A spectrogram of a sample sentence generated using a Tacotron model of North Sámi. The text
is the North Sámi equivalent of the Lule Sámi sentence in the previous figures: “Divvun, sámegielat riektačállinreaidu, lea dál ásahuvvon bistevaš ortnegiin
Romssa Universitehtas.”

Figures 2, 3 and 4, the Tacotron sample is also visually
similar to the human speech in Figure 3. The Ossian
sample has a lot lower frequency range compared to the
Tacotron and human samples, and the formant transitions are not smooth. Figure 4 also shows the promising quality of the Tacotron sample: with few hours of
training data, realistic and good quality TTS is achievable. Thus, a similar workflow, following the North
Sámi one for training the Lule Sámi TTS voice has been
planned and started in our project.
It has to be taken into account that the environmental
cost for the complex modelling of speech is high in
terms of electricity and technical components such as
graphical processing units (GPUs). For reducing these
costs, there are possibilities to adapt existing speech
models by training the models further with additional
data and pre-trained models from a “neighbouring” language. This so-called transfer learning (Tu et al., 2019;
Debnath et al., 2020) allows for utilising smaller data
sets for training, making it possible, for example, to use
the North Sámi TTS model as the starting point for the
Lule Sámi TTS.
At this point, we have made some experiments on a TTS
model using transfer learning between North and Lule
Sámi. With a miniature data set (approx. one hour of
speech data recorded with a cell phone), we were able
to train a Lule Sámi voice, but the quality of the output showed that this corpus did not cover all necessary
phonemes of the language and thus there were some
phonological inaccuracies. Moreover, as the North and
Lule Sámi orthographies are somewhat different (for
example, the alveolar fricative sound written in English
as sh, is written as š in North Sámi, and as sj in Lule
Sámi), there were errors in this kind of cases. By converting both North and Lule Sámi texts to IPA characters these differences could be ”eliminated” and thus the
transfer learning would presumably be more successful.
A good quality speech corpus of Lule Sámi is going
to be produced by autumn 2022. Having experimented

Figure 3: A spectrogram of a sample sentence from a
human native speaker of Lule Sámi, reading the exact
same sentence as in the Ossian sample.
for getting better results, more training data would be
needed, but piloting the methods using small experimental data gives us better insight on the requirements
for the speech corpus, i.e. the size and audio quality of
the data.
As the expectations for the quality of TTS are very
high due to the examples from well-resourced languages such as English, using a neural vocoder (such
as WaveNet, Oord et al. (2016) or WaveGlow) that produces realistic, human-like speech is necessary for good
usability and user experience.
As described in Makashova (2021), the North Sámi
TTS voice was trained with a female voice, data set consisting of 3500 training sentences. The TTS model consisted of four components: Tacotron, ForwardTacotron,
Tacotron2 and WaveGlow, the two latter ones from the
official Nvidia repository. The training of this successful and good quality Tacotron model and the WaveGlow
model took one month, and for the ForwardTacotron for
three days, on a single GPU. In Divvun, we have access
to the Norwegian academic high-performance computing and storage service (Sigma2) and thus the training
time could be significantly shorter.
As can be seen from comparing the spectrograms in
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with different frameworks and experimental data sets,
we have now the required tools and technologies to proceed quickly to producing the end-user suitable TTS for
Sámi.

We believe such a tool will contribute to the documentation and to better usability of any untranscribed
Sámi archive speech corpora. By providing automatic
text transcriptions of the materials, they could be easily searchable and thus utilized for, e.g. linguistic research. Additionally, ASR has an important role in
modern language-learning applications that have spoken language exercises, such as in Duolingo (Teske,
2017).

3.3. Future Work: Approaches to Automatic
Speech Recognition
In addition to TTS, we are working towards developing
a tool for automatic speech recognition (ASR) for Sámi.
This section describes materials and experiments only
for North Sámi, but in the future, we hope to expand
our work to Lule Sámi ASR as well.
In Makashova (2021), TTS and ASR models were
trained simultaneously in a dual transformation loop,
using the same read speech data set, corresponding to
only six hours of speech from two speakers, three hours
each. The ASR model in this work was based on the
Wav2Vec model which is a part of the HuggingFace
library. The model was trained for 30 000 steps and
it reached a WER (Word-Error-Rate) of 41% and 0.5
loss. The most common error types in the ASR predictions seem to be in word boundaries (*earáláhkai –
eará láhkái and in lengths of some sounds (*rinškit –
rinškkit). However, these kinds of errors would be easy
to correct using Divvun’s spell checking software.
One of the most important differences between training the TTS and ASR models would be that for TTS,
the training material needs to be very clean in terms of
sound quality and there needs to be as many recordings
from a single speaker as possible. For ASR, on the other
hand, the recorded materials can be of poorer sound
quality and preferably from multiple speakers and from
different areal varieties of a language as long as there
are good transcriptions of the speech.
State-of-the-art ASR frameworks normally require up
to 10,000 hours of multi-speaker data for training reliable and universal models that are able to generalise to
any unseen speaker (Hannun et al., 2014). As collecting
these amounts of data from small minority languages is
not a realistic goal, alternatives such as utilising existing archive materials can be considered for developing
speech technology for Sámi. These are provided by,
e.g., The language bank of Finland and The language
bank of Norway. These archive materials contain spontaneous, transcribed spoken materials from various dialects and dozens of North Sámi speakers.
The huge amounts of speech data normally used for
ASR thus might require massive online data sourcing
campaigns, such as the ongoing Lahjoita puhetta –
“Donate your speech”6 project for developing Finnish
ASR. A similar campaign but in a smaller scale could
be considered for the Sámi languages.
The first experiments on using the ASR model from
(Makashova, 2021) to predict unseen spontaneous
North Sámi speech have been promising and there is
ongoing work on further development of an ASR tool.
6

4.

Conclusion

In summary, the procedures and pipelines described
above could be applied to any (minority) language with
a low-resource setting, in the task of developing speech
technology applications. Most of the applications discussed here can be piloted with or further developed
with relatively small data sets (even with < 10 hrs of
paired data), compared to the amounts of data used for
respective tools for majority languages. This is largely
possible thanks to the available open source materials and technologies, especially those relying on, e.g.,
transfer learning methodologies that allow for adapting
speech models between related/similar languages.
Additionally, Cooper (2019) suggests that for lowresource languages, certain types of found data could
be used to build TTS, instead of collecting a synthesis
corpus from scratch. In this research, non-traditional
sources of data such as (read) ASR data, radio broadcast news and audio books were used to develop usable
and natural sounding TTS.
Finally, for tasks like TTS, if a speech corpus must
be built from scratch, it has to be designed to prioritise quality over quantity of the corpus. We ensure a
good quality and multi-purpose speech corpus by working with professional voice talents and language experts
that are native speakers of the language. Additionally,
by making the speech corpus used for developing TTS
openly available, future needs to collect similar corpora
are reduced.
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Abstract
This paper reports on experiments for cross-lingual transfer using the anchor-based approach of Schuster et al. (2019) for
English and a low-resourced language, namely Hindi. For the sake of comparison, we also evaluate the approach on three
very different higher-resourced languages, viz. Dutch, Russian and Chinese. Initially designed for ELMo embeddings, we
analyze the approach for the more recent BERT family of transformers for a variety of tasks, both mono and cross-lingual.
The results largely prove that like most other cross-lingual transfer approaches, the static anchor approach is underwhelming
for the low-resource language, while performing adequately for the higher resourced ones. We attempt to provide insights
into both the quality of the anchors, and the performance for low-shot cross-lingual transfer to better understand this
performance gap. We make the extracted anchors and the modified train and test sets available for future research at
https://github.com/pranaydeeps/Vyaapak
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1.

Introduction

The approach under investigation here has initially
been proposed by Schuster et al. (2019). They demonstrate that contextual embeddings can be treated as having a static anchor component, and a dynamic context
component for every token. In this paper, we revisit and
investigate the potential of this static anchor component
for the cross-lingual transfer of transformer representations for under-represented languages, Hindi in this
case. We compare all results with a set of control target
languages having more resources and which are either
closely (Dutch) or more distantly related (Russian, Chinese) to the source language English. Although a language like Hindi has a large number of native speakers
(around 370 million worldwide), NLP researchers consider a language to be low-resourced when it is difficult to gather corpora or tools for that specific language
(e.g. the size of the Wikipedia available for training language models (Wu and Dredze, 2020)).

Despite the great progress witnessed in recent years for
various NLP tasks, low(er)-resourced languages are often lagging behind because of data scarcity. To overcome this lack of resources, researchers have started to
investigate the use of cross-lingual information, where
knowledge or data from a rich-resourced language, like
English, is used to improve the modeling in a low(er)resourced target language. With the new dawn of
extremely data hungry (pre-trained) transformers, the
field of cross-lingual knowledge transfer has become
even more effective, since large pre-trained models are
not always available for a certain language or task.
The idea of cross-lingual embeddings originally stems
from the idea of Mikolov et al. (2013) that vector
spaces in different languages share a certain similarity,
and that a projection can be learned from one language
to another. A lot of research has been proposed to
perform cross-lingual alignment (see Section 2 for an
overview). The most recent approaches incorporating
contextual embeddings, such as multilingual BERT
(mBERT, Devlin et al. (2019)) and XLM (Conneau
and Lample, 2019) apply joint training on multiple
languages, obtaining very promissing results for a
wide range of cross-lingual tasks. Main drawback of
these approaches is that they require a huge amount
of processing time and power, which makes them
almost impossible to retrain for additional languages.
In addition, research has shown that low-resourced
languages are under-represented in joint models like
mBERT and perform poorly on downstream tasks
compared to high-resourced languages (Wu and
Dredze, 2020).

We extend the original anchor-based approach in several ways. First, up to date the original approach has
not been evaluated for BERT or other language models
from the transformer family since it was proposed in
a pre-transformers era. Second, it has only been evaluated on a set of higher-resourced Western European
languages, and not on under-resourced languages, such
as Hindi. Third, the original work demonstrated its
use case solely for dependency parsing, while we evaluate the quality of the anchors for two sets of tasks:
(1) monolingual tasks: Word Polarity Prediction, and
(2) cross-lingual tasks: Bilingual Lexicon Induction (a
lexical task) and zero-shot Natural Language Inference
(a sentence-based task). For each task, we compare
our approach to the state-of-the-art methodologies. We
provide a detailed overview of all experimental results
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and also attempt to analyze in detail the inherent drawbacks and failures of the approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the related research on crosslingual approaches, whereas Section 3 further elaborates the anchor-based approach we extended to obtain
cross-lingual representations from pre-trained transformers. Section 4 gives an overview of the experimental setup and results, both for the mono and crosslingual downstream tasks. Section 5 provides a qualitative analysis and discussion, while Section 6 ends this
paper with concluding remarks and indications for future research.

2.

one space to another and optimized the performance
by using the most common words from both languages
and by using a bilingual lexicon to guide the learning
of the mapping in the right direction. As large bilingual lexicons are often not available for low-resourced
languages or specific domains, there was a need to either completely eliminate or drastically reduce the size
of the required bilingual lexicon. Artetxe et al. (2017)
further explored these ideas by using a combination of
back translation and denoising. This approach was,
however, severely lacking in terms of performance as
compared to a method with cross-lingual signals. The
advent of adversarial networks brought on some unique
ideas which opened up a lot of new research directions:
a discriminator is trained to identify whether an embedding originates from a source language or a target
language and a mapping is trained to fool the discriminator. The underlying principle is that there is an orthogonal matrix W, which can transform embeddings
in one language to embeddings in another language.

Related Research

There are various research strands using cross-lingual
information to circumvent the lack of resources in a
given target language.
A first line of research uses machine translation (MT)
systems to map lexicons or labeled data to other languages (e.g., (Mihalcea et al., 2007) for the task of Sentiment Analysis). Balahur and Turchi (2014), however,
showed that working with translated data implies an
incremented number of features, sparseness and noise
in the data for classification. They also revealed that
the quality of these methods largely depends on the
availability of large parallel corpora for training the
MT system, which are often lacking for low-resourced
languages. Related approaches only use parallel data
without building machine translation systems. Rasooli
et al. (2018) used annotation projection to project supervised labels from the source languages to the target
language and a direct transfer approach to develop sentiment analysis systems.
Other approaches extract paired sentences from large
parallel corpora to learn bilingual embeddings. Chandar et al. (2014), for instance, explored the use of
autoencoder-based methods for learning vectorial word
representations that are aligned between the two languages without relying on word-level alignments. They
reported state-of-the-art performance for the task of
cross-language text classification. In sum, all these approaches require large amounts of high-quality parallel data, which are often lacking for low-resourced languages.
Another promising line of research, one that does not
require large parallel corpora, are cross-lingual embeddings. These cross-lingual embeddings, which are obtained by mapping monolingual word embeddings into
a common space, have already been successfully applied for low-resourced languages (Duong et al., 2016).
The concept entails the possibility of learning a perfect
mapping by traversing between vector spaces in different languages. In other words, by creating monolingual
spaces and then learning a projection from one language to another the need for large parallel corpora for
cross-lingual supervision can be eliminated. Mikolov
et al. (2013) attempted to learn a linear mapping from

With the arrival of the new generation of language models, contextual embeddings came into the
picture.
Contextual embeddings significantly enhanced word and sentence representations, and improved upon previous methods of cross-lingual alignment like MUSE (Lample and Conneau, 2019) and
VecMap (Artetxe et al., 2018) due to their dynamic nature. Multilingual BERT (mBERT, Devlin et al. (2019))
and XLM (Conneau and Lample, 2019) were jointly
trained for Masked Language Modelling on 104 languages and significantly outperformed previous approaches for a variety of zero-shot cross-lingual tasks.
While joint training is an excellent solution, it is computationally expensive to train and not receptive to new
languages after the initial training. A number of recent works (Wu and Dredze, 2020; Wang et al., 2020)
investigating mBERT have also uncovered that underresourced languages have much poorer representations
compared to the higher-resourced languages, making
these models not the optimal choice when working with
a low-resource language.
Artexte et al. (2020) introduce another clever alternative to joint training (mBERT, XLM), by freezing
the encoder layers of a transformer after the initial
pre-training, and re-learning only the embeddings on
a target language. This results in a very similar performance to mBERT while keeping the training time
significantly lower. Schuster et al. (2019), for their
part, treat contextual embeddings as having a static
anchor component, and a dynamic context component
for every token. This once again enabled the static
components to be aligned with methods like MUSE.
Tran et al. (2020) proposed a further improvement
on the joint training direction of research, by forcing
foreign language embeddings to be initialized in the
same space as the source language, thus increasing the
performance of mBERT and XLM.
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In this paper, we seek to investigate viable approaches
to zero-shot cross-lingual transfer of transformer
representations for a lower-resourced and often
under-performing language, namely Hindi. At the
same time we wish to compare the performance
of these approaches on higher-resourced languages
from different families. To this end, we revisit the
anchor-based approach of Schuster et al. (2019) which
decomposes contextual embeddings into anchors and
contexts. Given that this original approach has only
been validated on ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), we
investigate the scalability of this method on modern
transformers such as BERT and RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019). In order to assess the viability of this approach
on Hindi in different settings, we perform detailed
experiments for three different downstream tasks.

3.

Figure 1: Distribution of token embeddings from all
Wikipedia contexts for the words bank, efficient, queen
and warm, and their respective static anchors (⋆).

Static Anchors from Transformers

Even though approaches like RAMEN (Tran, 2020)
and MonoTrans (Artetxe et al., 2020) have replaced the
older, orthogonal alignment with Procrustes refinement
strategies, these newer approaches are solely designed
for certain architectures requiring additional training
steps. In this paper we choose to investigate an approach which is intuitively sound and model-agnostic.
The approach in question, henceforth referred to as
Cross-lingual ELMo (Schuster et al., 2019), theorizes
that the average for all contextual embeddings of a
word over a large corpus adequately represents a static
anchor for the token in question. Given a source language s and a target language t, the objective of the
classical alignment methods is to learn a transformation
Es,t ≈ W s→t Es,s
(1)

i in the context c,
ei,c = Ai + eˆi,c

(2)

where Ai is the fixed Anchor for the token i obtained
by averaging embeddings over all available contexts c,
while eˆi,c is the additional context component of the
embedding. This decomposition means that the complete embedding space Es,s once again can be simplified as a static space As,s , the space of all anchors for a
source language s. The outcome of the anchor extraction approach is shown in Figure 1 for four example
words (bank, efficient, queen and warm). The individual dots represent the embeddings of the tokens in various contexts from the Wikipedia corpus, while the ⋆
represents their obtained anchors. In their paper Schuster et al. (2019) demonstrated that for the ELMo embeddings the point clouds for individual tokens can be
seperated much more distinctly and thus may result in
better anchors. However, if we look at Figure 1, more
intersecting clouds can be observed for our BERT embeddings.
After the static anchor space is obtained, a transformation
As,t ≈ U s→t As,s
(3)

where Es,s represents the embeddings of the source
language in their original space, while Es,t represents
the embeddings of the source language in the target language’s multi-dimensional space. For classical word
embeddings like word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and
FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016), this becomes a
simple optimisation problem for an orthogonal matrix
W . VecMap achieves this by maximizing for similarity
over a sparse seed dictionary (which can be initialized
with zero supervision or using identical words if a seed
dictionary is not available), and iteratively improving
the dictionary and relearning the alignment after each
optimisation step. MUSE achieves the same objective
by initializing W using an adversarial objective, where
W is optimized such that a discriminator model is unable to differentiate between the embeddings originating from Et,t and W Es,s .
However, the dynamic nature of the embedding spaces
E in the case of transformers makes the solutions
slightly more complicated and requires some assumptions to simplify the problem. To obtain an approximation of the embedding spaces Es,s and Et,t , for a token

can then be learned with methods like MUSE and
VecMap, to align monolingual anchors with their counterparts in other languages. Figure 2 illustrates the outcome of this alignment for the same four words in English and Dutch: we indeed observe that the anchor in
English (⋆) is well-aligned with the anchor in Dutch
(△). However, ‘bank’ being a homonym in English
interferes with the alignment of its different meanings
in Dutch. This again in contrast to the ELMo anchors
where homonyms were often found to be resolved succesfully.
While this alignment method for dynamic contextual embeddings has been shown to perform well
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4.1.

To judge the quality of the anchors’ pre-alignment, we
perform baseline experiments to compare them with
FastText embeddings trained on an identical Wikipedia
corpus. We train both sets of embeddings with an additional linear layer for classificitation, viz. to predict the
polarity of words contained by the Multilingual Sentiment Lexicon (Chen and Skiena, 2014). We use 2,000
random words from the lexicon for training and 400
for testing for each language (except for Chinese (*)
where we only had 1000 words for training). The experiments are performed for all 5 languages used in the
cross-lingual setup, English (EN), Hindi (HI), Dutch
(NL), Russian (RU) and Chinese (ZH). Working with
a token-based polarity prediction instead of sentencebased sentiment analysis made more sense for this evaluation since we aim to study the lexical strength of the
embeddings before proceeding to more complicated
tasks.
The scores for the monolingual setup are shown in Table 1. There is a significant performance gap between
FastText and the obtained anchors for most languages
except for Russian and Chinese, with Chinese being the
only language where the static anchor approach outperforms FastText. The performance for the anchors was
found to be especially poor for Hindi and Dutch, while
the FastText counterparts remain more or less consistent for all languages. The results clearly demonstrate
that on a purely lexical basis, FastText embeddings are
still quite superior, even for an under-resourced language like Hindi.

Figure 2: Homonyms: different meanings of the word
‘bank’ in Dutch (financial: bank /vs/ river bank: oever)
are anchored similarly to ‘bank’ in English.
using ELMo anchors for dependency parsing, we
further probe the potential of this methodology for
transformer-based architectures to under-resourced
languages. Below, we perform detailed experiments
to probe the quality of the anchors, first in a monolingual setting to judge the quality of their pre-alignement,
then in a cross-lingual setting by aligning anchors with
VecMap and testing them for the tasks of Bilingual
Lexicon Induction and and Zero-shot Natural Language Inference.

4.

Monolingual Evaluation

Language
EN
HI
NL
RU
ZH*

Experimental Setup and Results

The initial step for both sets of experiments is identical, i.e. the extraction of anchors from a BERT-based
model. We aim to study the anchors for a wide variety of BERT-based transformers. While for English1 ,
Hindi2 and Chinese3 , anchors extracted from more
standard BERT models, we relied on RuBERT (Kuratov and Arkhipov, 2019) for Russian, which is a
cased BERT model initialized with mBERT, and on
Robbert (Delobelle et al., 2020) for Dutch, which is a
RoBERTa-based architecture. We use these pre-trained
LMs, along with a random subset (1 million sentences)
of Wikipedia in the respective languages, to extract embeddings for the 50,000 most common words in the
corpus. All the different contexts are then averaged
to obtain the anchors as described in Section 2. We
perform all described experiments on a singular Tesla
V100 (16GB) which takes about 30 hrs per language.
Since this is the only major bottleneck in the experiments, we make the obtained anchors available for use.

FastText
0.8425
0.8125
0.7300
0.7575
0.5200

Static Anchors
0.7575
0.5625
0.5750
0.7175
0.5780

Table 1: Results for the Monolingual Setup (word polarity predictions) for the five considered languages:
English (EN), Hindi (HI), Dutch (NL), Russian (RU)
and Chinese (ZH)

4.2.

Cross-lingual Evaluation

4.2.1. Bilingual Lexicon Induction
For the first part of the cross-lingual evaluation, we perform Bilingual Lexicon Induction (BLI) experiments
for four language pairs, for each pair using English as
both a source (EN-XX) and target language (XX-EN).
All datasets have been derived from the MUSE bilingual dictionaries4 . Since our intention is to evaluate
contextual models, the respective MUSE train and test
sets had to be reduced to accommodate for the smaller
BERT sub-word based vocabularies as compared to the

1

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/monsoon-nlp/hindi-bert
3
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-chinese
2

4
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https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE

Full Train Set
1k Supervision
Full Train Set
1k Supervision

EN-HI HI-EN EN-NL NL-EN EN-RU RU-EN
FASTTEXT EMBEDDINGS WITH VECMAP
0.5679 0.7098 0.8604 0.8467
0.6465
0.8137
0.4864 0.5268 0.8234 0.7660
0.5525
0.7561
ALIGNED ANCHORS WITH VECMAP
0.4955 0.5994 0.6382 0.7350
0.6210
0.8043
0.3620 0.2997 0.2300 0.3860
0.3276
0.5940

EN-ZH

ZH-EN

0.8325
-

0.549
-

0.8010
-

0.4510
-

Table 2: BLI Results for the four language pairs, including English both as source and target language.
Model
XNLI Transfer Learning Baseline
mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
XLM (MLM) (Lample and Conneau, 2019)
MonoTrans (Artetxe et al., 2020)
RAMEN (Tran, 2020)
CL ELMo (Schuster et al., 2019)
CL-anchor-BERT

HI
0.563
0.600
0.657
0.660
0.656
0.548
0.583

RU
0.578
0.638
0.731
0.704
0.736
0.644

ZH
0.588
0.719
0.703
0.737
0.662

Table 3: Results on the Zero-Shot XNLI Test Set
FastText or word2vec variants. Using the full dictionaries would be misleading, since, for example, for Russian, our model was only able to use around 3500 samples for training, as compared to the 5000 available in
the full train set. To keep the comparisons consistent,
we evaluated the two methods incorporating static FastText embeddings (VecMap and MUSE) on the reduced
train/test sets as well, and make the reduced dictionaries available5 for reproducibility. Two sets of experiments have been performed for each language pair:
one with the full train set, and a second one where
only 1000 samples are available for supervision, (except for Chinese where the full train set consisted of
less than 1000 entries, so a run with 1000 samples was
not possible). We use FastText vectors aligned with the
same hyperparameters as the anchors, using VecMap
for comparison.
Table 2 lists the accuracy scores for the BLI experiments. The anchor alignment methods again fail to
compete in lexical strength with the SOTA VecMap
alignments using FastText, except for Russian where
the two methods perform quite similarly. A reason why
FastText embeddings align significantly better could
be attributed to the isomorphism assumption. Vulić et
al. (2020) pointed out that two sets of embeddings are
more likely to be isomorphic given similar environmental factors, like similar amounts of training data, time
and parameters. This makes FastText very robust since
embeddings for all the languages are trained in a near
identical fashion.

for Hindi, Russian and Chinese. We first fine-tune a
classifier using the English train set, with the language
model fully frozen to prevent the embeddings from
being altered, since the alignment matrix W EN →T RG
was obtained for the embedding space prior to the
training step. In a second step, we use the embeddings
for a transformer from the target language, using the
alignment matrix to transfer the embeddings to the
shared space, and use the pre-trained classifier to
perform zero-shot NLI in the target language. We use
a learning rate of 1e − 5, gradient accumulation for
every 2 steps for a batch size of 8, and train for a total
of 5 epochs for the English training phase.
We report results for the anchor-based systems, CLanchor-BERT, for all languages, as well as results for
other state-of-the-art cross-lingual methods in Table 3.
We were unable to find ELMo models for Russian and
Chinese, which is why these scores are only reported
for Hindi. The results reported for MonoTrans, XLM
and RAMEN are of the variants of the models that use
no parallel corpus since the approach investigated in
this paper also does not require a parallel corpus.
As can be seen in the results, CL-anchor-BERT outperforms the XNLI transfer learning baseline for all
languages in question, but fails to close the gap on
the state-of-the-art approaches XLM (Joint training
SOTA approach), and MonoTrans/RAMEN (crosslingual transfer SOTA approach). It is a key detail
that all of the listed SOTA approaches do fine-tune
the language model for the English pre-training step,
while the anchors approach works with a frozen encoder, which potentially explains the gap in performance. Another potential cause for this can be the
dynamic context of the embeddings being impactful
for methods like RAMEN and MonoTrans, whereas
CL ELMo, and by extension CL-anchor-BERT, only

4.2.2. Zero-Shot Natural Language Inference
In our final evaluation, we use the aligned anchors in a
basic setup for zero-shot cross-lingual NLI using the
XNLI (Conneau et al., 2018) dataset. As this dataset
does not include Dutch, we perform the experiments
5

https://github.com/pranaydeeps/Vyaapak
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use the static anchors to learn the alignment matrices,
which could be a hindrance when used with contextrich BERT embeddings. It is also worth noting that CLanchor-BERT significantly outperforms the previously
used CL ELMo variant, hence also proving that the
static anchor hypothesis does indeed extend to BERT
and outperforms results on ELMo for Hindi.

5.

set). During the qualitative error analysis lots of such
translations were indicated as missing from the gold
standard.
Secondly, for the XNLI evaluation, we performed an
analysis of the mistakes made by the CL-anchor-BERT
model where MonoTrans and RAMEN were often
found to be correct. We observed that most of these
errors occurred for sentences containing words with
less than 10 samples in the validation set of Hindi
Wikipedia that was use for the anchor extraction phase.
This means these instances resulted in unrefined anchors and therefore, by extension, poor alignments.
This issue also potentially correlates with the frequent
semantically rooted mistakes found in the BLI evaluation (such as Persia was was translated as Iran in
Hindi). This problem could be solved by adding more
monolingual data (from Common Crawl, for example)
for the anchor extraction step. We also noticed that for
cases where the anchors are sufficiently refined – with
more than 50 occurrences of the token – CL-anchorBERT is more consistent than MonoTrans and RAMEN. Figure 5 shows example sentences from the test
set, with words occurring less than 10 times marked in
red. As can be expected, the marked words have poor
anchors, thus compromising the sentence representations. A manual analysis of a random sample of 20 test
sentences containing no tokens with less than 50 occurrences showed that CL-anchor-BERT correctly predicts 16 instances, while MonoTrans and RAMEN correctly predict 13 and 12 instances, respectively. This
demonstrates that the anchor extraction and alignment
methodology has the same potential as any other proposed approach to convert a transformer from one language to another, provided that enough data is available
to extract high-quality anchors.

Discussion

Based on the results a few observations can be made.
Firstly, for the BLI evaluation, we note that with the
anchor-based approach, the transfer from English is
significantly harder than just relying on English as the
target language, especially for Hindi and Russian. Another outcome is that the drop in performance for the
1,000 training samples experiments seems to be consistently higher for the anchor alignments compared
to FastText. This could be attributed to the larger vocabulary of FastText allowing the alignment refinement
steps to have a better understanding of the embedding
space, thus making the anchor-based approach only viable with slightly larger seed dictionaries. This can obviously be mitigated by expanding the vocabulary of
the anchors, but will exponentially increase the compute bottleneck for anchor extraction.
In order to gain more insights into the ouput of our approach, native linguists performed a qualitative error
analysis on the BLI output of the first 100 instances of
the test sets of Hindi, Dutch and Russian. Interestingly,
we found that even though these three languages are far
apart, they exhibit similar errors. Figure 4 represents
the distribution of the error categories per language.
As can be observed, the largest error category in Hindi
constitutes nonsensical words, a problem likely caused
again due to the BERT sub-word tokenization not being
perfectly suited for under-represented languages. For
Russian, especially morphological and syntax-related
errors prevail (the latter has mostly to do with different cases or inflections of nouns, a typical difficulty of
the Russian language). The other error types are related to semantics (antonyms, synonyms, polysemous
words). An important category (especially in Hindi
and Russian) are words that are no real translations,
but are semantically related (example EN-HI: ‘chicken’
was translated to elephant, example EN-RU: ‘promise’
was translated to hope, example EN-NL: ‘inches’ was
translated by meters, which is actually the Dutch standard distance metric).
In Figure 3 we, also attempt to visualize some selected
embeddings that have been correctly (green) and
incorrectly (red) aligned for Hindi, Dutch and Russian
using PCA dimensionality reduction. The embeddings
in blue are the source words. The visualizations
demonstrate (again) that a lot of the mistakes can be
attributed to semantics, as well as ambiguity in the
test set (e.g. ‘bladen’ in Dutch can be interpreted as
both ‘sheets’ (of paper) and ‘leaves’ (of a tree), but
only ‘sheets’ is accepted by the gold standard test

Our final point of discussion attempts to justify the
lower performance for Hindi (and by extension other
under-resourced languages). In the past a possible explanation for this has been that the sub-word tokenization scheme does not benefit languages like Hindi and
Urdu, which has already been studied extensively by
Wu and Dredze (2020) and Wang et al. (2020). Moreover, reference can also be made to the limits of relying on unlabelled monolingual data. Since most
methodologies use the Wikipedia and/or the Common
Crawl corpus as initial pre-training data, the performance of under-resourced languages can be justified
by directly comparing their performance as a function
of the amount of available monolingual data. To this
end, we compared the test accuracy of a language for
the XNLI dataset using the MonoTrans methodology,
with the number of pages available in the language’s
Wikipedia. Figure 6 shows a significant correlation
(R2 value of 0.882 for the trendline) between the availability of monolingual data and the XNLI test accuracy for the MonoTrans SOTA methodology (in %).
It is interesting to note that two languages as varied
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Figure 3: Illustration of the Hindi, Dutch and Russian example words (blue), respectively, that have been correctly
(green) and incorrectly (red) aligned according to the gold standard.
evaluate the approach for the more recent BERT family of transformers for various monolingual and crosslingual downstream tasks. We evaluate on one lowerresourced language, Hindi, while also presenting control results for three higher-resourced languages from
a variety of language families, being Dutch, Russian
and Chinese. It is clear from the experimental results
that the language models and alignment methods perform worse for a lower-resourced language such as
Hindi. Even though the method lags behind in lexical
strength when compared to static word vectors, it beats
a few baselines on the zero-shot XNLI task, but is unable to compete with the best approaches. We also attempted to analyze why the anchor approach, and most
related cross-lingual approaches fail to perform for
under-resourced languages. These results are in sync
with works such as Wu et al. (2020), which demonstrate the under-representation of these languages even
in a joint model like mBERT.
In future work, we would like to focus on developing high-quality evaluation sets for low-resourced languages so the state-of-the-art can be better assessed
on tasks with a wider scope than NLI. Another interesting research direction is finding better transfer languages than English, since English is not an optimal
pivot for most non-European languages (de Vries et

Figure 4: Distribution of error types per language (%)
as Chinese/Russian, and Thai/Hindi have near identicaly performance since they have more or less the same
amounts of Wikipedia data. This really stresses the notion that the availability of monolingual resources is
the primary bottleneck, while other reasons like language typology and sub-word tokenization might be
secondary.

6.

Conclusion

In this paper, we report cross-lingual transfer results
for the extended anchor-based approach of Schuster et
al (2019). Initially designed for ELMo embeddings, we
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Figure 5: Examples from the XNLI Hindi test set for problematic sentences containing words (marked in red) with
less than 10 occurrences in the Wikipedia validation set.

Figure 6: Plotting of different languages when taking the XNLI test accuracy (Y-axis) and number of Wikipedia
pages (on a log scale) available for training (X-axis) into account.
al., 2022). Therefore, focusing on creating languagespecific transformers jointly trained for a selection of
closely related languages from the same language family could be a viable approach as well.
The extracted anchors for all 5 languages, modified
MUSE dictionaries and other resources are made available at https://github.com/pranaydeeps/Vyaapak.
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Abstract

This poster presents the first publicly available treebank of Yakut, a Turkic language spoken in Russia, and a
morphological analyzer for this language. The treebank was annotated following the Universal Dependencies (UD)
framework and the morphological analyzer can directly access and use its data. Yakut is an under-represented
language whose prominence can be raised by making reliably annotated data and NLP tools that could process
it freely accessible. The publication of both the treebank and the analyzer serves this purpose with the prospect
of evolving into a benchmark for the development of NLP online tools for other languages of the Turkic family
in the future.
Keywords: Yakut, Sakha, Turkic languages, Universal Dependencies, Morphology, NLP, Finite State
Morphology

1.

Introduction

Yakut or Sakha (ISO sah, Glottocode yaku1245)
is the easternmost member of the Turkic language
family, spoken in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) in the Far Eastern Federal District of Russia.
The distribution of Turkic languages, taken from
Glottolog 4.5 (Nordhoff and Hammarström, 2011)
is shown in Figure 1 with Republic of Sakha colored in green. In spite of their broad geographical distribution, all Turkic languages including
Yakut are head final languages sharing features like
SOV word order, agglutinative morphology, synthetic structure, and syllabic harmony. Although
Yakut is not intelligible to speakers of other Turkic
languages. Nonetheless, all Turkic languages still
share many structural features that clearly allow
then to be identified as Turkic (Johanson, 2021;
Menz and Monastyrev, 2022).
The Federal State Statistics Service1 estimated the
population of the Republic of Sakha to be about 1
million people in 2021. Of these, the half is considered to be native Yakuts. Based on the 2002 census
(Eberhard et al., 2021), 93% of the ethnic population speak Yakut and the language enjoys the
official status of a provincial language and is thus
used in education, work, mass media, and administration (Eberhard et al., 2021). Nonetheless, at the
same time it is also categorized as an endangered
language (ELP, 2020; Moseley, 2010), partly due to
the increasing use of Russian among younger generations. The gradual loss of Yakut speakers can
be indirectly seen in the higher density of monolingual speakers in rural areas.
1

Figure 1: Distribution of Turkic languages according to Glottolog 4.5. Each language is represented
by a single dot and a unique color. Yakut is spoken
in the green shaded area.
Within the Turkic family, the importance of Yakut
is evident due to its being the only language, besides Turkmen and Khalaj, to have maintained
traces of primary vowel-length distinction (Johanson, 2021); and the presence of borrowings from
Mongolic and Russian, with a Tungusic and Yeniseic substratum (Menz and Monastyrev, 2022).
Still, although Yakut is used in education and
public life, it can be considered to be an underrepresented language. The major linguistic descriptions of the language are mainly available in
Russian and, to our knowledge, little to no online
NLP tools are able to process Yakut.
The lack of open access tools was the primary
motivation behind the work on the Universal De-

https://rosstat.gov.ru. Accessed on 16/04/2022.
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Language
Kazakh
Old Turkish
Tatar
Turkish
Uyghur
Yakut

pendencies Yakut treebank. By making syntactically and morphologically annotated texts of different genres and complexity available, the treebank
will allow for more comprehensive understanding
of both Turkic languages and languages in general.
At the same time it serves as a departing point for
the creation of NLP tools, which are practically
non-existent. Parallel to the Yakut treebank we
are also working a finite-state morphological analyzer which extends the potential of NLP tasks
that can be carried out for Yakut.
Among available tools for Yakut we are aware of
the following: 1) the morphological analyzer and
generator for Sakha (WiN, 2021), 2) annotated
morphological data, which is a part of the Universal Morphology project (Kirov et al., 2018), 3)
an online Sakha-Russian-Sakha dictionary, which
is apparently being expanded with English translation (Anonymous, 2012).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the UD-Yakut treebank, and Section 3 introduces the morphological analyzer. Section 4 concludes the papers with some brief remarks.

2.

Sentences
1.078
18
66
> 50.000
3.456
96

Tokens
10.383
221
1.119
> 500.000
40.236
495

Table 1: Turkic languages in UD and the current
state of their treebanks. The counts for Turkish
are from all nine treebanks taken together.

column. Although some columns only accept values from a pre-defined tagset, other columns can
contain language specific features and values. For
the Yakut treebank we carefully considered the terminology based not only on descriptions of Yakut,
but also on more recent typological works and
descriptions of other Turkic languages, especially
the comparative ones (Deny et al., 1959; Johanson, 2021; Vinokurova, 2005). This decision allows
researchers to grasp similar features of the Turkic languages more readily when working with the
treebank.
The standardized documentation for features and
their respective values as well as for dependency relations which are able to account for language specific constructions is a not only a useful reference
but an essential step in developing NLP resources.
An example of documented features in the current
version of the Yakut treebank4 is given in Figure 2
below. The full documentation can be accessed on
the treebank hub page5 .

The UD-Yakut Treebank

Universal Dependencies (De Marneffe et al., 2021)
is a multilingual formalism which offers annotation
guidelines2 for dependency relations, morphological analysis, part-of-speech tagging, among others. Despite some drawbacks of UD (Osborne and
Gerdes, 2019), it is arguably the best open-access
framework available nowadays. Alternatives such
as SUD (Gerdes et al., 2018) are also worth considering and a conversion and parallel maintenance is
planned.
Besides Yakut, five other Turkic languages are represented in UD: Kazakh, Old Turkish, Tatar, Turkish (with nine treebanks), and Uyghur. A Kyrgyz
treebank has been announced but has not yet been
released. A comparison of Turkic treebanks in UD
is given in Table 1. The presence of Old Turkish is
important because it can shed light on diachronic
processes within the Turkic family. Yet the disparity in the amount of sentences and tokens from one
language to another is significant and calls for additional work before large scale analyses can be run
on the set of several or all of the Turkic languages.
The annotation of the treebank is carried out based
on the UD standards (Nivre et al., 2020), which use
the CoNLL-U format3 . The CoNLL-U file format
requires the presence of ten columns: index, form,
lemma, universal part-of-speech, language specific
part-of-speech, morphological features, head, dependency relation, enhanced dependency graph,
and allows for an optional additional annotation

Figure 2: Documentation of a syntactic feature
from the Yakut UD-treebank.
The competitive scores reached in the ConLL 2017
and 2018 Shared Tasks, illustrate the suitability
of the UD framework for the development of highaccuracy parsers and other downstream NLP tasks
(Zeman et al., 2018). It is based on the documentation of the features that the morphological analyzer
is being built.
4

2

https://universaldependencies.org/guidelines.html.
3
https://universaldependencies.org/format.html.
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https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/blob/pagessource/_sah/index.md.
5
https://universaldependencies.org/treebanks/sah_yktdt/index.htm

2.1.

The Annotation Process

al., 2018). UniMorph offers lists with lemmas and
universal feature schemas with morphological categories. In the Yakut data nearly 600.000 different word forms were identified pertaining to almost
6.000 lemmata.
The morphological analyzer we are building for
Yakut interacts with the morphological features
and values on the Yakut treebanks, as exemplified
in Figures 3, 4, and 5.

Since Yakut has, since 1939, an official orthography, all texts available are written in it, which consists of the Cyrillic alphabet with five additional
letters (Menz and Monastyrev, 2022). Some of the
letters in the Russian alphabet are used exclusively
in foreign words. As a consequence of this orthography, texts do not require pre-processing of transcription.
At present, only manual annotation is being carried out by these authors (TM and FFG)6 . Supervised computational methods for the annotation
are not yet possible due to the low amount of annotated sentences to be used as a training set. Once a
few hundred sentences will have been manually annotated it will be possible to employ the UD-Pipe
(Straka, 2018) to speed up the annotation process.
This tool represents a trainable pipeline for processing CoNLL-U format, POS tagging, lemmatization, tokenization, and parcing. With ever growing training set, the growth of the treebank will
thus also accelerate since expert judgment will be
needed mostly for checking and correcting any erroneous tags made by the algorithm. So far transfer approaches have not been considered due to the
small amount of annotated sentences.

3.

Figure 3: Example of dependency annotation from
the Yakut UD-treebank.

Morphological analyzer

Figure 4: Example of dependency annotation in
CoNLL-U format from the Yakut UD-treebank.

Morphological analysis is a basic component for a
large number of automatic text processing systems,
including machine translation, POS tagging, information retrieval, and information extraction. The
effectiveness of the morphological analyzer largely
depends on the effectiveness of all its subsequent
stages.
The Yakut analyzer is being built based on data
from (Kirov et al., 2018) with POS being extended
manually. We are using a finite-state compiler
Foma (Hulden, 2009), which is based on lexicon
and rules. The lexicon stores a list of words to
which morphological analysis is applied. The rule
transducers are established from regular expressions and applied to the list of identified word
forms. The rules are manually defined based on
specialized literature and on native speakers judgement. Currently, approximately twenty rules have
been implemented only regarding nouns and verbs.
We suspect that with a couple hundred rules some
meaningful results could be obtained.
For the system to perform better we need to have
a large lexical database since the greater the number of unique word forms, the higher the accuracy of the morphological analysis. Therefore, we
use the wordset for Yakut provided by the Universal Morphology project (UniMorph) (Kirov et

Figure 5: Example of network generation using
Finite-State transducer.
Unfortunately, at this point, initial stage, we cannot evaluate the analyzer. A test-set is being prepared along the increment of rules.

4.

Conclusion

We have briefly introduced the Yakut UD-treebank
and the Yakut morphological analyzer that we intend to complete by the end of the year. Although we are still at an initial phase of the project,
its presentation intends to spread information on
the Yakut language an motivate the development
of other treebanks, morphological analyzers, and
lend support to the UD framwork so that more
under-represented languages might profit from it
and build on the existing set of data and tools.
Future work will focus on improving the precision and coverage of the morphological analyzer.
A sequence-to-sequence recurrent neural network
model (Sutskever et al., 2014) which produces morphological analysis for given text as output is also

6
Both authors are computational linguists. Tatiana
Merzhevich has some command of Sakha.
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planned. Future work should also seek a closer
interaction with tools for other Turkic languages,
which as a consequence could enable profit from
Yakut tools. While aware that there is a long path
ahead, we look forward to receiving suggestions
and engaging with the NLP community through
this work since we believe that such interaction
is essential and results in more robust and userfriendly resources.
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Abstract
Spell checkers have become regular features of most word processing applications. They assist us in writing
more correctly in various digital environments. However, this assistance does not exist for all languages equally.
The Kurdish language, which still is considered a less-resourced language, currently, lacks well-known and
well-tested spell checkers. We present a language model for the Kurdish (Sorani) based on educational texts
written in the Persian/Arabic script. We also showcase a spell checker as a testing environment for the language
model. Primarily, we use a probabilistic method and our language model with Stupid Backoff smoothing for the
spell-checking algorithm. We test for spelling errors on a word and context basis. The spell checker suggests a list
of corrections for misspelled words. The results show 88.54% accuracy on the texts in the related context, an F1
score of 43.33%, and correct suggestions of an 85% chance of being in the top three positions of the corrections.
Keywords:
tion.

Spell checker, Kurdish Language, Ngram Language Model, Low-Resourced, Error Detec-

1.

Introduction

Sorani dialect focusing on scientific texts. Our
application is based on a language model that is
created over the segmented KTC corpus (Abdulrahman and Hassani, 2020) and uses the Stupid
Backoff smoothing score (Brants et al., 2007)
to find non-words and errors within the context of a sentence. We also use Edit Distance (Damerau, 1964) paired with the score for
correction and then ranking the list of suggestions. The language model is publicly available
at GNU V3.0 license at https://github.com/
KurdishBLARK/KTC-Language-Model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on Kurdish language
models and spell checkers. Section 3 provides the
methodology of the research. Section 4 presents
the experiment environment and RastNus application that we created to use the language model.
Section 5 presents the findings and results of the
paper. Finally, in Section 6, we provide the conclusion.

A spell checker is an application that detects grammatical and contextual spelling errors from a given
text and tries to correct them according to an algorithm or a set of rules. Some spell checkers suggest
a list of correct candidate words for a misspelled
word or suggestions for a sequence of words. Automatic spell checking is a popular feature in word
processors for most languages. Also, almost all
web browsers provide built-in spell checkers.
Research on spell checkers dates back to the late
1950s, and they are now well established for many
languages such as English, German, and Chinese.
However, the Kurdish language is low-resourced,
and the related research, data, and tools are still in
their infancy.
About 19 to 28 million people speak the Kurdish
language (Hassani and Medjedovic, 2016). Kurdish is written in different scripts, mostly in Persian/Arabic and Latin, and it includes several dialects (Hassani, 2018). The Kurdish language is
less-resourced, and the Kurmanji dialect has had
more research regarding spell checkers, for example, the Rastnivîs – Add-ons for Firefox while the
Sorani dialect has recently had research regarding
tools and corpora to be used for spell checkers. We
discuss them in the following paragraphs.
We develop a spell checking application for the

2.

Related Work

Even though the amount of research on the Kurdish language - for all of the dialects - was few and
far between, we can say that recent research on the
Kurdish language processing has gained popularity in the past decade.
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A Spell checking system that already exists for
Sorani is Renus, an error correction system that
works on a word-level basis and uses lemmatization (Salavati and Ahmadi, 2018). Renus detects an error using lookup methods in a language
model. Also, it corrects the erroneous word using Edit Distance. The system suggests a list of
candidates’ grams of the same position with an
Edit Distance of less than three and ranks the suggested corrections based on the candidate’s frequency and Edit Distance. Renus spell checker is
evaluated by comparing the golden-standard word
with first-ranked suggestions of the algorithm. The
authors report that the lemmatizer has an accuracy
of 86.7% while the spell checker’s accuracy with
a lexicon is 96.4% and without one is 87%. While
most of their work revolves around the Peyv, the
spell checker application in this paper is a step in
the right direction.

et al. (2020) create an ngram language model of
the corpus to calculate perplexity. The corpus is
available for usage on GitHub, while the language
model was not shared publicly.
A spell checking web application that was published recently is by the AsoSoft Research Group
is the Aso spell checker  ھەڵەﭼﻨﯽ ﺋﺎﺳﯚthat can be
accessed through this website spell.kurdinus.com
(Aso Mahmudi, 2022)
Our focus is on the Sorani dialect written using the
Persian/Arabic script presented in table 1. In order to present a use case of the language model,
we use the Python programming language for data
processing and the spell checking algorithms, and
finally developing a word processing environment
that performs contextual spell checking on a word
level.
ئ
خ
ع
ڵ

Hawezi et al. (2019) create a spell checking algorithm for the Sorani dialect (Central Kurdish) with
a focus on its morphological complexness - agglutinative. They store a list of base words in memory and use variants of a word in which the base
stays the same but prefixes, suffixes, and infixes
are changed according to a pattern. This method is
similar to what spell checking libraries like Hunspell use. They report that 79.93% of the time, the
first word is the correct word, 93.30% the correct
word is in the top 3, and 97.01% the correct word
is in the top 5 suggested words. They have also
created a sample application to test the library, but
the application is not open-source.

ا
د
غ
م

ب
ر
ف
ن

پ
ڕ
ڤ
ھـ

ت
ز
ق
و

ج
ژ
ک
ۆ

چ
س
گ
ی

ح
ش
ل
ێ

Table 1: Kurdish Alphabet (from left to right)

As mentioned before, many languages have
achieved acceptable accuracy in the spell checking task. We cannot use most of the spell checking algorithms for languages like Kurdish. Not
only for script differences but also for inflection
(Walther and Sagot, 2010) and grammatical rules.
That makes the existing methods limiting and leads
to needing different ones or modifying the existing
methods to better suit the Kurdish language.
Compared with the Kurdish spell checkers mentioned previously, our work suggests a more robust
language model for educational/scientific writing
because it is built based on the textbooks edited by
academic and professional editors for educational
purposes. That allows the model to find errors and
suggest corrections that are close to de facto writing standard that is currently formally followed in
the Kurdistan Region of Iraq.

Ahmadi (2020) presents an open-source language
processing toolkit for Kurdish (KLPT) that includes a spell checker based on Hunspell. The performance is not discussed since it was under review as of the writing of this article.
Hamarashid et al. (2021) present a word prediction system for Sorani and Kurmanji dialects of
the Kurdish language. They use the ngram model
where n=5. In other words, the system predicts the
next five words after the input text. The authors
suggest that the system is effective in correcting
spelling errors. The authors develop an application that is not public nor is it open source.

3.

Methodology

In this section, we explain the steps we took for
creating an ngram language model. The language
model consists of lists of trigrams, bigrams, and
unigrams with each ngram’s frequency distribution. We look into the smoothing method that
we used to make the language model more accurate when used in different scenarios. We also

AsoSoft text corpus is a Kurdish Sorani corpus that
contains 188 million tokens. The corpus is mostly
collected from websites, books, and magazines.
The authors share a detailed look at the creation
and cleaning process of the AsoSoft corpus. Veisi
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Unigrams

Bigrams

Trigram

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4

<s>

specify the errors made in the context of a sentence.

ﺋێﻮە
ھﯿﻮای
دواڕۆژن

3.1.2. Smoothing
Smoothing techniques are used to improve performance in many cases, but when data is sparse,
which is the case for Kurdish Sorani, smoothing is
more necessary. “The term smoothing describes
techniques for adjusting the maximum likelihood
estimate to hopefully produce more accurate probabilities.” (Chen and Goodman, 1999). There are
many smoothing techniques, some are expensive
and require a lot of training, such as Kneser-Ney
Smoothing (Brants et al., 2007). We chose the funnily named Stupid Backoff Smoothing method by
Brants et al. (2007) that most simply put multiplies the probability of a constant 0.4. We explain
the smoothing method in more detail in the later
sections. The point of using a smoothing method
for our language model is to not get zeros too often when checking for a word or an ngram in our
language model.

.
</s>
<s>, ﺋێﻮە
ھﯿﻮای, ﺋێﻮە
دواڕۆژن, ھﯿﻮای
دواڕۆژن, .
., </s>
<s>, ھﯿﻮای, ﺋێﻮە
ﺋێﻮە, ھﯿﻮای, دواڕۆژن
ھﯿﻮای, دواڕۆژن, .
دواڕۆژن, .,</s>

Table 2: Unigrams, Bigrams, and Trigrams created
from “<s>ﺋێﻮە ھﯿﻮای دواڕۆژن.</s>”.
present the methodology of creating and testing
our spell checking algorithm with a simple environment that we develop to test the usage of our
language model.

3.2. Testing Environment - A Spell Checking
Application
In order to test the language model and have use
cases for it, we develop a spell checking environment that uses the language model as its back-end.
The spell checker consists of three main tasks that
occur one after the other: error detection, error
correction - which can be a list of candidate corrections, and ranking the correction list (Verberne,
2002). We look at the performance of of the mentioned tasks separately.
A significant component of our application is spell
checking in context and not only a single word.

3.1. Developing the Language Model
Chen and Goodman (1999) explain a language
model as “a probability distribution over strings
P(s) that attempts to reflect the frequency with
which each string s occurs as a sentence in natural text.”
3.1.1. Ngram
When creating the ngram language model, we
started by choosing the ready-made segmented
Kurdish Textbook Corpus - KTC (Abdulrahman
and Hassani, 2020). A Kurdish Sorani school textbook corpus with 31 books on twelve different
subjects at the K-12 level including (Economics,
Genocide, Geography, History, Human Rights,
Kurdish, Kurdology, Philosophy, Physics, Theology, Sociology, Social Study). The (n) in ngram
indicates a number that means it has n consecutive
words. In our case, n=3, which is called a trigram.
As an example, we take a word from the KTC corpus with two other words in a row in the context
of a sentence “<s>ﺋێﻮە ھﯿﻮای دواڕۆژن.</s>”. We can
create 4 trigrams, 5 bigrams, and 6 unigrams from
the above sentence, as shown in table 3.1.1.
We use an ngram language model so that our spell
checker can correct not only wrong words but also

3.2.1. Algorithm
We build an algorithm that detects erroneous
words and corrects them. The algorithm behind
the application consists of many parts. We discuss
them in the following subsections:
• Error detection: Given a body of text our
algorithm uses a Trigram Language Model
with Stupid Backoff smoothing (Brants et
al., 2007) by checking the user’s input text which we refer to as (s) - for having more than
three tokens, if (s) in less than three tokens
we check the dictionary (lexicon or unigram
list) lookup method, the method is more accurate when the RAM - random access memory - is not a problem (Kukich, 1992). In
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the case when (s) has more than three tokens,
we check the Stupid Backoff score as shown
in equation 1, where S is for Stupid Backoff
score, w for word, and α = 0.4. In equation
2, N is the total number of words in the unigram list (lexicon), and f(wi ) is the frequency
distribution of wi , the current unigram. The
researchers (Brants et al., 2007) chose 0.4 for
the value of α based on good results in their
experiments.

spelling error. How many other types of errors can
we find? Let us continue on the word level. Here
is a list of error types our algorithm seeks to correct
within a word boundary. We use the term character instead of using letters in the upcoming paragraphs:
1. Character substitution: زاﻧﮑێ, the character �
is substituted with ێ.

 i
 f (wi−k+i ) if f (wi
i−1
i−k+i ) > 0
i−1
S(wi |wi−k+1
) = f (wi−k+i )
αS(w |wi−1 ) otherwise
i

i−k+1

(1)

f (wi )
S(wi ) =
N

(2)

In our case of using trigrams, the score result
is a relative frequency. As shown in equation
1 above, when the trigram has a frequency
that is more than 0, the score is the trigram’s
frequency divided by the bigram frequency.
This pattern continues until we reach the unigram level. When the unigram has a frequency more than 0, the score is the unigram’s
frequency divided by the total unigram frequency. Otherwise, the score is zero.

2. Adding an extra character (insertion): زاﯾﻨﮑﯚ
the character  یin the third position starting
from the right.
3. A character missing or deleted:  زاﮐﯚthe character  نis missing
4. Neighboring character order transposition:
 زاﮐﻨﯚthe characters  نand  كhave changed positions.
Damerau–Levenshtein’s (Bard, 2006) Edit Distance covers all of the word boundary errors we
mentioned. Where Levenshtein’s Distance (Levenshtein and others, 1966) measures the difference
between two words by how many operations it
is needed to turn one into the other, or in other
words, correct the erroneous word. These operations include insertion, deletion, and substitution
of a character.
Damerau (1964) adds a new operation, which is
the transposition of neighboring characters within
a word. The probability of the next word given the
previous word is known as the chain rule (Samanta
and Chaudhuri, 2013), and we are using Markov’s
assumption, the last n in the chain. We check for
context within the sentence boundary. We take the
start of the sentence token <s> and end of sentence
token </s> into account to achieve a correctly normalized probability of the complete sentence.
Following equation 1, we take the user input of a
set of serialized strings - a word, a sentence, or a
paragraph. The algorithm segments the user input
into sentences with the beginning of sentence tags
<s> twice so that a trigram of (u, v, w) where w is
the first word in a sentence u and v are the start of
sentence indicators as well as the end of sentence
tags </s>. Then the algorithm loops through each
sentence and creates trigrams within its bounds,
and then the index cursor starts at the beginning
tag and gets the first trigram of (u, v, w) the tag
included and continues until it reaches the end of
the sentence tag. Within a sentence boundary, we

• List of candidate corrections: The erroneous
word is modified by two Edit Distance (insertions, deletions, substitutions, and transpositions) by Damerau (1964) and Levenshtein
and others (1966).
• Correction list ranking: We rank the suggestions based on the Stupid Backoff score using
equation 1.
• Context correction: We use the Trigram Language Model within a sentence boundary.
To correct the errors the system found, it needs
to find the types of errors starting from the smallest unit, letters, and more feasibly letters within a
word boundary. We train our algorithm on what
we consider the wrong word. We do not find “if”
as a mistake unless it is used in the wrong context, such as “if course”. Likewise, in Kurdish
saying ( )ﺑەis all well and good unless used in the
wrong context, such as ()ﺑە زاﻧﮑﯚ دەﺧﻮێﻨﻢ.An incorrect letter substitute could have caused this type of
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check each ngram’s - trigram, bigram, and unigram
- Stupid Backoff score. If the score is bigger than
zero S(wi) > 0, we create a confusion set by using
an Edit Distance of two and putting each correct
candidate word back into the trigram, then recheck
the trigram’s score, and then put the trigram in the
suggestion list with its score.
The Stupid Backoff technique, as shown in equation 1 checks the given trigram of (u, v, w) in the
list of trigram frequencies. If the trigram has a frequency of zero, it checks the bigram of the given
words of (v, w) multiplied by α - as previously
mentioned, we chose 0.4 because it was suggested
by the (Brants et al., 2007) to be the optimal value.
If the bigram score is zero, it checks the unigram
of (w) by calculating equation 2 - where N is the
total number of unigrams (length of the lexicon)
again multiplied by α and returns the score, or it returns zero where all the iteration resulted in zero.
The suggestion list contains the top five suggestions of each trigram that are sorted by the score.
We highlight the erroneous tokens from the suggestion list, and when the user selects a suggested
item, we check the text one more time.

time limit we categorized the dictation material for
each grade.
We manually evaluate the performance of error
detection the chosen method by computing precision, recall, and accuracy from calculating each
test’s true positive, false positive, true negative,
and false negative. The equations are listed in
equations ( 3, 4, 5, 6) respectively. Then we manually evaluate our test set and the collected dictation
of the test set via the human evaluation of the tests.
P recision =

(3)

TP
TP + FN

(4)

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(5)

Recall =

Accuracy =

TP
TP + FP

2 ∗ TP
(6)
2 ∗ TP + FP + FN
Moreover, similar to Samanta and Chaudhuri
(2013), we rate the probability of the list of suggestions and flag where is suggestion is the correct
candidate or a better wording in the context. We
look into the top five positions in the suggestions
that are retrieved from the algorithm.
F1 =

3.3. Testing Methods
We test and evaluate our algorithm’s error detection and error correction with suggestion ranking
with written tests by students that study the textbooks. The test data is educational and in the same
style of writing as our corpus. The test data has not
been used in developing the language model.
We collect testing data by having students who
have studied the textbooks from the KTC corpus.
The students take dictation from the remaining
10% of the selected corpus’s test data. We chose
the student randomly. A teacher with a supervisor
reads the dictation material to them, and they type
it in a basic text processor with all hints and help
turned off.
We prepare the dictation material by looking at research on the typing speed of students in the same
age range as our participants. (Horne et al., 2011)
report that 11-year-olds have a typing speed of over
13 words per minute (wpm). 12-year-olds over
16 and 13-year-olds over 20 wpm. 14-year-olds
over 24 wpm, and another research on elementary
schools in Georgia, (Gillespie and Leader, 2005)
report that an average kindergarten through fifthgrade students have a speed of 5.1 wpm with no
prior practice and 5.91 wpm after 7 lessons taking the speed of typing by age into account and the

4. The Test Environment - RastNus
Application
In this section, we present the spell checking application created from the methodology of this paper.
We show the application’s user interface as well as
the back-end of how the concept was implemented.
We report the testing process, and we present the
application’s performance as well as other results
in the results and discussion section.

4.1. User Interface
We named the spell checking application RastNus
(RastNus  ڕاﺳﺘﻨﻮس- is a Kurdish noun that is composed of two other nouns; Rast means truthful
and Nus means writing). When viewing the application as a user, RastNus has a simple interface
of two components, the text editing area, and the
“Spell Check” button. When the user inputs text in
the text editing box and presses the spell check button, a table of erroneous words alongside its corrections is shown to the user with a select link next
to each correct candidate word. The table of erroneous words and candidate selection is shown in
figures 2 and 3, respectively.
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After the user inputs text in the text area and selects
the “Spell Check” button, the application follows
a series of steps. A flow chart of the steps is shown
in figure 1 - RastNus application process.

Once the user selects a suggested candidate, the
updated text is once again checked, as presented
in figure 3.
4.1.2. RastNus Testing Procedure
We manually tested the RastNus application by
taking random paragraphs from the test set and
running it through the application. We also
checked the student dictation data and collected error types (tp, tn, fp, fn) while comparing RastNus’s
spell checking manually with a human checker.
We tested and evaluated the algorithm that our
spell checker - RastNus, uses. The results are displayed and discussed in the following paragraphs.
We collected the test corpus of dictation to evaluate RastNus alongside the test set. Twenty-three
students from 1st grade to 9th grade in total participated in the computer-based dictation. The first
session with eight available computers, and in the
second session of six participants, three laptops
were available.
According to research, 4, 5, and 6-year-olds have
a 5 to 13 word per minute speed, nine on average.
In that case, a 250-word paragraph is sufficient for
that age group and the time we have. However,
7th to 9th graders have a speed of 16 to 24 words
per minute 20 on average, 1000 Word page dictation could be achieved in 30 minutes. In the first
session, we selected the first n words (number of
words needed per age group) for dictation from our
test set, but for the second session, we selected a
random set of sentences that made up n words or
more.
We tested RastNus using the test set and the dictation data, by manually checking each word and
flagging it as the corresponding error type (true
positive, true negative, false positive, false negative). See an example in figure 4. Then we counted
the error types and then calculated precision, recall, F1, and accuracy. We manually checked each
suggestion of the test set and the dictation data by
tagging the correct candidate in the top five suggestions the percentage of correct candidates suggested in the test set.

4.1.1. Algorithm
The algorithm behind the RastNus application first
checks for non-words. If the given word is incorrect - using Edit Distance - the application shows
the user a list of candidate words. RastNus’s algorithm contains the following components:
• A Language Model consists of lists of trigrams, bigrams, and unigrams with each
ngram’s frequency distribution.
• A custom tokenizer trained on KTC’s test set
using Punkt (Kiss and Strunk, 2006).
The first step in the main method of the RastNus
application is loading the prepared data by starting with calling the LoadTokenizer method. When
the method is called, the program loads KTC’s
custom tokenizer. We manually added a list of
abbreviations to the pickle file, and the abbreviations are: [‘’د, ‘’م, ‘خ.’د, ‘’پ, ‘ز.]’پ. Then the
LoadNgramsInToDic method is called to load the
ngram language model of trigrams, bigrams, and
unigrams paired with frequency distribution created from our corpus. The SpellCheck method is
triggered when the user clicks the “Spell Check”
button. It starts by cleaning the user’s input text
(T). It removes extra space and replaces the character  کwith  كbecause the first form of the sound
/k/ does not appear in the KTC we take this step to
avoid unnecessary flagging.
The cleaned text (T) is sent to KTC’s custom tokenizer (trained using Punkt) so that (T) is made
into trigrams. The resulting trigram is sent to get
a Stupid Backoff smoothing score. If the score is
zero, that ngram is appended to a list. Each word
in that list is sent to the notKnown method to check
whether that word exists in our dictionary list. If
the word is unknown, it is sent to the candidatesSet2Prob method to get a list of words with an Edit
Distance of two from the original unknown word.
Each candidate word is put back into the ngram.
We check for the Stupid Backoff score of each
reconstructed ngram to check for the correction
within the ngram context. If the score is more than
zero, the ngram is considered as a candidate correction, and it is shown to the user in the form of a
table shown in figure 2.

5.

Results

In the following sections, we showcase the language model we created as well as present the results of our spell checking algorithm alongside it.
The trigram ngram language model of the KTC
corpus consists of 94,188 unigrams, 372,903 bigrams, and 521,797 trigrams.
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Figure 1: RastNus application process.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Unigram
و

<s>
</s>
.
ﻟە

)
(
:
ﺑە
ﻛە

Bigram
. </s>
).
... ...
:(
)و
)ی
ﻛە ﻟە

)،
<s>ﻟە
<s>2-

Trigram
) . </s>
... ... ...
: ((
)(و
( خ.) د
2 . </s>
1 . </s>
3 . </s>
<s>2 .

and precision, recall, F1, and accuracy are calculated. From the first test using the dictation data,
we can see that the F1 score is 65.94%, and the
F1 score of testing the algorithm with our test set
is 21.90%. The total F1 score of our method is
43.33%, while the accuracy is significantly higher.
The dictation data has an accuracy of 82.27%, and
the accuracy of testing the algorithm using our test
set is 90%. Overall the accuracy of our method is
88.54%. The F1 score is a harmonic mean between
precision and recall, while the accuracy measures
all correctly flagged cases with equal importance.

خ.ﭘێﻐەﻣﺒەر ) د

Table 3: Top 10 ngrams.

We present top the 10 ngrams of our language
model that contains trigrams, bigrams, and unigrams in table 5.
The reason behind the notable difference in accuracy and F1 score is that unlike the F1 score, the
accuracy takes true negatives into account.

The result of our spell checking algorithm is shown
in table 5 it contains the error types (true positive,
false positive, true negative, and false negative),
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Type
Dictation
Test set
Total

T.P
154
54
208

F.P
16
177
193

T.N
584
3,411
3995

F.N
143
208
351

Precision
90.58%
23.37%
51.87%

Recall
51.85%
20.61%
37.20%

F1
65.94%
21.90%
43.33%

Accuracy
82.27%
90%
88.54%

Table 4: RastNus spell checker performance.

Figure 3: RastNus Spell Checker: candidate word
selected.

We manually checked each suggestion of the test
set and the dictation data by tagging the correct
candidate in the top five suggestions. The percentage of correct candidates suggested in the test set
is presented in figure 5. The suggestion in the top
three positions of the correct suggestion makes up
over 85% of the correct suggestions.

Figure 2: RastNus Spell Checker testing.

1st

6.

We created an ngram language model made of
lists of trigrams, bigrams, and unigrams with each
ngram’s frequency distribution, and we used the
Stupid Backoff smoothing method.
We built a spell checking Web application RastNus to use the language that we aim at making it
publicly available.
We used a desktop-based version of this application to test the error detection and correction
of the language model using the developed spell
checking algorithm. The spell checking algorithm
uses a probabilistic method. Error detection uses a

55%

6%
5th
9%

20%
10%

Conclusion

4th

2nd
3rd
Figure 5: Total percentage of correct suggestion
candidates in the top five positions.
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Figure 4: RastNus output manual tagging.

dictionary lookup to find non-word mistakes, and
for real-word errors, we use the Stupid Backoff
method for each trigram within a sentence boundary. For error correction, the algorithm uses the
Edit Distance of two to create a confusion set.
Where the word of the set has a Stupid Backoff
score of over zero, it adds the word to the candidate list. The algorithm ranks the list of candidates
using the score of relative frequency, which is the
output of the Stupid Backoff smoothing method.
The error detection has an F1 score of 43.33% and
an 88.54% accuracy, and the correct suggestion is
in the top three positions in 85% of cases.

clude different scripts.
The spell checker could be improved further as
usually these kinds of applications could, and we
would like to work on expanding the language
model further by adding more (official and educational) documents.
We hope the researchers in the field to use the language model to enrich the data and tools for the
Kurdish language.
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Abstract
Semantic relatedness between words is one of the core concepts in natural language processing, thus making semantic
evaluation an important task. In this paper, we present a semantic model evaluation dataset: SimRelUz - a collection of
similarity and relatedness scores of word pairs for the low-resource Uzbek language. The dataset consists of more than a
thousand pairs of words carefully selected based on their morphological features, occurrence frequency, semantic relation, as
well as annotated by eleven native Uzbek speakers from different age groups and gender. We also paid attention to the problem
of dealing with rare words and out-of-vocabulary words to thoroughly evaluate the robustness of semantic models.
Keywords: natural language processing, uzbek language, semantic evaluation, dataset, similarity, relatedness

1.

Introduction

software1 ;
• Publicly available semantic evaluation dataset including both similarity and relatedness scores for
the low-resource Uzbek language 2 ;

Having computational models that can measure the
semantic relatedness and semantic similarity between
concepts or words is an important fundamental task
for many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications, such as word sense disambiguation (Navigli,
2009; Agirre and Edmonds, 2007), thesauri, automatic
dictionary generation (Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2001;
Solovyev et al., 2020), as well as machine translation
(Bahdanau et al., 2014; Brown et al., 1990). There
are many language models that have been created that
yield good quality semantic knowledge, yet their evaluation depends on gold standard datasets that have
word/concept pairs scored by their semantic relations
(such as synonymy, antonymy, meronymy, hypernymy,
etc.), that come with cost due to their time-consuming
context-generation process and high dependence on human annotators.

Furthermore, this paper also describes some important
construction considerations about the dataset considering morphological and semantic attributes for a morphologically rich language, with their visualisations.
Uzbek language (native: O‘zbek tili) is a member of
the Eastern Turkic or Karluk branch of the Turkic language family, an official language of Uzbekistan, and
also a second language in neighbouring Central-Asian
countries. It has more than 30 million speakers inside
Uzbekistan alone, and more than ten million elsewhere
in Central Asian countries, Southern Russian Federation, as well as the North-Eastern part of China, making it the second most widely spoken language among
Turkic languages (right after Turkish language)3 .

Many such datasets have been created so far for
resource-rich languages (Hill et al., 2015; Finkelstein
et al., 2001; Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). However, there is still a big gap of such datasets available for
low-resource languages. Current work aims to fill that
gap by providing, to our knowledge, the first semantic
similarity and relatedness dataset for Uzbek language.
In this paper, we describe all the steps we followed as
a set of data collection and annotation guidelines, with
the full statistics and results obtained. The main contributions of this paper are two-fold:

This paper has been organised as follows: It starts with
a terminology section, explaining the basic definitions
of terms used in the paper, then comes a related work
section followed by a description of dataset creation
and annotation process, moving onto some insights of
the dataset, and in the end, authors describe their discussions, conclusions, as well as future work.
1

Demo website: https://simrel.urdu.uz
Both publicly available dataset and the source code of the
web-application can be found here: https://github.
com/UlugbekSalaev/SimRelUz.
3
More information about Uzbek language: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uzbek_language
2

• Publicly available word pair semantic similarity
and relatedness scoring web-based questionnaire
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2.

Terminology

tion of the SimLex-9997 dataset made it the state-ofthe-art gold standard semantic relatedness evaluation
source. Some popular datasets for other languages include the RG dataset’s German translation (Gurevych,
2005), the database of paradigmatic semantic relation
pairs for German (Scheible and Im Walde, 2014), and
the Simlex-999’s translation into three languages: Italian, German and Russian (Leviant and Reichart, 2015).
The Multi-SimLex (Vulić et al., 2020) project includes
datasets for 12 diverse languages, including both major
languages (English, Russian, Chinese, etc.) and lessresourced ones (Welsh, Kiswahili). Multi-SimLex8
was a project originated from Simlex-999, and was
taken to another step by creating a larger and more
comprehensive dataset. Linguistic databases such as
VerbNet (Schuler, 2005) and WordNet (Miller, 1995;
Fellbaum, 2010) together with their implementations
for other languages also contain semantically rich information created by experts.

In order to eliminate repetition, and to avoid confusion understanding the terms used in this paper, the
terms similarity, relatedness, association, and distance
may come with or without the prefix ”semantic” interchangeably, but they are meant to mean the same respectively.
The term semantic similarity in general, stands for a
sense of relatedness that is dependent on the amount
of shared properties, thus the ’degree of synonymy’.
Whereas the term semantic relatedness means a general sense of semantic proximity or semantic association, regardless of the causes of the connection humans
can perceive. For instance bus/train are good examples
of semantic similarity, where they share many properties, i.e. they are both means of transport, both consume similar sorts of energy, have engines to operate,
etc. On the other hand, teapot/cup can be a good example of semantic relatedness, where they don’t necessarily share common properties, but they are used in
a similar context, since they both store tea, but teapot
is for steeping tea in larger amounts, while a cup is
for serving and drinking tea in smaller portions. Both
above-mentioned examples can be used for semantic
relatedness though, which means that semantic similarity is included inside semantic relatedness. Therefore,
semantically similar things are, at the same time, semantically related, but the converse cannot be said to
be the case in general.

3.

Since this is the first work of this kind for Uzbek language, the closest related work would be the related
resources created for other Turkic languages, such as
Turkish WordNets (Tufis et al., 2004; Bakay et al.,
2021), and especially AnlamVer dataset (Ercan and
Yıldız, 2018), where it contains both semantic similarity and relatedness scores annotated by many native speakers. Furthermore, the AnlamVer also shares
useful knowledge of dataset design consideration when
dealing with morphologially-rich and agglutinative languages.

Related Work

Work on Uzbek language. Although there have
been many papers published claiming that they have
created NLP resources or developed some useful tools
for Uzbek language, most of them, according to humble search results gathered by the authors, turned out
to be “zigglebottom” papers (Pedersen, 2008). However, there are also many useful papers with publicly available resources, some of them are the first
Uzbek morphological analyzer (Matlatipov and Vetulani, 2009), transliteration (Mansurov and Mansurov,
2021a), WordNet type synsets (Agostini et al., 2021),
Uzbek stopwords dataset (Madatov et al., 2021), sentiment analysis (Rabbimov et al., 2020; Kuriyozov
and Matlatipov, 2019), text classification (Rabbimov
and Kobilov, 2020), and even a recent pretrained
Uzbek language model based on the BERT architecture (Mansurov and Mansurov, 2021b). There is also
a well established Finite State Transducer(FST) based
morphological analyzer for Uzbek language with more
than 60K lexemes in Apertium monolingual package9 .

The first creation of a stand-alone semantic relation
evaluation dataset dates back to the RG dataset (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965) , which was created for
semantic similarity more than relatedness4 . Although it
was very small in size (limited to only 65 noun pairs),
it clearly showed the scientific importance, so the research interest continued later with more datasets coming along. The FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) dataset is
a rich linguistic resource with morphological, as well as
expert-annotated semantic information as well. Among
the most important gold-standard semantic evaluation
datasets, we can find the WordSim-353 (Finkelstein
et al., 2001), MEN (Bruni et al., 2012), and SimLex999 (Hill et al., 2015) datasets for English. WordSim3535 contains 353 noun pairs scored by multiple human annotators. Similar to SimLex-353, the MEN6
dataset also is described as having similarity and relatedness distinctly, but the annotators only were asked
to rate based on semantic relatedness. Later, introduc4

7

RG dataset: https://aclweb.org/aclwiki/
RG-65_Test_Collection_(State_of_the_art)
5
WordSim-353 datset: http://alfonseca.org/
eng/research/wordsim353.html
6
MEN dataset: https://staff.fnwi.uva.nl/
e.bruni/MEN

SimLex-999 dataset: https://fh295.github.
io//simlex.html
8
Multi-SimLex project and dataset:
https:
//multisimlex.com
9
https://github.com/apertium/
apertium-uzb
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4.

Dataset Design and Methodology

words in car - automobile pair in English would
be mapped to a single avtomobil in Uzbek);

The criterion for the construction of the dataset had to
satisfy all the requirements available to make a highquality semantic evaluation resource. So we followed
the design choice and recommendations brought by authors of previous work (Finkelstein et al., 2001; Bruni
et al., 2012; Hill et al., 2015; Ercan and Yıldız, 2018;
Vulić et al., 2020), such as follows:

• A translation of a single word in a source language that makes it multiple words in a target one
(the word asylum in English would be translated
as ruhiy kasalliklar shifoxonasi in Uzbek);
• Loss in the similarity/relatedness scores due to
other cross-lingual aspects of pairs, such as translation accuracy or semantic/grammatical/cultural
differences, require human annotators to re-score,
leaving the costly part to be done again.

• Clear definition: The dataset must provide a clear definition of what semantic relation
is supposed to be scored. So we decided to collect scores of both similarity and relatedness separately;

Therefore, we decided to choose the candidate wordlist ourselves for better quality. The first thing to make
was a comprehensive list of words in the language using a big language corpus. For the language corpus
mentioned in this work, we used the Uzbek corpus from
the CUNI corpora for Turkic languages (Baisa et al.,
2012), which is, to our knowledge, the biggest Uzbek
corpus collected with 18M tokens. To obtain their partof-speech (POS) tags, we used the UzWordNET dataset
(Agostini et al., 2021) (which contains very limited information of root words with their POS classes), and
Apertium-Uzb monolingual data10 (contains more than
60K of Uzbek root words with their POS tags). Then
we extracted nouns, adjectives and verbs only (with descending order relatively, according to their frequencies
in the corpus), following the custom of similar goldstandard semantic evaluation resources. Apart from
only root forms of words, we also did manual selection of words with inflectional and derivational forms
of words.

• Language representativity:
The
dataset should should be built considering diverse concepts of the language, such as parts
of speech (i.e. verb, noun, adjective, ...), word
formations (root, inflectional, or derivative),
possible semantic relations (i.e.
synonymy,
antonymy, meronymy, ...), as well as the frequency range (i.e. frequent words, rare words,
even out-of-vocabulary words);
• Consistency and reliability: Clear
and precise scoring guidelines were provided to
get consistent annotations from native speakers
with different level of linguistic expertise.
More detailed information regarding each criteria are
given below.

4.1.

Design Choice

For the design of the dataset we followed the AnlamVer project (Ercan and Yıldız, 2018), where instead
of building two separate datasets for semantic similarity and relatedness, we decided to rate each word pair
with two separate scores: one for similarity, and another for relatedness. This way, the resulting dataset
was smaller in size, but richer in information. Moreover, this approach gave us an opportunity to visualize the dataset as a semantic relation space, using two
scores as two dimensions, and creating a scatter plot.
According to the methodology proposed by AnlamVer
(Ercan and Yıldız, 2018) project, it is possible to predict the semantic relation of word pairs, by their location in the ”Sim-Rel vector space”, which is given in
Figure 1.

4.2.

4.3.

Frequency-based Considerations

Considering the agglutinative nature of Uzbek language, creating the list of word frequencies in this language is not an easy task, since a single word can occur together with many different morphemes (either a
single morpheme or a combination of many), making
it difficult to obtain the actual count of occurrences
of a single root-word. In this paper, we created a
list of stems with their frequencies in Uzbek language
using the biggest available Uzbek corpora (Baisa et
al., 2012). Firstly, the CUNI corpus was tokenized
into sentences, then all the sentences were fed to the
Apertium morphological analyser tool for Uzbek language11 . Then, all the parts except for the lemmas of
the resulting output were removed, which allowed us
to obtain a stem/root-word frequency list. Our priority was to include as many words with different frequencies as possible, so we used a technique similar

Word Candidates Selection

Probably a relatively easy way to obtain candidate
words with minimum work would be translating
words from gold-standard resources available for richresource languages (i.e. Multi-Simlex (Vulić et al.,
2020)). However, there have been various relevant
problems that have been reported to be caused by the
use of such translations, such as:

10
https://github.com/apertium/
apertium-uzb
11
Although we have used the CLI version of
the Apertium morphoological analyzer, it also can
be accessed on the web to check its features:
https://turkic.apertium.org/index.eng.
html?choice=uzb#analyzation

• Two synonym pairs from a source language being mapped to one word in target language (Both
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Figure 1: Semantic relation vector-space (proposed by AnlamVer project).
to the one issued by the RareWords dataset (Luong et
al., 2013) - grouping words by their frequencies, dividing into three groups labeled as low, medium, high with
[2,5],[6,49],[50+] count ranges respectively.

4.4.

to fit them. E.g. yaxshiliq instead of yaxshilik
(goodness), qamoqga instead of qamoqqa (to jail);
• Phonetic ambiguation: Two letters in
Uzbek alphabet: “x” and “h” are phonetically so
close to each-other, it is hard to identify them
when used in a context, so people frequently mistake one for another when writing. E.g. pahta instead of paxta (cotton), shaxzoda instead of shahzoda (prince).

Rare and OOV Words

Furthermore, to make the dataset useful for checking the robustness of the semantic models, considering less-frequent words, even words that do not exist in
the language dictionary but might appear in the context
due to some morphological (surface words), syntactical (typo), or phonetical (homophones) reasons is also
an important aspect. Thus, the words where their root
form does not appear more than 3 times in the corpus
were grouped as rare words, and their representatives
were manually selected for the word list.
Considering the rich morphological aspect of Uzbek
language, like other Turkic languages, there is a high
inflection and derivation rate, where words are made in
an agglutinative way: by combining stem and one or
more morphemes (as prefix or suffixes). Hence, there
is a high chance that a word may be grammatically
wrong, but was created following surface-word creation rules (of which almost an unlimited number can
be created). So we chose the following two most common out-of-vocabulary word cases, which are formally
incorrect, but considered as acceptable forms for native
speakers, and added some examples to the dataset:

In total, 128 examples from both rare and OOV words
with diverse POS types and word forms were added to
the dataset.
After going through all the above mentioned steps and
considerations, we gathered 1963 unique words to construct pairs. All their distribution among ford types,
word forms, as well as word frequencies are given in
Table 1.

4.5.

Word Pairs Selection

Choosing word pairs randomly and scoring them would
require the dataset to be huge in size, taking a very long
time to annotate, so we tried to provide best quality
semantic evaluation dataset with a limited number of
word pairs by pre-establishing common semantic relations, such as synonymity, antonymity, hypernymity,
and meronymity. This way the dataset would achieve
a diverse distribution of scores, rather than filled up
with very low scores due to most words not being related. Thus, we selected common semantic relation categories, namely synonyms, antonyms, meronyms and

• Stem-morpheme ambiguation: It is a frequent case in Uzbek where stem and morpheme
are combined directly, skipping the slight changes
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Word classes
Word forms
Word frequencies
Nouns
1154 Root form
995 High frequency
1136
423 Medium frequency
448
Verbs
351 Infelctional
Adjectives 457 Derivational 544 Low frequency & OOV 378
Total number of unique words: 1962
Table 1: Distribution of words by different word types, word forms, and word frequencies.

Figure 2: User interface of web-based annotation app.
tic background, from different age groups and genders,
have participated at the annotation, rating each pair
once, with two scores (one for similarity, and the other
for relatedness) from 0 to 10. Based on a statistical
analysis from (Snow et al., 2008), more than ten annotators for a semantic evaluation are reliable enough. In
the end, there were eleven scores of similarity and the
same amount for relatedness for each word pair, and we
took their averages as the final scores. Figure 3 shows
the distribution of age and gender between annotators.

hypernyms, and manually combined words from the
word candidates list, tagging the pairs by a category
where they most likely fit. Furthermore, we added
word pairs by random allocation, which we named this
category of pairs ”irrelevant” (not in the sense of irrelevant pairs but in the sense of the magnitude of their
semantic similarity and relatedness, as they are more
likely to have very low scores on both sides).
Overall, 1418 word pairs were selected for the annotation, Table 2 shows the number of word pairs for each
individual category.
Category
Synonyms
Antonyms
Hypernyms
Meronyms
Irrelevant/Random
Total

# of word pairs
639
239
220
193
127
1418
Figure 3: Distribution of annotators based on gender
and age-groups.

Table 2: Distribution of word pairs by their preestablished semantic relations.

5.

Annotation Process

6.

For the annotation process, we have created a webbased survey application where each annotator is given
a unique username and password, where they can access the website and rate given word pairs with two
separate scores at once. General user interface of the
annotation page can be seen in Figure 2.

Results

The resulting dataset is composed of 1418 word
pairs from different word types (nouns, adjectives and
verbs), different word forms (root, inflectional, derivational), with different frequencies (high, mid, low frequencies, rare and OOV words), and with diverse
pre-established semantic relations (synonym, antonym,
meronym, hypernym, not related). All the pairs have
two scores, one for semantic similarity, while the other

In total, eleven annotators (including two authors),
who are native Uzbek speakers with different linguis-
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Figure 4: Visualisation of the created dataset in a Sim-Rel vector space.
is for semantic relatedness. No field in the dataset
was left empty (as was requested from annotators in
the guidelines, even for the OOV cases), and the average pairwise inter-annotator agreement scores (apia)
were computed for both semantic similarity and relatedness separately, where we achieved 0.71 and 0.69
apia scores for semantic similarity and relatedness respectively, meaning that although we have scored less
than AnlamVer dataset (0.75), it still performed better
than most semantic evaluation datasets (SimLex=0.67,
MEN=0.68). The resulting dataset can be plotted into
the Sim-Rel vector space as shown in Figure 4.

between hypernym, meronym, and partially synonym
pairs, as expected, as they share similar score ranges.
Handling OOV words by annotators has also met our
expectations, where they treated them as regular words
and scored accordingly.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented SimRelUz, a novel semantic evaluation dataset for the low-resource Uzbek language, with semantic similarity and relatedness scores
for 1418 word pairs, which were selected based on their
morphological classes, word-forms, frequencies, also
including rare and out-of-vocabulary words for better
evaluation of semantic language models. This kind of
dataset is a useful resource to be used for evaluation
of computational semantic analysis systems that will
be created in the future for Uzbek, in simpler words,
for formal analysis of meaning in language models.
Moreover, we have also presented an open-source webbased semantic evaluation tool designed for multipleuser annotation. Our future work includes intrinsic and
extrinsic analysis of created dataset, also creating big
WordNet-type knowledge-base for Uzbek language.

Discussions. As can be seen from the scatter plot of
the dataset in a vector space (Figure 4), it can be concluded that average scores of word pairs visually correlate to our pre-established relation types, since they
are scattered mostly inside and around the determined
areas in the vector-space. Irrelevant and random pairs
can be easily detected from the plot, that it has no much
overlap with other types. It is also worth mentioning
that none of the word pair is in the Similar-Unrelated
(top-left quarter of the vector-space) part of the plot,
confirming its reliability, since a word cannot be similar, but not related at once. There is a big overlap
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Abstract
Machine Translation (MT)-powered chatbots are not established yet, however, we see an amazing future breaking language barriers and
enabling conversation in multiple languages without time-consuming language model building and training, particularly for underresourced languages. In this paper we focus on the under-resourced Luxembourgish language. This article describes an experiment we
have done with a dataset containing administrative questions that we have manually created to offer BERT QA capabilities to a
multilingual chatbot. The chatbot supports visual dialog flow diagram creation (through an interface called BotStudio) in which a dialog
node manages the user question at a specific step. Dialog nodes can be matched to the user’s question by using a BERT classification
model which labels the question with a dialog node label.
Keywords: administrative questions, BERT, chatbot, eTranslation, CEF, QA dataset, Luxembourgish

1.

Introduction

This paper discusses our own solution of an AI chatbot
powered with eTranslation1, the Machine Translation (MT)
system of the European Commission. Since we are
developing a conversational chatbot answering user openended questions, Natural Language Understanding (NLU)
plays an indispensable role in chatbot dialogue
management (see Namazifar et al., 2020). In this paper, we
describe our work-in-progress in creating a new BERT
model for Luxembourgish to drive question classification
and answering.
This work has been done within ENRICH4ALL, a CEFfunded project aiming at a Digital Single Market strategy,
which is linked with lowering language barriers for online
services and public administration procedures. Our chatbot
is an AI-based, MT-powered, fully digital and secure
service, which automatically simplifies procedures by
providing readily available information to citizens 24/7 and
reduces the administrative burden from public authorities.
One of the goals of ENRICH4ALL is to deploy the chatbot
in public services in the Consortium member countries,
Luxembourg, Romania, and Denmark.
The goal of this paper is twofold: fine-tune a BERT model
for Luxembourgish for i) question labeling and ii) question
similarity. The paper is laid out as follows: In Section 2 we
provide a short literature review with subsections on the
evolution of chatbots, e-government chatbots as well as on
multilingual aspects of chatbots. Section 3 describes
BotStudio, our AI-based chatbot and its integration with
eTranslation as well as one of the challenges of MTenabled chatbots, which is language detection. Section 4
describes briefly the Luxembourgish language and the
multilingual setting in Luxembourg. In section 5 we present
our Luxembourgish dataset on administrative questions.
The dataset is submitted as resource in LREC repository

1

Links of services or products are included in Section 10.

and is also freely available at the project’s website 2. In
Section 6 we describe our training process of BERT models
and in Section 7 we present our results on the
aforementioned dataset. We conclude this paper in Section
8 with a few future prospects.

2.

Literature Review

We begin this literature review on the history and evolution
of chatbots (2.1) from simply answering questions to
enabling human-like conversations, narrowing down the
available infrastructure of chatbots in general to egovernment chatbots (2.2) and multilingual chatbots (2.3).

2.1

Evolution of Chatbots

A chatterbot, chatbot, or simply bot is a software
application that conducts an online chat conversation with
human beings via text or voice through a messaging
interface. The term “Chatterbot” was originally coined to
describe conversational programs (Mauldin, 1994).
However, the first known chatbot dates back to 1966 and
its name was Eliza, whose purpose was to act as a
psychotherapist returning the user utterances in a question
form (Weizenbaum, 1966).
Today chatbots have evolved into “virtual personal
assistants” and are mainly developed by Google, Amazon,
Facebook,
Apple,
and
Microsoft
(GAFAM).
Conversational agents are gaining attention and are applied
today in many fields, such as e-commerce, education,
health, entertainment, and public services to name just a
few. According to Gao et al. (2018), conversational
systems can be grouped into three categories: (1) question
answering agents, (2) task-oriented dialogue agents, and (3)
chatbots. The history, essential concepts, and classification
of chatbots can be found at Adamopoulou & Moussiades
(2020).

2
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https://www.enrich4all.eu/language-resources

The advancement of Machine Learning (ML), and
particularly transfer learning has shown huge
improvements in Natural Language Processing (NLP).
Low code-free or open-source development platforms in
combination with limited design efforts for a chatbot
interface make chatbot development an easy task for
developers. Chatbot.org is a comparison resource for
chatbot buyers by providing user reviews, and research on
thousands of chatbot platforms and solutions.

2.2

E-government Chatbots

The European Commission has a strategy on e-government
in the digital single market concerning the electronic
exchange of social security information, electronic
payments & invoicing, etc. E-government chatbots are an
essential AI application in advancing e-government and
facilitating communication between citizens and public
services. However, there are certain challenges, such as the
large number of relevant services, the complexity of
administrative services, the context-dependent relevance of
user questions, the differences in expert-language and userlanguage as well as the necessity of providing highly
reliable answers for all questions (Lommatzsch, 2018).
While in the USA and India, government agencies use
chatbots, in the EU and CEF (Connecting Europe Facility)
Associated Countries, it is in its infancy. Currently, there
are a few EU countries, where many e-government chatbots
are deployed, whereas in other countries, such as Romania
or Luxembourg, there are not. However, in 2019 the
Directorate-General for Informatics (DIGIS) has published
a document containing the components of a high-level
architecture for public service chatbots.3.

2.3

Multilingual Chatbots

By multilingual chatbot, we mean that a user can choose to
ask their question in their preferred language and the
chatbot answers respectively in this language. Multilingual
communication between citizens and public administration
is a major priority of the EU, as it provides customized
services for citizens to facilitate their right to speak and
write in their native language. Particularly for
administrative procedures, there are many requests from
citizens who enter a new country. Application for
residence, importing a car, start-up a new business, family
allowances, etc. are some of such requests. Multilingual
bots and guides on how to create them are coming up
increasingly in the last few years (Janarthanam, 2017;
Boonstra, 2021), but also mainly by the industry and their
business solutions.
Many multilingual bots are used for foreign language
learning, such as Mondly (supporting 41 languages).
Lothritz et al. (2021) tested two strategies for implementing
a multilingual chatbot: (S1) For n languages, employ n
chatbots, each of which is trained to handle requests in a
single language. (S2) For n languages, employ one chatbot
which is trained using data written in n languages. They
compared these two strategies for chatbots in a multilingual
environment on two tasks that represent Intent
Classification and Slot Filling. They found that in the case
of two languages, the combination of a language selector
3

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/news/201909/ISA2_Architecture%20for%20public%20service%20chatbots
.pdf

and two monolingual chatbots (S1) usually outperforms
chatbots that are directly trained on bilingual datasets (S2).
In the ENRICH4ALL project, we develop a multilingual
chatbot using MT, which to our knowledge, is the first
multilingual bot in the domain of public administration.
This chatbot is called BotStudio and is described in Section
3 below.

3.

BotStudio

In ENRICH4ALL, we are using the AI-powered chatbot
named BotStudio, developed by the Danish company
SupWiz, which now integrates the eTranslation API. The
BotStudio chatbot has the ability for a node to “match on”
what the user writes. This matching can be done either by
providing examples of possible user queries or through the
usage of an NLU model which is trained on real sampledata from users’ queries. BotStudio can use fine-tuned,
BERT-like models to appropriately map user intents to
developed chat nodes in specific domains.
eTranslation is the neural Machine Translation (MT) tool
provided by the European Commission to all EU bodies,
public services, and public administrations across EU,
Iceland and Norway, as well as European SMEs and
startups. It currently covers not only the 24 official
languages of the EU, but also Russian, simplified Chinese,
Turkish, and Arabic. eTranslation is a CEF building block
that can be integrated into digital services to add translation
capabilities.
eTranslation is available both as a stand-alone web service
and as an API that can be integrated into other online
services. One significant benefit of eTranslation over other
MT solutions, for a government chatbot, is data privacy
preservation. Personal data security is an essential
requirement for the deployment and viability of egovernment chatbots.
In ENRICH4ALL, BotStudio and the live chat solution
SupChat have been integrated with eTranslation via the
available API with a particular focus on ensuring real time
communication with real time translation. The multilingual
BotStudio chatbot uses eTranslation to automatically
translate incoming questions into the language of the QA
model and outgoing answers into the language of the user.
However, the eTranslation API has not been used for the
experiment described in this paper, so it is outside of its
scope.
In order to automatically select the translation engine, a
language identifier algorithm is needed and we adapted4
Python’s langdetect5 package to the needs of our
project. We built a custom Docker container6 that serves
language identification services to the caller, for the
languages of the project. Luxembourgish was not
supported by the latest distribution of langdetect (1.0.9)
and thus, we have added it by training langdetect on a
Luxembourgish Web-based corpus (Leipzig Corpora
Collection) containing 1M sentences and more than 16M

4

https://github.com/racai-ai/e4a-langdetect
https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/
6
https://hub.docker.com/r/raduion/e4alangdetect
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words; the used text material was taken from randomly
chosen Web sites.

4.

Luxembourgish Language

Luxembourg is a highly multilingual country with
Luxembourgish as the national language, French as the
legislative language, and French, German and
Luxembourgish as the three administrative and judicial
languages. Luxembourgish has received an official status
only since 1984, and moreover, is still not an official
language of the EU. The vocabulary of Luxembourgish has
many loan words from French and German, the morphosyntax follows Germanic patterns. According to the
STATEC (as of May 2019), French is the most spoken
language at work (78%), followed by English (51%) and
Luxembourgish (48%). Luxembourgish is the most widely
spoken language at home (53%), followed by French (32%)
and Portuguese (19%). Luxembourgish is a low-resourced
language when it comes to the availability of language
resources or tools.
The latest version of the official Luxembourgish
orthography can be found at the Zenter fir d’Lëtzebuerger
Sprooch (ZLS)/Centre for the Luxembourgish Language
and also downloaded as a PDF file7. The Luxembourgish
orthography officially regulates the spelling of the
Luxembourgish language for the areas for which the
Luxembourg State is responsible (administrations,
schools). The codification and subsequent implementation
of orthography in Luxembourgish can be found at Gilles
(2015). More information on the languages spoken in
Luxembourg can be found at Lulling et al. (2010).
However, the focus on the Luxembourgish language has
increased during the last few years both from the
governmental side with its long-term strategy and the
research side, as a consequence. On the one hand, the
government aims at increasing the importance of
Luxembourgish by advancing the standardization, use and
study
of
Luxembourgish,
promoting
learning
Luxembourgish and the Luxembourg culture, and
promoting culture in the Luxembourgish language. The
ZLS contributes to the realization of the government policy
on the Luxembourgish language. On the other hand, we see
that in the last few years, many research projects focus on
Luxembourgish (Lingscape8, Schnëssen9); both of these
projects are based on crowdsourcing. This is an excellent
example about creating large spoken, image, or written
corpora quickly and by diverse users, which can contribute
to developing language technology applications.

5.

Luxembourgish Dataset on
Administrative Questions

Grid project (Rehm et al., 2020), in which the Luxembourg
Institute of Science and Technology and Romanian
Academy Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence
“Mihai Drăgănescu” are also partners.
In ENRICH4ALL we need targeted datasets, so that we can
fine-tune BERT(-like) models for the project’s languages
and domains of interest. We chose three domains of interest
to develop and test our multilingual chatbot: COVID-19 (in
Romanian), construction permits (in Romanian) and
administrative questions (in Luxembourgish). In this paper,
we focus only on Luxembourgish.
Concerning the citizen´s online services with the State,
Guichet.lu is the information portal in Luxembourg that
simplifies citizen's exchanges with the State and offers
them quick and user-friendly access to all the information,
procedures and services offered by Luxembourg public
bodies. The website of Guichet.lu is available in German,
English, and French, but not in Luxembourgish.
We have manually created a set of 135 questions with their
corresponding answers in Luxembourgish based on
Guichet.lu. The questions cover questions about passport,
asylum, or certificate requests (see Q1 example in Table 1,
below), but also questions that a newly arrived person in
Luxembourg might ask, e.g., about the minimum wage
(Q2), unemployment rates, school enrollment, etc. Since
there are many commuters working in Luxembourg, but
living in neighboring countries, we also collected questions
relevant to paying taxes in Luxembourg, while living in
France or Germany.
Most questions (83%) are wh-questions, i.e. starting with
Where/When/Whom/How, while 6% are in statement form
(see Q3, Table 1). 11% of the questions include both a
statement and a wh-question. The size of the questions
varies from 4 to 15 words.
Q1

Wou muss ech d'Gebuert vu
méngem Bebé umellen?

Where should I
declare the birth
of my baby?

Q2

Wat ass de soziale
Mindestloun zu Lëtzebuerg?

Which is the
minimum wage
in Luxembourg?

Q3

Ech wëll fir e Pass
rembourséiert ze kréien.

I want to be
reimbursed for a
passport.

Table 1: Examples of questions in Luxembourgish and
their English translation10

As in many countries in the EU, e-government and
digitalization are managed by dedicated institutions. In
Luxembourg, the Ministry for Digitalization was created
on December 11th, 2018 and in Romania, this is the newly
established Authority for the Digitalization of Romania.
These authorities have helped the ENRICH4ALL project to
become a reality and the language resources output of
ENRICH4ALL will be fed into the European Language

This corpus is multilingual (LTZ-EN-DE-FR); we plan
further experimentation in future months (see Section 8).

7

10

https://portal.education.lu/zls/ORTHOGRAFIE
https://lingscape.uni.lu/
9
https://infolux.uni.lu/schnessen/
8

The English text is provided only for reading comprehension in
this paper, it is not used as a test set in the experiment.
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the appropriate label and the ability to find the most similar
question to the input question from the train set.

6.

Training/Fine-tuning of BERT Models

In BotStudio, one can upload a fine-tuned BERT language
model and use it to label input questions so that the label
maps onto the desired dialog node. Users can add labels and
training questions for each label and BotStudio uses the
fine-tuned BERT model to learn a sequence classifier for
the label set.
To enable such functionality in BotStudio, we must train
and/or fine-tune BERT models for the datasets of interest.
An additional reason for using BERT models for such a
task is to save many hours of manual work creating
alternative/synonym sentences and manual labeling of
these sentences. Luxembourgish did not have any BERT
models and thus, we have created one from scratch. In the
next subsection, we detail the training and fine-tuning of
Luxembourgish models. In our experiment, we made a
comparison between the fine-tuned version of the bertbase-multilingual-cased BERT model (Devlin,
2018) as the baseline model and a language-specific, finetuned BERT model called luxmed.

6.1

The Luxembourgish BERT model for
administrative questions

Luxembourgish is a low-resourced language and it is a big
challenge to train a standard BERT model for it. According
to Wu & Dredze (2020), the multilingual BERT model
covers 104 languages and the 30% of languages with the
least pretraining resources perform worse than those using
no pretrained language model at all.
To bring Luxembourgish among the languages with at least
a BERT model and to benefit from language-specific finetuning for our evaluated tasks, we proceeded to train a
Luxembourgish BERT medium model from scratch, using
the 16M Luxembourgish Web-based corpus (Leipzig
Corpora Collection) containing 1M sentences and more
than 16M words; the used text material was taken from
randomly chosen Web sites. This model is available on
HuggingFace11 and can be readily used with the
transformers Python API. It was trained for 3 epochs and it
reached a final perplexity of 58.76 on the validation set. It
has 8 encoder blocks, the size of the hidden layer is 512 and
it uses 16 attention heads. The vocabulary has 70K word
pieces.

7.1

QA datasets statistics

The dataset has been transformed into JSON objects which
are available on GitHub12. Each QA dataset is organized
into question groups, each group having a unique ID and
containing multiple formulations of the same question.
Each question group contains a single answer that is valid
for any question formulation in the group.
Table 2 lists the average number of formulations per
question group, the number of groups in the QA dataset,
and the number of all questions in the QA dataset.

Administrative
questions

Average
alternatives

QA
groups

Total
questions

1.5

93

135

Table 2: QA datasets statistics

7.2

Task evaluation

For our QA dataset, we will provide the following accuracy
figures:
a. The accuracy of labeling a question with the
correct label from the QA dataset label set;
b. The accuracy of correctly retrieving the ID of the
question group (with at least two formulations),
out of which one formulation is taken as the test
input question, as explained next.
Figure 1 shows the label frequency and distribution in our
dataset. To evaluate question similarity, given an input
question from a question group that has at least two
formulations, we aimed at recovering the ID of the parent
question group. To achieve this, we fed the BERT model
the input question and used the last hidden state tensor
output to calculate a cosine similarity between the input
question and all other questions in the QA dataset. The ID
of the group in which the most similar QA dataset question
is found is the ID we are looking for. If this ID matches the
question group ID from which the input question was
extracted, we get one accuracy point.

The fine-tuning for administrative questions labeling (see
Table 3 below) was done by varying the epochs number
(10, 50, 100, 200, 400), the batch size (8, 16, 32), learning
rate (5 to 1e-5), and learning rate decay rate (polynomial
decay with a learning rate decreasing with step =
size(trainset) * epochs). The data used for training
was 80% of the dataset and the rest for validation. The best
results were obtained with 200 epochs, a batch size of 16,
and starting learning rate of 1e-5. The whole training
process was done using the Tensorflow version of
HuggingFace. In what follows, we will refer to the
Luxembourgish BERT medium model as luxmed.

7.

Results

In this section we will evaluate the Luxembourgish finetuned BERT models’ ability to label input questions with
11

https://huggingface.co/raduion/bert-medium-luxembourgish

12
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https://github.com/racai-ai/e4all-models

administration in Luxembourg, a highly multilingual
country. A multilingual chatbot, enabling citizens to ask
their questions in their preferred language, is a muchneeded AI application in the e-government infrastructure.
The project ENRICH4ALL aims at deploying an MT and
AI-enabled chatbot in public services in Luxembourg.
Luxembourgish is an under-resourced language, and in
addition, is not supported in eTranslation. Within the
project ENRICH4ALL, we can overcome these limitations
by using the new BERT models we trained for it.
We tested pre-trained and fine-tuned BERT models for
question labeling and question similarity. The main
limitation of this work was the small size and label
imbalance of the QA dataset. In the meantime, we have
been adding additional alternative questions under each
label.
Figure 1: Label distribution for the Administrative
questions dataset. The most frequent appears 12 times
while there are 19 labels with a count of 1. There are 49
distinct labels in total.
To compute the performance of question similarity, we had
to trim the QA datasets and remove all question groups in
which a single formulation existed. We ended up with
22.2% of the administrative questions QA dataset.
To optimize the computation time, we introduced an early
stop condition: if cosine similarity is over 95%, we assume
a very similar question and stop the search for a better one.
With this optimization, the whole accuracy calculation time
was reduced from 12h to 6h, using an i5-10400 CPU.
We then took the fine-tuned version of the bert-basemultilingual-cased BERT model (Devlin, 2018) as
the baseline model and we compared accuracy figures
against luxmed which is a language-specific, fine-tuned
BERT model.
Table 3 shows that the multilingual BERT model ( mling)
and the Luxembourgish BERT model (luxmed) gave the
same accuracy when it came to question labeling. This can
be justified by the small size of the administrative questions
dataset (135 questions), coupled with the high number of
labels (49). In Figure 1 we can see that 19 labels appear
only once in our Administrative questions dataset.
When it comes to question similarity accuracy, using the
language-specific luxmed BERT model is a better choice
than using the generic multilingual BERT model ( mling).
mling

luxmed

Question labeling accuracy

40.7%

40.7%

Question similarity accuracy

23.3%

26.6%

Table 3: Question labeling and question similarity accuracy
with mling vs. luxmed BERT models

8.

Conclusion and Future Prospects

Multilingual communication between citizens and public
services should be a requirement for a digital single market.
Chatbots are completely missing in the public

In the last weeks, we have been extending our
Luxembourgish corpus with additional 1,700,000
sentences. We plan to train and validate another medium
BERT size model from scratch using this extended corpus
data in the coming weeks. Testing with data of similar
languages is also among our future prospects. We expect
that a subsequent fine-tuning with the improved QA dataset
will mitigate the current limitations and yield improved
results.
In the coming months we plan to deploy our chatbot in
public administration in Luxembourg. Having user
interaction logged will result in real user questions that will
be added to our existing QA datasets. This will improve the
performance of the chatbot, and we will have more data to
fine-tune our BERT models. After chatbot deployment, we
will analyze user feedback, which will be collected at the
end of each conversation. We will calculate the amount of
user questions, most used questions as well as the success
rate per question.
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